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FOREWORD

This is a pivotal time in the history of the Ministry of Education and Technical 
Education (MOETE) in Egypt. We are embarking on the transformation of 
Egypt’s K-12 education system starting in September 2018 with KG1, KG2 and 

Primary 1 continuing to be rolled out year after year until 2030. We are transforming the 
way in which students learn to prepare Egypt’s youth to succeed in a future world that 
we cannot entirely imagine.

MOETE is very proud to present this new series of textbooks, Discover, with the accom-
panying digital learning materials that captures its vision of the transformation journey. 
This is the result of much consultation, much thought and a lot of work. We have drawn 
on the best expertise and experience from national and international organizations and 
education professionals to support us in translating our vision into an innovative national 
curriculum framework and exciting and inspiring print and digital learning materials.

The MOETE extends its deep appreciation to its own “Center for Curriculum and Instruc-
tional Materials Development” (CCIMD) and specifically, the CCIMD Director and her 
amazing team. MOETE is also very grateful to the minister’s senior advisors and to our 
partners including “Discovery Education,” “Nahdet Masr,” “Longman Egypt,” UNICEF, 
UNESCO, and WB, who, collectively, supported the development of Egypt’s national 
curriculum framework. I also thank the Egyptian Faculty of Education professors who 
participated in reviewing the national curriculum framework. Finally, I thank each and 
every MOETE administrator in all MOETE sectors as well as the MOETE subject coun-
selors who participated in the process.

This transformation of Egypt’s education system would not have been possible without 
the significant support of Egypt’s current president, His Excellency President Abdel Fattah 
el-Sisi. Overhauling the education system is part of the president’s vision of ‘rebuilding the 
Egyptian citizen’ and it is closely coordinated with the ministries of higher education & 
scientific research, Culture, and Youth & Sports. Education 2.0 is only a part in a bigger 
national effort to propel Egypt to the ranks of developed countries and to ensure a great 
future to all of its citizens.





WORDS FROM THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION 
& TECHNICAL EDUCATION

It is my great pleasure to celebrate this extraordinary moment in the history of Egypt 
where we launch a new education system designed to prepare a new Egyptian citizen 
proud of his Egyptian, Arab and African roots - a new citizen who is innovative, a 

critical thinker, able to understand and accept differences, competent in knowledge and 
life skills, able to learn for life and able to compete globally.

Egypt chose to invest in its new generations through building a transformative and 
modern education system consistent with international quality benchmarks. The new 
education system is designed to help our children and grandchildren enjoy a better future 
and to propel Egypt to the ranks of advanced countries in the near future.

The fulfillment of the Egyptian dream of transformation is indeed a joint responsibility 
among all of us; governmental institutions, parents, civil society, private sector and media. 
Here, I would like to acknowledge the critical role of our beloved teachers who are the 
role models for our children and who are the cornerstone of the intended transformation.

I ask everyone of us to join hands towards this noble goal of transforming Egypt through 
education in order to restore Egyptian excellence, leadership and great civilization.

My warmest regards to our children who will begin this journey and my deepest respect 
and gratitude to our great teachers.

Dr. Tarek Galal Shawki
Minister of Education & Technical Education
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How to Use Th is Guide

Th e teaching guide is designed to provide instructors with a clear path to follow to implement multidis-
ciplinary instruction that creates engaging, relevant, and rigorous learning experiences for students. If 
instructors have not used such a guide before, some practical advice follows:

• Read each chapter carefully. Make notes and highlight important details.
• Read and annotate the teacher guide and student book side-by-side.
• Take note of the following:

• What are the pupils discovering or learning? (Content)
• What are the students being asked to do? (Activity)
• What is the teacher discovering about the pupils? (Assessment)
• How could you adapt the lesson for the diff erent abilities in your class? (Diff erentiation)

• Gather the necessary materials and make any preparations before implementing the lessons. Materials 
and preparation are highlighted in boxes at the beginning of each lesson. Consider additional class-
room management techniques necessary for your particular class and learning environment.

• During and after implementing each lesson, refl ect and make notes on what was successful as well as 
possible suggestions for improvement.

• Planning with another teacher can often lead to greater implementation success as it provides an 
opportunity to discuss classroom expectations and management procedures, and it ensures that 
lessons are diff erentiated to better suit the needs of students. It is suggested that teachers meet with 
other instructors at or near their grade level at least weekly to plan and refl ect.

As outlined in the Background, the school year is divided into four themes. Within the multidisciplinary 
window, content from various disciplines is integrated into each chapter. In one lesson, students may prac-
tice and apply skills in mathematics, social studies, science, and the arts. Each theme includes chapters that 
coincide with project titles or topics. Projects are used as a means of formative assessment and allow students 
to demonstrate skills and knowledge across diff erent content domains.

Multidisciplinary chapters are organized into three components:

Discover
• Th e beginning of each chapter introduces the thematic project to students. Discover allows students 

to explore what they already know related to the project, create some questions about what they 
wonder or want to learn, and discover content through observation, questioning, and discussion.

Learn
• Content across disciplines is integrated in the Learn portion of the chapter, with a specifi c focus on 

preparing for the project. Students practice and apply skills to build and demonstrate understanding.

Share
• At the close of each chapter, students share projects, refl ect on the learning process, and provide feed-

back to classmates.
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Background
Building off  the success of previous Education 2.0 implementation, these instructional materials support 
the production of engaging and rigorous learning experiences for students and teachers. Th e materials are 
grounded in the philosophy of the Curriculum Framework Second and Th ird Primary Grades 2019-2030, 
which aims to develop students with necessary skills for life and work in the 21st century. Four broad 
themes provide infrastructure for the multidisciplinary curricula.

Term 1:
• Th eme 1: Who Am I? - Living Healthy
• Th eme 2: Th e World Around Us - Taking Care of Our World

Term 2:
• Th eme 3: How the World Works - Origins
• Th eme 4: Communication - Connections

Each theme is organized by chapters, with three chapters in each theme. Every chapter begins with an Over-
view, Learning Indicators, and Pacing Guide. It is strongly suggested that instructors thoroughly read each 
of these sections because they provide benefi cial information about the implementation and purpose of each 
project.

• Th e Overview provides a description of each component of the chapter as well as the total number of 
days for implementation.

• Th e Learning Indicators describe what pupils should know or be able to do.
• Th e Pacing Guide shows when each lesson of the chapter will be implemented. It also provides a 

description of each lesson.

Each theme involves the integration of subjects and includes projects as a means of formative assessment. 
Projects integrate topics and concepts of the diff erent fi elds of study through a number of issues and chal-
lenges in order to develop a range of knowledge and skills. Th e project includes a number of individual and 
group learning experiences that are fully linked to the theme and its goals. 

Th is instructional guide is intended to support teachers in the preparation and implementation of projects 
by providing step-by-step instructions embedded with teacher input, instructional strategies, and classroom 
management techniques.
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Life Skills
What is the purpose of the life skills?
Th e Center for Curriculum and Instructional Materials Development at the Ministry of Education has 
developed important life skills that will guide the development of each child into a creative and innovative 
citizen. Th e life skills support the development of citizens who will continue to teach and learn, coexist in 
harmony with others, and adhere to his/her values. Th e life skills emphasize becoming an eff ective leader 
and positive follower who is proud of his/her country and heritage, who has a competitive spirit and faith in 
work values, and who is a promoter of the principles of entrepreneurship.

What are the life skills?
Th e 14 life skills (shown in the diagram below) are based on the Life Skills and Citizenship Education ini-
tiative in the Middle East and North Africa (LSCE-MENA), led by UNICEF in collaboration with partners 
across the region.

Th e life skills are classifi ed into four learning dimensions:
• Learn to Know: Learning skills (critical thinking, creative thinking, problem solving)
• Learn to Work: Employability skills (collaboration, decision-making, negotiation, productivity)
• Learn to Live Together: Active citizenship skills (respect for diversity, empathy, sharing)
• Learn to Be: Personal empowerment skills (self-management, accountability, communication, 

endurance)
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How are life skills visible in the classroom and instruction?
These skills have already been integrated into the Education 2.0 framework and curriculum at the KG1, 
KG2, Primary 1 and Primary 2 levels. Life skills are incorporated into the multidisciplinary curriculum 
alongside the academic learning indicators of math, science, reading, arts, and so on.

With Primary 3, the life skills are deepened and further developed, as students gain maturity and facility for 
practicing the actions described by each skill. Each lesson of the Primary 3 multidisciplinary curriculum 
(Discover) calls out specific opportunities for students to practice life skills, indicated by notes to the 
teachers in the provided teacher guides..

Each chapter culminates with a Share project that allows students to not only apply life skills but also to 
reflect and self-assess how well they are meeting the expectations of relevant skills.
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• Patterns of Change Days 1-10
• A New Look to Ancient Art Days 11-20
• Origins of Medicine Days 21-30

• Connecting Forces Days 31-40
• Connecting People Days 41-50
• Connecting with Community Days 51-60

THEME 3:

HOW THE WORLD 

WORKS:

ORIGINS

THEME 4:
COMMUNICATION:

CONNECTIONS

Primary 3 Second Term Pacing Calendar
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WEEK SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

1
DISCOVER

Patterns of Change
DISCOVER

Patterns of Change
DISCOVER

Patterns of Change
LEARN

Patterns of Change
LEARN

Patterns of Change

2
LEARN

Patterns of Change
LEARN

Patterns of Change
LEARN

Patterns of Change
SHARE

Patterns of Change
SHARE

Patterns of Change

3
DISCOVER

A New Look to 
Ancient Art

DISCOVER
A New Look to 

Ancient Art

DISCOVER
A New Look to 

Ancient Art

LEARN
A New Look to 

Ancient Art

LEARN
A New Look to 

Ancient Art

4
LEARN

A New Look to 
Ancient Art

LEARN
A New Look to 

Ancient Art

SHARE
A New Look to 

Ancient Art

SHARE
A New Look to 

Ancient Art

SHARE
A New Look to 

Ancient Art

5
DISCOVER

Origins of Medicine
DISCOVER

Origins of Medicine
LEARN

Origins of Medicine
LEARN

Origins of Medicine
LEARN

Origins of Medicine

6
LEARN

Origins of Medicine
LEARN

Origins of Medicine
SHARE

Origins of Medicine
SHARE

Origins of Medicine
SHARE

Origins of Medicine

C
O

N
N
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O
N

S

7
DISCOVER

Connecting Forces
DISCOVER

Connecting Forces
LEARN

Connecting Forces
LEARN

Connecting Forces
LEARN

Connecting Forces

8
LEARN

Connecting Forces
LEARN

Connecting Forces
SHARE

Connecting Forces
SHARE

Connecting Forces
SHARE

Connecting Forces

9
DISCOVER

Connecting People
DISCOVER

Connecting People
LEARN

Connecting People
LEARN

Connecting People
LEARN

Connecting People

10
LEARN

Connecting People
LEARN

Connecting People
SHARE

Connecting People
SHARE

Connecting People
SHARE

Connecting People

11
DISCOVER

Connecting with 
Community

LEARN
Connecting with 

Community

LEARN
Connecting with 

Community

LEARN
Connecting with 

Community

LEARN
Connecting with 

Community

12
LEARN

Connecting with 
Community

LEARN
Connecting with 

Community

SHARE
Connecting with 

Community

SHARE
Connecting with 

Community

SHARE
Connecting with 

Community

Primary 3 Pacing Guide
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Instructional Strategies

INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATEGY NAME

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Ask 3 Before Me
Students ask three peers for assistance before asking the teacher. Th is strategy is used when 
students are working collaboratively to develop communication skills, encourage peer inter-
actions, and decrease reliance on the teacher’s support in large classrooms.

Attention-Getting Signal

Th e teacher uses an explicit signal to get the attention of the class when they are talking in 
pairs or working in groups. Th ere are many options for signals, and more than one can be 
used as long as students recognize it. Options include a clap pattern that students repeat, a 
simple call and response phrase, or a hand in the air (see: Hands Up). Th is strategy allows 
teachers to ask for students' attention without shouting or immediately disrupting student 
conversations.

Brainstorm

Students provide multiple answers for an open-ended question. Th is can be done as a whole 
class or in groups or pairs. Th e purpose of a brainstorm is to list many answers, not to 
critique whether answers are realistic, feasible, or correct. Once an initial broad list is made, 
students can go back to answers to prioritize or eliminate some options. Th is strategy pro-
motes creativity and problem-solving. 

Calling Sticks

Teacher writes the names of students on popsicle sticks and places them in a can/jar. To call 
randomly on students, the teacher pulls a stick from the jar. After calling on the student, 
the teacher places that stick into another can/jar so that student is not immediately called 
on again. Th is strategy helps teachers call on a wide variety of students and encourages all 
students to be ready with an answer. 

Count Off 

Teacher breaks students into groups by having students count off  to a certain number. It 
is important to tell students to remember their number. For example, if the teacher wants 
three groups, the fi rst student counts one, the next student says two, the next say three, and 
the next student starts over at one, and so on.  When all students have counted, tell all the 
number ones to meet together, all the number twos, and then all the number threes. Th is 
strategy enables time-effi  cient grouping and reinforces conceptual number use.

Foldable

Students fold blank sheets of paper to create sections or fl aps for taking notes. Like a 
three-dimensional graphic organizer, the structure of the foldable helps students organize 
and present information in a visually appealing or relevant way. Foldables can also be used 
for studying vocabulary or other content.

Th e instructional strategies described below are woven throughout the teacher guide. Th ese are not meant to 
be the only methods used in the classroom, rather are highlighted as best practices for engaging students in 
active, inquiry-based learning. As teachers and students gain familiarity with the strategies, instructors may 
wish to modify and personalize to suit the needs of each individual classroom.

For more strategies visit: tinyurl.com/Edu2-0strategies
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INSTRUCTIONAL 
STRATEGY NAME

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Four Corners

Each of the four corners of the room corresponds to a possible opinion about a thought-pro-
voking statement. The teacher may post a picture or a prompt in each corner of the room 
to represent the opinions/statements. Students walk to the corner that interests them or 
expresses their opinion to group with other like-minded students. This strategy allows 
students to express opinions and to prepare justifications with others who agree before pre-
senting to the class.

Gallery Walk

As if in a museum, students walk past displays and respond to questions or prompts about 
the display. This strategy can be used in multiple ways, including to consider ideas posted on 
chart paper around the room or to view classmates' final products. This strategy encourages 
diversity of thought. When used at the end of a project, this strategy allows students to cele-
brate and take pride in their work while also honoring and responding to others' work.

GoGoMo
Stands for "Give one, Get one, Move on." Students stand up and find a partner. Students 
give an idea to the partner, get an idea from the partner, then move on to a new partner and 
repeat.

Hand Motions
Students create hand motions to represent and help them remember ideas, topics, vocabu-
lary, or processes. Involving physical movement engages new parts of the brain in the act of 
remembering.

Hands Up
The teacher holds a hand in the air to signal that students should stop what they are doing, 
stop talking, and look up at the teacher. When students notice the teacher's hand up, they 
also raise a hand to signal to classmates. This strategy is used as an attention-getting signal.

Hands Up, Pair Up

Students stand and walk around the room quietly with one hand raised in the air. The 
teacher says, "Stop—Pair Up." Students clap hands and stand together with a nearby stu-
dent. Anyone with a hand still up needs as a partner. Students can easily find each other and 
pair up.

Imagine That

The teacher describes a person, animal, plant, or situation for students to act out. Students 
imagine that they are the living thing or are in the situation and act out what happens. This 
can also be done in groups with a student, or rotating students, acting as the leader. This 
strategy promotes imagination and long-term memory.

Jigsaw

Students work cooperatively within small groups to complete tasks, then teach other groups 
what they have learned. The teacher organizes students into groups. Each student within the 
group is given specific information to learn and will become an 'expert' on that information 
for their group. Students then join with those of other groups assigned the same piece of 
information. These students work together to read a passage, research, and learn about the 
assigned information. Students then return to their original groups to share their learning. 
For example, a long passage of information may be broken up into smaller sections, with 
each student in a working group assigned to read one section. The students from every group 
assigned the same section form an “expert” group, and read that section together. Students 
then reconvene in their working groups to report the information learned back to the group. 
In this example, students are responsible for teaching others in their group about specific 
information. This instructional strategy builds collaboration, communication, and thinking 
skills.
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INSTRUCTIONAL 
STRATEGY NAME

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

KWL Chart

Students fill out a chart with three columns: KNOW, WONDER, and LEARN. This format 
allows students to think about what they already know on a topic and questions they have, 
as well as record what they learn throughout the unit. Students can track which questions are 
answered as they learn.

Model

The teacher or student demonstrates exactly how to complete a task. The rest of the class 
can ask questions before repeating what was demonstrated. This strategy allows the teacher 
to review any safety concerns or difficult aspects of a task, as well as share advice for task 
completion. This method should not be used for some inquiry activities, as it could over-in-
fluence the direction of student thinking. 

Number Sign 

The teacher can check for understanding quickly by asking a question and giving students 
a choice of answers. Students hold up one, two, or three fingers in response to the question 
asked. The teacher quickly scans the fingers raised to get a sense of how many students are 
tracking the material. 

Numbered Heads Together

This is a cooperative strategy that holds each member of a group accountable for learning/
discussing material. Each student in the group is given a number. The teacher poses a ques-
tion to the group. Students put their heads together to discuss the answer. The teacher then 
calls a number to identify a "spokesperson" to share the group's answer. 

On the Fence

Each of the two sides of the room corresponds to a possible opinion about a thought-pro-
voking statement. The teacher may post a picture or a prompt on each side of the room to 
represent the opinions/statements. Students walk to the side that interests them or expresses 
their opinion to group with other like-minded students. Students may also stay "on the 
fence" in the middle of the room if they are undecided. Students debate their opinion with 
evidence to persuade others in the room to agree with them. As students change their minds, 
they move to the corresponding area in the room.

One Stay, One Stray

After working with partners, one person stays with the work product to present to other 
students while the second partner walks around and listens to peers in the class share. Then 
the two students switch roles. Using the strategy, both partners get to share their project and 
listen to others share. 

Pass the Knowledge
Students pass their student books to the right (down the row) for the next student to read 
and add new ideas. The process repeats for multiple rounds (number determined by the 
teacher), then students collect their original books again to read over others’ added ideas. 

Pass the Pen

Students work collaboratively in a group with one pen or pencil per group. The teacher poses 
a question or topic to groups. One student writes down an idea or answer, then passes the 
pen to the next group member. The pen continues to be passed around, allowing all students 
an opportunity to write at least once or twice. The strategy is used to brainstorm or activate 
prior knowledge on a topic and is helpful for encouraging all students to participate and 
share ideas. 

Popcorn

Call on one student to answer a question. After the student has answered the question, they 
say "popcorn" and say the name of another student. It is now the turn of that student to 
answer the question, then pick a new student, and so on. If a student has responded, they 
should not be called upon a second time during the same Popcorn activity.

Shake It 
Share It 

High Five

Students move around the classroom until the teacher signals to stop. Students then partner 
with a nearby student. Partners shake hands, share ideas or work products, then high five 
before moving around again to find a new partner. This strategy gets students out of their 
seats and moving, while also allowing them to share with classmates they do not sit near.
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INSTRUCTIONAL 
STRATEGY NAME

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Shoulder Partners

Students lean and talk quietly with the person sitting next to them. Shoulder Partner can 
be used literally to just talk to the people sitting on either side, or it can be used for slightly 
larger groups of three or four with everyone's shoulders "touching." (This promotes the 
ability to speak softly—in sort of a huddle). 

Snowball Fight

Students respond to a prompt using a half sheet of paper. The student crumples the paper 
up like a snowball and tosses it across the room. Students pick up a snowball that lands close 
to them, add their comment or answer, and crumple to toss again. Repeat as needed. The 
strategy encourages students to interact with the ideas of students who do not sit nearby in 
an anonymous manner. 

T-Chart

Students learn to organize information in this strategy. A T-Chart is a graphic organizer 
with two columns and a title (forming a T shape). Students can use a T-Chart to compare 
two ideas, sort facts and opinions, identify pros and cons, or brainstorm advantages and 
disadvantages. The format helps students to visually distinguish between the two columns of 
information.

Talking Sticks Students discuss answers or ideas in a small group. They take turns by passing a talking stick 
around in the group. The student with the stick shares his or her answer. 

Think Aloud
The teacher models a process of thinking by speaking aloud what is thought. As an example, 
"I think I need more color here in my drawing." This strategy models for students the type 
of thinking they can use in an upcoming activity.

Think Time

Teacher allows a distinct period of silence so that students can process tasks, feelings, and 
responses. Allow students 15 to 30 seconds to think to themselves before calling on anyone 
to provide an answer to the class. This strategy is particularly helpful for shy or quiet stu-
dents, as well as students who prefer to process content individually before contributing to a 
classroom or group conversation.

Thinking Hats

Students wear different colored hats to represent different points of view. For example, a 
student wearing a green hat must support an idea being discussed, while a student wearing a 
red hat might be tasked with challenging the idea. Blue can represent asking questions, and 
white a focus on logistics (how would the idea work?). Teachers can define the perspectives 
represented by each color hat as needed for each new discussion or keep roles consistent 
throughout the year.

Thumbs Up

The teacher can quickly check for understanding using this strategy. Students hold thumbs 
up for agreement and thumbs down for disagreement to a question asked by the teacher. 
Thumbs up can also be used as a way for students to signal to a teacher that they are ready 
for an instruction.

Venn Diagram

Teacher draws two or more large overlapping circles as a graphic organizer to show what 
is the same and different about multiple topics. Teacher notes similarities in the overlap-
ping section of the circles, then summarizes differences in the respective parts of the circles 
that do not overlap. This strategy allows students to visually see and record similarities and 
differences. 

Wait Time
Similar to the Think Time strategy, the teacher waits at least seven seconds after asking a 
question to the whole class or after calling on a student to respond. This provides time for 
students to think independently before an answer is given out loud. 

Whisper 
The teacher can provide whole class verbal processing time by allowing students to respond 
to a question by whispering the answer into their hands. This strategy prompts every student 
to attempt an answer, with no social-emotional recourse if their answer is wrong. 
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Rubrics for Teacher and Student Use
What is a rubric?
A rubric is a tool used by teachers to help assess student work and ability based on established criteria. 
Rubrics help describe what a student can do based on expected outcomes.

Why do we use rubrics?
Rubrics describe various levels of performance and offer teachers a way to look closely at what students are 
able to do and highlight areas that need improvement. They are meant to define exactly what learning is 
expected and are a helpful way to assess students on class work that may not have discrete “correct” answers. 
Rubrics can also be valuable when discussing student achievement with students and their families.

How are the rubrics organized?
The rubrics found in this curriculum are organized around three priorities: Academic Content, Quality of 
Performance, and Life Skills. 

These three areas are found in both the teacher and student rubrics.

In the student rubrics, there is only one descriptor for each of the three areas. This helps keep students from 
becoming overwhelmed by the tool and allows them an opportunity to self-assess. The student rubric offers 
students a clear picture of what is expected and shows tangible ways to improve.

In the teacher rubrics, there are multiple descriptors in each of the three areas. This allows for the assess-
ment of a variety of skills that are demonstrated in complex projects. Two important notes:

• The skills (rows) are assessed independently of each other. In other words, students are assessed as 
meeting the description in column 1, 2, or 3 for each row. This helps teachers be more specific about 
each student’s strengths and areas for improvement.

• Each section reflects the major content demonstrated in the Share project. It does not represent every 
single learning indicator addressed in each chapter.

Academic Content 
refers to what the 
students are learning 
and will often directly 
reference specific 
academic standards.

Life Skills refers to 
abilities that help to 
make students more 
successful in life such 
as collaboration, task 
management, and 
respect for others.

Quality of 
Performance refers 
to how the work is 
presented and may 
include qualities like 
neatness, clarity of 
voice, or organization.
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How do we use the rubrics?
Students are introduced to the rubric prior to beginning the Share project near the end of each chapter. 
Teachers should review the project topic and goals and focus students on the opportunity to “meet expecta-
tions” using the rubric provided. Each time students begin the Share project, the class will review the rubric 
together. Each time students complete the Share project, students will individually reflect using the student 
rubric, and teachers will assess each student using the provided teacher version in each student book.

The rubrics found in this curriculum are set up on a three-point scale. The goal for students is to fall into the 
‘2’ column, meaning that they have met the expectation. Mistakes or minor misconceptions are allowed in 
the ‘2’ category, but they should be minimal and must not interfere with the student’s ability to show clear 
understanding. The ‘3’ column is included because there will be times when students exceed the expecta-
tions. A ‘3’ does not mean that the student work is perfect or mistake-free, rather it means that the student is 
able to express their understanding in a unique way or show application of the skill or knowledge in another 
setting. The descriptors found in this column help give teachers a clearer picture of what students can do 
to go above and beyond the expectation. If a student needs extra support or is unable to meet expectations 
independently, they will often fall in the ‘1’ column.

When scoring a student, it is possible that their work will match descriptors in all three columns. If a stu-
dent scores a ‘3’ on one descriptor, that does not mean they have earned a ‘3’ in all others. Each descriptor 
should be evaluated separately.
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Formative Assessment
What is formative assessment?
The term assessment often brings to mind exams. Exams can be effective at summarizing learning. After a 
student learns material for a certain amount of time, an exam measures how much the student has learned, 
retained, and can apply. Formative assessment encompasses strategies used in the classroom to find out if and 
how much students are learning along the way, so that instruction can be adjusted.

Why embed formative assessment in instruction?
Formative assessment is a tool that supports responsive teaching. Embedding formative assessment pro-
vides teachers with evidence about how much students are learning, retaining, and applying. A teacher who 
frequently seeks and receives feedback from students about how much progress they are making toward 
learning goals can adjust instruction to respond to misconceptions, misunderstandings, and gaps in students’ 
ability to apply learning.

How does embedding formative assessment improve learning?
The following table (Wiliam, 2011) provides an overview of five strategies that teachers, peers, and students 
can use to give and receive evidence of learning throughout the learning process. 

The first essential step is to identify (and share with students) the desired learning outcomes, or “where the 
learning is going.” Once learning goals are established, teachers, peers, and students themselves can check 
in on “where the learner is right now,” or how much progress is being made toward the goals. Rather than 
assessing whether or not a student has sufficiently learned content after the fact, formative assessment prac-
tices provide feedback so that teaching and learning (“how to get there”) can be adjusted to better obtain the 
agreed-upon goals.

What does embedding formative assessment look like in the classroom?
Formative assessment often occurs through classroom discussions and tasks that ask students to explain 
and justify their thinking. If individual students struggle to understand or apply a concept, a teacher can 
differentiate instruction or provide peer support to meet that students’ needs. When many students exhibit 
evidence of misunderstanding or gaps in knowledge or skills, a teacher can decide to review, reteach, or pres-
ent a new approach to achieving the learning goals.

WHERE THE 
LEARNING IS GOING

WHERE THE LEARNER 
IS RIGHT NOW HOW TO GET THERE

Teacher
Clarifying, sharing, and 
understanding what we 
intend for students to 
learn and the criteria

for success

Eliciting evidence of 
learning

Providing feedback that 
moves learning forward

Peers Activating learners as instructional resources for 
one another

Learner Activating learners as owners of their own learning

Wiliam, Dylan. Embedded Formative Assessment. Bloomington: Solution Tree Press, 2011.
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Progression Plan and Dialogue Template
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Digital Resources Available For Use
Teachers are encouraged to use resources from the Egyptian Knowledge Bank as digital learning objects. 
Visit www.ekb.eg to access thousands of resources from the world’s top education publishers.

NO. CLIP TITLE DESCRIPTION CLIP TITLE QR CODE

9 Art in Ancient Egypt 

An introduction to various forms of art in 
Ancient Egypt. Students will learn about the 
origins and development of papyrus, sculp-

ture, and jewelry. 

https://tinyurl.com/
y5nym6pm

10 Why We Invent
Students consider how human needs drive 

invention, focusing in particular on the 
development of transportation.

https://tinyurl.com/
yyqh7gra

11 Let's Trade 
Students are introduced to a world before 
money in order to consider how trade sys-

tems, such as bartering, developed. 

https://tinyurl.com/
y4r2sjqu

12 Preparing for Tomorrow 
Students examine how the skills they are 

building in school might become helpful in 
their future careers. 

https://tinyurl.com/
y34h22a2

13 How Computers Work 

Students explore the many diff erent 
functions computers have today and are 

introduced to the basic computer elements 
of hardware, software, and connectivity.

https://tinyurl.com/
yygdx59s

14 Timelines
Students explore timelines, including what 

they are used for and how they help us orga-
nize information. 

https://tinyurl.com/
y4vlrphb

15 Music in our lives It’s music to students ears in this introduction 
to beats, tempos and pitches.

https://tinyurl.com/
y37scyz3

16 Th e Museum Visit

As students meet Egyptian pharaohs and 
learn about their ancient ancestors, they 

consider diff erent ways that we learn about 
history. 

https://tinyurl.com/
y6jborf2

17 Where do traits come from?
Students follow the story of a peer as he com-
pares characteristics of parents and off spring 

in plants and animals.

https://tinyurl.com/
y5y465f4
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Chapter Overview

Patterns of Change

Discover Students discover how they have grown and changed 
throughout their years in school. Students observe 
parents to consider origins of how we grow and change. 
Students observe inherited traits in themselves, then in 
animals, plants, and their and off spring.

2

Learn Students learn how inherited traits in plants and animals 
contribute to survival in various environments. Students 
analyze various plant and animal adaptations for survival, 
such as camoufl age. Students explain how adaptations of 
external features contribute to survival.

6

Share Students design, test, and modify bird beaks to investi-
gate adaptations to diff erent kinds of food available in 
diff erent environments. Students create a unique bird-
song using elements of music.

2

Connection to Issues
Non-Discrimination: We are all alike, and yet we have diff erences. We can appre-
ciate and talk about how we are the same and diff erent. We can work together and 
be cooperative and collaborative.

Citizenship: We belong. We are part of a human family. We all have needs and we 
all have responsibilities.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION LESSONS
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Patterns of Change

Life Skills Addressed
DIMENSION LIFE SKILLS ADDRESSED

Learn to Know Critical Thinking:
• Identify subject/topic-related information.
• Distinguish between different perspectives and points of view.
• Explain thinking processes.

Problem-Solving:
• Collect problem-related data.

Learn to Work Collaboration:
• Respect for other opinions.

Decision-Making:
• Identify results and expected results.

Learn to Live Together Respect for Diversity:
• Solicit and respect multiple and diverse perspectives to broaden and deepen 

understanding.

Empathy:
• Demonstrate empathy in communicating with others.

Sharing:
• Effective management and organization of tasks.

Learn to Be Accountability:
• Provide effective feedback.

Communication:
• Reading, writing, non-verbal communication skills.
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Learning Indicators
Throughout this chapter, students will work toward the following learning indicators:

READING:
D. Reading Skills: Fluency

1.a. Read texts at grade-appropriate difficulty with a level 
of accuracy and fluency to support understanding.

E. Reading Comprehension: Literature
1.a. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate under-
standing of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 
basis for the answers.
2.a. Describe and compare characters in a story (such 
as their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how 
their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

F. Reading Comprehension: Informational Text
4.a. Ask and answer questions to define the meaning of 
academic and subject-specific words and phrases.
6.a. Identify the reasons an author gives to support key 
ideas in a text.
7.a. Compare similarities and differences between the 
most important points and key details presented in two 
texts on the same topic.

G. Language: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
1.g. Demonstrate command of the conventions of gram-
mar and usage when writing or speaking.

WRITING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Write complete sentences using punctuation, preposi-
tions, and coordinating conjunctions (such as و, ثم, ف) as 
appropriate.

B. Narrative
1.a. Write narratives to express real or imagined experi-
ences or events, using descriptive details and clear event 
sequences.
1.b. Write a short descriptive paragraph to introduce a 
situation, narrator, and/or characters.
1.c. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, 
and feelings to express experiences and events or show the 
responses of characters to situations.
1.d. Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, 
using temporal words and phrases to signal event order.

D. Process, Production, and Research
1.a. Use graphic organizers to plan writing.
1.b. Utilize questions and suggestions from peers to 
strengthen writing.
1.c. Review and revise personal writing to strengthen it.
2.a. Use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish 
writing, independently and in collaboration with peers.

MATH:
B. Operations and Algebraic Thinking

2.d. Use mental computation and estimation strategies 
(including rounding to the nearest 1,000) to assess the 
reasonableness of answers.

SCIENCE:
C. Life Science

2.a. Compare characteristics of parents and offspring in 
plants and animals, not including humans.
2.b. Identify patterns of inherited characteristics in off-
spring, focusing on external traits and their functions.
2.c. Analyze the interaction between members of a species 
and the surrounding environment to identify adaptations, 
focusing on external traits and their functions.

E. Environmental Science
1.c. Analyze the interactions between living organisms 
and nonliving things in a habitat.

F. Engineering Design and Process
1.c. Make use of troubleshooting, research and devel-
opment, invention, and experimentation in problem 
solving, with support.
1.e. Apply the design process, with modeling and support.

SOCIAL STUDIES:
B. Historical Thinking and Knowledge

1.a. Identify different types of sources for historical infor-
mation (such as textbooks, eyewitness accounts, stories 
from elders, news articles, songs).
1.b. Distinguish between the reliability of different types 
of sources for historical information.
1.f. Compare how multiple sources recount the same 
event (such as nonfiction, fiction, differing perspectives).

C. Understanding the World from a Spatial Perspective
2.a. Compare ways that people in a different region adapt 
to the environment for food, clothing, and shelter.
2.b. Describe how people in different regions of the world 
modify the environment to meet changing needs for 
transportation, shelter, and lifestyle.

MUSIC:
A. Developing Musical Sense or Expression

1. Create music that incorporates different pitches and 
rhythms using various instruments.
2. Explain the effect of using different shades (dynamics, 
tempo) on what is communicated through music.
3. Improvise with rhythm and melody.

C. Playing Instruments
1. Perform original music and describe expressive intent.

D. Singing
2. Perform with appropriate confidence in front of others.

E. Demonstrating Appropriate Behaviors in Music
2. Encourage and respect others’ musical performances.

ECONOMICS AND APPLIED SCIENCES:
B. Childhood Development

1.a. Analyze personal changes in knowledge, skills, or 
abilities associated with growth.
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LESSON INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

1 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Define origin.
• Assess personal growth over time.
• Predict future changes (next year, five years, 10 years).

2 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Compare and contrast parents and offspring.
• Describe inherited traits.

3 LEARN: Students will:
• Identify inherited characteristics in animals and plants.
• Explain how inherited traits affect an animal’s appearance and survival.

4 LEARN: Students will:
• Explain how humans survive in different environments.

5 LEARN: Students will:
• Explain how plants adapt to an environment.
• Use historical information to trace adaptations in a water lily.

6 LEARN: Students will:
• Participate in a hands-on activity to better understand a specific adaptation.
• Explain how animals adapt to an environment.
• Reflect on and annotate an informational text.

7 LEARN: Students will:
• Explain the purpose of camouflage.
• Observe an environment to invent a new style of camouflage.

8 LEARN: Students will:
• Investigate the advantages and disadvantages of adaptations.
• Simulate various bird beaks competing for different foods.
• Analyze simulation data to make conclusions.

9 SHARE: Students will:
• Design a bird beak for a specific food source using limited materials.
• Create original birdsongs using pitch, rhythm, melody, and tempo.

10 SHARE: Students will:
• Offer and seek feedback.
• Test and revise or improve designs.
• Perform and observe original birdsongs.

Pacing GuideCH 1
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Materials Used

Student book Pencil Chart paper Red and blue crayons

Large bowl or bucket Th ree sealable quart- or gal-
lon-size plastic bags Markers Small paper cups (one per 

student)

Water Ice Glue Timing device

Two thermometers Solid vegetable shortening Pictures of various plants, actual plants, or artifacts of plants, 
especially of an acacia tree and blue lotus water lily

Beak designs Variety of musical 
instruments Timing device

PRIMARY 3

DISCOVER
TERM 1

2020-2021
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OverviewLesson 1
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson. Ask students to think, refl ect, share, and listen. Encourage 
students to lead this routine as they become more comfortable.

Th is is a time to excite your students about the chapter.

TEACHER SAY: We are starting a new theme called “Origins." Th is word will be used a lot 
throughout the next three chapters. Has anyone heard this word before?

TEACHER DO: Call on student volunteers who might have familiarity with the word ORIGIN.

STUDENTS DO: Share prior knowledge of the word origin.

TEACHER SAY: We will be learning about the origins of traits in various organisms, the origins 
of art, and our own historical origins as the people of Egypt. I have used the word origin to 
describe our learning for each of the upcoming chapters. Origin must be an important word. 
Do these statements help give you context for what the word ORIGIN might mean?

TEACHER DO: Call on student volunteers to share new ideas about the word ORIGIN. Th en 
hand out student books.

2. TEACHER SAY: Let’s work together to defi ne the word origin. We can reference our defi -
nition to make connections throughout the chapter. Open your student books to the page 
Vocabulary: Origin.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate a discussion about the new vocabulary word to walk students through 
fi lling out the graphic organizer.

TEACHER SAY: Have you ever wondered where things come from? Have you noticed that birds 
have beaks, but we have lips? Or we have arms, but birds have wings? What other diff erences 

Definition Examples (written or drawn)

Use it in a sentence

Notes (clues to remember, synonyms, and so on)

PRIMARY 3
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3

Complete the graphic organizer to help you learn the new word.

VOCABULARY: ORIGIN

Lesson

1

Students will:
• Defi ne origin.
• Assess personal growth over time.
• Predict future changes (next year, fi ve 

years, 10 years).

Create a large, blank timeline (same as on the page My Timeline in the student book) 
to display at the front of the room. Prepare a timeline showing major accomplish-
ments in your own life (for example: learned to walk, started school, learned to drive, 
fi rst airplane fl ight or train ride, got married, and so on). Ask students to bring in 
pictures of their parents (without themselves or siblings in the picture) for the Lesson 
2 activity.

• Origin

• Timeline

• Pencils

• Student books

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Communication:

• Reading, writing, non-verbal 
communication skills.
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Discover (90 minutes)

between humans and animals have you noticed that have made you stop and think, “I wonder 
where that came from?” Turn to a Shoulder Partner and share your thoughts.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: I am glad we are all so curious. In this chapter, we will explore how diff erent 
animals have developed certain traits over long periods of time. Not only do birds have beaks 
and we have lips, but diff erent types of birds have diff erent types of beaks. At the end of the 
chapter we will use our understanding of the purpose and function of those developed traits to 
help us engineer a bird beak to fi t various food sources. Let’s use a quick brain break as a warm 
up today to inspire us for our Share Project. Everyone stand up.

STUDENTS DO: Stand up at the tables.

TEACHER SAY: Using your fi ngers, hands, arms, or some combination, pretend you are a bird 
with a beak trying to eat food from the table in front of you.

STUDENTS DO: Act out eating food with a beak until teacher signals the end of the brain 
break.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. We will learn more about bird beaks in a few days. First, we need to 
discover where traits in general come from. Before we begin exploring animal traits tomorrow, 
let’s start with something we are a little more familiar with—how WE have changed and devel-
oped over time. We will read a story about our friend Yasmeen to get us thinking.

3. TEACHER SAY: Open your books to the page Yasmeen is Growing. Yasmeen is getting older 
and learning so many new things every day.

READ ALOUD: Read the story. Th ink about how Yasmeen has changed from when she 
was a baby.

STUDENTS DO: Read the story about Yasmeen.

TEACHER DO: Provide enough time for students to read the story independently or in partners, 
depending on class literacy levels. Put students into small groups to answer the discussion questions 
at the bottom of the story page. Read the discussion questions as a whole group before prompting 
students to record answers.

TEACHER SAY: Now that you are fi nished reading, let’s discuss what you read in small groups. 
On the next page there are three questions. Discuss each question to help you think about how 
Yasmeen has grown and changed throughout her life.

• What new skills did Yasmeen learn? Why do you think she is able to do them now?
• How has Yasmeen changed from when she was a baby?
• What changes do you think will happen as Yasmeen fi nishes Primary 1?

STUDENTS DO: Discuss answers to the questions in small groups.

Note to Teacher: Consider using the strategy Talking Sticks or Numbered Heads Together to help 
provide structure to group discussions as needed.

TEACHER DO: As groups fi nish recording answers, facilitate a whole group conversation about 
how and why Yasmeen has changed since she was younger. For example, she only now learned how 
to ride a bike because she is tall enough to reach the pedals and has had time to practice other skills 
associated with riding a bike (balancing, pedaling, walking, and so on). Students should identify 
physical changes along with gaining new knowledge. Use Calling Sticks to encourage all students to 
participate.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss changes highlighted in the story.

TEACHER SAY: Yes. Yasmeen’s abilities have developed as she has grown and changed. Can you 
relate to Yasmeen? Take a moment to think about how your abilities—what you are able to do—
have changed and developed since you started school in Primary 1 or maybe even your fi rst year 
of kindergarten. What can you do now that you could not do when you were younger? How 
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Read the story. Think about how Yasmeen has changed from when she 
was a baby. 

YASMEEN IS GROWING

“Mom, Mom,” called Rashad. “Yasmeen just rode her bike with two wheels.”

Yasmeen came running into the house behind Rashad. “I did it. I can finally ride 
a bike like Rashad.”

Mom smiled. “Wow. I am so proud of you. 
I remember when you were only a year old 
and had just learned to walk. Now you are 
riding a bike. Well done.”

“Yes,” Dad said, walking into the room. “You 
are growing and changing all the time. Do 
you remember when you were 3 years old 
and you learned how to float in the sea? 
You were scared, but you tried something 
new and learned to float in just a couple of 
hours.”

“I remember when you started talking right 
after you started walking,” recalled Rashad. “I had so much fun making you 
repeat what I would say.”

“I am growing so much every day. I am already in Primary 1. This is my 
third year in school. I wonder what I will be able to do in Primary 4 or even 
Preparatory 1. Come on Rashad, let’s go ride our bikes together,” called 
Yasmeen as she ran toward the door. 
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have you grown and changed since you started school?

Note to Teacher: Changes to discuss could include: losing teeth, growing out of clothes or shoes, getting a 
haircut, having ears pierced, learning to read, learning to write, accomplishments in the classroom, or 
athletic abilities.

TEACHER DO: Provide Think Time before prompting students to share how they have developed 
over time.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s share using the strategy Popcorn. I will start.

TEACHER DO: Share a way you have grown or changed, then call on another student to share. 
Have around 10 students share to the whole group before allowing all students to share with a 
Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share a new ability they have gained as they have grown.

4. TEACHER SAY: Thank you for taking time to think about how you have grown and changed 
over time. As humans, we begin our lives as babies. As babies, we cannot do some of the things 
we can do now, such as walk, talk, or eat on our own. We rely on our parents for everything. 
As we grow older, we are able to do more and more things independently. Raise your hand to 
answer the following questions:

• Who can make their own food now?
• Who can get dressed on their own and pick out their own clothes?
• Who does their own laundry?
• Who walks to school on their own?

TEACHER DO: Provide time for students to respond to each question by raising hands.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s practice using a timeline to capture how we have grown and changed. We 
can display our timelines in the classroom so we can look for similarities and differences in our 
development. Who can describe what a timeline is from previous chapters?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas from prior knowledge and learning.

TEACHER SAY: A timeline shows important events in order over a period of time. I have a 
timeline posted here that shows some events from my life. A timeline is a visual representation 
that puts events in order of when they happened. Let’s first work together to make a timeline of 
Yasmeen’s life so far. Turn back to the story. We are going to read the story again together. As we 
read, if you hear an important development in Yasmeen’s life, circle it. We will use these events 
on our timeline.

TEACHER DO: Read the story aloud to students. Pause at times in the story students should be cir-
cling. Events include: learning to walk (1 year old), beginning to talk (1.5 years old), floating in the 
sea (3 years old), starting school (4 years old), riding a bike (6 years old). Refer to the large timeline 
poster as you explain the next task. Add another line below or next to your own to show Yasmeen’s 
life events.

TEACHER SAY: Great job identifying ways Yasmeen has changed as she got older. Now we 
can sequence these changes on a timeline. The beginning of the timeline will represent when 
Yasmeen was born. [Point to where the line starts at the left.] This is when her timeline starts. 
If she is 6 now, what year was she born? Start at the year we are in right now and count back or 
subtract 6.

STUDENTS DO: Mentally calculate the year Yasmeen was born.

TEACHER DO: Model writing in that year as a label for the beginning of the timeline.

TEACHER SAY: Each mark on the timeline indicates one year. Let’s fill in the next six years on 
her timeline.

TEACHER DO: Model how to label the year at each point on the timeline. You may invite students 
up to help fill in each year. If you feel students are having difficulty identifying just the year, have 
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students write in Yasmeen’s age next to the year as well (example: 2012 – 5 years old).

TEACHER SAY: Now that we have the years labeled on our timeline, we can add in the events of 
her life. In the story, we read she learned how to walk when she was 1. Who can point to where 
this would be on the timeline? Great. I can draw a sketch of a child walking. When we sketch, 
it does not have to be a detailed picture. Let me think. I will draw a circle for her head, oval for 
her body, and thin rectangles for her arms and legs. Th inking about shapes allows me to easily 
sketch my picture.

TEACHER DO: Model a sketch on the timeline. Continue to either model sketching for the class 
or allow students to come help sketch the next four events on Yasmeen’s timeline. Complete Yas-
meen’s timeline as a class.

5. TEACHER SAY: Yasmeen has grown and changed so much, and she is only 6 years old. You 
are all 8 and 9 years old. You should be proud of all the new skills you have learned and devel-
oped in your lives. We can create our own timelines to show others how we have grown. Turn to 
the page My Timeline.

READ ALOUD: Th ink of four important changes in your abilities as you have grown. 
Illustrate those four changes on your timeline.

TEACHER SAY: Take a moment to think about four important changes in your abilities as you 
have grown. We have already begun discussing these changes.

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time, then have students turn and share four changes with a 
Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share four changes in their abilities with a partner. (Th is is an opportunity 
to practice the Life Skill: Communication.)

TEACHER SAY: Now let’s illustrate those four important changes on your timeline. Start by 
writing in the year you were born and labeling the years like we did together for Yasmeen. Th en 
think about how old you were when each change occurred. Illustrate that event at the right 
place on the timeline. Remember, you may use simple sketches for your illustrations. Th inking 
about shapes to use in your sketch will make it easier to draw.

TEACHER DO: Assist students as they work with locating where to place each change on the 
timeline.

STUDENTS DO: Label and illustrate timelines.

6. TEACHER SAY: I love seeing all of your timelines and seeing how you have changed. Now we 
will hang our timelines around the room so we can observe each other’s changes over time. Let’s 
take a Gallery Walk to observe each other’s timelines.

TEACHER DO: Direct students to cut the timelines out of the student books. Th en either tape 
them around the room or have students lay them on tables around the room. At the end of the day, 
all timelines should be hung up in the room or kept to be referred to later in the unit.

STUDENTS DO: Cut out timelines to display.

TEACHER SAY: As we walk around and observe each other’s timelines, look at when students 
developed diff erent skills. Did everyone in the class grow and change in the same way at the 
same time? For example, I know in the story Yasmeen just learned to ride her bike when she 
was 6. Did anyone learn how to ride a bike before they were 6? After they were 6? We can make 
comparisons to look for similarities and diff erences in our timelines. Turn to the next page in 
your student book, Same but Diff erent.

READ ALOUD: Visit three diff erent timelines. Record one similarity to and one diff er-
ence from your own growth.

TEACHER DO: Model for students how you would fi ll out the graphic organizer with a compari-
son to one timeline in the class.

PRIMARY 3
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Think of four important changes in your abilities as you have grown. 
Illustrate those four changes on your timeline. 

MY TIMELINE

Communication

STUDENT NAME SIMILARITY DIFFERENCE

PRIMARY 3
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9

Visit three different timelines. Record one similarity to and one
difference from your own growth.

SAME BUT DIFFERENT
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STUDENTS DO: Move around the room and record similarities and differences.

TEACHER SAY: I wonder: What did you discover about how you and others in the class have 
developed and changed?

Note to Teacher: Discoveries might include different timing for a acquiring a common skill (such as when 
students learned to walk), or different accomplishments all together as students grow older. (One student 
might know how to swim while another plays the drums.)

TEACHER DO: Provide an opportunity for students to share observations. Leave the question open 
ended to listen to what comparisons they observed.

STUDENTS DO: Share discoveries about growth and changes.

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we began thinking about our own origins and how we have grown and 
changed from that point until now. As we get older, we will continue to grow and change and 
accomplish more. What do you think you will be able to do in five years, when you are 13 years 
old? What about when you are 18 years old? Turn and share with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share predictions.

TEACHER DO: Popcorn to have several students share ideas for each question.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: For tomorrow’s lesson, please bring in pictures of your parents if possible. It is 
best if you can find a picture that does not have you or any of your siblings in the photo. Write 
your name on the back of the photos.
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OverviewLesson 2
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson, we talked about how our knowledge and abilities have 
changed as we have grown older. Turn and share with a Shoulder Partner one new ability you 
have gained in Primary 3.

STUDENTS DO: Share a new ability.

TEACHER SAY: Our abilities change as we learn new skills. We can control some of these 
changes by practicing a new skill. Other personal characteristics are not things we can change 
and learn on our own. For example, I grew taller when I was younger and then as I became an 
adult, I stopped growing. I did not decide when to stop growing or how tall I would be. My 
height is a trait I cannot change. Can you think of another trait you cannot control?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Th e color of your eyes is another trait that you cannot choose. Have you ever 
wondered why some adults are taller than others? Or why people have noses that are a diff erent 
shape? Today we are going to begin looking at traits and characteristics we have and where they 
come from. We will be discovering the origin for some of our traits.

TEACHER DO: If students have brought in pictures of their parents, collect those now. Make sure 
the student names are on the backs of the pictures. If most students have brought in pictures, put 
students into groups of seven or eight. If fewer than half of students brought in pictures, complete 
the activity as a whole group.

Note to Teacher: Lead the following class discussion with sensitivity to the various styles of families rep-
resented in your classroom, such as students who may be adopted or orphaned at young ages. Consider 
facilitating the discussion at step number 3 about how traits are passed from parents to children before 
beginning the following activity. Th en after the activity, have students consider why adoptive parents might 
not share traits with their children.

2. TEACHER SAY: Raise your hand if someone has ever said to you something like, “You look 
just like your mom or dad when they were a child.” Or, “You have your grandfather’s eyes or 
your grandmother’s hair.”

Students will:
• Compare and contrast parents and 

off spring.
• Describe inherited traits.

• Inheritance 

• Inherited

• Off spring

• Student books

• Pencils

• Red and blue crayons

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Identify subject/topic-re-
lated information.
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TEACHER DO: Allow for students to volunteer responses about personal experiences with being 
compared to someone in their family. If necessary, you may give an example from your own life.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s see if we can fi nd ways that we look similar to our parents. Let’s start our 
work together by playing a quick game. In a small group, you are going to mix together all of 
your parent pictures. Th en, one at a time, your group will look at a picture and try to decide at 
WHOSE parents you are looking. What are some clues you might look for?

STUDENTS DO: Off er ideas, such as same hair color, similar face shape, similar eyes.

TEACHER SAY: If your parents' picture is being observed, make sure you do not say anything. 
Th e clues you are looking for are called traits. Hair color, face shape, eye color, eye shape, and 
skin color are all diff erent traits. As you try to determine a match, discuss the traits that are 
similar between your classmate and their parents.

TEACHER DO: Set up the activity based on the number of pictures brought in. If only a few 
students brought in pictures, have those students stand at the front of the room. Put the rest of the 
students into small groups and give them one picture each. Have the groups try to determine at 
whose parents they are looking. As a class, discuss the similar traits between parent and child.

• What traits are similar?
• What traits are diff erent?
• Do all kids have the same hair color as their parents? Face shape?
• Do kids look more like mom, dad, or both? It is always the same?

STUDENTS DO: Match parent and child based on traits. (Th is is an opportunity to practice 
the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

3. TEACHER SAY: Great job observing traits to make a match between parents and child. We 
all look a little bit like one or both of our parents. Th is is because our mom and dad pass infor-
mation to us before we are born. Th is information determines traits we will have. We call these 
INHERITED traits. If a child is adopted, he or she will not look like his or her adoptive parent 
but would look like his or her birth parents. Let’s read a nonfi ction passage to learn more about 
inherited traits. Afterward, we will record our defi nition for the word INHERITED. Open to 
the page A Litter of Kittens.

TEACHER DO: Read the passage aloud.

TEACHER SAY: Th ere is a lot of information in this passage. I will read it one more time. To 
focus our minds on learning about inherited traits, let’s mark up the text this time. When you 
hear an example of an inherited trait, I want you to underline it with a red crayon. When you 
hear a trait that is not inherited, I want you to underline it with a blue crayon.

TEACHER DO: Adjust the crayon colors as needed for your classroom materials. Read the passage 
aloud a second time. Move around as you read to observe what students are identifying in the reading.

STUDENTS DO: Underline inherited and not inherited traits in the passage.

TEACHER SAY: Before we share together, turn and share what you identifi ed with a Shoulder 
Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with a partner.

TEACHER DO: Bring the class back together and use Calling Sticks to have students identify what 
is and is not an inherited trait based on the reading.

STUDENTS DO: Share with the class. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: 
Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER SAY: Yes, fur color is inherited but not having claws is not. Th ink about traits that 
you have. We thought about them earlier. What traits do you have that would NOT be inherited?

TEACHER DO: Call on student volunteers to share possible traits that are not inherited: hair 
length, hair style, pierced ears, weight.

Critical Th inking
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Follow along as your teacher reads.

A LITTER OF KITTENS

Lesson

2

Have you ever seen a litter of newborn kittens? A litter usually has between 
two and five kittens. All of the kittens in the litter have the same parents. The 
kittens look similar to their parents but not identical. The kittens also look 
similar to each other but not exactly the same. Why is this?

All types of living plants and animals can 
make more of their kind. When new living 
things are made, they are called offspring. 
Offspring look similar to their parents 
because parents pass inherited traits to 
their offspring. Traits are characteristics that 
make an organism look and behave the way 
it does. In kittens, fur color is a trait. Some 
kittens might inherit the same fur color as 
their mother. Other kittens might inherit the 
same fur color as their father.

Kittens in a litter all have the same parents. Each kitten receives some traits 
from its mother and some traits from its father. The parents pass different 
inherited traits to each kitten. So, each kitten receives a different combination 
of traits. This is why the kittens in a litter do not look exactly the same. Kittens 
do not receive all of their traits from their parents. The kittens can develop 
some traits as they grow and live in their surroundings. For example, a kitten’s 
claws can be removed. Not having claws becomes one of the kitten’s traits. 
However, this trait is not inherited. When the kitten grows and has its own 
offspring, they will still be born with claws.

Kittens get the color of their fur from their 
parents. Kittens in a litter can look similar 

because they have the same parents.

Critical Th inking
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STUDENTS DO: Share with the class.

4. TEACHER SAY: We read that some traits are inherited, which means passed on. Th ese traits 
can come from mom and/or dad. But every off spring is not going to look exactly like its parent. 
We discovered that when we played our matching game earlier. We found traits that were sim-
ilar to our parents, but we do not look exactly the same. Let’s see if we can summarize what we 
have learned about the word INHERITANCE. Turn to the page Vocabulary: Inheritance.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate a whole group conversation to agree on a simple defi nition for the word 
INHERITED for students to record in the fi rst part of the graphic organizer. Th en prompt or guide 
students to complete the rest of the page to help them remember the new word.

5. TEACHER SAY: We have learned a lot about inherited traits so far. Let’s see if we can use 
what we know to discover which off spring belongs to which parent. Th is will be harder than 
similar matching you have done in previous grades, though, because all of our animals are cats. 
Turn to the page Feline Parents and Off spring.

READ ALOUD: Observe the parents. Cut out the off spring images and match the off -
spring to its parent.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s start by observing the parents together. Th ese are all types of felines, or 
cats. Because they are all types of cats, they have similar features. What do you notice that is 
similar between all the parents?

STUDENTS DO: Identify similarities.

TEACHER SAY: What are some diff erences? Th ese diff erences in traits will help us make con-
nections to the off spring.

STUDENTS DO: Identify diff erences.

TEACHER DO: To structure student work, suggest students work in pairs or small groups to make 
connections and discuss possible matches.

TEACHER SAY: Now, cut out the images of the off spring. Look at the traits of the off spring. 
Do any of the traits look similar to a parent? How can you determine which off spring belongs 
to each parent? What trait helps you the most in making your decisions? Work with your part-
ner/group to make the matches. We will discuss the parent/off spring matches as a class.

STUDENTS DO: Cut out images and work collaboratively to observe traits to match par-
ents and off spring.

TEACHER DO: Observe students as they work. Have students explain matches by making connec-
tions to similar traits between parent and off spring. Once all students have had time to complete the 
activity, use the following questions to guide a group discussion:

• Which pairs were easier to match? Why?
• Why do you think off spring and parents have the same markings?
• Do all of the off spring look like their parents? Why do you think some look diff erent?

STUDENTS DO: Engage in conversation about parent/off spring similarities and diff erences 
by answering teacher questions. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Critical 
Th inking.)

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we began observing inherited traits and how those traits help us match 
parents to off spring. I wonder: Would our matching exercise have been easier or harder if all the 
parent and off spring pictures were of lions? Share your thoughts and reasoning with a Shoulder 
Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

Definition Examples (written or drawn)

Use it in a sentence

Notes (clues to remember, synonyms, and so on)

PRIMARY 3
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Complete the graphic organizer to help you learn the new word.

VOCABULARY: INHERITANCE

PRIMARY 3
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Observe the parents. Cut out the offspring images and match the offspring
to its parent. 

FELINE PARENTS AND OFFSPRING

Critical Th inking
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OverviewLesson 3
MATERIALS

Students will:
• Identify inherited characteristics in 

animals and plants.
• Explain how inherited traits aff ect an 

animal’s appearance and survival.

• Inherited • Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we discovered that inherited traits are passed down 
from parents to off spring and we can use those traits to match parents and off spring. Let’s Pop-
corn around the room to share one trait that we inherited from our parents.

TEACHER DO: Call on a student to start sharing.

STUDENTS DO: Identify traits inherited from parents.

TEACHER SAY: Today we will continue to learn more about inherited traits and why these 
traits are important for plants and animals. As we study traits today, I want you to consider this 
question: Are the beaks of a bird an inherited trait? Th is will help us as we continue to work 
toward being able to engineer our own bird beak at the end of the unit.

2. TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: We will start our day with another reading on inherited traits. In this reading, 
we will be listening for new facts about inherited traits. Take a moment to share with a partner 
one fact you already know or understand about inherited traits.

STUDENTS DO: Share prior knowledge on inherited traits.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing. It is important to get our brains ready for what we are 
about to discuss. Now, let’s fi nd out more about inherited traits. Open your books to the page 
Parents and Off spring and read the directions.

STUDENTS DO: Find the correct page and read the directions.

TEACHER SAY: As you read with your partner, listen for new information about inherited 
traits that you did not know before. You should also listen for information that you already 
knew but think is important to remember. Th is information will help us as we continue our 
study of inherited traits and understanding the origin of those traits.

STUDENTS DO: Read and highlight the nonfi ction passage.

TEACHER SAY: Great job collaborating with the person sitting next to you. I want you to be 

PRIMARY 3
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Read the text with a partner. Underline or highlight important facts 
about inherited traits.

PARENTS AND OFFSPRING

Lesson

3

All types of plants and animals can make more of their kind. These new living 
organisms are called offspring. All offspring are similar to their parents. 
Offspring look and behave in ways similar to their parents. Young zebras have 
stripes and eat grasses like their parents. 

This happens because parents pass information to their offspring before the 
offspring are born. This information determines traits the offspring will have. 
Traits are characteristics or features that make an offspring look and act the 
way it does. For zebras, the pattern of stripes on their bodies is a trait.

Offspring usually get some traits from their 
mother and some from their father. In this 
way, the offspring are not exact copies of their 
parents. All zebras have stripes, but no two 
zebras have the exact same pattern of stripes. 

Some traits passed down help plants and 
animals survive. Zebras have strong, large 
teeth that help them bite off and break down 
the tough grasses found in their habitat. 

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions
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Learn (90 minutes)

able to share with others as well. But before we do that, let’s record your thoughts in your stu-
dent book. Turn to the next page, Double Entry Journal.

READ ALOUD: In the fi rst column, record an important fact you highlighted. In the 
second column, write what you think about the information you recorded.

STUDENTS DO: Record information and journal thinking.

TEACHER SAY: Now you have read the text with a partner and recorded your own thinking 
about what you learned. It is important to take time to share our ideas. Listening to others 
helps us make sure we understand what we just read. You may compare what you thought was 
important with what someone else thought was important to help deepen your understanding. 
Let’s fi nd a new partner with whom to share. Everyone, stand up. Hands Up Pair Up to fi nd a 
partner. Share what you recorded in your double entry journal.

STUDENTS DO: Share with a partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen as students share, then bring the class back together.

3. TEACHER SAY: We know that parents pass on traits to off spring. Before reading this, did 
you know that this is true for animals AND plants? We also learned that traits can support the 
survival of plants and animals. Let’s think about that statement for a moment. Zebras are dis-
cussed in the text you just read. Can anyone think of an example of a trait of a plant that might 
help it survive?

STUDENTS DO: Share examples from earlier grades, such as a cactus growing thorns or 
being able to survive with very little water and so on.

TEACHER SAY: In our reading we heard that zebras inherit stripes. Th e stripes confuse some 
bugs’ eyesight. Th is prevents them from biting the zebra, which could make the zebra sick. 
Stripes help the zebras survive. Can you think of another example of how an inherited trait can 
help a plant or animal survive?

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time before continuing.

STUDENTS DO: Use Th ink Time to refl ect, then share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: In your student book, we are going to observe images of parents and off spring. 
With a partner, you will identify the traits that were passed down from parent to off spring. 
Th en, you will use your understanding of living organisms to conclude how some of the traits 
contributes to survival. Remember, in order to survive, organisms need to have their basic needs 
met. What are some basic needs all organisms have?

STUDENTS DO: Identify basic needs.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, organisms need air, water, food, and a safe place to live. Let’s open our 
student books and look at the fi rst image together. Turn to the page Help Me Survive and read 
the directions.

STUDENTS DO: Find the correct page and read the directions.

TEACHER SAY: Th e fi rst image is a group of giraff es. Look at the parent and off spring. What 
traits did the off spring inherit from the parent?

STUDENTS DO: Identify neck length, colors, long legs.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s focus on the neck length. How is this trait important for survival? What 
would happen if the parent did not pass on this trait to its off spring?

STUDENTS DO: Discuss ideas with a partner.

TEACHER DO: Call on three or four students to share responses. (Th is is an opportunity for stu-
dents to practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

IMPORTANT FACT I THINK...
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In the first column, record an important fact you highlighted. In the second
column, write what you think about the information you recorded.

DOUBLE ENTRY JOURNAL

PRIMARY 3
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Observe the images. Identify the inherited traits. Discuss how the traits could 
contribute to survival. 

HELP ME SURVIVE

Critical Th inking
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TEACHER SAY: Th is trait allows giraff es to access food. If this trait was not passed on, the 
off spring would struggle to survive. As you observe the next pairs, think about how the inher-
ited trait helps meet the organisms’ basic needs. Record your answers on the lines below the 
pictures. Th en we will come back together as a group to share what we concluded.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss inherited traits for survival and record answers in writing.

TEACHER DO: Monitor student work to determine when to bring the class back together. Be 
prepared to ask three or four pairs of students to share responses.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for discussing your answers with a partner. I heard some partners 
combining their ideas to determine how the traits contributed to survival.

TEACHER DO: Call on pairs of students to share conclusions for each animal. Ask students to 
raise hands if they agree (then alternate to if they disagree) with a stated answer. Prompt students to 
explain conclusions as well as agreement and disagreement.

STUDENTS DO: Share conclusions with the class.

4. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible. Allow a bit of addi-
tional time for the closing as it includes writing a brief constructed response.

TEACHER SAY: Today you thought about how inherited traits contribute to an animal’s sur-
vival. We have also learned about how inherited traits are passed on from both parents. In your 
student book, use your understanding of inherited traits to answer questions. Turn to the page 
What I Th ink and My Evidence.

READ ALOUD: Observe the adult, then the off spring. Use what you know about inher-
ited traits to answer the following questions.

TEACHER DO: Monitor students as they work. Use this task as a formative assessment or as a 
check for understanding. Be prepared to clarify student understanding tomorrow if students have a 
misunderstanding of inherited traits.

STUDENTS DO: Respond to the questions in the student book.

PRIMARY 3
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Observe the adult, then the offspring. Use what you know about
inherited traits to answer the following questions.

WHAT I THINK AND MY EVIDENCE

2. In a litter of jaguar cubs, would you be surprised if all the cubs were the same size and 
weight when they grow up? Why or why not?

1. Compare the adult with the offspring. In your own words, use what you know about traits 
to explain why they look alike in some ways but different in others. 

3. What inherited trait would be important for the jaguar’s survival? Why?
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OverviewLesson 4

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to reflect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson, we talked about inherited traits and how these traits 
are important for survival. At the end of the day you wrote a response to the question, “What 
inherited trait would be important for the jaguar’s survival? Why?” Turn to a Shoulder Partner 
and share your response.

TEACHER DO: You may choose to hand out student books, so students are able to reference their 
writing from the previous day.

STUDENTS DO: Share written responses from the previous day.

2. TEACHER SAY: Thank you for thinking about important inherited traits in animals. These 
traits help them survive in the environment they live in. In fact, these animals rely on their 
physical traits for survival in an environment. I wonder, do humans also have to rely on physi-
cal traits for survival?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Humans have a special advantage over many animals. We rely on the physi-
cal traits that help us eat, breathe, and escape danger, but we can also act on the environment 
around us to change it. After the floods in our last theme, humans built new flood prevention 
barriers, wider canals, and new homes to replace the ones that were destroyed. Share with a 
Shoulder Partner other examples you can think of where humans changed the environment to 
meet their needs for survival.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with a Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have students share different modifications: building homes, 
developing farms to grow food, using natural resources to design clothing, building bridges over 
rivers, and so on.

TEACHER SAY: Unlike some animals that are only found in a specific region, humans live in 
many different kinds of environments found across the planet. Let’s think more about what 
makes this possible. What are some of the climates we learned about earlier in the year?

TEACHER DO: Call on volunteers to answer.

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Explain how humans survive in differ-

ent environments.

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide effective feedback.

Communication:

• Reading, writing, non-verbal 
communication skills.
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TEACHER SAY: Imagine you live where it is warm all year round. What can you do to survive 
and be comfortable? Tell your Shoulder Partner something you could do to survive in a very 
warm environment.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: Correct, you can get water from a sink or fountain when you are thirsty or 
wear light-colored clothing. Our friend Rashad lives in Alexandria where it is typically hot and 
humid. I remember that he does not like the humid weather. Let’s think about how Rashad has 
adapted to living in this hot environment.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have students share ways Rashad could stay cool. Th is should 
include ideas around clothing, activities, and homes (shade structures, windows, fans, and so on).

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas on how Rashad can adapt to the hot environment.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ese are all wonderful ideas of the ways humans can adapt to the environ-
ment they live in. We have read many stories this year about Rashad. Let’s write our own story 
about Rashad. You have two options for your story. Th e fi rst option is to write a story about 
Rashad on a hot, humid summer day in Alexandria. We all know a lot about being in a hot 
area, so you should have good ideas to help Rashad. If you want a creative challenge, the second 
option is to write about Rashad visiting Northern Europe during the winter. Th is will require 
imagining what Rashad feels, sees, and does to survive the cold. In both stories, you will write 
about how Rashad adapts to the environment and maybe even changes the environment around 
him for survival or comfort. Th ink for a moment about which story you want to write.

STUDENTS DO: Decide which story option to use.

TEACHER SAY: As we begin, let’s review how we write stories. Who can name the story 
elements that we need to include as we write? For example, all stories will have at least one char-
acter. What else?

TEACHER DO: Call on students to share story elements: characters, setting, problem, solution.

TEACHER SAY: Yes. We need to make sure we have characters in our story, a clear setting, a 
problem our character needs to solve, and how he or she solved the problem. Now, who can 
remind us of the four steps in the writing process that we learned last term?

STUDENTS DO: Identify the steps (plan, draft, revise, and publish).

TEACHER SAY: Great. Let’s begin the fi rst step of the writing process, planning. Turn to the 
page Planning My Story.

READ ALOUD: Use the graphic organizer to plan your story.

TEACHER SAY: You will work with a partner to generate ideas for your story. Th ink about 
the characters you want to include. Will Yasmeen or Zeina be in the story too? What will the 
characters be doing? How will Rashad solve his problem of being too hot or too cold? How will 
Rashad grow and change in his ability to handle the weather? In the organizer, you will write 
your ideas for the beginning, middle, and end of your story.

TEACHER DO: Provide time for students to collaborate in Brainstorming and planning. Circulate 
around the room while students fi ll in the organizer. Ask students to explain how the story will show 
ways Rashad is adapting to the hot or cold environment. If students struggle with ideas, prompt 
them with questions about what Rashad might wear, where he might stay (type of house), and what 
activities he might do.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate to complete the story planning pages.

TEACHER SAY: Great job planning your story. Th e next step in our writing process is to draft 
our story. Th is means we will write our fi rst version of the story. After we do that, we will be 
able to share and revise it to make our story better before publishing our fi nal version. Turn to 
the next page, First Draft.

Plan Draft Revise Publish

CHARACTERS

SETTING

WAYS TO ADAPT TO ENVIRONMENT
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Use the graphic organizer to plan your story.

PLANNING MY STORY

Lesson

4
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Write a first draft of your Rashad story.

FIRST DRAFT
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READ ALOUD: Write a fi rst draft of your Rashad story.

STUDENTS DO: Work independently on composing a story about Rashad.

Note to Teacher: Students should complete the story writing independently. If you want to provide support, 
have students orally dictate ideas for the beginning, middle, and end before writing each section. You may 
break up the writing task to help guide students who need more structured support.

4. TEACHER SAY: Wow, I am proud of how hard you all worked on your fi rst draft. Now we 
will share our stories in small groups. One person will read their story while the other students 
listen. When the story is fi nished, each listener will give one compliment and ask one question 
for clarifi cation. Some examples of a question might be:

• Why did Rashad _______?
• I wonder where Rashad ________?
• Who was helping Rashad?
• Th e question you ask should help the writer think of new details to help improve the 

story.

TEACHER DO: Put students into small groups. Review how to respectfully listen and ask ques-
tions. As students work, help facilitate questioning. Th is is an opportunity for students to practice 
the Life Skill: Accountability.

STUDENTS DO: Share stories and provide feedback to group members.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing, complimenting, and questioning. Now we are ready 
to revise our writing. Th ink about the questions your group members asked you. Where could 
you add more detail in your story? Identify two places in your story where you can add detail 
to clarify what is happening. Th en check your writing to make sure you have used punctuation 
and spelled words correctly.

STUDENTS DO: Revise narrative.

Note to Teacher: If this is the fi rst time students are revising their work, Model how to add details and edit 
for punctuation and spelling. Students will rewrite the fi nal story based on the revisions.

5. TEACHER SAY: We have now planned, drafted, and revised our writing. We are ready to 
publish our fi nal story. Turn to the next page in your student book, Publishing.

READ ALOUD: Write your published version of your story.

TEACHER SAY: At the top of the page is a blank line. Before you start writing, give your story a 
title. Th en you may use your revised copy as a reference to write your fi nal draft.

STUDENTS DO: Publish stories. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: 
Communication.)

Note to Teacher: If you have access to technology, have students publish the stories using a computer pro-
gram. Th is might require extra time outside of class or working with another teacher (such as a technology 
teacher) to support student technology use. When students are fi nished, think of a way to share and display 
the stories. You may bind them together to make books to be stored in the classroom that students can read 
independently. You may also extend the story writing to allow students to create an illustration to accom-
pany the narratives.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: We worked hard today writing a story to explain how a person adapts to an 
environment. We wrote about clothing choices, housing choices, and lifestyle choices that 
would fi t into an environment. After writing and sharing your stories, I wonder which envi-
ronment you would choose if you were going on a month-long trip. Would you prefer the 
experience Rashad has in Alexandria? Or would you prefer Northern Europe? Share your prefer-
ences with a Shoulder Partner.

Accountability

PRIMARY 3
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Write your published version of your story.

PUBLISHING

Communication
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STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks or Popcorn to have students share as a whole class.

STUDENTS DO: Share with the class.
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OverviewLesson 5

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to reflect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson, we talked about ways humans can survive in different 
environments. We wrote stories that showed how Rashad would adapt to a hot or cold environ-
ment. Share with your Shoulder Partner one difference you remember between how he adapted 
differently in two stories.

TEACHER DO: Listen for student responses. Select two students to share answers out loud with the 
entire class.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner, then the class.

TEACHER DO: Hand out books and pictures, or take students to the library if possible.

2. TEACHER SAY: As humans, we can move from one environment to another and adapt by 
changing ourselves, such as our clothing or activities. We can also adapt by changing the envi-
ronment, such as planting trees to help keep the air clean or planting crops for food. Let’s turn 
our attention to plants. Can a plant move environments?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Plants in nature cannot move from one environment to another, but a creative 
student might mention house plants as able to “be moved.” If this is the case, facilitate a discussion 
on how well a house plant might react to a major temperature change.

TEACHER SAY: In nature, plants grow in one place and cannot move. Yet, different types of 
plants grow in every habitat around the world. Plants cannot put on a sweater when it is cold or 
travel to somewhere warm to live. What are some ways that you think plants can live in different 
environments?

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Explain how plants adapt to an 

environment.
• Use historical information to trace 

adaptations in a water lily.

Collect images, books, drawings, paintings, 
artifacts, and photographs of various plants, 
especially of an acacia tree and a water lily.

• Adaptation • Pictures of various plants, actual 
plants, or artifacts of plants, especially 
of an acacia tree and blue lotus (water 
lily)

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Thinking:

• Distinguish between different 
perspectives and points of view.

• Explain thinking processes.

Learn to Live Together

Respect for Diversity:

• Solicit and respect multiple 
and diverse perspectives 
to broaden and deepen 
understanding.
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TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to share.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Th ose are some good ideas about ways plants can adapt to their environment. 
Today we are going to take a closer look at two specifi c plants: an acacia tree and a water lily. 
Have you ever seen an acacia tree? Show me a Th umbs Up if you have. Where—or in what kind 
of habitat—does it live?

STUDENTS DO: Show Th umbs Up and share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Have you ever seen a water lily? Show me a Th umbs Up if you have. Where 
does a water lily live?

STUDENTS DO: Show Th umbs Up and share ideas.

3. TEACHER SAY: We are going to practice an important skill today: listening for details. I am 
going to read you a description, and you are going to draw what I am describing. If you have 
seen one of these plants before, try not to just draw from what you remember. Listen carefully 
to the description and draw what you hear. We will compare our drawings and see if we drew all 
the details. I will re-read the description several times. Who can summarize for the class what 
we are going to do?

TEACHER DO: Select a volunteer to describe the directions to the class.

STUDENTS DO: Restate the directions for the class.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. It sounds like you were already listening very carefully. Listening is 
an important skill in school. It will help you understand new ideas. Open your student books to 
the page Acacia Tree and Water Lily.

READ ALOUD: In each box, draw a picture of what the teacher describes.

TEACHER SAY: Listen carefully as I read some information about an acacia tree.

An acacia tree is adapted to live in the desert where it is hot and dry. Th e main problem that 
plants face in the desert is not having enough water. Th e tree has very long roots that help it 
reach water deep underground. Th e short trunk splits into two or three main trunks just above 
the ground. Th is means the tree spreads out wide instead of growing tall. Th e leaves of the tree 
only grow at the top of the branches and spread out wide in the shape of an umbrella. Th e 
branches also grow long thorns to keep animals from eating the leaves.

TEACHER DO: Read the description one or two more times as students fi nish their drawings.

TEACHER SAY: Now, compare your picture to your Shoulder Partner’s picture. Did you 
include all the important details? How are they similar and diff erent?

STUDENTS DO: Share drawings with Shoulder Partner and analyze similarities and 
diff erences.

TEACHER DO: Show students a picture of an acacia tree.

TEACHER SAY: Here is an acacia. How is your picture the same? Diff erent?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Next, listen carefully as I read information about a water lily.

A water lily lives in freshwater, like rivers. It has big, round leaves that fl oat on the water to 
attract sunlight. Th e top of the leaf is waxy to keep water out. Th e underside of the leaf has 
thorns to protect it from fi sh and other things that want to eat it. Th e water lily’s stems are long 
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In each box, draw a picture of what your teacher describes.

ACACIA TREE AND WATER LILY

ACACIA TREE

WATER LILY

Lesson

5
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and fl exible and anchor the plant in the mud at the bottom of the water. Th e large, colorful 
fl ower petals are shaped like rounded triangles, or arches. Th e fl owers only open for a few hours 
each day.

TEACHER DO: Read the description one or two more times as students fi nish their drawings.

TEACHER SAY: Now, compare your picture to your Shoulder Partner’s picture. Did you 
include all the important details? How are they similar and diff erent?

STUDENTS DO: Share drawings with Shoulder Partner and analyze similarities and 
diff erences.

TEACHER DO: Show students a picture or an actual water lily.

TEACHER SAY: Here is a water lily. How is your picture the same? Diff erent?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER SAY: We have just listened to descriptions of the traits of these two plants. Based 
on your drawing and what you remember from the descriptions, turn to your Shoulder Part-
ner and tell him or her about the traits that help the acacia tree and water lily survive in their 
environments.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

4. TEACHER SAY: Did you know that the acacia tree and the water lily are very important 
plants in Egypt? Th ey can be found in Egyptian artwork from thousands of years ago—from 
ancient times. Let’s learn more about why these plants were considered important and special in 
ancient Egypt and see how that compares to today. How do you think we could learn about the 
acacia and water lily back in ancient times?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to share.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: You have some great ideas. We can use historical information to explore the 
origins of the water lily in Egypt. Sources for historical information may include textbooks, 
drawings or paintings, or artifacts. If we want to learn about how these plants are viewed today, 
we could add news articles and photographs to our sources. Open your student books to the 
page Analyzing Historical Information.

READ ALOUD: Use historical information to describe a water lily.

TEACHER SAY: On these pages you will fi nd examples of four types of sources for learning 
about water lilies throughout our history and today. Examine each source and consider what 
information you can learn from it. Answer only the fi rst question next to each image to start. 
Remember, we are looking for information about the fl ower itself, as well as its importance to 
ancient Egyptians. Record your ideas next to each image.

Note to Teacher: Consider reading the text from the textbook excerpt aloud for the class and discussing 
what information can be gleaned from the image in this excerpt to Model the learning experience for 
students. If students want to know more about the symbolism of the lotus, feel free to elaborate and provide 
more background.

STUDENTS DO: Study the various sources and record what is communicated about the 
water lily.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room to assist students as needed. Prompt students using 
questions such as: Why do you think this resource was created? How does it make you feel? Th is is an 
opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.

Critical Th inking
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Use historical information to describe a water lily.

ANALYZING HISTORICAL INFORMATION

The Water Lily (Lotus) in Ancient Egypt

Looking at many hieroglyphics, it is easy to see 
that the lotus (water lily) flower is common in 
ancient Egyptian works. The meaning of the 
lotus flower is associated with rebirth. This is 
because it closes up at night, and then reopens 
in the sun the next day. The ancient Egyptians 
associated the lotus flower with the sun, which 
also disappeared in the night only to reappear 
in the morning. Therefore, the lotus came to 
symbolize the sun and the creation. 

What do you learn about the water lily from 
this textbook excerpt?

What do you learn about the water lily from 
this artwork?

Who do you think created this source?

Who do you think created this source?

Critical Th inking
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TEACHER SAY: When we learn information, considering the ORIGIN of the information can 
help us figure out what type of information we might get. We have recently learned the word 
origin. What do you think it means in this new context? What do I mean by the ORIGIN of a 
source for information?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Good. The origin of a source would be its author or creator. Look at the 
second question next to each image. Consider the possible authors or creators of each source. 
Record your ideas, then share them with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Consider the origin of each source, discuss with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: Good job using your thinking skills to imagine the origin of each source. 
Let’s discuss why a source’s origin might matter. Look at the artwork at the bottom of the first 
page. If I wanted to learn what a water lily looks like so that I could find one to give to a friend, 
would this source help?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: This source may not help me much. The artist is using a repeated pattern to 
demonstrate the beauty and importance of the water lily. The artist’s goal was not to create an 
exact likeness of the water lily. Let’s think about what each of these sources might be used for. 
If you wanted to learn about what a water lily really looks like, which source would be the most 
helpful?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas. (This entire conversation is an opportunity for students to 
practice the Life Skill: Respect for Diversity.)

TEACHER SAY: What if you wanted to study the influence of the water lily in a people’s culture 
and art?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: What about the textbook and artist’s pattern? Can you imagine why you might 
turn to these resources?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: You have done a wonderful job today thinking hard about sources for infor-
mation. Whenever we look at historical information, we need to be aware of who created it and 
why, so that we know what kind of information it offers.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: We explored ways that plants can adapt to their environment today. We also 
used historical information to compare our knowledge of water lilies today and in the past. 
What other information could help you trace the origins of the water lily in Egypt? Share with a 
Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

Respect for 
Diversity
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OverviewLesson 6

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to reflect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous few lessons, we have talked about ways that plants and humans 
adapt to different environments. We have learned that humans can adapt to changing environ-
ments more easily than plants. Turn to your Shoulder Partner and tell them why you think this 
is the case.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: For plants and animals other than humans, adaptation of traits is a slow, 
steady process that may take hundreds, thousands, or even hundreds of thousands of years. 
Humans do not need to rely on the slow adaptation of traits because we can adapt our actions 
and the environment around us. If you lived in the Arctic polar regions, how could you adapt to 
the weather that is so different from Egypt?

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Participate in a hands-on activ-

ity to better understand a specific 
adaptation.

• Explain how animals adapt to an 
environment.

• Reflect on and annotate an informa-
tional text.

If materials are available for a student explo-
ration or teacher demonstration, prepare 
appropriate number of bags in advance. Each 
group would need one set of two bags. Fill 
one plastic bag per group halfway with vegeta-
ble shortening. Take a second plastic bag and 
turn it inside out. Place it inside the bag with 
shortening and connect the two seams. (You 
may also tape the bags together.) This should 
allow a student to put their hand in the now 
double-walled bag without touching the 
shortening directly. The third plastic bag does 
not require any preparation. Fill the bucket(s) 
or bowl(s) with ice and water.

• Colored pencils

• Chart paper

• Markers

• Student books

• Pencils

• Per group or as a demo:

• Three sealable quart- or 
gallon-size plastic bags

• Large bowl or bucket

• Water

• Ice

• Solid vegetable shortening

• Two thermometers

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Problem-Solving:

• Collect problem-related 
data.

Learn to Be

Communication:

• Reading, writing, nonverbal 
communication skills.
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TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, you could wear very warm clothing, build a shelter to keep you warm, and 
build rafts or boats to get around so you do not have to swim through the water. Can animals 
do these things?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Living things have characteristics, or adaptations, that help them survive in 
their environment. An adaptation occurs when living things are born with traits that help them 
survive and reproduce. For example, thick, white fur is an adaptation in polar bears. It helps 
them stay warm in their cold Arctic home. It also helps polar bears blend in with the snow as 
they sneak up on their prey.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

2. TEACHER SAY: Let’s explore another adaptation of Arctic animals that helps them stay 
warm. Open your student books to the page Blubber.

READ ALOUD: Complete the experiment, record your data, and answer the questions.

Note to Teacher: If materials are available, allow groups of students to conduct this investigation. If not, 
call each row of students to come up and feel the diff erence between the bags. Ask students to take tempera-
tures of each bag and record temperatures on large chart paper for students to record in the student books. 
Review classroom safety: wipe up spills, handle thermometers carefully, do not get shortening on clothing. 
Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Problem-Solving.

TEACHER SAY: Polar bears work to keep their body temperature constant, or the same. Th ey 
have layers of fat and blubber. Blubber is thick fat with many blood vessels. Let’s investigate 
how blubber is an adaptation that can help a polar bear survive in the Arctic. As I read the 
directions aloud, complete the investigation.

TEACHER DO: Read the directions aloud and pause as students complete each part.

TEACHER SAY: Place one hand in an empty plastic bag, and your other hand in the dou-
ble-walled bag with shortening in it. Place both hands with the bags over them into the ice 
water for a few seconds.

STUDENTS DO: Take turns completing the directions.

TEACHER SAY: Describe the feeling inside each bag. Are they the same or diff erent? How? 
Record your answers.

STUDENTS DO: Record responses.

TEACHER SAY: Use the thermometer to record the temperature for each bag while it is in the 
ice water.

STUDENTS DO: Record temperatures.

TEACHER SAY: Does the data you recorded support what you noticed when you put your 
hands in the bags? Explain your thinking.

STUDENTS DO: Write responses with explanations.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s clean up and return our materials before we continue.

TEACHER DO: Collect plastic bags and dump water and ice into sink or larger bucket. Wipe up 
any spilled water.
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Complete the experiment, record your data, and answer the questions.

BLUBBER

Lesson

6

Procedure: 

1. Place one hand in an empty plastic bag and the other in the double-walled shortening bag. 

2. Place both hands with the bags over them into the ice water for a few seconds. 

3. Do your hands feel the same or different in each bag? Record your observations.

4. Take the temperature of the inside of each bag by placing the bulb of the thermometer 
at the bottom of the bags, one at a time. Wait a few minutes and record the temperature. 
Repeat for the other bag.

Observations:

Problem-Solving
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Note to Teacher: Plastic bags with shortening can be frozen and reused in another class.

STUDENTS DO: Assist with clean up.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for helping me clean up. Turn to the page All About Blubber. 
We are going to learn more about blubber from this text. As we read, we are going to practice 
thinking about and refl ecting on the information we encounter. Listen carefully as I read the 
instructions.

READ ALOUD: As you read the informational text, use the following colors to refl ect 
on your learning. Mark the parts you can explain to someone else in blue. If there is 
something you are still confused about, mark it red. Use green to mark something new 
or exciting that you learned.

STUDENTS DO: Use colors to annotate reading. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skill: Communication.)

Note to Teacher: Because the text contains quite a bit of unfamiliar vocabulary, you may choose to read the 
informational text aloud based on the needs of your students.

TEACHER SAY: Share your markings on the informational passage with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

4. TEACHER SAY: You are becoming great readers. You might want to tell your family about 
our investigation today. If your parents ask why one hand felt colder than the other, what would 
you say? Turn to your Shoulder Partner and practice explaining.

STUDENTS DO: Practice explaining the scientifi c phenomenon experienced in the 
investigation.

TEACHER SAY: Remember, these adaptations did not happen right away. Brown bears moved 
to the north in search of food. Over a long period of time, bears with lighter colored fur sur-
vived to reproduce more often than those with darker colored fur. Eventually, all the bears in 
the Arctic had light colored fur. Th e same with blubber. Th is was an adaptation that developed 
over a long period of time to help the bears survive the harsh, cold environment. Let’s Popcorn
to describe some ways other animals might adapt to their surroundings.

STUDENTS DO: Share ways animals adapt to various environments.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: It is important to learn how plants and animals adapt to the environment 
because as humans change the earth's environment, many plants and animals are in danger of 
not having time to adapt. For example, warming temperatures in the Arctic are melting sea ice 
and changing the environment for polar bears. If you lived in the Arctic as it grew warmer and 
ice melted, how could you adapt?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, you could wear clothing that was less warm or build stronger boats and 
rafts to travel across longer stretches of water between the ice caps. If ice melted all the way 
down to soil, you could even plant crops to eat. Can polar bears adapt in any of these ways? 
Why or why not?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.
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As you read the informational text, use the following colors to reflect
on your learning. Mark the parts you can explain to someone else in 
blue. If there is something you are still confused about, mark it red. Use
green to mark something new or exciting that you learned.

In the hands-on activity, vegetable shortening is used to represent blubber in the 
body. Vegetable shortening is a solid fat at room temperature. Like other fats, it is 
a great insulator. An insulator slows the movement of heat.  

When you feel cold, heat is moving from 
your body to the environment. When you 
put your hand in the shortening bag and 
then in the ice water, your hand stays 
warm. You likely do not feel the icy cold 
water in the bowl. This is because the heat 
from your hands moves slowly into the 
shortening. When you put your hand in the 
empty bag and then into the water, you 
immediately feel cold. The heat from your hand moves quickly into the ice water. 

An animal without enough insulation from fat, blubber, or fur might lose too 
much heat. If an animal’s body temperature gets too low, it will not be able to 
move and live normally. Fat and blubber are very important to animals around 
the world.

The bodies of animals in cold climates have adapted over the course of many 
generations. Cold climate animals might have other adaptations too. Some can 
shiver to keep their muscles warm. Some fluff their feathers to trap warm air near 
the body. Some animals also have thick fur and extra layers of insulating blubber, 
so less heat escapes the body.

ALL ABOUT BLUBBER

Communication
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OverviewLesson 7

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to reflect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we learned about how adaptations can contribute to an 
animal’s survival in a specific area. Who can share what they remember about our investigation?

TEACHER DO: Call on student volunteers to summarize previous learning.

STUDENTS DO: Describe the blubber investigation.

2. TEACHER SAY: Today we will continue to learn how animals adapt to specific environments 
so that we can build a better bird beak for our Share Project. We will learn to analyze an adap-
tation to the environment that organisms use in order to stay safe from predators. Has anyone 
heard the word CAMOUFLAGE before?

STUDENTS DO: Share prior knowledge on camouflage.

TEACHER SAY: Camouflage is the act of blending into the environment through the use of 
colors or patterns. Blending in helps protect an animal from predators. Adapting to the envi-
ronment by camouflaging develops over time. One example is the peppered moth in London 
in the 1800s. Peppered moths were both light colored and dark colored, but most of them were 
light. The dark-colored moths were easy to see on light-colored bark of trees, so predators found 
them easily. But in London, the environment was changing due to human activity. People 
were burning coal, causing dark soot to stick to the trees. What do you think happened to the 
light-colored moths? What do you think happened to the dark-colored moths?

STUDENTS DO: Make predictions on the outcome of the different colored moths.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, as the trees changed, the moths that survived were the dark-colored moths. 
What do you think happened next?

STUDENTS DO: Make predictions based on understanding of inherited traits as a way to 
help survival.

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Explain the purpose of camouflage.
• Observe an environment to invent a 

new style of camouflage.

Be prepared to take students outside of the 
classroom. If outdoor access is not available, 
create school habitats within the classroom 
or building. Have three or four different 
locations prepared for students to observe. 
Examples include: playground, grassy field, 
courtyard area, classroom, sandbox.

• Camouflage • Markers

• Crayons

• Glue

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Decision-Making:

• Identify results and expected 
results.
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Learn (90 minutes)

TEACHER DO: Call on student volunteers to share predictions before continuing.

TEACHER SAY: Th ese dark-colored moths passed on a darker color as a trait to their off spring. 
Th e color was an inherited trait passed down from parents to off spring. Over time, the darker 
color trait allowed for more successful survival and therefore became more common. Th e moths 
adapted to the new environment. Th eir color camoufl aged into the new colors of the environ-
ment. Have you ever seen an animal camoufl aged in our environment?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have students share an example of camoufl age.

STUDENTS DO: Share examples of or experience with camoufl age.

3. TEACHER SAY: Let's look at some real-life examples to help us understand how camoufl age 
can help protect an animal from predators or help an animal sneak up on and catch prey. Turn 
to the page Can You See Me?

READ ALOUD: Circle the animals camoufl aged in each picture. Th en write a sentence 
to explain how camoufl age can aid in survival.

TEACHER DO: Have students work independently to observe and locate each animal. Th en, before 
writing, students can share ideas with a Shoulder Partner. Students should apply an understanding 
of basic animals needs and habitat to explain the importance of camoufl age.

STUDENTS DO: Locate animals in each image, then write an explanation of camoufl age.

4. TEACHER SAY: Well done. Now let’s see what we can learn about diff erent environments. We 
are going to observe areas around our school. We will look for characteristics of these areas or 
habitats and then design an animal that could eff ectively hide there. You will hide your animal 
in your selected habitat, then other students will try to fi nd your animal. We will see if any 
habitat is easier or harder for animals to camoufl age. Let’s start by observing [name three areas 
you will observe as a class]. We can take notes on each habitat in our student books. Open to 
the page Around My School. Start by fi lling in the name of each place we will observe inside 
each box.

READ ALOUD: Record characteristics of each habitat.

TEACHER DO: Move to each predetermined location. If possible, the locations should be close 
together. Encourage students to stop and share observations in each location. Take time for students 
to record important information that will help them design a new animal. Th is includes the colors 
and patterns observed. When you return to the room, divide students equally into the three location 
groups.

5. TEACHER SAY: Now that we have observed the habitats, you will each design one bird to 
hide in that habitat. Turn to the next page, Camoufl age Me.

READ ALOUD: Design a camoufl age to help your bird blend into the selected habitat. 
Cut out the bird when you are fi nished.

TEACHER SAY: Each of you will design one bird. Once everyone is fi nished, we will go back 
to each habitat to hide our birds and take turns searching for each bird that is hidden. As you 
design your birds, what important characteristics should you be considering? How will you 
eff ectively camoufl age your bird?

STUDENTS DO: Share camoufl age ideas.

TEACHER DO: Provide 10 minutes for students to camoufl age birds. As students work, prompt 
them to explain why they are using specifi c colors or patterns and where within the habitat they will 
place the birds.

6. TEACHER SAY: Now that we all have our birds, we are ready to test our camoufl age. Let’s 
label our groups so that I can give clear instructions. [Assign a letter to each group: group 
A, group B, and group C.] One group will hide birds, then another group will search for the 
camoufl aged birds. We will keep track of how long it takes to fi nd all the birds. We will then 
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Circle the animals camouflaged in each picture. Then write a sentence
to explain how camouflage can aid in survival.

CAN YOU SEE ME?

Lesson

7

LOCATION CHARACTERISTICS
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Record characteristics of each habitat.

AROUND MY SCHOOL

PRIMARY 3
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Design a camouflage to help your bird blend into the selected habitat.
Cut out the bird when you are finished.

CAMOUFLAGE ME
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compare to see which habitat had the best camouflage and why certain habitats were easier or 
more difficult.

TEACHER DO: Take the class to each location. Have group A hide birds in the habitat first, then 
group B can work to locate all the birds. Next, group B hides birds and group C searches. Finally, 
group C hides birds and group A searches. Use a stopwatch or timer to keep track of how long it 
takes to find all the birds in each round. After completing the activity, bring the class back to the 
room.

Note to Teacher: You may integrate math into this learning experience by comparing the times. Students 
can identify the greatest and least amount of time used, then use subtraction to determine how much longer 
it took to find the birds in one habitat versus another.

TEACHER DO: Display the time data from each test at the front of the room.

TEACHER SAY: Great job camouflaging and searching as predators. Looking at the time data 
we collected, which habitat was the easiest to find the birds? Which was the most difficult? Why 
do you think this was the case? Turn and share your ideas with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share conclusions from the activity with a partner. (This is an opportunity 
to practice the Life Skill: Collaboration.)

TEACHER SAY: Some habitats make it easier for animals to camouflage than others. Think 
about your habitat and all the birds your group created. Which bird do you think would survive 
the best? Why?

TEACHER DO: Choose one or two students from each group to answer.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we explored and then explained how the adaptation of camouflage 
supports survival and how camouflage develops over time. Let’s apply what we have learned to a 
new context. Listen to this story:

Some students went to the banks of the Nile River to search for animals. They wanted to find 
10 different animals but only saw two: a bird walking on the muddy banks and a dark fish 
swimming in the clear water. They were hoping to find turtles, snakes, locusts, and maybe even 
a crocodile.

Why do you think the bird and the fish were so easy to find? Why do you think the students did 
not see other organisms in the habitat? What do you think the other organisms looked like?

Stand up. Let’s use Hands Up Pair Up to share our thinking.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with classmates.

Collaboration
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OverviewLesson 8

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we explored ways that birds can camoufl age or hide 
in plain sight. What are some other animals you can name that use camoufl age? Let’s Popcorn
around the room.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

2. TEACHER SAY: Scientists often make careful drawings of the plants and animals they see 
on journeys. One scientist noticed that in many habitats, food is limited and the types of foods 
available may vary. Animals that have traits that are suited for eating available foods will be 
more likely to survive and reproduce. Did you know that diff erent birds have many diff erent 
types of beaks? Let’s explore whether diff erent beak styles allow birds to eat diff erent types of 
food.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: Open your student books to the page Beaks. Turn to a Shoulder Partner and 
talk about the many diff erent styles of beaks you see on this page. Th ink about the title of the 
type of beak, for example, “spoon beak.” Talk about why we use the word spoon to describe 
these beaks.

SPOON BEAK

CLOTHESPIN BEAK

SCISSOR BEAK TWEEZER BEAK
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Refer to this page as you investigate bird beaks.

BEAKS

Lesson

8

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Investigate the advantages and disad-

vantages of adaptations.
• Simulate various bird beaks competing 

for diff erent foods.
• Analyze simulation data to make 

conclusions.

Prepare class data chart in advance. Organize 
materials for easy distribution. Place items to 
represent beaks (scissors, binder clips, twee-
zers, clothespins, plastic spoons) in a small 
plastic bag for each group. Scatter seeds, rice, 
dry beans, paper clips, rubber bands, tooth-
picks, and dry macaroni on a cardboard box 
lid or tray for each group.

• Chart paper

• Markers

• Timing device

• Student books

• Pencils

• Small paper cups (one per student)

• Per group:

• One pair of scissors

• Plastic spoons

• Clothespins

• Tweezers

• Binder clips

• Paper clips

• Rubber bands

• Toothpicks

• Dried macaroni

• Seeds

• Dry beans

• Cardboard box lids or trays

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking 
process.

Problem-Solving:

• Collect problem-re-
lated data.

Learn to Work

Decision-Making:

• Identify results and 
expected results.

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions
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STUDENTS DO: Discuss the various bird beaks shown on the page.

TEACHER SAY: As we investigate bird beaks, look back at this page of examples. Th ink about 
the environment the bird lives in and how that aff ects the kind of beak they have. What do you 
think each bird pictured eats? Why?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

3. TEACHER SAY: Well done. Let’s turn to the page Beak Investigation. We will explore dif-
ferent styles of beaks and see what kinds of food they can collect. Th is will help us later in our 
Share Project as we design original beaks. First, read the directions with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions with partner.

TEACHER SAY: We know that adaptations are inherited characteristics that increase an organ-
ism’s chance of survival. Th ose with the most helpful adaptations will be the most likely to live 
long enough to reproduce and pass along their traits. Let’s investigate whether bird beaks might 
be adapted to certain types of food. It is your turn to predict what you think will happen.

TEACHER DO: Hold up samples of all of the materials students will use to represent diff erent beak 
styles, as well as the materials that will represent food. Prompt students to record a prediction about 
which style of beak will collect the most food. Th en review the procedures and safety precautions for 
the experiment (such as students should not eat or throw any materials). Hand out materials for the 
experiment. Hang the prepared class data chart where the class can see it.

STUDENTS DO: Record predictions of the most eff ective beaks. (Th is is an opportunity to 
practice the Life Skill: Decision-Making.)

TEACHER SAY: Each group will get a plastic bag with items that represent diff erent types of 
bird beaks: scissors, binder clips, tweezers, clothespins, and plastic spoons. Choose one item to 
represent your bird beak, then record that item on your data table in the column labeled BEAK.

STUDENTS DO: Choose an item to represent a beak and record the item in the fi rst 
column of the data collection chart.

TEACHER SAY: Each group will also have a paper cup and a tray that contains seeds, rice, dry 
beans, paper clips, rubber bands, and dry macaroni to represent diff erent types of food for the 
bird. Th e cup represents your bird’s stomach. It must remain upright at all times. You must hold 
your beak in one hand, and your stomach in your other hand, close to your body. Only food 
that is placed in the cup by the beak will be considered “eaten.” Show me how you will hold 
your beak and cup.

STUDENTS DO: Demonstrate how to hold beak and stomach.

TEACHER SAY: When the I say GO, you will have 20 seconds to “eat” by using the beak you 
have chosen to pick up food from the tray and deposit it in the cup. Collect as much food in 
your stomach as possible until I say STOP. Th en, you will carefully empty your cup on the table 
and count the contents by type. Who can repeat the directions back to me?

TEACHER DO: Call on a volunteer student to repeat the directions.

STUDENTS DO: Repeat directions with prompting if needed.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for paying such close attention to the directions. Ready? Prepare 
your beaks. GO.

TEACHER DO: Use a timing device (or count to 20) to time students for 20 seconds.

STUDENTS DO: Using beaks, collect food in stomachs.

BEAK PAPER 
CLIPS

RUBBER 
BANDS

TOOTH-
PICKS

SMALL 
PASTA SEEDS DRY 

BEANS RICE

BEAK PAPER 
CLIPS

RUBBER 
BANDS

TOOTH-
PICKS

SMALL 
PASTA SEEDS DRY 

BEANS RICE

Spoon



Binder Clip/ 
Clothespin

Tweezers

Scissors
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Study the tools that represent the various beaks. Predict which you think will 
collect the most food. Follow instructions from the teacher for the investigation 
and record your data in the first table below. Use the reflection prompts to
communicate your findings.

BEAK INVESTIGATION

Prediction: I think the beak will get the most food. 

Class Data: Add the three highest results for each beak type and each type of food, then 
enter the total on this table. For example, if the three highest numbers of paper clips collected 
by spoon beaks were 7, 6, and 5, you would enter 18 in the table where there is a star.

Decision-Making
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TEACHER SAY: Well done. I see that some of you may still be hungry. Count how many of 
each type of food you collected, then record your data in the data table.

STUDENTS DO: Record data in the data table. (This is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skill: Problem-Solving.)

Note to Teacher: If time allows, have students return beaks to the group bag and have each student choose 
another beak to run the investigation again.

TEACHER SAY: Before we continue, please place all the beaks back in the plastic bag and place 
all the food back in the tray. Return the materials to me, please.

STUDENTS DO: Clean up area and return materials.

TEACHER DO: Save the trays and food items for testing Share Projects in the next lesson. Display 
a poster with the class data table where all students can see. Provide a marker for students to record 
data.

4. TEACHER SAY: Thank you for helping to clean up our area. As I call your row, please enter 
your results on our class data table on the poster paper.

STUDENTS DO: Enter data on the class chart.

TEACHER DO: Multiple students will enter data for each beak style and type of food. Circle the 
three highest numbers in each cell on the class data table. Facilitate a class discussion to add the three 
highest numbers in each cell, then have students record that number in the data table provided in the 
student book.

STUDENTS DO: Orally add the results and record the totals in the data table provided in 
the student books.

TEACHER SAY: Looking at our class data, work with a Shoulder Partner and answer the 
questions.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate to write answers to the questions. (This is an opportunity to 
practice the Life Skill: Critical Thinking.)

TEACHER DO: Facilitate a discussion about the results of the investigation, prompting students to 
recognize which types of beaks are better suited to collect which types of food. Ask students to justify 
their answers using their experience from the activity or the class data.

5. TEACHER SAY: Okay, let’s see what we have learned. Listen carefully to a brief story. One 
day, a swarm of 10 different types of birds traveling together all landed on a new island where 
no bird had ever been before. The only food they could find was rice. Which birds would have 
the best chance of surviving?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Now imagine that we all went back to the island 1,000 years later. What would 
you expect to see? What type of birds would you find on the island?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: We learned a lot today, but it is always good to still be curious. Let’s Popcorn 
around the room to close. Share something you are still wondering about.

STUDENTS DO: Share questions with the class.

Critical Thinking

Problem-Solving
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OverviewLesson 9

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we explored how diff erent beaks are suited for eating 
diff erent types of food. Let’s apply what we learned to a thinking question: What if we observed 
birds in a lake or pond habitat? Which of the bird beaks do you think would be best adapted 
and why?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s use everything you have learned in this chapter to create your own bird 
beak with a partner. You will test and improve your beak. In order to appreciate another won-
derful trait of many birds, we will also listen to and analyze some birdsongs today. You will be 
able to create a unique birdsong to go with your creative bird beaks. Does anyone know why 
birds sing?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Birds use diff erent sounds to attract mates so they can pass on their traits. 
Birdsongs have diff erent pitches, rhythms, and melodies. If you listen carefully, you can hear the 
diff erent patterns in their songs.

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

KEY VOCABULARY MATERIALS

Students will:
• Design a bird beak for a specifi c food 

source using limited materials.
• Create original birdsongs using pitch, 

rhythm, melody, and tempo.

Find a variety of birdsongs for students to 
listen to. Songs may be played on a phone, 
computer, or another device. Use trays and 
food sources from the previous day’s activity

• Melody

• Pitch

• Rhythm

• Tempo

• Recordings of birdsongs

• Variety of musical instru-
ments (if available)

• Student books

• Pencils

• Various art supplies per pair 
of students, such as:

• Toothpicks

• Construction paper

• Clothespins

• Aluminum foil

• Plastic forks

• Plastic spoons

• Small paper cups

• Bottle caps

• Rubber bands

• Paper clips

• Popsicle sticks

• Glue

• Tape

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.

Learn to Live Together

Sharing:

• Eff ective management and 
organization of tasks.
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TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

2. TEACHER SAY: As we start our Share Project today, let’s review our expectations. Turn to the 
page My Self-Assessment. Review the rubric with a Shoulder Partner, and raise your hand if you 
have any questions.

TEACHER DO: Answer questions and clarify parts of the rubric as needed.

3. TEACHER SAY: Before you begin creating your bird beaks, let’s listen to some birdsongs. 
Close your eyes and listen.

TEACHER DO: Play various birdsongs for students.

STUDENTS DO: Close eyes and listen to various birdsongs.

TEACHER SAY: You can hear the diff erent parts of music in birdsongs. By listening carefully, 
patterns appear. PITCH refers to how high or low a sound is. Let’s see if we can trace some 
songs in the air with our fi ngers. Listen for the pattern, then move your fi nger low for a low 
pitch or note, and high for a higher note.

TEACHER DO: Play the fi rst birdsong a few more times, tracing the pitch with a fi nger in the air.

STUDENTS DO: Trace the notes of the song as they rise and fall.

TEACHER SAY: TEMPO is how fast or slow the overall song is. Let’s listen to the fi rst song 
again and try to describe the tempo. Is it fast, slow, or some combination? Do you hear a pat-
tern in the tempo?

TEACHER DO: Play the fi rst birdsong again, pausing periodically to discuss the tempo with 
examples.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. Th e next element we will listen for is the RHYTHM. Rhythm is the 
combination of how long each note is held. In this song, there are some short, quick notes and 
some long, held-out notes. Let’s see if we can drum the rhythm of the song quietly on our tables 
as we listen. Remember, listen carefully for the pattern, then see if you can drum the pattern.

STUDENTS DO: Listen to a birdsong to identify the pattern, then drum the rhythm.

Note to Teacher: If you are familiar with rhythm notation or can collaborate with a music teacher, extend 
this learning experience by teaching students how to write down the rhythm as a drum pattern. Students 
could also use their own notations to record the rhythm as long as they provide a key for what each symbol 
means.

TEACHER SAY: Open to the page Sing Me A Song. As I play the next two birdsongs, write a 
description of the sounds you hear using the words pitch, tempo, melody, and rhythm.

STUDENTS DO: Listen and describe birdsongs using pitch, tempo, melody, and rhythm.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s hear some of your descriptions.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Excellent. As you create your new bird beak, think of what kind of song your 
bird might sing. Create your own unique birdsong. Use any of the instruments we have in class, 
as well as your voices. Consider the parts of music we just discussed and experienced.

Note to Teacher: If possible, allow students to record their birdsongs using a cell phone or other device.

TEACHER DO: Place materials in a central location for students to pick up when they are ready to 
build and test.
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MY SELF-ASSESSMENT

     

Academic 
Content


I can explain why 

different beaks are 
suited for eating 

different food 
sources with help.

 
I can explain why 

different beaks are 
suited for eating 

different food 
sources.

  
I can explain why 

different beaks are 
suited for eating 

different food sources 
using specific details 

and a variety of 
examples.

Quality of 
Performance


I can create a 
birdsong that 

includes a pattern 
with varied pitch or 
rhythm with help.

 
I can create a 
birdsong that 

includes a pattern 
with varied pitch and 

rhythm. 

  
I can create a unique 

birdsong and can 
explain its pattern, 

including its varied pitch 
and rhythm.

Life Skills


I can use data and 
the ideas of others 
to improve a design 

with help.

 
I can use data and 

the ideas of others to 
improve a design.

  
I can use data and 

the ideas of others to 
improve a design. I can 
assist classmates and 

lead in this area.

Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes 
your effort.
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Listen to each birdsong carefully. Choose two song elements to describe for 
each. Use words and other visual aids, such as lines or rhythm notations.

SING ME A SONG

Lesson

9

Pitch: high and low notes

Tempo: how fast or slow

Melody: a group of notes at different pitches

Rhythm: the length of time a note is played

Song 1

Song 2
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TEACHER SAY: We will use the engineering design process that we have used in other chapters. 
Who can review the parts of the Engineering Design Process for us?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. We start with an idea and plan it. Th en we build, test, and improve 
our idea. Open to the page Building a Better Beak.

READ ALOUD: Use these pages to brainstorm, plan, test, and improve your beak 
design.

Note to Teacher: During the next several steps, circulate around the room as students brainstorm, plan, 
build, and test. Answer questions and prompt students to stay on task. Since students have had multiple 
experiences with this process, allow them to self-pace if they are ready. Use the cues provided below as 
prompts, but encourage students to practice the Life Skill: Sharing to eff ectively manage their own tasks.

TEACHER SAY: You have already tested diff erent beak shapes and observed your peers test-
ing others. Use what you have learned to improve on or combine some of the styles you have 
observed. On your own, Brainstorm a few ideas for a new bird beak. Th is is the time to push 
your imagination and think of as many solutions as possible.

STUDENTS DO: Brainstorm individually.

TEACHER SAY: When you have a few ideas written, share them with a partner. Use parts of 
both of your ideas to plan a new beak. Sketch and label the materials you will use.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborative to plan one beak design per pair. (Th is is an opportunity to 
practice the Life Skill: Collaboration.)

TEACHER SAY: Using the materials available, build your beak, test it using the food sources 
from the previous lesson, and record your results. Ask another pair if you need help with any 
step. If all four of you are stuck, raise your hands and I will come assist you.

STUDENTS DO: Build beak, test, and record data.

TEACHER DO: Prompt students to clean up any extra materials and carefully store the beak 
designs a few minutes before the lesson ends.

TEACHER SAY: While you clean, work on your special birdsong in your mind or by softly 
humming. Make sure that it has a short, recognizable pattern that is repeated. Be prepared to 
share your birdsong tomorrow with your beak.

STUDENTS DO: Create an original birdsong using common classroom instruments and 
voices.

4. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we identifi ed parts of music by listening to birdsongs and created a new 
design for a bird beak. Did your bird beak pick up the food you thought it would? Share how 
well your beak tested with a Shoulder Partner who was not your working partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with a new partner.
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Use these pages to brainstorm, plan, test,
and improve your beak design. 

BUILDING A BETTER BEAK IDEA

MATERIALS

PLAN

BUILD

TEST

IMPROVE

Ideas:

Materials I Will Use: 

Sharing

Collaboration
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OverviewLesson 10

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we used birdsongs to identify parts of music and cre-
ated our own birdsongs. We also brainstormed, planned, built, and tested a new bird beak. Here 
is a question for you. Would your bird beak work in a muddy, wetland environment? Why or 
why not?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

2. TEACHER SAY: Today we are going to work on improving our beak designs, and then we 
will test the new design. Open your student books to the page Improve and Test Again.

READ ALOUD: Pair up with another pair of students and share your beak design and 
results from previous testing. Ask for and give feedback.

TEACHER SAY: Please remember to be kind as you off er feedback to your peers. Help your 
classmates solve a problem about their design by off ering suggestions. Th ank the classmates 
who give you feedback. Do not argue. Th is is a time to get diff erent perspectives and deepen 
your understanding.

STUDENTS DO: Pair up with another pair of students to off er and seek feedback. (Th is is 
an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skills: Respect for Diversity, Empathy, and 
Accountability.)
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Plan:

Testing Notes: 

Diagram of Beak:

Empathy

Respect for 
Diversity

Accountability

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Off er and seek feedback.
• Test and revise or improve designs.
• Perform and observe original 

birdsongs.

Copy the class pledge on paper large 
enough to post in the room and be seen by 
all students. Leave room on the paper for 
students to sign it.

• Beak designs

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES PREPARATION

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Respect for Diversity:

• Solicit and respect multiple and 
diverse perspectives to broaden and 
deepen understanding.

Empathy:

• Demonstrate empathy in communi-
cating with others.

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide eff ective feedback.
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3. TEACHER SAY: Using the feedback you received, improve your design and then test it again. 
Th is time, test it in the same way we investigated the original beak designs. Record your results 
in the table provided.

STUDENTS DO: Improve bird beak design, test, and record results.

TEACHER DO: Circulate as students work, helping them to stay focused and solve problems. 
Prompt students to describe the changes they are making and why. Ask students to fi nish testing and 
clean their work areas with at least 15 minutes left in the class window.

4. TEACHER SAY: You worked very hard today. I visited many of you as you worked, and I am 
eager to hear more about your designs. What are some changes you made to your beaks and 
why?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Did the improvement you made help your beak be more successful? If so, then 
your bird has adapted and will pass that new trait on to its off spring. Let’s do a Gallery Walk to 
see everyone’s designs and listen to their birdsongs.

TEACHER DO: Divide the class in half. Half of students will stay with their bird beaks to explain 
the design and results and to perform their birdsongs. Students may carefully try each beak design. 
Th e other half of the class will walk around to view the other designs and listen to the songs. Stu-
dents will then switch places and repeat.

5. TEACHER SAY: Well done. I really enjoyed seeing your creativity both in your bird beaks 
and your birdsongs. Please complete the page My Self-Assessment.

STUDENTS DO: Complete self-assessment.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: We have explored the origins of diff erent traits in humans, plants, and animals. 
We have looked at the eff ects of the environment on living organisms' patterns of change. Let’s 
think far into the future. What change in the environment might make your beak design less 
eff ective? Share with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.
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MY SELF-ASSESSMENT

     

Academic 
Content


I can explain why 

different beaks are 
suited for eating 

different food 
sources with help.

 
I can explain why 

different beaks are 
suited for eating 

different food 
sources.

  
I can explain why 

different beaks are 
suited for eating 

different food sources 
using specific details 

and a variety of 
examples.

Quality of 
Performance


I can create a 
birdsong that 

includes a pattern 
with varied pitch or 
rhythm with help.

 
I can create a 
birdsong that 

includes a pattern 
with varied pitch and 

rhythm. 

  
I can create a unique 

birdsong and can 
explain its pattern, 

including its varied pitch 
and rhythm.

Life Skills


I can use data and 
the ideas of others 
to improve a design 

with help.

 
I can use data and 

the ideas of others to 
improve a design.

  
I can use data and 

the ideas of others to 
improve a design. I can 
assist classmates and 

lead in this area.

Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes 
your effort.
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Approaching Expectation
(1)

Meeting Expectation
(2)

Exceeding Expectation
(3)

Academic Content

Describes the kind of beak that 
is best suited to a given food 

source with support from peers 
or the teacher.
Science C.2.c.

Describes the kind of beak that 
is best suited to a given food 

source.
Science C.2.c.

Describes the kind of beak that 
is best suited to a given food 
source. Provides detailed evi-

dence and/or multiple examples.
Science C.2.c.

Collects incomplete or inaccu-
rate data about the effectiveness 
of the beak design and makes 

adjustments with support from 
peers or the teacher.

Science A.1.c., d.

Collects accurate data about the 
effectiveness of the beak design.

Science A.1.c., d.

Collects accurate data about the 
effectiveness of the beak design. 
Can articulate the relationships 
between the data collected and 
both design and improvements.

Science A.1.c., d.

Makes adjustments to the beak 
using data and classmate feed-

back with help from peers or the 
teacher.

Science F.1.c.

Makes adjustments to the 
beak using data and classmate 

feedback.
Science F.1.c.

Makes thoughtful adjustments 
to the beak using multiple data 

sets and classmate feedback.
Science F.1.c.

Creates music that includes 
varied pitch and rhythm with 

support from peers or the 
teacher.

Music A.1.

Creates music that includes 
varied pitch and rhythm.

Music A.1.

Creates and can explain or 
describe a piece of music that 

includes varied pitch and 
rhythm.

Music A.1.

Quality of Performance

Shows creativity when creating 
a birdsong with support from 

peers or the teacher.

Shows creativity when creating a 
birdsong.

Shows exceptional creativ-
ity when creating a unique 

birdsong.

Answers questions about the 
beak model or birdsong with 

support from peers or the 
teacher.

Answers questions about the 
beak model or birdsong.

Answers questions about the 
beak model or birdsong with evi-
dence and detail. Serves as a role 

model for peers in this area.

Life Skills

Applies learning about adaptive 
traits to create a model of a beak 

with help from peers or the 
teacher.

Critical Thinking

Applies learning about adaptive 
traits to create an appropriate 

model of a beak.
Critical Thinking

Applies learning about adaptive 
traits to create a model of a beak 

in response to data collected 
through testing.
Critical Thinking

Gives feedback that shows little 
empathy and/or is not very kind.

Empathy

Shows kindness and empathy 
when giving feedback.

Empathy

Shows exceptional kindness and 
empathy when giving feedback.

Empathy

Rubric Assessment (for teacher use)
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Chapter Overview

A New Look to Ancient Art

Discover Students discover examples of art both in the world 
around them and from Ancient Egypt. Students describe 
how color is used and developed in artwork. Students 
explore the use of geometric shapes in art.

3

Learn Students learn how art can be seen in clothing and how 
block printing can be used in the creation of geometric 
patterns. Students explain how technology has impacted 
the creation of art over time. Students research past and 
present artists and musicians. Students learn techniques 
for creating sculptures in both ancient and modern-day 
examples.

4

Share Students collaborate to interpret a painting from Ancient 
Egypt as a play. Students write dialogue and create props 
and scenery, applying artistic strategies.

3

Connection to Issues
Globalization: Technology helps us communicate and exchange ideas around the 
world. We can learn from people around the world and also share our ideas and 
culture with others.

Non-Discrimination: We are all alike, and yet we have diff erences. We can appre-
ciate and talk about how we are the same and diff erent. We can work together and 
be cooperative and collaborative.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION LESSONS
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A New Look to Ancient Art

Life Skills Addressed
DIMENSION

Learn to Know Critical Thinking:
• Identify subject/topic related information.

Learn to Work Collaboration:
• Respect for other opinions.

Decision-Making:
• Identify results and expected results.

Productivity:
• Create a list of tasks to be accomplished, including setting alternative plans.

Learn to Live Together Respect for Diversity:
• Solicit and respect multiple and diverse perspectives to broaden and deepen 

understanding.

Empathy:
• Demonstrate empathy in communicating with others.

Learn to Be Self-Management:
• Review progress in realizing goals.

Accountability:
• Provide effective feedback.

Communication:
• Reading, writing, non-verbal communication skills.

Endurance:
• Demonstrate deliberation and anger management.
• Evaluate and analyze stressful (tense) situations.

LIFE SKILLS ADDRESSED
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Learning Indicators
Throughout this chapter, students will work toward the following learning indicators:

READING:
D. Reading Skills: Fluency

1.a. Read texts at grade-appropriate difficulty with a level 
of accuracy and fluency to support understanding.
1.b. Read to express the meaning and style of a text, 
(interrogative, exclamation, or imperative).
1.c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recogni-
tion and understanding, rereading as necessary.

E. Reading Comprehension: Literature
1.a. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate under-
standing of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 
basis for the answers.
1.b. Describe and compare characters in a story (such 
as their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how 
their actions contribute to the sequence of events.
3.a. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they 
are used in a text, distinguishing literal from nonliteral 
language.
4.a. Answer questions about the logical connection 
between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text 
(such as comparison, cause/effect, or sequence).

F. Reading Comprehension: Informational text
8.a. Read and comprehend informational text at appro-
priate difficulty level for Primary 3.

G. Language: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
1.e. Choose words and phrases for an intended effect or 
tone.
1.g. Demonstrate command of the conventions of gram-
mar and usage when writing or speaking.

WRITING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Write complete sentences using punctuation, preposi-
tions, and coordinating conjunctions (such as و, ثم, ف) as 
appropriate.

B. Narrative
1.a. Write narratives to express real or imagined experi-
ences or events, using descriptive details and clear event 
sequences.
1.c. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, 
and feelings to express experiences and events or show the 
response of characters to situations.
1.d. Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, 
using temporal words and phrases to signal event order.

D. Process, Production, and Research
1.a. Use graphic organizers to plan writing.
2.a. Use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish 
writing, independently and in collaboration with peers.
2.b. Participate in collaborative research.
3.a. Research a specific topic or question using a variety 
of resources.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discus-
sions with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
1.e. Listen to speakers in order to make connections; 
comprehend; and gain, clarify, or deepen understanding 
of a topic or issue.
1.f. Build on others’ ideas in discussion and express own 
ideas clearly.
4.a. Speak clearly and at an understandable pace with 
appropriate tone, gestures, and body language.
5.a. Speak in complete sentences, following grammatical 
rules, in order to provide requested detail or clarification.

MATH:
B. Operations and Algebraic Thinking

1.c. Multiply and divide within 100.
1.d. Use strategies to solve multiplication and division 
problems, including:

1) Manipulatives
2) Drawings
3) Arrays
4) The relationship between multiplication and 
division

C. Numbers and Operations in Base Ten
3.a. Describe a proper fraction 1/b as the quantity formed 
by 1 part when a whole is partitioned into b equal parts.
3.b. Read and write proper fractions.

D. Measurement and Data
5.e. Relate area to the operations of multiplication and 
repeated addition:

2) Find the area of a rectangle with whole-number 
side lengths using concrete models.

5.f. Solve real-world and mathematical problems involv-
ing perimeters of polygons, including:

1) Finding the perimeter given the side lengths.
2) Drawing rectangles on a grid with the same perim-
eter and different areas or with the same area and 
different perimeters.

SCIENCE:
A. Skills and Processes

1.f. Listen actively to arguments and indicate agreement 
or disagreement based on evidence.
1.g. Communicate information with others in oral and 
written forms.

F. Engineering Design and Process
1.b. Explain the role of society in the development and 
use of technology, with support.

SOCIAL STUDIES:
B. Historical Thinking and Knowledge

1.d. Explain the structure and purpose of a timeline to 
document chronology.
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1.e. Trace the chronology of a historical event using a 
timeline.
1.g. Explain the benefit of using multiple sources to study 
history.
2.a. Distinguish between events in the recent and distant 
past (for example, by using a timeline).
2.b. Demonstrate how two or more current or historical 
events are connected (such as through common themes, 
persons, circumstances).
2.d. Compare past and present situations, people, or 
events in the local community.

MUSIC:
D. Singing

1. Create original lyrics to pair with a known melody.
2. Perform with appropriate confidence in front of others.
3. Participate in collective singing.

E. Demonstrating Appropriate Behaviors in Music
1. Identify a local musician and his/her music (such 
as Sayed Darweesh, Mohamed Abdelwahab, Zakaria 
Ahmed).

VISUAL ART:
A. Producing Visual Art

1.a. Create a gradient of color (such as from dark to 
light).
1.b. Explain the role of white and black in creating gradi-
ents of color.
1.c. Identify geometric shapes in the classroom and other 
familiar locations.
2.d. Investigate how adhesives work on different materials 
to create a sculpture.
3.a. Create an original work of art that incorporates geo-
metric shapes.
3.c. Create sculptures to imitate objects found in nature 
as well as freeform objects from the imagination.
3.d. Create works of art using fingerprinting and block 
printing; compare the two methods.

DRAMA:
B. Plays

2. Apply the elements of dramatic structure to a story told 
in a skit or play.
3. Collaborate to create dialogue that reveals the plot of a 
play.
4. Describe the scenery appropriate for an existing or 
original scene between characters.

C. Acting
1. Explain the role of focus, imagination, and creativity in 
the performance of different characters.
2. Collaborate to determine how characters might move 
and speak to support a role or plot line.

ECONOMICS AND APPLIED SCIENCES:
E. Dress Sense and Handcrafts

1.a. Distinguish between the origins and use of raw 
materials in the garment industry (such as cotton, wool, 
raw silk).
1.b. Compare and contrast patterns of clothing in differ-
ent regions and climates of the world.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGIES:
B. Security and Safe Use

1.b. Identify copyrighted materials (such as text, images, 
music, and video) used in products and give credit to 
media creators.
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LESSON INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

1 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Compare character actions and feelings in a story.
• Identify examples of art in the contemporary world.

2 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Observe examples of art in Ancient Egypt.
• Sequence artwork in order from oldest to most recent.
• Apply multiplication and fractions to analyze parts of a painting.

3 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Explore gradients of color (such as from dark to light).
• Explain the role of white and black in creating gradients of color.
• Use geometric shapes in original artwork.

4 LEARN: Students will:
• Identify various natural, raw materials used in making clothing.
• Compare clothing worn in different regions and climates of the world.
• Explore fingerprinting and block printing.
• Describe how technology has impacted art.

5 LEARN: Students will:
• Research and present biographical information on Egyptian musicians and artists.
• Compose own lyrics to a modern Egyptian musician song to summarize new learning.

6 LEARN: Students will:
• Compare and contrast sculptures from Ancient Egypt and modern day.
• Develop a plan to create an original sculpture.

7 LEARN: Students will:
• Create an original sculpture.
• Give compliments to peers’ artwork.

8 SHARE: Students will:
• Analyze ancient paintings to interpret subjects and events.
• Create dialogue to reveal the plot of the story depicted in art.

9 SHARE: Students will:
• Collaborate to create appropriate scenery and props for the play.
• Collaborate to determine how to use body language to help tell the story.

10 SHARE: Students will:
• Perform a play using appropriate body language and creativity.
• Provide feedback on others’ performances.

Pacing GuideCH 2
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Materials Used
Student book Pencils Colored pencils or crayons Meter stick

Chart paper Large paper Ruler Scissors

Large paper Glue or tape Props Scenery

Books, news articles, online 
articles about Egyptian musi-

cians and artists

Art books of famous Egyp-
tian artists

Images from the local 
neighborhood Recycled materials

Audio recording of the song, 
“They Taught Us in Our 
School How to Love Our 

Country” (or other commonly 
known melody)

Materials to create sculptures

PRIMARY 3

DISCOVER
TERM 1

2020-2021
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OverviewLesson 1
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson. Ask students to think, refl ect, share, and listen. Encourage 
students to lead this routine as they become more comfortable.

Th is is a time to excite your students about the chapter.

TEACHER SAY: We are starting a chapter called, “A New Look to Ancient Art.” We will explore 
diff erent types of art, from sculptures to jewelry to music to drama. We will think about art in 
our world, and also learn about the origin of art in Egypt many thousands of years ago. I just 
used the word “origin” to describe part of our learning. We defi ned origin in our last chapter. 
Who remembers what origin means?

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books. Call on a student volunteer. If necessary, have students 
refer back to the vocabulary page from the previous chapter.

STUDENTS DO: Defi ne the word “origin.”

TEACHER SAY: Origin is an important word. Th ank you for recalling the defi nition. In this 
chapter, we will learn about the origins for many diff erent types of art. Let’s begin by thinking 
about what we already know or what we think about when we hear the word ART. Turn to the 
page Art Web in your book. You may write words or draw images that connect to the word ART. 
Work independently to start, then we will share our ideas to see if others think diff erently about 
art.

Note to Teacher: If students have trouble making connections, prompt them to consider diff erent types of 
art, experiences they have had with art, or materials used to create art as a starting point for completing 
the Web.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the Web independently.

PRIMARY 3
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Fill in the web by recording words or ideas about art. 

ART WEB

Lesson

1

ART

Someone else thought of: 

Students will:
• Compare character actions and feelings 

in a story.
• Identify examples of art in the contem-

porary world.

Take pictures of art from around your local 
neighborhood. Ideas include: sculptures, 
paintings, architectural details, patterned 
fabric/tapestry, jewelry, photographs. Prepare 
Webs like the one on the student book page 
Art Web on large paper for groups of four to 
six students.

• Origin • Student books

• Pencils

• Images from the local 
neighborhood

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Respect for Diversity:

• Solicit and respect multiple 
and diverse perspectives 
to broaden and deepen 
understanding.
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TEACHER DO: When the majority of students have four or fi ve ideas written down, arrange stu-
dents together into groups of four to six. Give each group a Web on large paper that mimics what is 
in the student book.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s combine our ideas. When we listen to others, we can learn new ideas. We 
can fi nd out what we know as a whole class, collectively. We will use the strategy Pass the Pen to 
collaborate to complete the large Web. Each group will have one marker. One person will add 
an idea or word to the large Web. Th en that student will pass the pen to the next person in the 
group. If you get the marker and you do not have an idea or word that is not on the Web, you 
may pass to the next person.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate to complete the group Web.

TEACHER DO: Hang Webs around the room, then facilitate a Gallery Walk so students have an 
opportunity to read what others wrote. When students fi nish observing others’ work, prompt them 
to write one new idea they learned from others in the space provided beneath the Web in the student 
book. Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Respect for Diversity.

STUDENTS DO: Take a Gallery Walk to review what other groups know about art. Add 
one new idea from the class to Web in student book.

2. TEACHER DO: Be prepared to reference ideas students recorded on the class Webs. If necessary, 
write down ideas during the Gallery Walk in preparation. During the discussion below, display the 
pictures prepared prior to the lesson. If students did not reference any local art examples, use the 
images to help guide the discussion.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you so much for sharing what you know about art. I noticed that some 
students wrote about [name types of art that can be seen locally]. Art is all around us every day. 
Art can hang in your homes like [reference an example]. Art can be created using [reference an 
example such as cameras, paint, clay]. Let’s look at a few examples.

TEACHER DO: Display examples of art from the local community and connect these works of art 
to ideas referenced in student Webs. Facilitate conversation that prompts students to consider the 
various forms of art that exist in modern times.

TEACHER SAY: Our characters, Rashad and Zeina, are going to visit the Alexandria National 
Museum. Th is museum has many diff erent artifacts important to Egypt, including a variety of 
art forms. We are going to read a story about their trip. As we read, listen for how each charac-
ter feels about the art they are seeing and how those feelings contribute to choices they make in 
the story. Turn to the page Alexandria National Museum.

READ ALOUD: Follow along as your teacher reads. Underline art forms observed in the 
story.

TEACHER DO: Read the story aloud to students. As there are multiple exchanges of dialogue 
between characters, pause to make sure students know which character is speaking, responding and 
so on.

STUDENTS DO: Underline examples of art forms observed in the story (pottery, portraits, 
sculptures, jewelry).

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for following along. Let’s share what we underlined as examples of 
art forms.

STUDENTS DO: Share aloud art forms described in the story.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate a conversation to establish personal connections to the story and high-
light themes using questions such as the following:

• Has anyone ever heard of or been to the Alexandria National Museum?
• What are two ways Rashad and Zeina discuss for how to learn about history?
• Which ways of learning does each prefer?
• Is one character correct? Are books or artifacts better for learning about history? Why do you 

think this?

Respect for 
Diversity
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Follow along as your teacher reads. Underline art forms observed in the story.

ALEXANDRIA NATIONAL MUSEUM

Rashad and Zeina walked into the Alexandria National Museum with their class. 

“I cannot wait to see all of the interesting artifacts from Alexandria a long time ago,” 
exclaimed Rashad. Rashad loved history and knew he would learn a lot from the museum 
trip. Zeina was not as excited. “This museum is full of old things. I can read about history in a 
book,” sighed Zeina. 

In the first room, Rashad was impressed by the large sculptures of Egyptian rulers and some 
of the tools used during that time period. “I wonder what it would have been like to talk to 
this ruler,” wondered Rashad. “I can show you where to read about them. Books can teach 
you all about what they were like,” explained Zeina. Rashad pointed to the sculptures and 
portraits around the room. “But don’t you think this is more interesting? I like seeing what 
they might have looked like,” answered Rashad. Zeina just shrugged her shoulders. 

As they continued through the museum, Rashad slowed down to examine the canopic jars 
made from clay. “Zeina, look at these. They were part of the tombs.” 

“Let’s keep going Rashad. Thinking 
about the tombs is a little scary,” 
said Zeina. 

On the third floor they found a 
room filled with jewelry. “Wait. 
What are these? They are so 
colorful and detailed,” said Zeina. 
She paused to examine the 
necklaces and bracelets. “The sign 
says these are all from the royal family of Muhammad Ali. Isn’t the detail amazing? I love all 
of the patterns and colors. Sometimes jewelry really looks like art,” said Rashad.

“I could look at these all day. Rashad, was the jewelry from Ancient Egypt this detailed?” 
asked Zeina. “Of course. The jewelry is even more amazing because it was made so long 
ago,” Rashad explained. “I would be interested in learning more about that. Let’s keep 
going,” Zeina said as she eagerly pulled Rashad’s arm.
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TEACHER SAY: Did you notice that in the story, each form of art evoked diff erent feelings 
from our characters? Let’s think about how Rashad and Zeina reacted to these art forms. 
Th eir feelings infl uenced their diff erent reactions to the art in the museum. Let’s organize our 
thoughts about what was happening in the story, then we can have a discussion about the char-
acters. Turn the page to Understanding the Characters.

READ ALOUD: Complete the chart below using the events from the story.

Note to Teacher: Students can either work independently or with a partner to complete the chart.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the chart.

TEACHER DO: Once students have completed the chart, go over each art form together. Ask 
students: How did a character’s feelings impact their actions? Have students connect feelings and 
motivations to the events/actions in the story, referring back to the text to for supporting evidence.

TEACHER SAY: Now, imagine that you were on the fi eld trip with Zeina and Rashad. How 
would you have reacted to what they saw? Share your perspective with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Refl ect on the experiences in the story with partners.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have a few students share perspectives with the class.

TEACHER SAY: I am excited to learn more about art with you in this chapter. For our Share 
Project, we will collaborate to interpret an ancient painting as a play. We will apply our under-
standing of diff erent forms of art to bring a painting to life. Understanding our character’s 
motivations and feelings, like we did today, can help us begin to think about our own opinions 
about art that we observe.

3. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Imagine you are going to visit the Alexandria National Museum. Which art 
form would you be most interested in observing? Share with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.
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Zeina feels: 

Zeina feels: 

Zeina feels: 

Action: 

Action: 

Action: 

Rashad feels: 

Rashad feels: 

Rashad feels: 

Action: 

Action: 

Action: 

Complete the chart below using the events from the story.

UNDERSTANDING THE CHARACTERS

ART FORM

ART FORM

ART FORM
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OverviewLesson 2
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson, we began to think about artwork from today and long 
ago in Egypt. We mentioned many diff erent types of art. Let’s Popcorn around the room to 
name some art forms we remember from the last lesson.

TEACHER DO: Call on a student to begin.

STUDENTS DO: Name art forms.

TEACHER SAY: Great job recalling what we discovered in our last lesson. Today we will take a 
deeper look at the origin of art in Egypt.

2. TEACHER DO: Hand out student books. Be prepared to instruct students to cut out pages.

TEACHER SAY: We will begin our day by observing images of art. Turn to the page When Was 
It Made? Th e pictures we will observe show some artwork that was made several thousands of 
years ago and some that are more recent. Let’s see if there are clues in the art about when it was 
made.

READ ALOUD: Cut out the images on this page and the next. Collaborate to estimate 
when each was created and place them in order from oldest to newest on the timeline 
provided.

TEACHER SAY: Work with your group to estimate when you think each piece was made. 
Arrange the pictures in order from oldest to most recent on the page When Was It Made?: Time-
line. Once your group has an order you agree on, stand up so that I know you are fi nished.

TEACHER DO: Divide students into groups of six students. As students work, ask them to explain 
why they believe one picture is older than the other. Accept any reasonable explanation as long as 
students are able to support their thinking. If students have diffi  culty, suggest sorting the images into 
“old” and “new” piles fi rst. Have students compare the two pieces of jewelry, sculptures, paintings, 
and pottery and decide which is ancient and which is more modern. Th en students can work to 
sequence from the sort.

A

C D

B
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Cut out the images on this page and the next. Collaborate to estimate 
when each was created and place them in order from oldest to newest 
on the timeline provided. 

WHEN WAS IT MADE?

Lesson

2

Students will:
• Observe examples of art in Ancient 

Egypt.
• Sequence artwork in order from oldest 

to most recent.
• Apply multiplication and fractions to 

analyze parts of a painting.

• Area • Student books

• Pencils

• Scissors

• Ruler (one for each stu-
dent or pair of students)

• Glue or tape

• Crayons

• Meter stick

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.

Decision-Making:

• Identify results and expected 
results

Create a large dot grid, similar to the one in 
the student book, to display at the front of the 
room.

PREPARATION
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Discover (90 minutes)

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate to sequence art images. (This is an opportunity for students to 
practice the Life Skills: Collaboration and Decision-Making.)

TEACHER DO: When groups have finished sequencing, facilitate a Gallery Walk so students 
can observe each other’s thinking. Then, allow groups to make any adjustments they want before 
continuing.

STUDENTS DO: Take a Gallery Walk to observe other groups’ timelines, then adjust initial 
ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Wonderful work making your estimates. I heard good discussions about why 
you put the pictures in a certain order. Now, let’s see the actual order from oldest to newest. As 
you hear me read the actual sequence, rearrange the images on the page, and label each with the 
date I provide.

TEACHER DO: Go through each image, starting at the oldest. Read brief descriptions of each piece 
of art. Encourage students to rearrange the pictures as you read them if they had estimated incor-
rectly, then glue or tape the pictures in place and write the dates you give next to each.

• (C) Abu el-Hol, the Great Sphinx of Giza – around 2,525 BCE
• (B) A broad collar – around 1,800 BCE
• (E) Wall painting from Valley of the Kings - between 1500-1075 BCE
• (G) Small geometric bowl – around second century
• (A) Glass beads necklace – around fourth century
• (D) Lion sculpture – 1933
• (H) Colorful pottery – recent, in the past decade or so
• (F) Computer-generated version of a papyrus painting – recent, in the past couple years

TEACHER SAY: What did you notice that surprised you? Were any of your guesses correct? 
What clues did you use to help you determine the order of the artwork?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks or just call on volunteers to share observations. Support stu-
dents’ ideas by remarking on clues of age, such as the materials used (limestone Sphinx versus the 
metal lion) and the condition of the artwork (colors have faded in the older pottery and painting).

STUDENTS DO: Share observations.

TEACHER SAY: What do you learn about the origins of art through observing these images?

STUDENTS DO: Share observations.

TEACHER SAY: Thank you for taking time to look at how art has changed over time. Much 
of the art we do today has origins in ancient times. We will continue to use art examples from 
Ancient Egypt throughout our chapter. Observing changes in art will help us interpret art in a 
new way for our Share Project.

3. Note to Teacher: Determine your students’ familiarity with Tutankhamun and spend a short amount of 
time providing background information if necessary

TEACHER SAY: Let’s shift focus a bit. I have a thinking question for you: Do you think there 
are any connections between math and art?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas, providing reasons for answers.

TEACHER SAY: In fact, there are lots of connections between math and art. We can use math 
to better understand art. Artists also use math in the process of creation. Let’s explore these 
connections. Turn to the next page in your book, Tutankhamun. The first image on this page 
is a painting for Tutankhamun’s burial chamber. Tutankhamun was king over 3,000 years ago. 
When he died, he was put into a tomb. His burial chamber, the room where the tomb was laid, 
is covered in paintings. When you see this image, how big do you think the original artwork 
was?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select students to answer. Encourage students to stand up 
and estimate with hands or arms how large the painting is.

Collaboration

Decision-Making
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STUDENTS DO: Estimate the size of the artwork.

TEACHER SAY: On the page, you see spaces for you to record the dimensions of the painting. 
The original painting is approximately 6 meters long and 4 meters tall. Write those dimensions 
in the spaces provided. Look at our classroom wall. From (give a starting point) to (give an 
ending point) is approximately 6 meters, which is the length of the original painting. It is much 
larger than most of us estimated.

READ ALOUD: Calculate the area of the wall painting. Then, use fractions to describe 
the sections of the second wall painting.

TEACHER SAY: When we first look at this picture, it does not seem as big as it really is. Art-
work can come in all shapes and sizes. We can use math to help us break apart sections of the 
painting. Let’s start by calculating the area of the painting so we can see how big it would look 
if it were in our classroom. This will help us understand the true size of the painting.

TEACHER DO: With students’ help to measure, mark the painting’s dimensions either on a class-
room wall or the floor to give students a real connection to the measurements.

TEACHER SAY: We have learned about area in mathematics. How can these two measurements 
be used to calculate the area of the rectangle?

Note to Teacher: Depending on how familiar students are with calculating area, you may choose to have 
students complete the math work independently, with a partner, or as a whole class.

STUDENTS DO: Volunteer answers for calculating area.

TEACHER SAY: You calculate the area by multiplying the length—6 meters—by the height—4 
meters. Choose a strategy for multiplying and write the answer in your book under the image.

TEACHER DO: Call on student volunteers to model a few multiplication strategies used, such as 
drawings, manipulatives, arrays, and repeated addition.

STUDENTS DO: Calculate the area, then volunteer answers.

TEACHER SAY: Great job. Now let’s look at another part of the wall paintings. This wall is 
smaller. The size is approximately 4 meters by 4 meters. Use another strategy this time to deter-
mine the area.

STUDENTS DO: Calculate the area.

Note to Teacher: Encourage students to use a strategy independently for this calculation. If some students 
had difficulty the first time, pair those students with those who did not have difficulty for more support.

TEACHER SAY: Now when I look at this painting, I notice that it is broken up into equal parts. 
How many parts can you see?

STUDENTS DO: Identify 12 small parts and 2 larger parts.

TEACHER SAY: We can actually say that the painting is in 16 equal sections.

TEACHER DO: Model how the top two rectangles can be broken in half to make 16 equal sections 
in the painting. Have students draw a line in their student books to divide the top sections of the 
painting.

TEACHER SAY: We can use fractions to describe the equal parts. Can anyone tell us what frac-
tion would describe one of the small rectangles compared to the whole painting?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Each small rectangle is 1/16 of the entire wall. Look at the larger rectangles 
on the top again. Is the larger rectangle also 1/16 of the entire wall? Can you use a fraction to 
express how much of the wall the larger rectangle takes up?
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STUDENTS DO: Use the fraction 2/16 for the larger rectangle.

TEACHER DO: Model how you could shade in 2 small rectangles for the larger rectangles.

TEACHER SAY: Great job using fractions to break apart the painting. Art often uses and 
expresses mathematical concepts. Understanding how to read measurements, calculate area, and 
break sections apart will help us as we continue observing artwork and creating our own.

4. TEACHER DO: Hand out rulers to students.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s experience using math to help us create art. Look at the colorful pottery 
from our timeline activity. What do you notice about the painted design? Do you see any math 
concepts represented?

STUDENTS DO: Identify the pattern of shapes as squares or diamonds.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, repeated squares frame the painted pattern. Each square is the same size 
and the picture within each square is the same. We can use rulers to create a shape pattern. Turn 
to the page Designing a Pattern.

READ ALOUD: First, divide the rectangle into equal shapes. Th en create a design to be 
repeated within each shape.

TEACHER SAY: Look at the dot grid on the page. What type of shapes do you think you can 
draw by connecting the dots with lines?

STUDENTS DO: Identify possible shapes (triangles, squares, rectangles, hexagons, trapezoids).

TEACHER SAY: Th ose are all great ideas for shapes. Let’s practice together how we can use 
our rulers to draw these shapes and make sure they are all equal in size. Th is means that the 
perimeter for each shape needs to be the same. Since we are drawing on a grid, we can count the 
number of dots we use to draw each side of the shape to help us make sure the sides are equal 
each time.

TEACHER DO: Hang up a large dot grid paper at the front of the room. Model fi rst how you 
would draw two equally sized triangles on the dot grid. Th en, invite students to come up to the 
board to Model how they could draw one shape and then have a second student come to the front to 
draw the same shape. Repeat for each shape named.

STUDENTS DO: Model how to draw equally sized shapes on a grid.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for practicing as a class. With a Shoulder Partner, share the shape 
you will create. Also share how long you will make the sides.

STUDENTS DO: Share shapes and drawing strategies with partners.

TEACHER SAY: Use a dark color crayon to draw each shape. Once you have fi lled your grid 
with your shape, draw a picture to repeat in each shape, just like we observed in the pottery.

STUDENTS DO: Draw repeated shapes and illustrate a design.

TEACHER DO: If time allows, students can use rulers to measure the perimeter of the shape they 
drew in centimeters or millimeters and calculate the area.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we observed examples of art from long ago. We also applied math to 
help us break apart a painting and create our own repeated shape pattern. Share your artwork 
with a Shoulder Partner. Describe the shape you drew, the size of the shape, and the design you 
created within each shape.

STUDENTS DO: Share shape art with partners.
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First, divide the rectangle into equal shapes. Then create a design to be
repeated within each shape. 

DESIGNING A PATTERN
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OverviewLesson 3

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson, we talked about art in Ancient Egypt. We used a time-
line to show the order of when diff erent art was created. Let’s practice creating a timeline, but 
I have a special challenge for you. Your challenge is to line up, in your rows, in order of your 
birthdays from January to December. Th is will be a human timeline, showing the order of our 
birthdays throughout the year. Th e trick is, you may not speak to each other as you work. You 
must be silent.

STUDENTS DO: Line up in order of their birthdays from January to December without 
talking.

TEACHER DO: Encourage students to use nonverbal communication.

TEACHER SAY: Very good. We have created human timelines. Timelines help us understand 
when things take place by showing order. As we think about the origins of art in Egypt, a 
timeline can help us think about how things change over time. If we looked at a timeline of the 
artwork you have made over your years in school, how has your artwork changed over time?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: When you fi rst picked up a crayon, your pictures might have been just lines 
and squiggles. Maybe you only used one or two colors. As you learned to hold a crayon better, 
you may have started drawing shapes, such as circles and squares. Now, many of you can draw 
images of real things, like people or animals. When we look at artwork, we often notice the 
colors. Why do you think color is important in art?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond. Continue the conversation 
to support students in exploring color in art with more questions, such as:

• Why do artists use certain colors?
• Do some colors make you happy? Sad?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: What is your favorite color? Why? Share with a Shoulder Partner.

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Explore gradients of color (such as 

from dark to light).
• Explain the role of white and black in 

creating gradients of color.
• Use geometric shapes in original 

artwork.

• Gradient

• Quadrilateral

• Pencils

• Student books

• Colored pencils or crayons

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide eff ective feedback.

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions
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STUDENTS DO: Share favorite colors with classmates.

TEACHER SAY: My favorite color is _____. I like to use that color in my home and in clothing 
(and jewelry) I wear. When we look at the artwork of Ancient Egypt, we can get an idea of what 
colors they used frequently and how they used color.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

2. TEACHER SAY: Open your student books to the page Ancient Egyptian Jewelry. Read the 
directions with a Shoulder Partner, then work on your own to complete the page.

STUDENTS DO: Write the common colors represented in the pictures.

TEACHER SAY: Next, look at the example of a painting on papyrus. Do you see any of the 
same colors? Where?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Colors were important to Ancient Egyptians. Th ey used six main colors: red 
(desher), green (wadj), blue (khesbedj and irtiu), yellow (kenit and khenet), black (khem), and 
white (shesep and hedj). Ancient Egyptians did not have stores where they could buy tubes of 
paint like we can today. Where do you think the colors came from for paintings?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Among the artifacts found in Tutankhamen’s tomb was a small paint box. Th e 
paint box contained ground up powders of diff erent rocks including orpiment, red ochre, and 
malachite. Th e origins of the paint colors were from natural occurring minerals from the earth. 
Artists would grind the minerals into a fi ne dust and then mix them with a kind of glue. Let’s 
learn a little more about color.

Color is a way that we describe an object based on how it refl ects or gives off  light. We can see 
diff erent colors because of special parts in our eyes. Our eyes can distinguish between hundreds 
of diff erences in color. Look closely at the dress in the papyrus picture. What do you notice?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate an extended conversation, prompting students to consider the details of 
the dress. Ask questions such as:

• What color is the dress?
• Is the bottom of the dress all the same color?
• If I said the dress is blue, I would be correct. But how can you describe the diff erence between 

the front and back of the dress?

STUDENTS DO: Share answers.

3. TEACHER SAY: Yes, the dress is blue but the color changes from dark blue to light blue. We 
call this a GRADIENT. A gradient is the gradual blending from one color to another or from 
dark to light of the same color. Let’s try creating a gradient of grey with our pencils. We can 
gradually blend black to grey to white. Open your student books to the page It Is Black and 
White. Look carefully at the image of the cone. Does it look realistic? How do you think the 
artist made this shape look so real? Describe what you see.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.
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IT IS BLACK AND WHITE
Practice creating gradients in the right-hand column.  

Discover (90 minutes)
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READ ALOUD: Practice creating gradients in the right-hand column.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s practice creating a gradient on the cone to the right. Using your pencil, 
how could you make one part look darker? Lighter?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Correct. You can press harder to make it look darker. If you press lightly, the 
color will be lighter. You can also use the side of your pencil to create diff erent shades. Blending, 
or shading something you draw, can make it look more real. Try to make your cone look real.

STUDENTS DO: Shade cone using pencils.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room as students work, off ering assistance as needed.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. Please share and discuss your work with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share artwork with partners. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skill: Accountability.)

TEACHER SAY: Shading to make something look real takes a lot of practice. Let’s try it with 
some colors now. Look at the example of a color gradient. Remember to use diff erent amounts 
of pressure to create darker and lighter colors. Choose your favorite color. Create a color gradi-
ent in the box below the one you created using your pencil.

STUDENTS DO: Use color to create a gradient.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room as students work, off ering assistance as needed.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. Please share and discuss your work with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share artwork with partners. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skill: Accountability.)

TEACHER SAY: As we look at diff erent examples of art in this chapter, look for color gradients 
and notice how they make objects look more real.

Note to Teacher: If computers are available, provide students an opportunity to explore color gradients in 
diff erent computer programs.

4. TEACHER SAY: Another thing we can notice about the art of Ancient Egypt is the use of 
geometric patterns. We found one geometric pattern in pottery. Patterns can also be seen in 
jewelry. Turn back to the page Egyptian Jewelry. What geometric shapes do you see?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Very good. We can see examples of quadrilaterals, or fi gures with four sides. 
Specifi cally, we can see rhombuses and rectangles. Let’s practice identifying these shapes so 
we can use them to create an original design. Open your student books to the page Geometric 
Shapes. Let’s review what we know about geometric shapes. Before we begin, do you notice 
anything that is similar about all three shapes shown?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas. Students should note that all three shapes have four sides and 
are therefore quadrilaterals.

READ ALOUD: Label the shapes. Design an original pattern for a bracelet or cuff  using 
geometric shapes.

STUDENTS DO: Label geometric shapes correctly.

Accountability

Accountability
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Label the shapes. Design an original pattern for a bracelet or cuff using
geometric shapes.

GEOMETRIC SHAPES
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TEACHER DO: If students are not yet ready to write the shape names on their own, write all three 
words on the board as a word bank (rhombus, rectangle, square) not in the order of the shapes on 
the page.

TEACHER SAY: These different quadrilaterals have specific names that help us tell them apart. 
Let’s use what we know about Ancient Egyptian art, colors, shapes, and gradients to design a 
cuff or bracelet. Use the bottom of the page to design an original bracelet or cuff using one or 
multiple patterns of quadrilaterals. Use each of the shapes in your design.

Note to Teacher: Students can cut out the cuffs and wear them or save them as part of the costume for the 
Share Project play.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we talked about color and shapes. We looked at examples of how color 
and shapes were used in art from Ancient Egypt. Where can we see examples of color gradients 
in our world today? For example, are there any signs or labels you have noticed with a color gra-
dient? [Examples might include signs in the community, icons on phones, and so on.] Discuss 
with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.
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OverviewLesson 4

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to reflect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we explored the origins of color and geometric shapes 
in the art of Ancient Egypt. What are some geometric shapes you can name? Tell your Shoulder 
Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen for student responses. Select two students to share answers out loud with the 
entire class.

STUDENTS DO: Share responses with the class.

2. TEACHER SAY: Geometric shapes are all around us. We see geometric shapes in our build-
ings, our art, and even our clothing and jewelry. What geometric shapes can you see in our 
classroom?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: In previous lessons we have identified geometric patterns in pottery and jew-
elry designs. Can you think of other types of art that use geometric shapes?

STUDENTS DO: Provide examples (architecture, some paintings, sculptures, and so on).

TEACHER DO: If a student recognizes clothing as a form of art that sometimes incorporates 

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Identify various natural, raw materials 

used in making clothing.
• Compare clothing worn in different 

regions and climates of the world.
• Explore fingerprinting and block 

printing.
• Describe how technology has impacted 

art.

Prepare a large chart paper with an outline of 
a row of a geometric pattern, such as a row of 
five triangles. Create a work station for using 
paint supplies, including the materials listed 
above.

• Raw materials • Crayons or colored pencils

• Chart paper

• Markers

• Pencils

• Student books

• Art supplies (per group):

• Water-based paint 
(various colors in small 
cups)

• Paint roller and paint-
brush (or sponge)

• Foam plate (or vege-
tables such as carrots, 
potatoes, apples)

• Clean up supplies 
(water, paper towels, or 
wet-wipe cloths)

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Thinking:

• Identify subject/topic-related 
information.
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Learn (90 minutes)

geometric shapes, build off  of that answer by asking follow up questions for examples and types of 
patterns.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s look at some examples of geometric patterns used as art on clothing. 
Open your student books to the page Geo Clothes.

READ ALOUD: Write the names of geometric shapes you see.

STUDENTS DO: Name geometric fi gures they see in pictures.

TEACHER SAY: What else do you notice about the clothing? What is similar or diff erent 
between the pictures?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Which pictures look like the way we dress in our area?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Some pictures do not look at all like the way we dress. What is diff erent? What 
can you tell about where the people live from their clothes?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Very good. We have learned about climates and how people adapt to them ear-
lier in the year. From these pictures, we can tell who might live in a cold climate and who might 
live in a warm climate. We can also see that similar patterns are used all over the world. In this 
chapter, we have been learning about how art is made, and we have talked some about materi-
als. Do the clothes in these pictures look like they are all made from the same materials?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: In Primary 1, we learned how clothing is made by studying the life cycle of a 
T-shirt. What do you remember about the process of how a T-shirt is made? Share your ideas 
with a Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen for student responses. Select two students to share answers out loud with the 
entire class.

STUDENTS DO: Share responses with the class. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER SAY: Very good. You remembered that the fi rst step in making a shirt is to harvest 
cotton. In order for the harvested cotton to become fabric, a machine separates the seeds from 
the cotton plant and another machine spins the cotton into thread. A third machine weaves the 
cotton thread into fabric. Do you think all of these pieces of clothing are made from cotton? 
Why or why not?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: When you consider the climate and regions for each type of clothing, think 
about the raw—or basic—materials needed to create them. Colder climates and regions might 
have heavy wool sweaters to keep people warm. Th e wool for their sweaters comes from sheep. 
Have you ever touched a sheep? What did it feel like?

Lesson
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Write the names of geometric shapes you see.

GEO CLOTHES

Names of geometric shapes: 

Critical Th inking
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TEACHER DO: Select a few students with hands raised to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share experiences with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Th e beautiful silk scarves and dresses are made with silk from a silkworm. Th e 
silkworm eats mulberry leaves native to northern China. Th e silkworm spins a cocoon of fi ne, 
strong fi ber that is the origin of commercial silk. Raise your hand if you have ever seen a cocoon 
of a butterfl y or a moth. What was it like?

TEACHER DO: Select a few students with hands raised to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share experiences with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Here in Egypt, we grow the fi nest cotton. Th e climate in Egypt allows the 
cotton fi bers to grow extra-long. Raise your hand if you have seen a cotton fi eld.

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands if they have seen a cotton fi eld.

3. TEACHER SAY: Turn to the page Raw Materials. Let’s capture what we know about where 
the fabric for diff erent types of clothes comes from.

READ ALOUD: Label the raw materials, then match each to its fi nished product.

STUDENTS DO: Draw a line to match raw materials with fi nished products.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room as students work to assess learning.

4. TEACHER SAY: Well done. Clothing is made from materials such as wool, silk, and cotton. 
Patterns can be woven into the cloth by using strands of diff erent colors or by applying paint or 
dye to the materials. Raise your hand if you have seen someone weaving. What did you notice?

TEACHER DO: Select a few students with hands raised to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Remember when we looked at the art on the walls of the burial chamber of 
Tutankhamun? Looking at the art of Ancient Egypt, we can see that some of the earliest art 
was created using fi ngers painting on walls, and some may have been done using something we 
call block printing. Block printing is done by carving a design in a hard substance like wood, 
rubbing paint on it, and pressing it to another surface. It is easy to repeat a pattern using this 
method.

5. TEACHER SAY: Let’s explore some ways we can make art. It is time to become a fashion 
designer. Open your student books to the page Fashion Fun.

READ ALOUD: Use fi nger printing to create a pattern on the shirt outline. Th en use 
block printing to create the same pattern on the next shirt outline.

TEACHER DO: Provide supplies, such as tempera paint, paint roller or sponge, clean-up items, and 
materials for block printing.

Note to Teacher: Students can cut off  the rim of a foam plate (or the base of a foam cup) and carve/draw 
on it with a dull pencil, stick, or ballpoint pen. Make sure the lines students draw are pressed deep into the 
foam for best results. Next, spread some tempera paint, thinned just a bit with some water, over the surface 
of the foam using a paintbrush or roller. Th en, carefully fl ip the foam plate over (paint side down) and 
press down over the whole surface of the foam plate with the back of a spoon or a roller. Th en, lift up the 
foam plate. Alternatively, students can use food items, such as potatoes, carrots, or apples, to carve a design.

TEACHER SAY: Create a simple geometric design on the fi rst shirt outline. You may draw your 
design with a pencil fi rst.

STUDENTS DO: Draw a simple geometric design on the fi rst shirt outline.
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Use finger printing to create a pattern on the shirt outline. Then use block
printing to create the same pattern on the next shirt outline.  

FASHION FUN
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TEACHER SAY: Share the cups of paint and use your fingers to add color to your designs.

STUDENTS DO: Use paint and fingers to add color to designs.

TEACHER SAY: Please clean your fingers before we move on to the next part.

STUDENTS DO: Clean fingers using available supplies.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room and observe students.

TEACHER SAY: Wonderful. Ancient Egyptians found ways to use different minerals to create 
colors. Fingers were the easiest way to apply paint to a wall in order to communicate their ideas.

Now let’s try block printing. Carve your same design into the materials provided. Apply paint 
and press it onto the second outline of a shirt in your student book. Watch me first.

TEACHER DO: Demonstrate the process of block printing. Describe each step as you do it.

TEACHER SAY: Now it is your turn. Create your block print design.

STUDENTS DO: Create block print designs to paint onto second shirt outlines.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room, observe students, and offer assistance as needed. 
Remind students to press hard to carve out their designs.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. Please clean up your area and return materials.

STUDENTS DO: Clean up and return materials.

TEACHER SAY: Look carefully at both shirts. Which shirt has a more precise design? Which 
was the fastest way to complete the shirt?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

Note to Teacher: If available, ask students to create the same design using an appropriate computer pro-
gram and compare to the two designs in their student books.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we talked about the origins of clothing and how we still use patterns 
and geometric shapes that were once used in Ancient Egypt. What are some ways you think 
technology has changed how clothing is designed and created today?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: You have great ideas. Computers can be used to create patterns and designs, 
and the machines that make clothing today are much faster and more capable of intricate 
designs than they were a century ago. Technology has also given us fabrics made from materials 
that are not natural, like cotton or wool.
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OverviewLesson 5

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: We talked about the origins of clothing and how we can trace geometric pat-
terns in art back to the Ancient Egyptians. We also began to think about how technology has 
changed clothing. How do you think technology is changing other forms of art?

TEACHER DO: Listen for student responses. Select two students to share answers out loud with the 
entire class.

STUDENTS DO: Share responses with the class,

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

2. TEACHER SAY: Today we are going to explore another art form: music. Artwork from 
Ancient Egypt shows music as an important part of life, especially during the time of the pha-
raohs. Artwork shows that music was played at religious ceremonies, palaces, farms, and even 
battlefi elds. Many paintings show Ancient Egyptians involved in song and dance and playing 
musical instruments. Open your student books to the page Origins of Egyptian Music.

READ ALOUD: Describe the instruments you see pictured.

STUDENTS DO: Describe the instruments pictured.

TEACHER SAY: How are some of these instruments similar to modern day instruments?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

PRIMARY 3
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Describe the instruments you see pictured. 

ORIGINS OF EGYPTIAN MUSIC

Lesson

5

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Research and present biographical 

information on Egyptian musicians 
and artists.

• Compose own lyrics to a modern 
Egyptian musician song to summarize 
new learning.

Invite local musicians and/or artists to share 
their skills with the class. Collect articles and 
books about Sayed Darweesh, Mohamed 
Abdelwahab, Zakaria Ahmed, and at least 
three well known Egyptian artists, such as 
Armen Agop, Alaa Awad, and Khaled Hafez.

• Musical instruments • Art books of famous Egyp-
tian artists

• Books, news articles, online 
articles about Egyptian musi-
cians and artists

• Audio recording of the song, 
“Th ey Taught Us in Our 
School How to Love Our 
Country” (or other com-
monly known melody)

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Identify subject/topic-re-
lated information.
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Learn (90 minutes)

TEACHER SAY: We can see many similarities to instruments used by musicians today. Let’s 
explore more about the origins of some modern musicians. Who are some famous modern 
Egyptian musicians and artists you can name?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Excellent. When you listen to music, or see artwork you like, what are some 
feelings you experience?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

3. TEACHER SAY: Music and art are important in any society, or group of people. Music and 
art can refl ect what we are feeling and what is happening in our lives. Egypt has some famous 
musicians and artists. Let’s learn more about them.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: Please open your student books to the page Musicians and Artists.

READ ALOUD: Research one musician and one artist and record information on the 
graphic organizer.

STUDENTS DO: Use various resources to research musicians and artists.

Note to Teacher: Resources for each artist and musician can be organized in diff erent areas of the room, 
so that students may more easily share the resources. If computers are available, allow students to research 
using bookmarked pages or specifi c links.

TEACHER DO: As students work, circulate around the room, break up the tasks, and guide stu-
dents as needed.

TEACHER SAY: Nicely done. Please form a group of four or fi ve students who researched dif-
ferent musicians and artists.

STUDENTS DO: Form small groups with a variety of researched musicians and artists.

Note to Teacher: It is okay if some of the musicians/artists are the same in the group. Students can listen for 
information that is diff erent from the information they collected. Th e idea is to have some variety, so that 
students can look for patterns, similarities, and diff erences.

4. TEACHER SAY: In your groups, present the musician and artist you researched to the group. 
Th e group will listen for patterns, similarities, and diff erences between the musicians and artists 
they researched. Record your notes on the page Presentation Refl ections.

READ ALOUD: Listen carefully to presentations about diff erent musicians and artists. 
Record your thoughts below.

STUDENTS DO: Present information on a musician and an artist to the group and listen 
attentively as other students present. Record information on graphic organizer. (Th is is an 
opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room as students present. Remind students to record infor-
mation in their student books.

TEACHER SAY: I am curious as to what patterns you have discovered. When I call your name, 
please share your ideas with the class.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.
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Other things I learned:
If I were a musician…

Something else I would like to know about them:

How their work makes me feel:

Road to Success: 
How did they become 
famous? What awards 

have they won?

Research one musician and one artist and record information on the 
graphic organizer.

MUSICIANS AND ARTISTS

Type of Music:

Name of Musician:

Born:

Died: 

From:

Picture:

Question I would 
ask them:
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Listen carefully to presentations about different musicians and artists. Record
your thoughts below.

PRESENTATION REFLECTIONS

Notes:

Song Lyrics:

Critical Th inking
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STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Those are some very good ideas. Earlier, we noticed patterns in jewelry, cloth-
ing, and artwork. Patterns are everywhere and they help us understand information.

Note to Teacher: If possible, introduce students to musicians and artists in the local community. This can be 
done by inviting them to class, recording a video interview with them, using a computer/cell phone to chat 
online with them, or showing audio/visual examples of their work.

5. TEACHER DO: Play an audio recording of the song, “They Taught Us in Our School How to 
Love Our Country.”

TEACHER SAY: Listen as I play the song, “They Taught Us in Our School How to Love Our 
Country.”

STUDENTS DO: Listen to the melody of the song.

TEACHER SAY: In your row groups, collaborate to rewrite the lyrics, or words, of this song to 
summarize what you learned today about artists and musicians.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate to write lyrics that summarize their learning.

TEACHER DO: As you circulate around the room, listen for student songs. Select two groups to 
share songs out loud with the entire class.

Note to Teacher: Students do not need to write lyrics for the entire length of the song. If available, allow 
students to record rewritten songs on a cell phone or other recording device.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we talked about famous Egyptian musicians and artists. Let’s listen to a 
few of the songs you have composed that summarize your learning.

STUDENTS DO: Share songs with the class.
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OverviewLesson 6

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to reflect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson, we talked about Egyptian musicians and artists. What 
was something interesting you learned about a famous musician or artist? Share with a Shoulder 
Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen for student responses. Select two students to share answers out loud with the 
entire class.

STUDENTS DO: Share interesting facts about a musician or artist.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

2. TEACHER SAY: We talked about different forms of art in this chapter. Do you remember 
when Rashad visited the museum? He liked looking at the sculptures. How would you describe 
a sculpture?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond. Extend the discussion to 
find out what students already know about sculptures, using questions such as those listed below, and 
adjust the following conversation accordingly.

• Who has seen a sculpture in person? Where? What was the subject?
• Do you know of any famous sculptures?
• What materials are used to make sculptures?
• We have learned previously about statues. How are statues and sculptures related?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

3. TEACHER SAY: Very good. Sculpture is a form of art where materials are worked into 
three-dimensional shapes to represent something. That means we can see all sides of the object. 
Sculptures can be large, like the Colossi of Memnon, or small, like a carved beetle. Sculptures 

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Compare and contrast sculptures from 

Ancient Egypt and modern day.
• Develop a plan to create an original 

sculpture.

• Abstract

• Sculpture

• Materials to create sculp-
tures (see Preparation)

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Productivity:

• Create a list of tasks to be 
accomplished, including setting 
alternative plans.

Learn to Be

Communication:

• Reading, writing, non-verbal 
communication skills.

Collect and organize supplies for sculpting, 
such as clay, salt-dough, wire, natural mate-
rials (like sticks), and/or recyclable materials. 
Prepare a few different types of adhesives that 
could join various materials, such as glue, 
water (for clay), clay (for sticks), and so on.

PREPARATION
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can be made of natural materials, such as wood, stone and clay, or materials such as metal and 
plastic. Sculptures can even mix diff erent materials. Let’s look at a few examples from Ancient 
Egypt. Open to the page Sculpture in Ancient Egypt.

READ ALOUD: Look carefully at the pictures and record your observations.

STUDENTS DO: Observe pictures and record observations.

Note to Teacher: If available, show students video clips of the actual sculptures in order to give students a 
sense of scale.

TEACHER SAY: What are some observations you made? Share with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with a Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen for student responses. Select two students to share answers out loud with the 
entire class.

STUDENTS DO: Share observations with the class.

4. TEACHER SAY: Now let’s compare these sculptures to some modern-day sculptures. Open 
your student books to the page Modern Day Sculptures.

READ ALOUD: Look carefully at the pictures and record your observations.

STUDENTS DO: Observe pictures and record observations.

TEACHER SAY: What are some observations you made? Share with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen for student responses. Select two students to share answers out loud with the 
entire class.

STUDENTS DO: Share observations with the class.

TEACHER SAY: What are some similarities and some diff erences between the two diff erent sets 
of sculptures?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, some similarities are that some on each page show humans and animals. 
Some diff erences are the materials used and that some are abstract, or not realistic sculptures. 
Many sculptures are designed to share a message or story. Does anyone know the story of the 
Great Sphinx?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Abu el-Hol is one of the largest and oldest statues in the world. Th e Sphinx 
is a creature with the body of a lion and the head of a human. Archeologists believe that it was 
carved around 2,525 BCE and that the head is meant to be the likeness of the Pharaoh Khafra. 
Abu el-Hol, the Great Sphinx, faces the sunrise and guards the pyramid tombs of Giza. Who 
wants to guess how long or how tall the sculpture is?

STUDENTS DO: Guess dimensions.

TEACHER SAY: Abu el-Hol, the Great Sphinx is huge. It is about 73 meters long and 20 meters 
high. Th e eyes on the face are 2 meters tall and the nose would have been nearly 1.5 meters 
long before it was knocked off . Some people say the Sphinx was built to send a message to stay 
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Look carefully at the pictures and record your observations.  

Observations:

SCULPTURE IN ANCIENT EGYPT

Lesson

6
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Look carefully at the pictures and record your observations.

MODERN DAY SCULPTURES

Observations:
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away from the pyramids. If you could make a sculpture, what message would it send? Tell your 
Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

5. TEACHER SAY: Today we are going to make a sculpture. As we learn about the origins of dif-
ferent art forms in Ancient Egypt, we have also been experiencing how to create diff erent types 
of art. A sculpture is a bit more complicated than the patterns and designs we have worked on 
in other lessons. Before we start building a sculpture, we need a plan. Turn to the page Planning 
My Sculpture.

READ ALOUD: Use the graphic organizer to plan your sculpture.

TEACHER DO: Show students the materials they will be able to use to create sculptures. Th is is an 
opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Productivity.

TEACHER SAY: Using the materials available, you will create an animal sculpture composed of 
two animals. Th ink about the characteristics of each animal and write a brief legend, or story, to 
go with your sculpture.

STUDENTS DO: Use graphic organizer to plan sculpture and compose a legend. (Th is is an 
opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Communication.)

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we talked about sculptures. What type of sculpture do you like best, 
realistic or abstract? Discuss with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.

PRIMARY 3
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Use the graphic organizer to plan your sculpture. 

PLANNING MY SCULPTURE

Animals I will use:

Drawing of sculpture:

Legend:

Animal characteristics:

Productivity

Communication
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OverviewLesson 7

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to reflect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we talked about and compared sculptures in Ancient 
Egypt and today. What is an example of a sculpture in our community? Share with your Shoul-
der Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen for student responses. Select two students to share answers out loud with the 
entire class.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Before we begin building our sculptures today, let’s learn about how different 
materials can be used together. Our materials consist of pieces to build with and ADHESIVES. 
Adhesives help materials stick together. Along with two or three others at your table, take 
some time to experiment with how well different adhesives work to put two different materi-
als together. Be sure to use very small amounts of both the materials and adhesives so we have 
enough left over to build.

STUDENTS DO: Experiment with adhesives.

Note to Teacher: If there are not enough materials for every student to create an individual sculpture, walk 
students through a process of sharing and combining ideas in small groups before building.

TEACHER SAY: Now that you have an idea of what materials and adhesives you would like 
to use, find your planning page from our previous lesson. Follow your plan to make your 
sculpture.

STUDENTS DO: Create sculptures.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room, offering assistance and encouragement as needed.

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Create an original sculpture.
• Give compliments to peers’ artwork.

Gather materials for sculptures, such as clay, 
salt-dough, wire, natural materials (like 
sticks), and/or recyclable materials, in an 
easily accessible area. Prepare a few different 
types of adhesives that could join various 
materials, such as glue, water (for clay), clay 
(for sticks), and so on.

• Adhesive • Materials to create sculp-
tures (see Preparation)

• Tape, glue, and other 
adhesives

• Scissors

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide effective feedback.

Learn to Live Together

Empathy:

• Demonstrate empathy in 
communicating with others.
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Learn (90 minutes)

2. TEACHER SAY: Before we do a Gallery Walk, let’s refl ect on our sculptures. Please open your 
student books to the page Art Refl ections.

READ ALOUD: Answer the questions to refl ect on your sculpture.

STUDENTS DO: Refl ect and answer questions.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. Let’s set up an art exhibition to share our sculptures and do a 
Gallery Walk. As you observe the other sculptures, you may ask the artist some of the questions 
from your student book. Remember to complement each other’s works of art.

TEACHER DO: Divide the class in half. Have one half of the students remain at their seats to show 
and answer questions about their sculptures. Th e other half of the class will walk around the room 
and visit the other sculptures and ask the artists questions.

STUDENTS DO: Share sculptures and observe and compliment peers’ products. (Th is is an 
opportunity to practice the Life Skills: Accountability and Empathy.)

3. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we created our own sculptures. We developed new skills. Th ese skills 
will be important as we begin to work on our Share Project, which is to develop a play based 
on an ancient painting. To help us prepare for tomorrow, let’s look at the page My Self-Assess-
ment to think about what we will be focusing on during the next three days. Start by reading to 
yourself.

STUDENTS DO: Open to the page and silently read the rubric.

TEACHER DO: After giving students time to read independently, review the self-assessment briefl y 
as a class.

TEACHER SAY: Turn to a Shoulder Partner and share what you are most excited about for the 
project.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.
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Answer the questions to reflect on your sculpture.

ART REFLECTIONS

Lesson

7

What materials did you use and why?

What adhesives did you use and did they work?

What meaning or message did you want to share?

Accountability

Empathy

     

Academic 
Content


I can work with my 

team to create a play 

based on a work of 

art but have difficulty 

contributing ideas.

 
I can successfully 

contribute ideas to 

create a play based on 

a work of art.

  
I can successfully 

contribute detailed 

ideas to create a play 

based on a work of art. 

I can assist classmates 

and lead in this area.

Quality of 
Performance


I have a hard time 

using my voice 

and body language 

to enhance my 

performance.

 
I can use my voice 

and body language 

to enhance my 

performance.

  
I can use my voice 

and body language to 

express the emotions 

of my character 

and enhance my 

performance.

Life Skills


I can set goals 

that help me work 

successfully with my 

team with help.

 
I can set goals 

that help me work 

successfully with my 

team.

  
I can set goals that help 

me work successfully 

with my team. I can 

assist classmates and 

lead in this area.
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Lesson

10

MY SELF-ASSESSMENT
Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes 
your effort.
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OverviewLesson 8

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: Th roughout the chapter we observed and analyzed many diff erent forms of 
art: painting, sculpture, clothing, jewelry, and pottery. We also used artwork from long ago to 
inspire our own works of art. Turn to a Shoulder Partner and discuss which piece of art you 
have created that you are most proud of and why.

STUDENTS DO: Turn and share with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing. We have also been investigating connections between 
other subjects and art. Who can name an example of how we have connected math and art? 
Social studies and art? Science and art?

TEACHER DO: After each question, select two or three students to provide examples from previous 
lessons in the chapter.

STUDENTS DO: Recognize connections between art and other subjects.

KEY VOCABULARY MATERIALS

Students will:
• Analyze ancient paintings to determine 

subjects and events.
• Create dialogue to reveal the plot of 

the story depicted in art.

Divide students into groups of fi ve or six for 
the Share Project. Two to three groups should 
interpret the same picture. If you have more 
than six groups, you will use three diff erent 
paintings. Prepare fi ve pieces of chart paper 
for each group. Title the papers: First, Th en, 
Next, So Now, Finally. You may also wish to 
number these pages in order: First (1), Th en 
(2), Next (3), So Now (4), Finally (5).

• Dialogue • Student books

• Pencils

• Markers, crayons, or col-
ored pencils

• Chart paper

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Respect for Diversity:

• Solicit and respect multiple 
and diverse perspectives 
to broaden and deepen 
understanding.

Learn to Be

Self-Management:

• Review progress in realizing 
goals.

Endurance:

• Demonstrate deliberation 
and anger management.

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.
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TEACHER SAY: For our Share Project in this chapter, we will explore the connections between 
art, reading and writing, and drama. We will closely study an ancient work of art so that we can 
tell its story in a new way, as a play. We will apply our understanding of art forms, people, and 
stories to our work.

Note to Teacher: If time allows, the Share Project can be stretched over four or fi ve days.

TEACHER DO: Move students into assigned groups for the project and hand out student books.

2. TEACHER SAY: We will collaborate in these large groups in order to analyze the paintings 
and determine, as a group, how to interpret the story of the paintings. We will need to use many 
of the life skills we learned about in our fi rst theme and have been practicing throughout the 
year. Who can name a life skill that will be important for us as we work in groups?

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time before using Calling Sticks to have a variety of students 
respond. Life skills named should include: collaboration, communication, and self-management. 
Students can also name ideas such as goal setting, written communication, and sharing ideas 
respectfully.

TEACHER SAY: Great job recalling important life skills. Open your books to the page Working 
as a Team. On the page you can see a list of statements. Th ese are goals for your behavior and 
work ethic. If you are successful in achieving your goals, you will be able to collaborate eff ec-
tively to complete the project.

READ ALOUD: Read through each statement as a class. Th en, think of one more goal 
you can set to be a good member of your group. Sign your name at the bottom.

TEACHER DO: Read through each statement or invite fi ve students to each read one statement 
aloud to the class. Stop after each statement and ask for volunteers to explain what the life skill might 
look like in terms of this group project.

TEACHER SAY: If we are able to achieve these goals, we will be able to successfully complete 
this project. In your group, decide on one more goal that will help you work successfully. 
Maybe it will be using kind words and voices when speaking. Maybe a goal can be to pause 
and take two breaths before speaking if you are upset. Talk to your group fi rst and then record 
one more goal. Sign your name at the bottom of the page to show you understand how to be a 
positive member of your group.

STUDENTS DO: Record an additional goal for collaborating in groups. (Th is is an opportu-
nity to practice the Life Skill: Collaboration.)

3. TEACHER SAY: Now that we know what we can do to be successful, let’s start examining the 
artwork we will turn into a new play. Turn to the page Ancient Paintings in your student books. 
Th e next three pages show the options your group can use. Take some time now to observe each 
painting. In your group, discuss the two you would be excited about turning into a play. I will 
then select one of your two choices for you to use.

Note to Teacher: While the paintings depict scenes from Ancient Egypt, the interpretation of the play can 
either be historical (set in the past) or modern (set in the present). It is more important for students to 
be imaginative and creative than to be historically accurate. You may feel that your students do not have 
enough background in historical events to imagine characters, setting and events from ancient times. 
Focus students on identifying characters, setting and possible interactions between characters and events 
depicted, and this will help students create a play that has interest and meaning. Encourage groups to look 
for comparisons and contrasts between the ancient images and modern life. For example, students may 
identify diff erent forms of dress but also should note activities that we still engage in during the present day 
(harvesting crops, and so on).

STUDENTS DO: Observe artwork in groups and determine two choices.

TEACHER DO: As students discuss in small groups, move around and ask each group to share with 
you their top two choices. Th en assign groups a painting. Each painting should be used by at least 
two groups.
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I will stay focused on my group project. 

I will communicate my ideas and thoughts with the group.

I will work with my group to set goals for our project.

I will listen and respect other opinions.

I will be considerate of others' feelings.

Lesson

8

Read through each statement as a class. Then, think of one more goal you can set
to be a good member of your group. Sign your name at the bottom.

My signature:

WORKING AS A TEAM

Collaboration

PRIMARY 3
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Observe the paintings.

ANCIENT PAINTINGS
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TEACHER SAY: Great. Now each group knows the painting from Ancient Egypt that they will 
interpret as a play. A play is a way to tell a story. Can anyone describe how a play and a written 
story are similar and diff erent?

TEACHER DO: Call on two or three students to identify diff erences and similarities.

STUDENTS DO: Identify similarities and diff erences between a play and written story.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, in a written story we read about what is happening. In a play, we are able 
to see how a character behaves, looks, and speaks instead of just reading these descriptions. A 
play, like a book, has characters, setting, and events that reveal the plot of the story. As we work, 
we will determine the characters, setting, and main events in the paintings that will be the foun-
dation for our plays. Turn to the page Parts of the Painting.

READ ALOUD: List the characters and setting of the painting. Th en write sentences to 
describe what is happening.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s begin with just the characters and setting. Work in your groups to deter-
mine who is in the painting and where they might be. If the painting does not show the exact 
location, think about a setting that would make sense. After you create your list of characters, 
each person in the group should choose a character to play.

STUDENTS DO: List and choose characters and describe the setting of the painting. (If 
confl ict arises, this is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Endurance.)

TEACHER SAY: Great. Now we need to think about what is happening in the scene. Take turns 
sharing what you see and your ideas. Use Talking Sticks to make sure each person has a turn. 
Remember your team goals about being respectful and listening to each other’s ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Share descriptions of what is happening in the painting. (Th is is an oppor-
tunity to practice the Life Skill: Respect for Diversity.)

TEACHER DO: Listen as students share ideas. If students struggle with the task, prompt them to 
look at objects and body positions in the paintings for clues.

TEACHER SAY: Great. We want to make sure we remember all of these ideas, so let’s record 
our thoughts on the page in our student book. Take a moment to write two or three sentences 
describing the events shown in the painting.

STUDENTS DO: Write to describe the paintings.

4. TEACHER SAY: I love the way I see each group working together to discuss ideas. Now let’s 
continue collaborating to tell the complete story of our paintings. We know a story has more 
than one event. When we act out the painting in a play, we will also show the events leading up 
to what is captured in the painting. We can develop the story using our imaginations.

TEACHER DO: Hand out the prepared chart paper to each group.

TEACHER SAY: Work with your group to determine the story that leads up to the scene in 
the painting. Good writers plan what is going to happen to make sure each event builds to the 
main event. Th ese large pieces of paper are for your group to plan your story. You may choose to 
draw pictures or write words to display your ideas. First, lay out your papers in this order: First, 
Th en, Next, So Now, Finally. Your group will plan fi ve events to tell the story. Th e fi nal event of 
your story will be the scene in your painting.

TEACHER DO: Write the order of pages on the board for student reference as they work.

5. TEACHER SAY: Before we share all of our ideas together, let’s consider our own ideas fi rst. 
Turn to the page Planning the Story.

READ ALOUD: On your own, draw or write ideas for the story.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s take some time to independently generate your own ideas. Th en, in your 
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List the characters and setting of the painting. Then write sentences to 
describe what is happening.

CHARACTERS SETTING

PARTS OF THE PAINTING

EVENTS

Endurance

Respect for 
Diversity

First:

Then:

Next:

So Now:

Finally:
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On your own, draw or write ideas for the story.

PLANNING THE STORY
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group, you will share your ideas respectfully and combine them with others to develop one 
story.

STUDENTS DO: Work independently to plan a story.

TEACHER DO: Monitor students as they work to know when to bring the group back together.

TEACHER SAY: In your group, now share your ideas. As you respectfully listen to each other’s 
ideas, think about how the ideas are similar and how you might be able to combine them to 
make one story. You might also like someone’s idea better than your own, and that is okay too.

TEACHER DO: Support groups in sharing ideas for other events of the story. Encourage groups 
to structure their conversations. Some groups might want to work backward from the painting by 
discussing what happened just before the scene in the painting and then what happened just before 
that. Some groups might want to start by determining the beginning of the story and working for-
ward to the fi nal scene in the painting. Assist groups in resolving any confl icts that arise. Give whole 
class feedback when you notice a group displaying positive collaboration.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss and agree on events leading up to the scene in the painting.

6. TEACHER SAY: Now that we have agreed on ideas for the events in our play, we need to 
fi gure out what the characters would say to each other in each scene or event. Th is is called the 
DIALOGUE. Raise your hand if you have ever read dialogue for a play before.

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands if familiar with dialogue.

TEACHER SAY: Dialogue is written diff erently for a play than in a story. When you write 
dialogue, you fi rst write the name of the character who is speaking and then a colon. After the 
colon, you write the words the character will say.

TEACHER DO: Write an example on the board or chart paper to Model how dialogue is written in 
a script.

TEACHER SAY: Turn to the page Dialogue. Work together to decide what the characters will 
say during each scene. Every character should speak at least twice, but every character does not 
need to speak in every scene. When you act out your play for the class, the dialogue is what you 
will be speaking out loud. Every group member should write every dialogue line in their own 
student book so that everyone has a complete script.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate to write dialogue for the characters to explain each scene.

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we planned the events and dialogue for our play based on paintings 
from Ancient Egypt. You worked hard to eff ectively use your life skills to collaborate with your 
group. In your group, share which goal from the beginning of the day was the easiest to accom-
plish and which goal you are still working on.

STUDENTS DO: Share progress toward goals with group members. (Th is is an opportunity 
to practice the Life Skill: Self-Management.)

PRIMARY 3
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Write the dialogue for each part of the play.

DIALOGUE

Self-Management
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OverviewLesson 9

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson, we planned the events of our story and the dialogue for 
our play. Let’s move back into our groups and review the events of our play as a group.

STUDENTS DO: Retell the events of the play.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: You also each chose a character to be in the play. Take a moment before we 
start our day to circle your character’s dialogue in the script you wrote during the previous 
lesson.

STUDENTS DO: Circle their dialogue.

TEACHER SAY: Today you will be able to collaborate to use geometric patterns, fi ngerprinting, 
block printing, and sculpting—all that we learned throughout the chapter to create scenery and 
props for your play.

2. TEACHER DO: Hand out large paper for groups to illustrate the scenery.

TEACHER SAY: We will start the day by creating the scenery for your play. In the previous 
lesson, you described the setting of the painting in your student books. Now it is time to con-
sider how you will share the setting with your audience using background images. First, discuss 
with your group what your scenery should show.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss how to turn the setting description into scenery.

TEACHER SAY: As you create the scenery, consider the paint colors you will use. Remember 

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

KEY VOCABULARY MATERIALS

Students will:
• Collaborate to create appropriate scen-

ery and props for the play.
• Collaborate to determine how to use 

body language to help tell the story.

Provide a large piece of paper to each group to create background scenery. Groups 
working on the same ancient painting can work together to create more elaborate 
scenery if they wish. Gather materials for students to use to create various props as 
well. Provide paint and colored pencils or crayons for each group of students. Mate-
rials used for sculptures in Lesson 7 can be available for students to use again in this 
lesson.

• Props

• Scenery

• Paint

• Crayons or colored pencils

• Recycled materials

• Glue

• Large paper

• Sculpture materials

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Endurance:

• Demonstrate deliberation and 
anger management.

• Evaluate and analyze stressful 
(tense) situations.
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how we learned ways to create gradients to make an image look more real. You might want to 
use this skill in your scenery. Discuss and agree on what colors you will use.

STUDENTS DO: Identify colors to use to create scenery.

TEACHER SAY: We have basic colors of paint available. Who can remind us how to create 
lighter or darker shades of a color?

STUDENTS DO: Apply understanding of gradients of color to describe how to create vari-
ous shades.

TEACHER SAY: We will use the fi rst half of our time together today to create the scenery for 
our plays.

STUDENTS DO: Gather materials, then collaborate to create appropriate scenery for the play.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room, supporting groups as needed. Help facilitate positive 
conversations in groups if students have disagreements about what to include. Make sure all students 
are participating. Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Endurance.

3. TEACHER SAY: Great job creating your scenery. I could tell students were applying their 
understanding of creating various colors to make a detailed scene for the play. Now we will apply 
what we learned about sculptures, geometric shapes, and block printing to create props. A prop 
can be a piece of clothing made from paper; jewelry; or an item you can hold, such as food, a 
plate, a fl ower, or a fi shing net. Use what you learned about geometric patterns, shapes, and sculp-
ture to make your prop look realistic. Turn to the page Planning My Prop in your student book.

READ ALOUD: Draw a picture to show the prop you will create. List the materials you 
will need.

TEACHER SAY: As you plan, list the materials you will need. It is important to plan your ideas 
so when we begin creating, we can use our time effi  ciently.

STUDENTS DO: Draw plans for a prop.

TEACHER DO: As students plan, make note of the materials they need. If you notice students are 
requesting a material you do not have, be prepared to off er a similar option that is available.

TEACHER SAY: Before we begin creating, share your prop idea with members of your group. 
Maybe as you share you will notice you have a similar idea and can assist each other in your 
creations.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas in groups.

TEACHER DO: As students share, prepare a materials section at the front of the room for students 
to gather what they need. Th e remainder of the time for the day will be spent creating props. If 
groups fi nish early, encourage them to begin practicing their plays.

TEACHER SAY: I have set up materials here for you to use to create your props. Your group 
members and I will be available if you need any help as you create.

STUDENTS DO: Create props for the play.

Note to Teacher: If time remains, students may rehearse their play dialogue. In the next lesson, students will 
discuss ideas for body language.

4. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: I am impressed at how well everyone applied diff erent artistic techniques to 
create props. Before we end today, share your props with your group members.

STUDENTS DO: Share props.

Endurance

PRIMARY 3
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Draw a picture to show the prop you will create. List the materials you 
will need. 

PLANNING MY PROP

Lesson

9
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OverviewLesson 10

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: Over the past two lessons you have collaborated to interpret a painting from 
Ancient Egypt into a play. By doing this, you are able to tell your own version of the story 
behind the painting. I am so proud of how well you have worked with your group members and 
practiced your life skills to be successful. Today you will perform your play for the rest of the 
class. Move into your group and get your props ready.

STUDENTS DO: Prepare for performances.

2. TEACHER SAY: Before we watch each performance, I want groups to have an opportunity to 
practice acting out their play. Use the dialogue and props, and think about the details of your 
scene. How you will move around? What will your voice sound like? Will it be loud or soft? 
Happy or sad? When you perform a play, you show the audience how you are feeling by the 
way you speak and how you act with your body. Th ink about when you watch a show on TV. If 
a character is angry, he or she might shout. What might this character do with their hands and 
arms? Stand to practice showing anger using only your body.

STUDENTS DO: Show emotion through body language.

TEACHER DO: Prompt students to practice showing other emotions that might be helpful for the 
plays, such as adoration, fear, or excitement, using body language.

TEACHER SAY: As you rehearse, think about how you are acting with your voice and body to 
tell the story. Take time to rehearse now in your groups.

STUDENTS DO: Rehearse plays.

TEACHER DO: Move around to each group while they rehearse. Praise students for taking risks 
and acting as their characters. Praise creativity in the performances.

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Perform a play using appropriate body 

language and creativity.
• Provide feedback on others’ 

performances.

• Student books

• Pencils

• Props

• Scenery

LEARNING OUTCOMES LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide eff ective feedback.

Prior to the start of the day, gather props 
and scenery in one place, organized by 
group, so they can be easily accessed for each 
performance.

PREPARATION
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3. TEACHER DO: At the front of the room, prepare the fi rst play’s scenery and the original paint-
ing on which the play is based.

TEACHER SAY: Now we are ready to perform for the class. After each group performs, be pre-
pared to off er compliments on the play. Th ink about the props, scenery, and creativity in their 
acting. Th ink about how the play tells the story of the painting.

TEACHER DO: Display the painting that is the basis for each play before groups present. After the 
performance, use Calling Sticks to have several students share compliments before continuing to the 
next play. If possible, have students perform the plays interpreting the same painting back to back.

STUDENTS DO: Perform plays and provide positive compliments to other groups. (Th is is 
an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Accountability.)

4. TEACHER SAY: Wow. What amazing performances. Each group was able to collaboratively 
perform their own interpretation of the story behind a painting from Ancient Egypt. Let’s turn 
to the My Self-Assessment in our student books and think about how we did on this Share 
Project.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we creatively interpreted a piece of art from Ancient Egypt. In order to 
do so, we applied many diff erent art forms to create a complete play. Let’s share a type of art we 
would like to create in a future lesson.

TEACHER DO: Use the strategy Popcorn to have students share.

Accountability

     

Academic 
Content


I can work with my 

team to create a play 

based on a work of 

art but have difficulty 

contributing ideas.

 
I can successfully 

contribute ideas to 

create a play based on 

a work of art.

  
I can successfully 

contribute detailed 

ideas to create a play 

based on a work of art. 

I can assist classmates 

and lead in this area.

Quality of 
Performance


I have a hard time 

using my voice 

and body language 

to enhance my 

performance.

 
I can use my voice 

and body language 

to enhance my 

performance.

  
I can use my voice 

and body language to 

express the emotions 

of my character 

and enhance my 

performance.

Life Skills


I can set goals 

that help me work 

successfully with my 

team with help.

 
I can set goals 

that help me work 

successfully with my 

team.

  
I can set goals that help 

me work successfully 

with my team. I can 

assist classmates and 

lead in this area.
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MY SELF-ASSESSMENT
Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes 
your effort.
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Approaching Expectation
(1)

Meeting Expectation
(2)

Exceeding Expectation
(3)

Academic Content

Contributes minimally or 
only with teacher assistance to 
create dialogue that expresses 

the story told in the play.
Drama B.2., 3.

Contributes to create dialogue 
that expresses the story told in 

the play.
Drama B.2., 3.

Contributes original and insightful 
dialogue that expresses the story 
told in the play, and assists peers 
in converting ideas into dialogue.

Drama B.2., 3.

Creates a narrative about imag-
ined events related to the piece 
of artwork with little detail or 
with help from peers or the 

teacher.
Writing B.1.a.

Creates a narrative about 
imagined events related to the 
piece of artwork that features 

descriptive details.
Writing B.1.a.

Creates an especially creative, 
detailed narrative about imag-

ined events related to the piece of 
artwork.

Writing B.1.a.

Develops a story that con-
tains five events in an unclear 
progression or with help from 

peers or the teacher.
Writing B.1.d.

Develops a story that con-
tains five events in a natural 

progression.
Writing B.1.d.

Develops an engaging story that 
contains five events in a clear and 

thoughtful progression.
Writing B.1.d.

Plans and creates a sculpture to 
use as a prop for the play with 
help from peers or the teacher.

Visual Art A.3.c.

Plans and creates an appropri-
ate sculpture to use as a prop 

for the play.
Visual Art A.3.c.

Plans and creates an especially 
creative sculpture to use as a prop 
for the play and incorporates other 
artistic skills, such as block print-

ing or geometric patterns.
Visual Art A.3.c.

Quality of Performance

Creates scenery that 
demonstrates a minimal 

understanding of how to create 
different gradients from basic 

colors.

Creates scenery that demon-
strates an understanding of 
how to create a variety of 

gradients from basic colors.

Creates scenery that demonstrates 
an advanced understanding of 

how to create a variety of gradients 
from basic colors.

Uses minimal expression of 
voice and body during the 

play.
Speaking and Listening A.4.a.

Uses appropriate expression of 
voice and body to enhance the 

dialogue of the play.
Speaking and Listening A.4.a.

Uses exceptional expression of 
voice and body to build a sense 
of character and enhance the 

dialogue of the play.
Speaking and Listening A.4.a.

Life Skills

Collaborates with teammates 
but may have difficulty solicit-
ing and/or showing respect for 

the ideas of others.
Respect for Diversity

Collaborates effectively by 
soliciting and showing respect 

for the ideas of others.
Respect for Diversity

Collaborates effectively by 
soliciting and showing respect 

for the ideas of others. Takes on a 
leadership role and helps organize 

the team in this work.
Respect for Diversity

Offers feedback that contrib-
utes to the success of the team 

with help from peers or the 
teacher.

Accountability

Offers helpful feedback that 
contributes to the success of 

the team.
Accountability

Offers helpful and insightful 
feedback that contributes to the 
success of the team and demon-

strates empathy.
Accountability

Rubric Assessment (for teacher use)
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Chapter Overview

Origins of Medicine

Discover Students read a story to discover diff erent treatment 
options for an illness. Students write a personal narrative 
to describe previous experiences with illness. Students 
identify and write fact, opinion, and fi ction statements.

2

Learn Students learn about how scientifi c processes are used 
in medical professions and the origins of this approach 
in Ancient Egypt. Students learn the diff erence between 
primary and secondary sources and the purpose of each. 
Students research how medical treatments have changed 
and evolved over time and how current practices are 
impacted by the past.

5

Share Students analyze elements of a narrative. Students make 
connections to the chapter topic and write a sequential 
fourth chapter to the story. Students provide feedback to 
others and use peer feedback to strengthen narratives.

3

Connection to Issues
Globalization: Technology helps us communicate and exchange ideas around the 
world. We can learn from people around the world and also share our ideas and 
culture with others.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION LESSONS
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Origins of Medicine

Life Skills Addressed
DIMENSION

Learn to Know Critical Thinking:
• Identify subject/topic-related information.
• Explain thinking processes.

Problem-Solving:
• Collect problem-related data.

Learn to Work Collaboration:
• Respect for other opinions.

Decision-Making:
• Identify results and expected results.

Learn to Live Together Respect for Diversity:
• Solicit and respect multiple and diverse perspectives to broaden and deepen 

understanding.

Empathy:
• Demonstrate empathy in communicating with others.

Learn to Be Accountability:
• Provide effective feedback.

Communication:
• Reading, writing, non-verbal communication skills.

LIFE SKILLS ADDRESSED
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Learning Indicators
Throughout this chapter, students will work toward the following learning indicators:

READING:
D. Reading Skills: Fluency

1.a. Read texts at grade-appropriate difficulty with a level 
of accuracy and fluency to support understanding.
1.c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recogni-
tion and understanding, rereading as necessary.

E. Reading Comprehension: Literature
1.a. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate under-
standing of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 
basis for the answers.
1.b. Describe and compare characters in a story (such 
as their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how 
their actions contribute to the sequence of events.
4.a. Answer questions about the logical connection 
between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text 
(such as comparison, cause/effect, or sequence).
4.b. Identify the main ideas and sub-ideas in a paragraph.

F. Reading Comprehension: Informational Text
3.a. Answer questions about the relationship between a 
series of events, ideas, or steps in a procedure in a text, 
using language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause/
effect.
6.a. Identify the reasons an author gives to support key 
ideas in a text.
7.a. Compare similarities and differences between the 
most important points and key details presented in two 
texts on the same topic.
8.a. Read and comprehend informational text at appro-
priate difficulty level for Primary 3.

G. Language: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
1.e. Choose words and phrases for an intended effect or 
tone.
1.g. Demonstrate command of the conventions of gram-
mar and usage when writing or speaking.

WRITING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Write complete sentences using punctuation, preposi-
tions, and coordinating conjunctions (such as و, ثم, ف) as 
appropriate.

B. Narrative
1.a. Write narratives to express real or imagined experi-
ences or events, using descriptive details and clear event 
sequences.
1.c. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, 
and feelings to express experiences and events or show the 
response of characters to situations.
1.d. Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, 
using temporal words and phrases to signal event order.

D. Process, Production, and Research
1.a. Use graphic organizers to plan writing.
1.b. Utilize questions and suggestions from peers to 
strengthen writing.

1.c. Review and revise personal writing to strengthen it.
2.a. Use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish 
writing, independently and in collaboration with peers.
2.b. Participate in collaborative research.
3.a. Research a specific topic or question using a variety 
of resources.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discus-
sions with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
1.b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions.
1.c. Listen to the speaker with interest and attention until 
the end of the statement or story.
1.d. Summarize and determine the main ideas and sup-
porting details of a text that has been read aloud.
1.e. Listen to speakers in order to make connections; 
comprehend; and gain, clarify, or deepen understanding 
of a topic or issue.
1.f. Build on others’ ideas in discussion and express own 
ideas clearly.
2.a. Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an 
experience with appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive 
details.
3.a. Use audio, digital, and visual media (drawings, 
graphs, or displays) in presentations.
4.a. Speak clearly and at an understandable pace with 
appropriate tone, gestures, and body language.
5.a. Speak in complete sentences, following grammatical 
rules, in order to provide requested detail or clarification.

SCIENCE:
A. Skills and Processes

1.a. Ask questions that can be investigated using simple 
tests.
1.b. Design simple investigations to collaboratively pro-
duce data that answers a question.
1.d. Construct an explanation with evidence (such as 
observations, patterns) and/or data.

SOCIAL STUDIES:
B. Historical Thinking and Knowledge

1.c. Distinguish between fact, opinion, and fiction in 
representations of history.
1.d. Explain the structure and purpose of a timeline to 
document chronology.
1.e. Trace the chronology of a historical event using a 
timeline.
1.g. Explain the benefit of using multiple sources to study 
history.
2.a. Distinguish between events in the recent and distant 
past (for example, by using a timeline).
2.b. Demonstrate how two or more current or historical 
events are connected (such as through common themes, 
persons, circumstances).
2.d. Compare past and present situations, people, or 
events in the local community.
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VOCATIONAL FIELDS:
A. Career Social Skills and Preparation

1.e. Identify the physical locations of various jobs.
2.a. Explain how current work habits (such as focusing on 
a task, time management, and collaboration) at home and 
school can transfer to the workplace.
4.a. Identify examples of various occupations in personal 
networks (such as family members or familiar adults) espe-
cially in hotel and tourism jobs (such as guides and chefs).
4.c. Collect information on how local occupations con-
tribute to the community and protect and conserve the 
environment.
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LESSON INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

1 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Share personal experiences.
• Write a personal narrative with a clear beginning, middle, and end.
• Identify statements as fact or opinion.

2 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Sort statements by fact, opinion, and fiction.
• Communicate an opinion through writing.
• Write fact, opinion, and fiction statements on a familiar topic.

3 LEARN: Students will:
• Describe the contributions of Imhotep to the field of medicine.
• Describe the use of facts in early medicine.
• Conduct a simple experiment to prove a fact.

4 LEARN: Students will:
• Identify primary sources.
• Analyze primary sources.
• Compare the reliability of different primary sources.

5 LEARN: Students will:
• Recognize secondary sources.
• Use secondary sources to examine the history of medicine.
• Compare primary and secondary sources.

6 LEARN: Students will:
• Compare past and present hospitals.
• Identify contributions of modern-day Egyptian doctors.
• Use questioning strategies to diagnose a problem.

7 LEARN: Students will:
• Research tools used in medicine.
• Compare past and present tools used in medicine.
• Compare timelines of medical history.

8 SHARE: Students will:
• Identify traits of characters in a fictional story.
• Explain how the setting impacts the story.
• Identify possible solutions to a problem in a story.

9 SHARE: Students will:
• Share final stories with peers.
• Create a cover for the book.

10 SHARE: Students will:
• Synthesize learning about healthy choices to develop a plan for a canteen.
• Present elements of the canteen plan in both written and oral forms.

Pacing GuideCH 3
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Materials Used

Student book Pencils Crayons Scissor

Poster Marker Two resealable plastic bags Scraps of cloth

Tape Bell String or yarn Blank white paper (one for 
each student)

Stapler Two pieces of bread Papyrus sample (optional)

PRIMARY 3

DISCOVER
TERM 1

2020-2021
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OverviewLesson 1
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson. Ask students to think, refl ect, share, and listen. Encourage 
students to lead this routine as they become more comfortable.

Th is is a time to excite your students about the chapter.

TEACHER SAY: We are starting a chapter called “Origins of Medicine.” Using what you know 
about the word ORIGIN, what do you think we might learn?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to choose three students to answer the question before 
continuing.

STUDENTS DO: Predict what they will learn.

TEACHER SAY: Th ose are some great ideas. Medicine doesn’t just mean things we take when 
we are sick. We call it the “fi eld of medicine” and we include all things related to health and 
healing, like nurses, doctors, the treatment of illness, research and so much more. We will be 
learning about how the fi eld of medicine—as we know it today—developed. Did you know that 
Egypt played a big role in developing and advancing the fi eld of medicine? As we learn more, 
we will also consider how we learn from history and how we compare information about people 
and events from history.

2. TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s begin our work together by reading a story about Rashad. Our story has 
three chapters, and for the Share Project you will write the next chapter in his story. Open your 
books to the page Rashad is Sick: Chapter 1. As you read about Rashad, think about how he is 
feeling. Th ink about how his family suggests treating his illness.

STUDENTS DO: Read the story independently.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for reading the story. Turn to a Shoulder Partner and discuss how 
Rashad is feeling. What does his grandma suggest he do?

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.
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Read the story.

RASHAD IS SICK: CHAPTER 1

WARM TEA

When Rashad woke up, his body still felt tired and his throat was sore. Rashad 
slowly got out of bed and made his way down the hallway from his bedroom.

“Mom, I do not feel very good this morning,” Rashad moaned.

Rashad’s mom looked at him as he slowly moved into the kitchen. She felt his 
head. “Hmmm. You feel a little warm. I will take your temperature,” she said, as she 
left the room to get the thermometer.

Rashad’s grandma looked up from the kitchen table where she was eating 
breakfast. “If your throat is sore, you should sip on tea. It is warm and will make 
your throat feel better. I do it every time my throat starts to hurt, and it always 
feels better. It is how my mother treated my sore throat and it is what I would do 
for your father when he was a child. I can make you some if you like.”

“I do not know. I do not like how the tea tastes,” complained Rashad. “Is there 
anything else I can do to feel better?”

Lesson

1

Students will:
• Share personal experiences.
• Write a personal narrative with a clear 

beginning, middle, and end.
• Identify statements as fact or opinion.

• Fact
• Opinion
• Treatment

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Respect for Diversity:

• Solicit and respect multiple 
and diverse perspectives 
to broaden and deepen 
understanding.
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TEACHER DO: After providing a moment for students to share, use Calling Sticks to have two or 
three students identify Rashad’s problem and the suggested treatment (that he drink warm tea).

TEACHER SAY: Rashad is very tired and has a sore throat. Why does his grandma suggest 
drinking warm tea?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Rashad’s grandma thinks the tea will help his throat because it is her usual 
treatment and has worked for her before. Raise your hand if you have ever had a sore throat. 
What about a headache? Stomachache?

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands to answer each question.

TEACHER SAY: We have all been sick before. Take a moment to think about a time when you 
were sick.

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time before continuing.

TEACHER SAY: Turn to your Shoulder Partner to share about a time you were sick. How did 
you feel? What did you do to feel better? How did your family members try to help?

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen as students share and discuss. Ask students guiding questions to help expand 
on their experiences.

TEACHER SAY: When we are feeling sick, adults give us lots of suggestions for ways we can feel 
better. Th is is often based on things they did in the past that worked, like Rashad’s grandma 
saying the warm drink soothes her sore throat. Has anyone in your family ever suggested some-
thing to help you feel better when you were sick?

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time before continuing.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s all stand up. We will share with a few friends in the classroom something 
a family member has suggested for us when we are sick. Let’s use Hands Up Pair Up to fi nd a 
new partner for sharing.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate Hands Up Pair Up to allow students to share with two or three diff erent 
students. Listen for similarities as students share.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing. I heard some similar suggestions you have received 
from family members. [Name common suggestions overheard.] I wonder: Did your family 
members’ suggestions work? Or did you have to try something else?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Continue to facilitate a conversation about being sick and what treatments stu-
dents might have tried, at the suggestion of family members or other sources. Questions to encourage 
conversation may include:

• How did you feel after trying the treatment?
• Who helped you at home?
• What other treatments did you try?
• Did you ask anyone else for advice?

Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Respect for Diversity.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your experiences. In this chapter we will be connect-
ing history to what we know today. Learning from history and current sources, we will think 
about the best ways to respond to illnesses. As we begin, let’s practice writing about our own 
experiences. We will turn what we just shared into a narrative. Turn to the page Once When I 
Was Sick....

Beginning

Middle

End
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Write the beginning, middle, and end of a story to share a time you were
sick and what you did to feel better.

ONCE WHEN I WAS SICK...

Respect for 
Diversity
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READ ALOUD: Write the beginning, middle, and end of a story to share a time you 
were sick and what you did to feel better.

Note to Teacher: Use the questions below to help guide students as they Brainstorm prior to illustrating 
and writing. Th e questions can be used to lead a discussion as a whole class or to provide individual Th ink 
Time before working in the student books.

TEACHER SAY: We want to write a full story about our personal experience with being sick 
and then feeling better. Let’s start at the beginning. Take some time to think about:

• What was happening when you fi rst felt sick?
• Where were you?
• Who were you with?
• Who did you tell?

STUDENTS DO: Use Th ink Time.

TEACHER SAY: In the fi rst box, write and illustrate the beginning of your story. You may 
choose whether you want to write or draw fi rst, but make sure you have time for both as we 
work on each section.

STUDENTS DO: Write and illustrate the beginning of the personal narrative.

TEACHER SAY: Next, illustrate and write the middle of your story. Th ink about:
• What happened next?
• What did you try fi rst to feel better?
• Who was trying to help you?

STUDENTS DO: Use Th ink Time, then illustrate and write the middle of the story.

TEACHER SAY: Finally, let’s consider the end of our stories. Th ink about:
• What did you fi nally have to do to feel better?
• Did a suggestion from your family work?
• Who helped you?

STUDENTS DO: Illustrate and write the end of the story.

TEACHER DO: Provide additional time for students to complete all three parts of the narrative. 
Once students are fi nished writing and illustrating, divide them into groups of four or fi ve to share 
stories. You may facilitate sharing using Talking Sticks.

4. TEACHER SAY: Great job thinking about what you did when you were in a similar situation 
as Rashad. Let’s read a little bit more about Rashad to see if he hears any new treatments for his 
illness. Turn to the page Rashad is Sick: Chapter 2 and read the second chapter to yourself.

STUDENTS DO: Read the story independently.

TEACHER DO: Support students with independent reading as necessary.

TEACHER SAY: What new treatment does Rashad hear about in this chapter?

TEACHER DO: Call on two or three students to share ideas. If students do not refer back to a spe-
cifi c part of the text, remind or prompt them to use the text as evidence for answers.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas using evidence from the text.

TEACHER SAY: Rashad hears about a medicine on a commercial. I wonder if Rashad should 
listen to everything he hears on the commercial. What do you think?

TEACHER DO: Facilitate a conversation about commercials to access students’ prior knowledge 
and experience.

• What is a commercial?
• Why do you think people make commercials?
• Do you think commercials always tell the truth? Why or why not?
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Read the story.

RASHAD IS SICK: CHAPTER 2 

THE COMMERCIAL

“You have a fever, darling. No school for you today. Go lie down on the sofa and 
I will be in with a cold towel for your head. It will help your fever,” instructed 
Rashad’s mom.

Rashad turned on the TV and lay on the sofa. A commercial came on the screen. 

“Headache? Body hurts? Fever? Just take a couple of these, your fever will be gone, 
and you will be ready to start your day. This is the best medicine you can take. No 
prescription needed. You can buy a bottle at a nearby pharmacy. Go now. Do not 
wait to feel better,” the commercial called out from the screen. 

When Rashad’s mom came back into the room with a cold towel, Rashad asked her 
if they had the medicine featured in the commercial.

“The commercial just told me it will make my fever go away. It probably works 
better than a cold towel. I do not like putting a cold towel on my head. It gets me all 
wet,” whined Rashad. 

“No, we do not. I do not like that medicine. It makes you feel too drowsy,” explained 
Rashad’s mom.

“Hmm. The commercial did not say that. Well, is there anything else I can take to 
feel better? I hate feeling sick,” Rashad said.

“Let me think a moment. I want to try a few other treatments at home before we 
go buy any medicine. I will go read some suggestions online,” replied his mom. 
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STUDENTS DO: Discuss prior knowledge about commercials.

TEACHER SAY: Commercials try to persuade or convince us to buy something or do some-
thing. The commercial that Rashad saw on television is trying to convince him to buy a 
medicine. Look back at the story and reread what Rashad heard in the commercial.

STUDENTS DO: Reread part of the story.

TEACHER DO: Call on student volunteers to list ideas from the commercial, then record student 
answers on a board or chart paper. Statements should include:

• Take the medicine and your fever will go away.
• It is the best medicine you can take.
• You can buy the medicine at a pharmacy.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s analyze what Rashad heard in the commercial. Some of the statements we 
heard are facts. Have you heard this word FACT before? What do you think it means?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: A fact is a statement that is true and can be proven or verified. “No pre-
scription needed” is a fact stated in this commercial. I can verify this fact by walking into a 
pharmacy to see if they sell the medicine without a prescription from a doctor. Some statements 
we hear in commercials are opinions, not facts. An OPINION is what one person believes or 
feels. An opinion is not always true and cannot be proven. For example, I might say, “The most 
delicious desert is om ali.” You might agree with me, or you might have a different opinion on 
the most delicious desert. Who has a different opinion about the most delicious desert?

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands to share opinions.

TEACHER SAY: Can we prove or verify whether om ali or [another student’s opinion] is the 
most delicious desert? Why or why not?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: I can try to convince you to agree with me, but I cannot prove whether or not 
something is the most delicious as a fact. Delicious is an opinion that I hold. Look at these 
three statements again from the commercial. Two of the statements are facts and one is an opin-
ion. Which are the facts? Which one is the opinion?

TEACHER DO: Have all students respond by raising a hand if the statement is a fact or keeping hands 
down if it is an opinion. Ask students to explain how they know if the statement is a fact or opinion, 
such as you can measure a person’s temperature to verify the fact that the medicine lowers a fever.

STUDENTS DO: Identify fact and opinion statements.

TEACHER SAY: Understanding fact versus opinion will help us as we use various sources 
during this chapter to learn about the origin of medicine in Egypt. We will be able to determine 
if what we are reading is a fact that everyone understands to be true or a person’s opinion. Think 
about the commercial again. Do you think we should believe everything we hear in a commer-
cial if it is a mix of fact and opinion?

TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion on the believability of a commercial. Revisit what students dis-
cussed previously regarding the purpose of a commercial.

Note to Teacher: In this discussion, reinforce for students that commercials try to convince us to do some-
thing or purchase something. They often use a mixture of facts and opinions to do so. What is being sold 
in the commercial might not be something you need, and commercials should not be considered as only 
providing facts. This is a topic that was also discussed in Theme 1, Chapter 1.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss the believability of commercials.

TEACHER SAY: Great job analyzing commercials. As we continue our work in this chapter, we 
will be able to use what we learn to help Rashad make a good decision about treating his illness.
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5. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we began thinking about sources of information to help treat our friend 
Rashad as he is sick. We read about his grandmother’s idea for treatment and then a commercial 
with a treatment suggestion. When his grandma said the warm drink will be helpful, was she 
stating a fact or opinion? How do you know? Share with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.
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OverviewLesson 2
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we began reading a story about Rashad and his illness. 
What were the two diff erent treatment options suggested to Rashad so far?

TEACHER DO: Call on student volunteers to share what they recall from the previous lesson.

TEACHER SAY: Yes. His grandma suggested a warm drink and a commercial suggested a spe-
cifi c medicine. Today we will examine more sources of information for treating Rashad.

2. TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s continue our story to see what is happening with Rashad. Open to the 
page Rashad is Sick: Chapter 3 and read the story with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Read the story in pairs.

TEACHER SAY: In this chapter of Rashad’s story, we hear from two new sources of informa-
tion. Turn and share with a Shoulder Partner the two treatment options suggested in the story.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen to make sure students identify Yasmeen’s suggestion and the father’s sugges-
tion about speaking to a doctor.

TEACHER SAY: I heard you mention that Yasmeen and Rashad’s father both give suggestions. 
Let’s start by thinking about what Yasmeen said. She thinks eating lots of carrots, like in her 
story from school, will make Rashad’s sore throat go away. Th e source of her information is a 
children’s story book. Do you think this is a fact that Rashad should listen to? Why?

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time before using Calling Sticks to have students share responses.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we discussed fact and opinion. Th ink about Yasmeen’s 
suggestion again. Is she sharing a fact or an opinion? Or is her idea to eat lots of carrots neither?

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time before continuing. Gesture to one side of the room, then the 
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Read the story.

RASHAD IS SICK: CHAPTER 3

CARROTS?

After school, Yasmeen came bouncing into the room where Rashad was lying 
down. 

“I know what will make you feel better. I read a story at school about a sick bunny. 
The bunny’s mom gave it lots of yummy carrots and then the bunny felt all better. 
I will go find you lots of carrots,” called Yasmeen as she hurried into the kitchen. “I 
can help. I can be a doctor,” Yasmeen sang in the kitchen.

“Ugh. I do not want carrots. I just want to feel better,” groaned Rashad. 

Rashad’s dad came to check on Rashad. “You do not look so good. I think you need 
more than a cold towel for your fever or a warm drink for your sore throat.”

Rashad’s mother joined them near the couch.

“I think we should take him to the doctor if his fever is not gone by this evening,” 
said his father. “The doctor will know how to make Rashad feel better.”

Lesson

2

Students will:
• Sort statements by fact, opinion, and 

fi ction.
• Communicate an opinion through 

writing.
• Write fact, opinion, and fi ction state-

ments on a familiar topic.

• Fiction

• Reliable

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.
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Discover (90 minutes)

other, then the middle of the room (or three corners) as you instruct students how to vote in the next 
learning experience.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s get up and move to share what we are thinking. If you think Yasmeen is 
sharing a fact, move to this part of the room. If you think Yasmeen is sharing an opinion, move 
to this part of the room. If you think Yasmeen’s statement is neither fact nor opinion, move here.

TEACHER DO: Direct students to three separate areas of the classroom.

STUDENTS DO: Move to an area in the room to choose an answer.

TEACHER SAY: In your group, share why you made your choice.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss choices in three groups.

TEACHER SAY: Yasmeen’s suggestion is neither fact nor opinion. It is fi ction. Fiction means the 
events are make-believe. Th e author that wrote the children’s book used imagination to decide 
that in a story, lots of carrots would make a rabbit feel better. We have no way of knowing if this 
would actually work in real life for a rabbit or for Rashad as a human. Who can review the three 
categories we now have for sorting statements?

STUDENTS DO: Summarize the three categories of fact, opinion, and fi ction.

TEACHER SAY: Now Rashad has heard the opinion of his grandmother, the facts and opinions 
in the commercial, and the fi ctional information from his sister. Rashad also heard from his 
dad. His dad thought he should go to see a doctor. Do you think the doctor’s treatment sugges-
tion will be a source of fact, opinion, or fi ction?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have six to 10 students share ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Share responses.

Note to Teacher: At this age, it is important for students to recognize the suggestions of doctors as facts, 
despite the reality that often, as adults, we seek multiple opinions of doctors, especially in serious circum-
stances. If students bring up such an example, you can explain that the training a doctor goes through 
allows him or her to provide factual suggestions instead of labeling these as educated “opinions.”

TEACHER SAY: Th e doctor’s treatment suggestion would be considered a fact. Let’s take some 
time to practice distinguishing between fact, fi ction, and opinion statements. Turn to the page 
Fact, Fiction, Opinion.

READ ALOUD: Read each statement. Decide whether the statement is fact, fi ction, or 
opinion, and then write your answer next to the statement.

TEACHER SAY: Each statement is about being healthy. We learned a lot about being healthy 
in our fi rst chapter this year. We can use what we learned to help us determine if a statement is 
fact, fi ction, or opinion. We will work in groups to make a determination for each statement. 
We will use the strategy Numbered Heads. I will read each statement one at a time. In your 
group, you will discuss your answer and come to a consensus. I will then call a number. Th at 
person in the group will stand and share the group’s answer.

TEACHER DO: Organize students in groups of four or fi ve, assigning each group member a 
number. After reading each statement, allow groups to discuss answers and then call a number (1 to 
5). Invite three or four students standing to share answers. Ask students to explain why the group 
made that choice.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss answers and come to a consensus for each statement in small 
groups.

TEACHER SAY: You did a wonderful job deciding whether these statements were fact, fi ction, 
or opinion. Let’s continue applying our understanding of these categories, but this time we will 
write our own statements. Turn to the next page, Statements About My Health, and read the 
directions independently or with a Shoulder Partner.

Fact Fiction Opinion
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Read each statement. Decide whether the statement is fact, fiction, or
opinion, and then write your answer next to the statement.

FACT, FICTION, OPINION

1. Exercising is a healthy habit.

2. Eating healthy food is the best thing you can do for your body.

3. Jumping rope is the most fun way to exercise. 

4. Eating sugary cookies will make me as strong as a superhero.

5. Getting enough sleep is important to my health. 

6. Skin protects our body.

7. Taking brain breaks is a fun way to help me focus. 
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Write one sentence in each category about your own health.

STATEMENTS ABOUT MY HEALTH

Fact: 

Fiction:

Opinion:
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STUDENTS DO: Read directions.

TEACHER SAY: We will each write three statements about our own health or healthy habits. 
Th en, we will share these statements with a partner. Th e partner will try to identify the fact, the 
fi ctional statement, and the opinion. For example, here are my three statements.

1. I eat vegetables every night at dinner.
2. If I only eat vegetables, I will never get sick.
3. Th e best vegetable to eat is zucchini.

Th ink about each statement. Which is fact, which is fi ction, and which is my opinion? Turn and 
share your thoughts with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Identify the fact, fi ction, and opinion statements.

TEACHER SAY: Good. Let’s start by writing our three health statements. When you are fi n-
ished, put your pencils down so I know you are ready to share.

STUDENTS DO: Write three statements.

TEACHER DO: Monitor student work to determine when to move on to the next part of the activ-
ity. Make note if you need to reteach the diff erence between the three types of statements. Th is is an 
opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Collaboration.

TEACHER SAY: Now, let’s turn to a Shoulder Partner to share your statements. See if you can 
determine which statement is fact, fi ction, and opinion.

STUDENTS DO: Share and identify the three types of statements.

3. TEACHER SAY: Great job determining fact, fi ction, and opinion. Understanding the diff er-
ence will help us as we determine if a source of information is believable or reliable. RELIABLE 
means that the information is accurate, and we can count on the information to be true. Let’s 
analyze the sources of information that Rashad is receiving and then we will determine which 
source would be the most reliable. Open your books to the page Treatment Options.

READ ALOUD: Use the fi rst three chapters of the Rashad story to complete the chart.

TEACHER DO: Review what information should be written in each column of the chart. Students 
can work independently or in pairs. Students’ rows should be similar to:

TEACHER SAY: As you record the information, continue considering this question: Which 
treatment should Rashad choose? Which treatment option is the most reliable?

STUDENTS DO: Complete the graphic organizer.

TEACHER DO: If time permits, before moving into the closing activity, have students orally share 
which treatment they would consider the most reliable and explain why. If students struggle to 
compare all the options, present choices in pairs, such as: commercial vs. Yasmeen’s idea; grandma or 
mom vs. the doctor; the doctor vs. the commercial.

4. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we continued to discuss Rashad’s options for how to treat his sickness. 
We analyzed his choices by representing the source of each option in a graphic organizer. As we 
worked, we considered the question: Which treatment should Rashad choose? Let’s record our 
answers on the bottom of the page.

TEACHER DO: Read the sentence starter to the class, then let students individually complete the 
sentence.

STUDENTS DO: Write recommendations for Rashad’s treatment.

Collaboration

.
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Use the first three chapters of the Rashad story to complete the chart.

TREATMENT OPTIONS

because

SOURCE FOR INFORMATION TREATMENT FACT, FICTION, OPINION?

Complete the sentence to answer the question: Which treatment do you think Rashad 
should choose?

I think Rashad should 

Source for Information Treatment Fact, Fiction, Opinion?
Mom Cold Towel Opinion
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For the experiment with the bread, label one 
bag “Not Cleaned Hands” and the other one 
“Cleaned Hands.” Pieces of bread should 
be approximately 10 cm x 10 cm or larger 
as long as they can be sealed into the bags. 
During the lesson, students will need to thor-
oughly wash their hands with soap. Consider 
how to best manage having all students wash 
hands.

PREPARATION

OverviewLesson 3
MATERIALS

Students will:
• Describe the contributions of Imhotep 

to the fi eld of medicine.
• Describe the use of facts in early 

medicine.
• Conduct a simple experiment to prove 

a fact.

• Papyrus • Bell

• Two pieces of bread

• Two resealable plastic bags

• Marker

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.

Problem-Solving:

• Collect problem-related 
data.

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we talked about facts, fi ction, and opinion and deter-
mined what we thought would be the best treatment option for Rashad. Turn to a Shoulder 
Partner to share what you wrote at the end of the day.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books and direct students to the page Treatment Options.

STUDENTS DO: Share sentences with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: Rashad’s father encouraged him to go see a doctor. Have you ever been to a 
doctor? Why do you go to the doctor?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share experiences and ideas.

TEACHER SAY: What does a doctor do while he or she is with you?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share experiences.

2. TEACHER SAY: Doctors go to school for a long time to learn about all the diff erent parts 
of the body and how they work together. When you go to the doctor, he or she collects a lot of 
information. What kinds of questions do doctors ask?

.
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Use the first three chapters of the Rashad story to complete the chart.

TREATMENT OPTIONS

because

SOURCE FOR INFORMATION TREATMENT FACT, FICTION, OPINION?

Complete the sentence to answer the question: Which treatment do you think Rashad 
should choose?

I think Rashad should 

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions
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STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Doctors ask questions about how you are feeling or how you injured yourself. 
Th ey also often measure diff erent things like your temperature and weight. What else do they 
measure?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas, such as pulse or height.

TEACHER SAY: Doctors also closely examine where you are hurting. Th en, they tell you about 
your problem and what they can do to help you. However, this was not always the process doc-
tors used. Have you ever wondered how our modern approach to medicine and doctors came 
about? It actually has many origins in Egypt. Over the next few days, we will learn about some 
of the signifi cant contributions our country has made throughout history.

Before we start, I wonder: How do we learn about history?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: When we want to learn about a patient’s health, we examine evidence by 
asking questions, taking measurements, observing, and testing. With history, we cannot observe 
it directly like we can an injury or illness, but we can follow a similar process of examining 
evidence. Can you think of an example of when you examined evidence?

STUDENTS DO: Share experiences (any science investigation in the classroom would serve 
as an example).

TEACHER SAY: Th ousands of years ago, ancient Egyptians did not understand diseases. Th ey 
did not know why people got sick. Th ey thought that maybe spirits aff ected the way the body 
worked, so they would pray for healing.

An Egyptian named Imhotep approached sickness and injuries diff erently than others in his 
time, which was around 2600 BCE. Imhotep began to change the way Egyptians thought about 
health and medicine. Let’s learn some more about Imhotep. Open your student books to the 
page Imhotep.

STUDENTS DO: Read the directions, listen to the text, then complete the refl ection.

TEACHER DO: Due to the diffi  culty of this text, read it aloud once for the class as students follow 
along. Pause periodically to ask questions, explain words, or check for comprehension.

3. TEACHER SAY: Let’s share our learning using a new strategy called GoGoMo. Th is stands 
for Give One, Get One, Move On. When I say, “begin,” stand and fi nd a partner. Give one idea 
to your partner from the text, get one idea from your partner, and then move on and fi nd a new 
partner. Th en repeat the process. When I ring the bell, please take your seats. Who can tell me 
the directions again?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a student to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Restate the directions.

TEACHER SAY: Very good. You may begin.

STUDENTS DO: Use GoGoMo to share ideas from the text. (Th is is an opportunity to 
practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room, encouraging students as needed. Ring the bell for 
students to return to seats after they share information a few times.

TEACHER SAY: Very good. What are some questions you still have after reading and sharing?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share questions with the class.
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Follow along as the text is read aloud. Complete the 3-2-1 reflection.

IMHOTEP

The Edwin Smith Papyrus is known around the world for its descriptions 
of ancient Egyptian surgical and medical practices. The papyrus is dated to 
between 1500-1700 BCE, but it may be a copy of a text from even earlier. It is 
not clear whether Imhotep himself, or his students or followers, wrote the text.

The Edwin Smith Papyrus describes almost 100 terms for body parts. It also 
describes at least 48 injuries and ways to treat them. An interesting part of 
this text is the modern approach it takes to treating injuries. Every injury is 
described with the treatment, a likely outcome, and notes. 

The examinations described by the papyrus follow a process similar to modern 
doctors. People are asked where they are hurt or feel pain. This question is 
followed by an examination of the injury when possible. A likely outcome is 
recorded after every entry. Each record begins with the phrase, “An ailment I 
will handle,” or “An ailment I will fight with,” or “An ailment for which nothing 
can be done.” 

Imhotep may have identified and treated over 200 diseases in his lifetime. His 
scientific approach to illness and injury eventually became a foundation for 
modern medical fields. 

Lesson

3

Critical Th inking
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TEACHER DO: If student questions can be answered in the text, refer the class to specifi c parts of 
the text. If not, ask the class where they think they could fi nd answers.

4. TEACHER SAY: What makes Imhotep so unique is the way he used facts and what we call a 
scientifi c process or scientifi c thinking. Earlier this year we investigated bird beaks. Remember 
the process we used. How was that investigation similar to what Imhotep did?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, in our investigation we observed, we collected data, we analyzed the data, 
and we made conclusions about which would be the best beak for eating each type of food.
According to the documents we have, it appears that Imhotep was one of the fi rst people to 
record data using this type of process with health issues. He recorded observations and data 
to make conclusions about diff erent illnesses and treatments. He observed the ill or injured 
person, he asked them questions, and he took very detailed notes. Based on the facts he col-
lected over time, he planned a way to help people with similar illnesses.

Medical knowledge today is based on facts from provable evidence. We identify facts in science 
and medicine by looking at evidence. Let’s do an experiment over the next few days to experi-
ence this process. A fact we know from science is that germs can be spread by touching things. 
Th is is why it is important to wash our hands often. Let’s see if we can prove this fact with 
evidence.

TEACHER DO: Hand a piece of bread to a student and have them pass it to another student. Con-
tinue passing the bread until everyone has touched it.

TEACHER SAY: While we talk, please pass this piece of bread to each student in the class. Th e 
last person will place the bread in this bag and close it securely. Look at your hands. Do you 
think they are clean?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas while passing a piece of bread around from student to student.

TEACHER DO: Label this bag “Not Cleaned Hands.”

Note to Teacher: Consider the most effi  cient way for students to wash hands thoroughly. It might be easiest 
to have a couple buckets of water and soap, or take trips with a small number of students at a time to the 
bathrooms if there are no sinks in the classroom.

TEACHER SAY: Now, let’s wash our hands very well.

STUDENTS DO: Wash hands thoroughly.

TEACHER SAY: We are going to pass around another piece of bread for everyone to handle 
now that we have washed our hands. As we pass the bread around, observe your hands. Do your 
hands look any diff erent than before?

TEACHER DO: Hand out a new piece of bread.

STUDENTS DO: Pass around a new piece of bread and then seal it in another plastic bag.

TEACHER SAY: I will label this bag “Cleaned Hands.”

TEACHER DO: Use a marker and label the bag “Cleaned Hands.” Tack or staple both bags to the 
wall where everyone can observe them over the next few days. Bread made at home or fresh from a 
bakery will develop mold more quickly than store-bought bread with preservatives.

TEACHER SAY: Open your student books to the page Bread Experiment.

READ ALOUD: Record your observations and draw a picture of what you see.

STUDENTS DO: Describe what the bread looks like and draw pictures of each. Th is is an 
opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Problem-Solving.
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Record your observations and draw a picture of what you see.

BREAD EXPERIMENT

OBSERVATIONS AND DIAGRAMS

Not Cleaned Hands Cleaned Hands

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Problem-Solving
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TEACHER SAY: Like Imhotep, we will observe and carefully record notes on these bags over 
the next week. We will see if the evidence proves that germs can be spread by touching things. 
What do you predict we will see? Tell your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: Another interesting part of the Edwin Smith Papyrus we read about is that it 
contains the fi rst written description of the brain. Th e brain is mentioned seven times through-
out the text. Th e papyrus also explains that blood is pumped through the body from the heart. 
Th is knowledge was lost and not rediscovered for another 2000 years. Why do you think this 
information was lost for 2000 years?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with the class.

5. TEACHER SAY: Th roughout this chapter, will be creating a timeline of some major contri-
butions to the fi eld of medicine. A timeline can help us understand when things happened. We 
have created multiple timelines this year. Who remembers what other topics we organized into a 
timeline?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Correct, we made a timeline of important events in our lives and one of artistic 
artifacts. Pictures can help us understand and learn about the events on a timeline. What kind 
of pictures did you put on your timelines?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, we used pictures that described important events in our own lives, like 
losing a tooth or learning to ride a bicycle. As we learn about the history of medicine in this 
chapter, let’s produce our own images that will help us remember important events. Th e fi rst 
point on our timeline will represent Imhotep. Open your student books to the page Images for 
Timeline.

READ ALOUD: Create images for our timeline. Record the time period in the bot-
tom-right corner of each picture.

STUDENTS DO: Create an image to represent Imhotep.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we learned about an infl uential Ancient Egyptian, Imhotep. How do 
writings from the past help us understand the origin of medicine? Why is it important to write 
things down? Discuss with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.
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Create images for our timeline. Record the time period in the bottom-right 
corner of each picture.
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OverviewLesson 4

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s begin today by recording observations of our bread experiment. Open 
your student books to the page we began in our previous lesson, Bread Experiment. Look 
closely at the two bags of bread, and record what you see.

STUDENTS DO: Record observations. Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: 
Problem-Solving.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for recording your observations. What are some things you notice?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share observations with the class.

2. TEACHER SAY: We will continue to check our experiment each day. In our previous lesson, 
we discussed how learning about our world through science is similar and diff erent from learn-
ing about our history. Who can summarize one similarity and one diff erence?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Like our experiment, much of learning science involves directly observing the 
world around us. Since we cannot go back to directly observe much of history, learning about 
history is diff erent. Learning science and history are similar because they both rely on evidence. 
What evidence did we use in the previous lesson to learn about medicine in ancient Egypt?

STUDENTS DO: Respond (a papyrus or ancient text).

TEACHER SAY: Yes, the Edwin Smith Papyrus is one way we know about the origins of medi-
cine in Egypt. A text written in a certain time helps us learn about how people lived during that 
time. If we have multiple texts to read, we can get an even more complete picture. We call this 
cross-checking, when we look for agreement or disagreement between diff erent sources. Let’s 
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Record your observations and draw a picture of what you see.

BREAD EXPERIMENT

OBSERVATIONS AND DIAGRAMS

Not Cleaned Hands Cleaned Hands

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Problem-Solving

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Identify primary sources.
• Analyze primary sources.
• Compare the reliability of diff erent 

primary sources.

Display for the class a sample or images of 
papyrus if available.

• Primary source

• Verify

• Student books

• Pencils

• Papyrus sample (optional)

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Identify subject/topic 
information.

Problem-Solving:

• Collect problem-related 
data.
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learn about another document from around the same time in history called the Ebers Papyrus. 
Open your student books to the page The Ebers Papyrus.

READ ALOUD: Read the text, then compare this papyrus with the Edwin Smith 
Papyrus.

STUDENTS DO: Read and write comparisons between the two papyri.

Note to Teacher: You may choose to read the text aloud based on the needs of your students.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room as students work and remind them to go back to the 
page on Imhotep for making comparisons. This is an opportunity for students to practice the Life 
Skill: Critical Thinking.

TEACHER SAY: What are some things that are similar in the two papyri? Different?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with the class.

TEACHER SAY: From these two documents we can learn that both authors wrote down pro-
cedures and recipes for medicines, and both shared what they knew with others. In some ways, 
these documents are also different. The Edwin Smith Papyrus describes surgical procedures and 
relies on science. The Ebers Papyrus focuses more on herbal cures and includes magic as well 
as science. In the previous lesson, we noted that Imhotep was unique in his time period for his 
approach to medicine. How does the Ebers Papyrus back up this idea?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: The magic that is mentioned in the Ebers Papyrus highlights the different, 
scientific approach of Imhotep. It is hard to make a broad claim from only two documents. If 
we had 20 documents that mention magic and only one that relies more heavily on science, 
we could better support the idea that Imhotep was different from others who lived at the same 
time. Look back through the texts about the papyri briefly. What else do we learn about ancient 
Egyptians from these descriptions?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas, referring to the text.

3. TEACHER SAY: In our first few lessons of this chapter, we began to identify different sources 
of information. What were some sources of advice that Rashad heard?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas from memory.

Note to the Teacher: This is an opportunity to reinforce the concept of source and ensure that students know 
the difference between the information itself (drink tea, take medicine) and the source (his grandmother, a 
commercial).

TEACHER SAY: Good job remembering and identifying examples of sources. What sources did 
we read about in the past two lessons to learn about medicine in ancient Egypt?

STUDENTS DO: Respond (papyri).

TEACHER SAY: We also discussed the reliability of each source that gave Rashad advice. 
When we learn about history, it is important to identify the source of our information and 
consider how reliable it is. The Edwin Smith Papyrus and Ebers Papyrus are both what we 
call PRIMARY SOURCES. A primary source is an artifact from the timeline being studied, an 
eyewitness account, or material that is as close to the original source as possible. If we had these 
two papyri in our classroom and could read the ancient script, we could learn about Egyptians 
long ago from their own words. I wonder: If Imhotep were standing in our classroom, what 
would you ask him? Share ideas with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

Critical Thinking
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TEACHER SAY: A newspaper that publishes a story about a fi re that a reporter saw is an 
example of a primary source. A podcast or interview with someone of interest is also a primary 
source for learning about that person. What are some other examples of a primary source?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Very good. When we use a cell phone or camera to take photographs, video, or 
audio recordings, the recordings capture things the way we see or hear them. Why do you think 
letters, journals, and scrapbooks are also examples of primary sources?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Why are speeches, published books, newspapers and magazine clippings pub-
lished at the time, and government publications examples of primary sources?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

4. TEACHER SAY: Let’s think a bit about the reliability of these diff erent types of sources. Why 
might a photograph of an event be a more reliable primary source than a diary or journal?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Good thinking. Th e camera captures an image of what was actually happen-
ing. A person writing a journal or diary might write an opinion about what he or she saw. 
Th e person might misremember or exaggerate what happened. Just like when we watch adver-
tisements and consider why they want to tell us information, we must carefully consider the 
reliability of a primary source. Earlier we talked about how two papyri give us a better picture 
of life around 1500-1700 BCE. What other sources do you think we could use to learn more or 
to verify what is in the papyri? How could science help? Share ideas with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Critical 
Th inking.)

5. TEACHER SAY: You have great ideas. Science has helped verify, or make sure, that ideas in 
the papyri are true. Scientists examined the mummifi ed remains of ancient Egyptians using 
x-rays and other modern equipment and found direct evidence of the surgeries described in the 
papyri. Samples of bones, hair, and teeth indicate that some of the cures listed in the papyri 
were eff ective. Cross-checking a variety of sources can help us put together a strong, reliable 
picture of history. We learned a lot today. Let’s create an image to represent papyri for our time-
line. Open your student books to the page Images for Timeline.

STUDENTS DO: Create an image to represent the papyri.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we talked about primary sources. What is a primary source you have 
used to learn about something in your own history? Share with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

Critical Th inking
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Create images for our timeline. Record the time period in the bottom-right 
corner of each picture.
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OverviewLesson 5

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: Before we begin our lesson today, let’s complete our observations of our inves-
tigation. Turn to the page Bread Experiment and record what you observe today.

STUDENTS DO: Record observations.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for recording your observations. What are some things you noticed?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with the class.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson, we talked about primary sources. Let’s practice identi-
fying what would be considered a primary source. When I describe a source, show me Th umbs 
Up if you think it is a primary source, or show me a thumbs down if you think it is not a pri-
mary source.

• Reading a journal of someone who lived a long time ago. (primary)
• Reading a biography about a famous person. (secondary)
• Listening to an interview with someone who was at the World Cup game. (primary)
• A government document about the design of the High Aswan Dam. (primary)
• An encyclopedia article about giraff es. (secondary)

TEACHER DO: Make note of any sources students are unsure about.

STUDENTS DO: Th umbs Up or down to respond.

2. TEACHER SAY: How do primary sources help us learn about history? What kinds of evi-
dence do they provide?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ere are other kinds of sources that can also help us learn about history. 
Th e sources you indicated with a thumbs down are what we call secondary sources. Secondary 
sources are anything that describes, interprets, evaluates, or analyzes information from primary 
sources. An example is the text you read about the Edwin Smith Papyrus. You did not get to 
look at the original papyrus directly. Instead, you read a description of it written by someone 
else. Can you think of another example of a secondary source?
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Record your observations and draw a picture of what you see.

BREAD EXPERIMENT

OBSERVATIONS AND DIAGRAMS

Not Cleaned Hands Cleaned Hands

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Recognize secondary sources.
• Use secondary sources to examine the 

history of medicine.
• Compare primary and secondary 

sources.

• Secondary source • Student books

• Pencils

• Bell

• Crayons

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.
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Learn (90 minutes)

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Other examples include:
• Books, articles, and documentaries that combine information on topics
• Descriptions of artistic works
• Encyclopedias and textbooks that summarize information and ideas

A biography about a famous person written decades later is also a secondary source. Let’s see 
if we can distinguish between primary and secondary sources. Open your student books to the 
page Primary and Secondary Sources.

READ ALOUD: Circle the secondary sources.

STUDENTS DO: Read the examples given and circle the secondary sources.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room as students work to assess understanding. After students 
share with partners, review the answers to confi rm understanding.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. Please share your work with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss answers with a Shoulder Partner.

4. TEACHER SAY: Great. Now that we understand about diff erent sources of information, let’s 
check in with Rashad and see how he is doing. Open your student books to the page Rashad’s 
Dream.

READ ALOUD: Read Rashad’s story and record one reason why this place was so 
important.

Note to Teacher: You may choose to read the text aloud based on the needs of your students.

STUDENTS DO: Read the story and assess why the library was an important place. Record 
one reason in the box provided.

5. TEACHER SAY: Let’s use a new strategy called Pass the Knowledge. Pass your student book 
to the right. Read the explanation and then add a new idea. We will continue to pass the student 
book four times, then return the book to its original owner. Who can repeat those directions?

TEACHER DO: Call on one or two students with a hand raised.

STUDENTS DO: Repeat directions to the class.

TEACHER SAY: Very good. When I ring the bell (or another Attention Getting Signal), please 
pass your book to the right. When I ring the bell again, please pass the book.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate Pass the Knowledge by ringing the bell to indicate when students should 
pass the book for four rounds total.

TEACHER SAY: Very good. Now that you have your own book back, please take a moment to 
read the ideas your classmates shared.

STUDENTS DO: Read ideas from classmates. Ask for clarifi cation as needed. (Th is is an 
opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Collaboration.)

TEACHER SAY: When I call your name, please share an idea about why the Great Library of 
Alexandria was important.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with the class.

TEACHER SAY: In the story, Rashad mentions seeing people from “many diff erent cultures.” 
What do you think this means?
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Circle the secondary sources.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SOURCES

I was watching TV and one of the 
reporters said I should see a movie she 
really liked.

Source: a movie recommendation

My sister left a letter she wrote to her best 
friend on the kitchen table.

Source: a letter

I was playing with my cousins and found 
my grandparents’ marriage certificate.

Source: government document

At school we use textbooks to learn about 
many different people and events.

Source: textbooks

I like to read magazines for kids. I really 
like the stories about famous people who 
are in movies.

Source: magazine stories about actors

My mom has recordings of my 
grandparents telling stories about when 
they were kids. We love to listen to them 
before bedtime.

Source: audio recordings of family talking 
about their lives

When I visit my aunt, she shows me 
pictures of my parents when they were 
little.

Source: photographs of family members

My friend told me about a book he read 
that he really liked. He said I should read 
it too.

Source: book recommendation

When I was on vacation last year, I found 
a piece of pottery.

Source: piece of pottery

I am writing a report on Cleopatra and my 
friend lent me her encyclopedia.

Source: encyclopedia

Lesson
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Read Rashad’s story and record one reason why this place was so important.

RASHAD’S DREAM

In school, Rashad is learning about life in ancient Alexandria. He thinks about 
what life was like back then. He talks about it at dinner and goes to sleep 
thinking about Alexandria.

Rashad tosses and turns as he sleeps. He begins to dream about life in ancient 
Alexandria. Rashad finds himself in front of the Great Library of Alexandria. He 
asks someone walking past, “What is this place?” The person replies, “Come see. 
This is the greatest place to learn.”

Rashad follows him inside. He looks around and sees more than 700,000 scrolls 
filling the shelves. He sees boys and girls from many different cultures.

Rashad listens as he walks past several groups of people. “A straight line may be 
drawn from any point to any other,” he overhears at one table. “It is the brain, 
not the heart that controls our bodies,” a man says at another table. “The earth 
is round, round I say,” insists another scholar.

Rashad is amazed. He has never before heard so many ideas in one place.

Collaboration
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TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Th e library at Alexandria became a meeting place for people from all over the 
world to learn, argue, and discuss ideas. Can you imagine having to travel across a sea and stay 
somewhere for years in order to study or access information about a specifi c topic? People today 
sometimes choose to travel for university, but in 200 BCE, there was no internet, and books 
were not published to be sent around the world. People in the region who wanted to study med-
icine and its history went to Alexandria. Where do you go when you want to study something?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Th e Great Library of Alexandria no longer exists. It has not existed for more 
than 1,000 years. How do you think we know about it?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Good thinking. Other people wrote about the library. One person, Galen, 
a famous Roman doctor, studied in Alexandria before practicing in Rome. He wrote about 
medicine and referred to what he learned in other documents at the library. His teachings and 
writings survived well into the 16th century, long after the library was gone. If we wanted to 
learn about the library, would Galen’s writings be a primary or secondary source?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts with the class.

6. TEACHER SAY: Yes, his own writing would be a primary source, because he spent time at the 
library. Other people who wrote about Galen would be secondary sources. Let’s create an image 
to represent the Great Library of Alexandria for our timeline. Open your student books to the 
page Images for Timeline.

STUDENTS DO: Create an image to represent the library.

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we talked about secondary sources and the Great Library of Alexandria. 
Give your Shoulder Partner an example of one primary and one secondary source you have 
used.

STUDENTS DO: Share examples of primary and secondary sources with Shoulder Partner.
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Create images for our timeline. Record the time period in the bottom-right 
corner of each picture.
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OverviewLesson 6

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we talked about primary and secondary sources and the 
importance of the Great Library of Alexandria. Th e library was a place to share learning. Why 
do you think it is important to share what you learn? Tell your Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen for student responses. Select two students to share answers out loud with the 
entire class.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

2. TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: Open your student books to the page Bread Experiment.

READ ALOUD: Record your observations.

STUDENTS DO: Record observations.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for recording your observations. What are some things you notice?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Remember our story about Rashad feeling sick? If Rashad was very, very sick 
and needed more care than his parents could give him, where could he go?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.
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Record your observations and draw a picture of what you see.

BREAD EXPERIMENT

OBSERVATIONS AND DIAGRAMS

Not Cleaned Hands Cleaned Hands

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Compare past and present hospitals.
• Identify contributions of modern-day 

Egyptian doctors.
• Use questioning strategies to diagnose 

a problem.

Prepare a poster in advance with a Venn Dia-
gram labeled, “Th en,” “Both,” and “Now.” 
Gather images of x-rays if possible. Collect 
enough scraps of cloth for half of the class to 
have one scrap each.

• Diagnose

• Patient

• Student books

• Pencils

• Poster

• Marker

• Scraps of cloth

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Empathy:

• Demonstrate empathy in 
communicating with others.
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STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Correct. Rashad could go to a doctor or hospital. Has anyone ever been to a 
hospital? Who can describe one for us?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

3. TEACHER SAY: A hospital has many doctors, nurses, and other specialists who are trained 
to care for you. Hospitals also have machines and medicines that can help you. But hospitals 
did not always exist. Did you know that many aspects of modern hospitals trace their origins to 
Egypt? Th e earliest known hospitals in Egypt were found in Cairo in 872 CE and Al Mansuri in 
1284 CE. Please open your student books to the page, Hospitals Th en and Now. When we read 
this text, are we learning from a primary or secondary source? Why?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Read the text aloud, encouraging students to follow along and circle any unknown 
words.

TEACHER SAY: Th is text has lots of information for us. Let’s talk about what we read so we 
can make sure we understand it. Remember to refer back to specifi c places in the text when you 
answer questions. How was building a hospital a new idea? What were some things they did 
that had not been done before?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas, referring to the text for support.

TEACHER DO: Continue asking questions about the content of the text, such as:
• How did the hospital help improve the abilities of doctors?
• What were some ways a hospital tried to prevent diseases from spreading? Why was this 

important?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas, referring to the text for support.

4. TEACHER SAY: You have a strong understanding of the text. Let’s compare and contrast the 
hospitals of the past and present by using a Venn Diagram. If you have been to a hospital, you 
can use the text and your experience to describe hospitals of the present.

TEACHER DO: Show students the poster you prepared and remind students that things that are in 
common go in the center circle labeled BOTH.

TEACHER SAY: How are hospitals of the past and hospitals today similar?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Write student responses in the BOTH section of the Venn Diagram. Th en ask the 
following two questions, recording student answers in the THEN and NOW sections respectively.

• What are some things that are true only in hospitals of the past?
• What are some things that are true only in hospitals of today?

TEACHER SAY: We can see that the origin of hospitals has infl uenced hospitals today. We are 
grateful for the contributions of past Egyptians. Th ere are also Egyptians today who continue to 
make signifi cant contributions to medicine. Has anyone heard of Magdi Yacoub or Nagwa Abd 
el Meguid?

STUDENTS DO: Respond.

PRIMARY 3
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Read the text.

HOSPITALS THEN AND NOW

THEN

In Egypt, the first known hospital was built in the southwestern quarter of present-day Cairo 
in 872 CE. It was one of the first places that did not just comfort the sick but also tried to 
treat diseases.

One of the largest hospitals ever built was the Mansuri 
Hospital in Cairo, completed in 1248 CE. The building 
could hold more than 4,000 patients. There were 
different areas for different conditions. It had a huge 
domed lecture hall, a school, and an orphanage. There 
was also a mosque for Muslim patients and a chapel 
for Christian patients.

Experienced doctors taught students in a medical 
school and library that was attached to the building. 
Each doctor had his own personal book collection, 
written by hand.

A doctor would visit each patient and record his 
observations on the patient’s card. He based his 
treatment on his observations. Patient details were 
discussed at weekly meetings.

Special steps were taken to prevent infection. Patients were given hospital clothing and had 
beds with clean sheets. Every day, inspectors checked the cleanliness of the hospital and 
its rooms. It was not unusual for local rulers to make personal visits to make sure patients 
were getting the best care.

Patients were placed on a fixed diet, depending on their condition and disease. The food 
was high quality and included chicken, beef, lamb, and fresh fruits and vegetables.

Patients who were cured, but too weak to leave, stayed until they were strong enough to 
return home.

Lesson

6
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TEACHER SAY: Magdi Yacoub is known for his study of the heart. He has won many awards, 
including the World Health Organization Prize for Humanitarian Service and the Order of the 
Nile for science and humanity. Nagwa Abd el Meguid studies how traits are passed from parent 
to child.

She was the 2002 winner of the L’Oréal UNESCO Award for Women in Science for Africa and 
the Middle East.

Raise your hand if you think you might be interested in a career in medicine one day.

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands if interested in a medical career.

5. TEACHER SAY: If you want to be a doctor or work with patients, you will need to know how 
to ask good questions to diagnose illnesses and injuries. Let’s think of good questions a doctor 
could ask to help gather important information about a patient. Do you think a question like, 
“Are you okay?” is a good question to help learn about what is wrong? Why? What might be a 
better question?

TEACHER DO: Pause to allow students Th ink Time before calling on volunteers to share 
responses.

STUDENT DO: Improve on the question, “Are you okay?”

TEACHER SAY: Yes, [give examples that students shared] are all good examples of questions 
a doctor could ask. Let’s think of some more. We will list them together so we can remem-
ber. Who else can think of a question that would help a doctor gather information about the 
patient?

STUDENTS DO: Share answers.

TEACHER DO: Consider having students share question ideas with a Shoulder Partner before 
gathering questions as a class. When sharing as a class, record questions somewhere that everyone can 
see for the next learning experience. Questions may include:

• How are you feeling?
• What part of your body is bothering you?
• Did you have an accident or injure a part of your body?
• How long has ______ been bothering you?
• How much/how often does it hurt?
• What treatments have you tried already?

6. TEACHER SAY: Great job thinking of questions. Now let’s Role Play and practice using these 
questions. You will work with a partner. One person will be the doctor and one person will be 
the patient. Th en we will switch roles for the second round. Find a partner and establish roles.

STUDENTS DO: Find partners and decide who will play which role to start.

TEACHER SAY: Th e patient will think of an ailment or injury. Th e doctor will ask questions 
to determine what is wrong, recording notes on the page Patient and Doctor. Remember to be 
kind to your patient. No one likes being sick or injured. When the doctors determine the area 
needing treatment and the severity, they will tie the cloth around the aff ected area. Th ey will 
then decide whether to send the patient back home—to their seat—or to the hospital for follow 
up.

TEACHER DO: Designate an area of the room that will be considered the hospital and announce it 
to the class. Distribute one strip of cloth to each pair. Support students as needed, reminding them 
to care for the patient in addition to identifying what is wrong. You may wish to Role Play with one 
student in front of the entire class to model the expected behavior and style of questioning.

STUDENTS DO: Ask and answer questions while role playing doctor and patient. (Th is is 
an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Empathy.)

TEACHER DO: When each pair is fi nished, have partners switch roles and repeat the Role Play. If 
time allows, facilitate discussion on how well the questions worked, how the patients felt, and so on.

PRIMARY 3
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Take notes about the illness or injury your partner describes. 

PATIENT AND DOCTOR

Empathy
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7. TEACHER SAY: Well done. Learning to ask good questions is important in many jobs. What 
other jobs do you think require asking a lot of questions?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: You worked hard today and collaborated well in your Role Play. Let’s create an 
image of a hospital for our timeline. Open your student books to the page Images for Timeline.

STUDENTS DO: Create images to represent hospitals.

8. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we talked about the origins of modern hospitals. If you have been to a 
hospital, share your experience with your Shoulder Partner. Join another set of Shoulder Part-
ners if you and your partner have not been to a hospital.

STUDENTS DO: Share hospital experiences with Shoulder Partner.

PRIMARY 3
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Create images for our timeline. Record the time period in the bottom-right 
corner of each picture.

IMAGES FOR TIMELINE
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OverviewLesson 7

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s begin our day by recording our fi nal observations in our experiment. 
Open your student books to the page Bread Experiment.

STUDENTS DO: Record observations.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for recording your observations. What are some things you notice?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond. Extend the conversation 
to facilitate student analysis of the experiment, including emphasizing the importance of washing 
hands. Connect the evidence observed in this experiment back to the original purpose of demon-
strating that we learn about science and health through evidence. Th is is an opportunity for students 
to practice the Life Skill: Decision-Making.

STUDENTS DO: Share observations.

Note to Teacher: At this point, mold should be growing on both pieces of bread. Be sure the bags stay closed. 
Call students’ attention to the fact that the bread in the “Cleaned Hands” bag is also moldy and ask for 
ideas about why that is.

TEACHER SAY: Today we are going to learn about another area of medicine that has some 
origins in Egypt long ago. Before we encounter a new topic, who can summarize one Egyptian 
contribution we discussed so far in this chapter?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas, including origins of a doctor’s process, sharing knowledge, 
and some aspects of modern-day hospitals.

TEACHER SAY: Another area of medicine that has some origins in Egypt is the use of tools. 
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Record your observations and draw a picture of what you see.

BREAD EXPERIMENT

OBSERVATIONS AND DIAGRAMS

Not Cleaned Hands Cleaned Hands

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Decision-Making

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Research tools used in medicine.
• Compare past and present tools used 

in medicine.
• Compare timelines of medical history.

If possible, invite a local medical professional to share how he or she learned med-
icine, where he or she works, where he or she gets new information, the process of 
treating patients, and so on.
For each row of students, prepare a timeline using string and cards representing 
time periods and attach the timelines to the walls where students can easily place 
their images. Depending on how many timelines are available, determine a method 
for grouping pictures from multiple students at each point on the timeline, such as 
gluing the images to cardstock.

• Archeologist • Student books

• Pencils

• Scissors

• Tape

• String or yarn

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Decision-Making:

• Identify results and expected 
results.
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Doctors use many tools. What tools can you think of that a doctor might use?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

2. TEACHER SAY: Very good. In our story about Rashad, his mother uses a thermometer to 
take his temperature. A higher than normal body temperature may be a sign of an infection. A 
thermometer is an important tool used in medicine. When you visit a doctor, one of the fi rst 
things he or she may do is take your temperature.

Th e oldest metal surgical tools in the world were discovered in the tomb of Qar. Qar was a 
doctor during the Sixth Dynasty of Egypt, which lasted from about 2350 to 2180 BCE. Th ese 
tools are now preserved in the Imhotep museum in Saqqara. Would these tools be considered 
primary or secondary sources for learning about history?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Th e tools are primary sources. Tools such as forceps (like tweezers), saws, 
needles, hooks, drill, spoons, graduated cubit (measuring tool), and knives were used in many 
procedures. Many tools like these are still used today. Open your student books to the page 
Medical Tools. Let’s look at some tools of the past and the present. You may be surprised to 
learn that some tools have not changed very much.

READ ALOUD: Look at the tools. Circle past or present and write how you think the 
tool is used.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the student page.

TEACHER DO: As students work, circulate around the room to answer questions.

TEACHER SAY: In your rows, get together and discuss your answers. Listen to other points of 
view and explain your thinking process.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss responses to medical tool images.

TEACHER SAY: Some of these tools were found by archeologists. Has anyone heard this word 
before? Can anyone guess what an archeologist does?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Archeologists are people who study the past using artifacts. Th ey often dis-
cover the artifacts by carefully examining places that people long ago used to live. When 
archeologists discover tools like those found in the tomb of Qar, they must use facts when 
available and sometimes their imaginations to determine their use. Th e tools pictured in your 
student book are as follows:
1. (Past) Tool used in surgery.
2. (Present) Stethoscope: used to listen to your heart and lungs.
3. (Past) Tool used to make pills.
4. (Present) Blood pressure cuff : used to measure how hard your heart is pumping.
5. (Past) Saws: used for surgery.
6. (Present) Th ermometer: used to take your temperature.
7. (Present) Syringe and ampoule: used to give shots.
8. (Present) X-ray image: used to look at bones inside the body.
9. (Present) Otoscope: used to look into ears.

As we learn more about science and technology, we are able to improve tools like these. We have 
taken tools used by ancient Egyptians thousands of years ago and improved them. What tools 
do you think we could have in the future?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.
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Look at the tools. Circle past or present and write how you think the 
tool is used.

MEDICAL TOOLS

Lesson

7

I think this is used for

I think this is used for

I think this is used for

I think this is used for

1. PAST OR PRESENT

3. PAST OR PRESENT

2. PAST OR PRESENT

4. PAST OR PRESENT
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3. TEACHER SAY: Th ose are some creative ideas. Perhaps one of you will one day create a new 
medical tool to help people. Let’s open your student books to the page Images for Timeline.

STUDENTS DO: Create images to represent medical tools.

Note to Teacher: If possible, have an invited medical professional share about how he or she learned med-
icine, where he or she works, where he or she gets new information, the process of treating patients, and so 
on.

TEACHER SAY: Now it is time to put our images on the timeline of medical history. Please cut 
out your images carefully.

STUDENTS DO: Cut out images for timeline.

TEACHER SAY: Th ere is a string timeline for each row. I placed time periods on each string. As 
you fi nish cutting, please place your images in the correct place along the timeline.

STUDENTS DO: Place images on the timelines.

TEACHER DO: As students work, circulate around the room and ensure that students are placing 
their images in the correct location.

4. TEACHER SAY: Well done. Let’s take a quick Gallery Walk around the room to see everyone’s 
timelines.

STUDENTS DO: Walk around room to compare timelines.

Note to Teacher: If time allows, you may choose to extend this lesson by creating a web of jobs associated 
with medicine. Include all the professions that touch on and support medicine such as doctors, nurses, tech-
nicians, chefs, sanitation, engineers who build the machines used, construction workers to build hospitals, 
accountants, paramedics, ambulance drivers, industrial supply companies, and so on.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we talked about medical tools. Which tool did you fi nd the most inter-
esting? Why? Share with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts about medical tools with Shoulder Partner.
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Create images for our timeline. Record the time period in the bottom-right 
corner of each picture.

IMAGES FOR TIMELINE
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OverviewLesson 8

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In this chapter, we are studying the origins of medicine in Egypt. Before we 
return to our story about Rashad and begin our Share Project, let’s review. Turn to the page 
3-2-1 in your student books.

READ ALOUD: Complete the organizer to communicate your learning.

TEACHER DO: Review the organizer as a whole class. Students will write three new ideas they 
learned, two ideas they found interesting, and one question they still have.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the 3-2-1 organizer.

TEACHER SAY: Great job summarizing what you learned so far. Turn and share your writing 
with a Shoulder Partner. Did you learn the same things or something diff erent?

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.

2. TEACHER SAY: For our Share Project, you will be working independently to write the 
fourth chapter of the “Rashad is Sick” story. Before we begin, let’s go over our My Self-As-
sessment. Th ere is a word in the Academic Content category that we need to discuss. It is 
“temporal.” Temporal means related to time. In this case, we will focus on how we can use 
words like “fi rst,” “then,” “next,” and so on to help communicate the sequence of events that 
happen to Rashad.

TEACHER DO: Review the My Self-Assessment page as a whole class. You may wish to give addi-
tional examples for the academic content section in addition to the explanation above.

TEACHER SAY: We are ready to return to our Rashad story. Turn back to the fi rst chapter of 
the story. I am going to give the class time to quietly reread the fi rst three chapters. In order 
to write a new chapter that fi ts well with the fi rst three, we need to pay careful attention to the 
main elements of the story. What parts of the narrative do you think are important to our story?

FACTS I LEARNED

FACTS I FOUND 
INTERESTING

QUESTION I 
STILL HAVE

3

2

1
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Complete the organizer to communicate your learning.

3-2-1

Lesson

8

     

Academic 
Content


I can use temporal 

words when writing a 

detailed narrative with 

help.

 
I can use temporal 

words when writing a 

detailed narrative.

  
I can use temporal 

words creatively when 

writing an exceptionally 

detailed narrative.

Quality of 
Performance


I can use feedback 

from my peers to 

improve my writing 

with help.

 
I can use feedback from 

my peers to improve my 

writing.

  
I can use feedback from 

my peers to improve 

my writing. I can assist 

classmates and lead in 

this area.

Life Skills


I have trouble talking 

with peers about my 

work.

 
I can talk about my work 

and the work of my 

peers.

  
I can talk thoughtfully 

about my work and the 

work of my peers. I can 

assist classmates and 

lead in this area.
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Lesson

10

MY SELF-ASSESSMENT
Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes 
your effort.

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Identify traits of characters in a fi c-

tional story.
• Explain how the setting impacts the 

story.
• Identify possible solutions to a prob-

lem in a story.

Create a poster of the graphic organizer found 
on the page titled Story Elements in the 
student book.

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.

Share (90 minutes)

Directions
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STUDENTS DO: Share ideas, such as the characters, setting, and so on.

TEACHER SAY: As you read, you will be fi lling out the graphic organizer on the page Story Ele-
ments. Th e organizer will help you recall important details of the story that you will use when 
you begin writing the fourth chapter.

READ ALOUD: As you reread the story, “Rashad is Sick,” complete the organizer.

TEACHER DO: Arrange students into small groups to reread and complete the graphic organizer.

STUDENTS DO: Reread the story and complete the organizer.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for taking time to review the story. Let’s discuss what we thought 
was important in the narrative. Th is way we can check the responses in our organizer and learn 
from each other’s answers.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks and record student answers on the class organizer.

3. TEACHER SAY: Let’s focus on the section of our organizer that tells the possible solutions to 
Rashad’s problem.

• Warm drink
• Cold towel
• Medicine from the pharmacy
• Carrots
• Treatment from online
• Doctor’s visit

In this chapter, we learned about fact, fi ction, opinion, primary sources, and secondary sources 
of information. Are there any primary sources in our list? What about secondary sources? 
Which source do you believe is the most reliable? Which solution do you think would be the 
best choice for Rashad?

Note to Teacher: Not all advice can be classifi ed into primary or secondary sources.

TEACHER DO: Call on students to answer the questions one at a time and engage in a discussion 
about the source of each possible solution to Rashad’s problem. A treatment Rashad’s mom reads 
about online would be from a secondary source. A doctor visit and information from the doctor 
would be a primary source. Engage students in explaining which source of information would be 
best when determining how to treat Rashad. Use this discussion to encourage students to make con-
nections back to what they learned about primary sources from Ancient Egypt on treating patients. 
Ask which of the sources of information Rashad is being given would most closely follow a scien-
tifi c process for treating an illness. Students should conclude that a doctor’s visit would be the best 
choice to treat Rashad’s illness. Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Critical 
Th inking.

4. TEACHER SAY: You will write the fourth chapter of the story to show which solution Rashad 
chooses, why he chooses it, and how well it works. Does he choose the solution we agree is best, 
or does he choose another treatment fi rst? Turn to the page Story Planning.

READ ALOUD: Fill in your story ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s look at this planning page before we begin to work on our own. What 
story elements do you see on this organizer?

STUDENTS DO: Name story elements from the organizer.

TEACHER SAY: You will start planning the characters and setting. What characters will you 
write about in the fourth chapter? Where will the story take place? Will the setting change 
during the story?

STUDENTS DO: Plan characters and setting for new chapter.

Critical Th inking
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Fill in your story ideas. 

STORY PLANNING

Characters Setting

First... Then...

Next... Finally...
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TEACHER DO: After students identify the characters and setting, guide a discussion on what 
students already know about the characters and how each should behave in the final chapter. Discuss 
what the characters might talk about in the chapter. Use these questions to help guide the discussion:

• How will the characters act or behave? How did the characters behave earlier in the story?
• What will the characters say to each other?
• How can we use what we learned in this chapter to add interesting facts to the dialogue?

As you ask each question, pause to give students time to think and then share ideas with a Shoulder 
Partner. Students can reference their graphic organizer about the story from the beginning of the 
chapter to help generate ideas about possible character interactions and behaviors. (For example, 
Rashad might complain about leaving the house and the dad might be the character taking him 
to the doctor.) After students share with a Shoulder Partner, use Calling Sticks to have multiple 
students share possible story ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Great. You have ideas about the characters and setting. First you thought about 
what the characters will be doing. Next you will plan how to tell the story in the order it hap-
pens. Remember when we wrote our plays in the last chapter, we used the words FIRST, THEN, 
NEXT, and FINALLY to help us sequence our events. We will do the same as we write this 
fourth chapter. The next four boxes on your organizer say FIRST, THEN, NEXT, and FINALLY. 
Think through the events in your chapter. You may choose to draw pictures and write notes 
about what will be happening.

STUDENTS DO: Plan plot and events of the story.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room to support students as needed. Ask guiding questions. 
You may use the questions from the discussion to help students think through story ideas.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we thought about how we can apply what we learned during this chap-
ter to finish writing the story, “Rashad is Sick.” Turn to a Shoulder Partner and share your story 
outline.

STUDENTS DO: Share outlines.
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OverviewLesson 9

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we planned the fi nal chapter for the Rashad story. Turn 
to a Shoulder Partner and share how you plan to end the story. What will happen to Rashad?

STUDENTS DO: Share story endings with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing and thinking about your story plan. Today you will get 
feedback from your peers on your story plan and use that feedback to improve your story. Th en, 
you will write and illustrate your Rashad story.

2. TEACHER DO: Put students into groups of four or fi ve. If possible, do not exceed fi ve students 
per group to allow this initial sharing to be fi nished in a shorter amount of time. Hand out student 
books.

TEACHER SAY: We will start by sharing our story outlines. It is important that we get feedback 
from our peers on our ideas. Our peers can ask questions to help us think of new details we 
could add or help us identify a part of our story we need to make easier to understand. How 
else can peer feedback help us?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: In your groups, you will orally share your story outlines one at a time. After 
each student shares, the other students in the group will each provide one compliment and 
write one question about the outline. For example, someone might ask, “What question did the 
doctor ask Rashad?” or “How is Rashad feeling at the doctor’s offi  ce?” Repeat the process until 
everyone in your group has shared. Once you are fi nished, cut out each row and distribute the 
compliments and questions to each author. Who can explain the directions again?

STUDENTS DO: Clarify the directions to the class.

TEACHER SAY: Great. You will need to read from the page Story Planning. You will write and 
cut out the questions on the page Peer Feedback. Th e person whose birthday is closest to today 
will share fi rst. Th en the person to his or her right will share next.
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Compliment: Question:
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Compliment: Question:
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Record one compliment and one question for each group member. 
Cut out each row to give to the authors.

PEER FEEDBACK

Lesson

9

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Solicit feedback from peers to 

strengthen story ideas.
• Write and illustrate the fi nal chapter of 

a story.

• Student books

• Pencils

• Scissors

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide eff ective feedback.

Communication:

• Reading, writing, non-verbal 
communication skills.

• Feedback

KEY VOCABULARY
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READ ALOUD: Record one compliment and one question for each group member. Cut 
out each row to give to the authors.

STUDENTS DO: Share and provide feedback in small groups.

TEACHER DO: Support students as they share. Listen to the feedback and questions they are 
asking. Prompt questioning if necessary. This is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: 
Accountability.

TEACHER SAY: Thank you for sharing and providing thoughtful feedback. Now that you have 
questions from your peers, it is important to take time to consider how these questions can help 
you add a new detail or change a part of your story. Take a moment to read each question and 
think about how to improve your story.

TEACHER DO: Provide Think Time.

STUDENTS DO: Answer questions from peers.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s encourage each other by sharing how you plan to use feedback to improve 
your story. Who can share how a question from a peer will help add a new detail or change 
something in your story?

TEACHER DO: Depending on time available, select four or five volunteers or allow students to first 
share with a Shoulder Partner then use Calling Sticks to have several students share with the class.

3. TEACHER SAY: You worked hard to plan and improve your stories. You are ready to write 
the fourth chapter of the Rashad story. Open your books to the page Rashad is Sick: Chapter 4.

READ ALOUD: On the next four pages, illustrate and write the ending to the Rashad 
story. Use your story planning to support your writing.

TEACHER SAY: You have four pages to write your story. These pages correspond to the four 
boxes on your story planning page: First, Then, Next, and Finally. The rest of our time today 
will be spent illustrating and writing the fourth chapter of the story, “Rashad is Sick.”

STUDENTS DO: Write and illustrate stories.

TEACHER DO: Support students as necessary. This is an opportunity for students to practice the 
Life Skill: Communication.

4. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we provided feedback to our peers on their story ideas. Then we used 
that feedback to write and illustrate our story. As we finish our stories, let’s give a title to our 
final chapter. Chapter 1 was called “Warm Tea” because Grandma suggested a warm drink. 
Chapter 2 was called “The Commercial” because Rashad saw a medicine commercial on TV. 
Chapter 3 was called “Carrots?” because Yasmeen had a suggestion from a story book. What 
will you title chapter 4? Write your title at the top of the page.

STUDENTS DO: Write a chapter title.

TEACHER SAY: Turn and share your title with a Shoulder Partner. Tell your partner why you 
chose that title.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.

Accountability

Communication
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OverviewLesson 10

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we wrote the fourth chapter for our story, “Rashad is 
Sick.” We ended our class by writing a title for our chapter. We shared that title with a partner. 
Let’s now share our titles with the whole class. We will Popcorn around the room.

TEACHER DO: Name a student to begin sharing chapter titles.

STUDENTS DO: Share chapter titles.

2. TEACHER DO: Hand out student books and one white piece of paper to each student. Provide 
crayons, colored pencils, or markers for students.

Note to Teacher: Students may create and print digital covers if computers and software are available.

TEACHER SAY: Today we will assemble and produce covers for our book. Th en we will share 
our stories in small groups. Let’s start by creating covers for our story, “Rashad is Sick.” What 
do we need to include on the cover of a book?

STUDENTS DO: Identify parts of the book cover.

TEACHER SAY: We need to include the title, author’s name, and an engaging picture to capture 
the reader’s attention. Th e picture should also be connected to what is happening in the story. 
What type of picture could you draw on your book cover to preview something that will happen 
in the story? Turn and share some ideas with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have students share ideas as a whole class.

TEACHER SAY: Great. We will begin our day by designing the cover for our book.

STUDENTS DO: Create covers.

TEACHER DO: Provide a limited amount of time, perhaps no more than 15 minutes, for students 
to design covers. As they fi nish, direct students to cut out all four chapters of the story. Th is will be a 

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Share fi nal stories with peers.
• Create a cover for the book.

• Blank white paper (one for 
each student)

• Scissors

• Stapler

• Student books

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Empathy:

• Demonstrate empathy in 
communicating with others.

Decorate four chairs in the room and des-
ignate each of them as an “Author’s Chair.” 
Decorating can be as simple as creating a 
decorative sign to be hung on the chair.

PREPARATION
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total of eight pages, including the cover. Model how students will put the pages in order and add the 
cover to the front. Staple the book together for each student.

STUDENTS DO: Assemble the eight pages of the book.

3. TEACHER SAY: I like how each cover looks diff erent. I am interested now to hear how each 
of you ended your story. I am sure you are interested in hearing how others wrote the fourth 
chapter of the story. Let’s break into four groups. Each person in the group will have a turn to 
sit in the special “Author’s Chair” and read their fourth chapter to the group. After each person 
shares, he or she will call on three others to provide positive feedback, or a compliment, on the 
story.

TEACHER DO: Divide the class and set up groups near each “Author’s Chair.” Consider giving each 
student in the group a number to easily determine the order for sharing.

TEACHER SAY: Before we begin to share, I will read out loud the fi rst three chapters of the 
story. Please follow along in your own books.

TEACHER DO: Read aloud chapters 1-3 from the story, “Rashad is Sick.”

STUDENTS DO: Follow along as the teacher reads.

TEACHER SAY: Now, let’s hear the unique endings each of you wrote. You may begin sharing. 
Remember to politely listen as each person shares. What do you think polite listening looks 
like?

STUDENTS DO: Share and Model polite listening.

TEACHER SAY: Polite listening means you have your eyes on the reader, your hands are still, 
your voices are off , and your brain is thinking about what the reader is saying. You are not play-
ing with your own book and you are not talking to your neighbor. Everyone should be ready to 
provide positive feedback.

STUDENTS DO: Politely listen and provide feedback on fourth chapters.

TEACHER DO: Monitor student sharing. Model providing feedback when appropriate. Th is is an 
opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Empathy.

4. TEACHER DO: Bring the class back together. You may choose to leave the student books in the 
classroom for further reading later in the year or allow students to take home their books.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you all for working so hard on your story. Let’s complete our My 
Self-Assessment page.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the self-assessment.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we fi nished our story about how Rashad should treat his illness. We 
used what we learned about how medical treatment has developed over time to help Rashad 
make the best decision. Who would you want to treat you if you were sick like Rashad? Where 
do you think you would go? Turn and share with a Shoulder Partner.

Empathy

     

Academic 
Content


I can use temporal 

words when writing a 

detailed narrative with 

help.

 
I can use temporal 

words when writing a 

detailed narrative.

  
I can use temporal 

words creatively when 

writing an exceptionally 

detailed narrative.

Quality of 
Performance


I can use feedback 

from my peers to 

improve my writing 

with help.

 
I can use feedback from 

my peers to improve my 

writing.

  
I can use feedback from 

my peers to improve 

my writing. I can assist 

classmates and lead in 

this area.

Life Skills


I have trouble talking 

with peers about my 

work.

 
I can talk about my work 

and the work of my 

peers.

  
I can talk thoughtfully 

about my work and the 

work of my peers. I can 

assist classmates and 

lead in this area.
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MY SELF-ASSESSMENT
Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes 
your effort.
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Approaching Expectation
(1)

Meeting Expectation
(2)

Exceeding Expectation
(3)

Academic Content

Uses a graphic organizer to 
plan a narrative with help from 

peers or the teacher.
Writing D.1.a.

Uses a graphic organizer effec-
tively to plan a narrative.

Writing D.1.a.

Uses a graphic organizer 
effectively to plan a narrative. 

Assists peers in this work.
Writing D.1.a.

Uses temporal words when 
detailing the sequence of 

events in a narrative with help 
from peers or the teacher.

Writing B.1.d.

Uses a few temporal words 
when detailing the sequence of 

events in a narrative.
Writing B.1.d.

Uses temporal words consis-
tently and accurately when 
detailing the sequence of 

events in a narrative.
Writing B.1.d.

Creates questions for peers 
to aid in improving others’ 

narratives with help from peers 
or the teacher.
Writing D.1.b.

Creates questions for peers 
to aid in improving others’ 

narratives.
Writing D.1.b.

Creates thoughtful questions 
for peers to aid in improving 

others’ narratives. Assists peers 
in this work.

Writing D.1.b.

Shares minimal knowledge 
about medicine and treatment 

in the narrative.
Science A.1.d.

Shares knowledge about 
medicine and treatment in the 

narrative.
Science A.1.d.

Shares interesting, relevant 
knowledge about medicine and 
treatment in the narrative in a 

creative way.
Science A.1.d.

Quality of Performance

Improves writing based on 
feedback from peers with help 

from peers or the teacher.

Improves writing based on 
feedback from peers.

Builds on feedback from peers 
to further improve writing.

Listens as peers share their nar-
ratives but has difficulty being 

attentive and/or polite.

Listens attentively and politely 
as peers share their narratives.

Listens attentively and politely 
as peers share their narratives. 

Serves as a role model for peers 
in this area.

Life Skills

Has difficulty engaging in 
appropriate discussion with 

peers while sharing ideas and 
writing.

Communication

Engages in appropriate discus-
sion with peers while sharing 

ideas and writing.
Communication

Engages in thoughtful discus-
sion with peers while sharing 
ideas and writing. Takes on a 

leadership role and helps orga-
nize the team in this work.

Communication

Incorporates empathy into 
feedback for peers or the story 
dialogue with help from peers 

or the teacher.
Empathy

Incorporates empathy into 
feedback for peers and the 

story dialogue.
Empathy

Incorporates empathy appro-
priately and effectively into 
feedback for peers and cre-

atively into the story dialogue.
Empathy

Rubric Assessment (for teacher use)
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Chapter Overview

Connecting Forces

Discover Students explore the concepts of force and motion and 
discover the connections between them. Th rough active 
learning experiences, students build upon communica-
tion skills to identify force and motion around them.

2

Learn Students learn how analyzing patterns in data can help 
to make predictions about motion. Students explore the 
eff ect magnets have on various materials, including other 
magnets. Students explore the existence of magnetic fi elds 
through hands-on activities and using evidence.

5

Share Students use the engineering design process and growing 
knowledge of forces, motion, and magnets to create a 
tool for the fi eld of agriculture. Students redesign the 
product using peer feedback to make changes. Students 
self-assess progress.

3

Connection to Issues
Citizenship: We belong. We are part of a human family. We all have needs and we 
all have responsibilities.

Globalization: Technology helps us and has changed over time. We have a special 
culture in Egypt around water.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION LESSONS
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Connecting Forces

Life Skills Addressed
DIMENSION

Learn to Know Critical Thinking:
• Explain thinking processes.

Learn to Work Collaboration:
• Respect for other opinions.

Productivity:
• Create a list of tasks to be accomplished, including setting alternative plans.

Learn to Live Together Sharing:
• Effective management and organization of tasks.

Respect for Diversity:
• Solicit and respect multiple and diverse perspectives to broaden and deepen 

understanding.

Learn to Be Self-Management:
• Review progress in realizing goals.

Accountability:
• Provide effective feedback.

Communication:
• Reading, writing, non-verbal communication skills.

LIFE SKILLS ADDRESSED
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Learning Indicators
Throughout this chapter, students will work toward the following learning indicators:

READING:
A. Reading Foundational Skills: Print Concepts

1.b. Read and utilize the contents of images, titles, head-
ings, and headlines to predict content of text.

D. Reading Skills: Fluency
1.a. Read texts at grade-appropriate difficulty with a level 
of accuracy and fluency to support understanding.
1.b. Read to express the meaning and style of a text 
(interrogative, exclamation, or imperative).
1.c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recogni-
tion and understanding, rereading as necessary.

E. Reading Comprehension: Literature
1.a. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate under-
standing of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 
basis for the answers.
4.b. Identify the main ideas and sub-ideas in a paragraph.

F. Reading Comprehension: Informational Text
1.a. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate under-
standing of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 
basis for the answers.
4.a. Ask and answer questions to define the meaning of 
academic and subject-specific words and phrases.
5.b. Use visual representations and information contained 
in a text to describe its basic ideas.

G. Language: Vocabulary Acquisition and Usage
1.a. Infer the meaning of unknown and multiple-mean-
ing words using a variety of strategies (such as context and 
synonyms).

WRITING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Write complete sentences using punctuation, preposi-
tions, and coordinating conjunctions (such as و, ثم, ف) as 
appropriate.

B. Narrative
1.b. Write a short descriptive paragraph to introduce a 
situation, narrator, and/or characters.
1.c. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, 
and feelings to express experiences and events or show the 
response of characters to situations

SPEAKING AND LISTENING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discus-
sions with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
1.b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions.
1.c. Listen to the speaker with interest and attention until 
the end of the statement or story.
1.e. Listen to speakers in order to make connections; 
comprehend; and gain, clarify, or deepen understanding 
of a topic or issue.

1.f. Build on others’ ideas in discussion and express own 
ideas clearly.
2.a. Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an 
experience with appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive 
details.

MATH:
B. Operations and Algebraic Thinking

1.d. Use strategies to solve multiplication and division 
problems, including:

1) Manipulatives
2) Drawings
3) Arrays
4) The relationship between multiplication and division

C. Numbers and Operations in Base Ten
1.c. Identify arithmetic patterns, including those in addi-
tion and multiplication fact families.

D. Measurement
1.a. Select appropriate tools and measure objects in milli-
meters, centimeters, or meters.

SCIENCE:
A. Skills and Processes

1.c. Represent data in tables to reveal patterns.
1.d. Construct an explanation with evidence (such as 
observations, patterns) and/or data.
1.e. Describe relationships between two objects.
1.f. Listen actively to arguments and indicate agreement 
or disagreement based on evidence.
1.g. Communicate information with others in oral and 
written forms.

D. Physical Science
1.a. Test the properties of various materials.
1.b. Analyze the suitability of various materials for an 
intended purpose.
1.c. Observe that some objects are made of smaller parts 
that can be deconstructed and reconstructed into new 
objects.
1.d. Describe the effects of forces on the motion of an 
object.
1.e. Analyze patterns in an object’s motion to predict 
future motion.
1.f. Describe the effects of magnets on a variety of 
materials.
1.g. Describe the effects of magnets on each other.
1.h. Describe the existence of magnetic force using evi-
dence (such as push or pull without direct contact).

F. Engineering Design and Process
1.d. Explain the importance of engineering design, with 
support.
1.e. Apply the design process, with modeling and 
support.
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SOCIAL STUDIES:
D. Human Systems

1.b. Explain why people must make economic choices.
1.c. Demonstrate how people use saving, spending, and 
budgeting to meet short-term economic goals.

VOCATIONAL FIELDS:
A. Career Social Skills and Preparation

1.a. Identify and demonstrate good interpersonal skills 
at school and home (including in different vocational 
activities).
1.b. Work cooperatively with a group of students to 
accomplish a task (including tasks related to vocations).
4.b. Design and create simple products for agricultural 
and industrial fields.
4.d. Advocate for the importance of vocational safety (in 
industrial, agricultural, commercial, hotel, and tourism 
fields).
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LESSON INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

1 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Observe motion in the classroom.
• Identify forces that cause motion.
• Collaborate to draw conclusions.

2 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Observe how a contact force can start, stop, or change the direction of an object’s 

motion.
• Skim text to identify unknown words.
• Use context to help define unknown words.

3 LEARN: Students will:
• Analyze data to identify patterns.
• Use patterns in data to predict future motion of an object.

4 LEARN: Students will:
• Describe the effect magnets have on a variety of materials.
• Record observed properties of various materials.

5 LEARN: Students will:
• Describe the effects of magnets on each other.
• Identify the north and south pole of a magnet.

6 LEARN: Students will:
• Collaborate with peers to complete hands-on investigations.
• Use observed evidence to describe a magnetic field.
• Use academic words to communicate observations.

7
LEARN: Students will:

• Deconstruct an object with multiple parts to examine how the parts work together.
• Collaborate to reconstruct the parts into a new object.

8
SHARE: Students will:

• Explain why the cost of a product might be important to a farmer.
• Design and create simple products for a farm.
• Review and use the engineering design process.

9 SHARE: Students will:
• Use self-management skills to complete a task.
• Collaborate to build a model of a product.
• Give effective feedback to improve a peer’s model.

10 SHARE: Students will:
• Use feedback to redesign a product.
• Determine design costs for the farmer.
• Self-assess progress in learning.

Pacing GuideCH 1
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Materials Used
Student book Pencils String Crayons

Marbles, one per student Straws, one per student (bend-
able if available)

Ping pong balls (or other 
lightweight objects), one per 

small group

One football for 
demonstration

Ruler, one per group Masking tape Scissors Chart paper or white paper for 
each group

Stopwatch (optional) Screwdrivers Any size ball for demonstration Magnets

Tape Compass Pieces of paper Paper clips

Washers or nuts, one per group Supplies for scavenger hunt 
(optional, see Preparation

Various materials to test with 
magnets

Old objects to be taken apart 
(example: small appliances)

Assorted materials for building (examples: string, cardboard, metal objects such as paper clips and 
coins, assorted sizes of magnets, sticks, wood, glue, tape, cardboard boxes)

PRIMARY 3

DISCOVER
TERM 1

2020-2021
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OverviewLesson 1
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson. Ask students to think, refl ect, share, and listen. Encourage 
students to lead this routine as they become more comfortable.

Th is is a time to excite your students about the chapter.

TEACHER SAY: In our last theme, we learned about origins. What are some things that sur-
prised you in your learning?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to choose three students to answer the question before continu-
ing. Make suggestions as needed to further the conversation.

TEACHER SAY: Today we are beginning a new theme. It is about connections. Talk to your 
Shoulder Partner. What are some ways we have made connections in our class?

STUDENTS DO: Share with partner.

TEACHER DO: Monitor discussions and prepare to write group responses on the board.

TEACHER SAY: I enjoy hearing your ideas. Let’s share some of them with the whole group. I 
will write your ideas on the board. Maybe what you hear will help you think of other ways we 
make connections.

TEACHER DO: Popcorn around the room until you have a variety of responses. Remind students 
of connections such as how the stories we read sometimes connect to our own lives, how working 
together helps us connect to each other, and how reading and mathematics instruction connect to 
the real world.

STUDENTS DO: Recall and share connections.

2. TEACHER SAY: As we fi nish the school year, in our last theme we will be learning about lots 

Students will:
• Observe motion in the classroom.
• Identify forces that cause motion.
• Collaborate to draw conclusions.

• Force
• Motion
• Pull
• Push

• Student books

• Pencils

• Supplies for scavenger 
hunt (optional, see 
Preparation)

• Any size ball for 
demonstration

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.

Students will go on a scavenger hunt to 
observe motion during today’s lesson. If 
possible, take students outside for the scav-
enger hunt. Supply balls and other sports 
equipment for exploration if possible. If the 
scavenger hunt will be held in the classroom, 
make available items that can be easily moved 
around.

PREPARATION
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of different kinds of connections. The title for our first chapter is “Connecting Forces.” Think 
about what you already know about forces and consider what we might learn in this chapter.

TEACHER DO: Write the title on the board. Allow Think Time, then invite students to talk within 
small groups as they are seated in the classroom. Monitor discussions and begin writing ideas that 
you hear on the board.

STUDENTS DO: Share in small groups.

TEACHER SAY: I noticed respectful listening in your discussions. Thank you for communicat-
ing your ideas so well. In Primary 1, you learned about two concepts: force and motion. What 
do you remember about force and motion?

Note to Teacher: This is an opportunity for you to assess students’ prior knowledge of force and motion. 
Even if students do not refer to force and motion in small group discussions, add it to your list on the board 
to trigger responses.

TEACHER DO: After students have responded, look around the room and point to one example 
of a (non-human) object in motion. Examples might be a curtain moving or a pencil being pushed 
across a desk.

TEACHER SAY: Did you see that? There is motion all around us. Would one of you please go 
show the class what I am pointing toward? I wonder why it is moving.

TEACHER DO: Choose a student to go to the motion and describe it to the class.

TEACHER SAY: Can you tell us what caused the motion?

TEACHER DO: Guide the student to explain the cause of the motion. If the student is unable to 
explain, ask other students in the class to help.

STUDENTS DO: Determine the cause of the motion.

TEACHER SAY: We have talked about cause and effect many times in class. If ________ is the 
cause, what is the effect?

STUDENTS DO: Explain cause and effect as they relate to the motion identified in class.

TEACHER SAY: Excellent. The motion is the effect and the cause is what made the motion 
happen. Let’s look at another movement.

TEACHER DO: Draw a cause and effect graphic organizer on the board similar to what students 
have seen previously in the student book.

Write the word “motion” in the EFFECT box. Ask one student to point to something that has 
moved in the classroom. Ask the class whether it is the cause or the effect. Direct students to talk 
with a Shoulder Partner to determine the cause of the motion.

STUDENTS DO: Name cause and effect of another motion identified in the classroom.

TEACHER DO: If students have difficulty identifying the cause of the motion, repeat the process 
with examples given by students until most students can identify motions as the effect and their 
causes.

3. TEACHER SAY: We just named two forms of motion we see in our classroom and tried to 
figure out what caused each motion. We see this cause and effect relationship in many things. 
You learned about force and motion last year. When a force is applied to something, the force 
causes it to move. Let’s look at this ball.

Cause Effect
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TEACHER DO: Write the word “force” in the CAUSE side of the graphic organizer on the board. 
Take out a ball and place it where all students can observe it. Make certain the ball is in a place where 
it can sit motionless. Observe the ball silently for about a minute before continuing.

TEACHER SAY: I am confused. It is not moving. Why not?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with reasons why it is not moving.

TEACHER SAY: So, something needs to cause the motion. Our chart tells us that we need force 
to cause motion. Can I have a few volunteers help us by gently demonstrating how force can 
cause the ball to move?

TEACHER DO: Invite two or three students to (gently) apply a force to cause the ball to move. 
Between each volunteer, bring the ball back to a rest.

STUDENTS DO: Demonstrate force.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you. You have explained diff erent examples of force and you have 
demonstrated how force results in motion. Please work in your small groups to explain what 
force is and how it relates to motion.

STUDENTS DO: Explain force within small groups.

TEACHER DO: Monitor groups, listening for a good example and explanation of force. Ask the 
group privately if they are willing to share their ideas with the class. Bring the class back together as a 
whole group once everyone has had a chance to discuss force. Th is is an opportunity for students to 
practice the Life Skill: Collaboration.

TEACHER SAY: I heard some very good explanations and discussions. I like the way you con-
tinue to listen to each other’s ideas. I have asked one group to explain their idea of force and 
how it relates to motion. Please listen to see if you agree.

STUDENTS DO: Listen and compare to own defi nitions.

TEACHER DO: Write the students’ defi nition on the board as they explain to the class. Ask a few 
students from other groups whether they agree or disagree and why. Lead any discussion that follows 
and adjust the defi nition if necessary.

4. TEACHER SAY: In other words, force and the cause of the motion are the same thing. Th at 
makes sense to me too. We have already seen some examples of force and motion in our class. I 
think it is time for a scavenger hunt. Let’s open our student books to the page Hunt for Force 
and Motion. Read the directions when you fi nd the page. If you need help reading, quietly ask a 
classmate sitting near you.

STUDENTS DO: Find the page and read the directions. If needed, help each other with the 
reading.

TEACHER DO: Explain to students where they will go for the scavenger hunt and what (if any) 
supplies they may take with them. In order for students to observe many examples, you may wish to 
visit an outdoor area where other students are playing with sports or other equipment. Prepare with 
the following instructions:

1. Tell students they will only complete the columns for force and motion at this time.
2. Students in each pair should agree on responses for force. If they cannot agree, fi nd two other 
students to discuss and draw a conclusion together.
3. Review behavioral expectations.
4. Tell students how much time they will have to complete the task (around 10 minutes).

STUDENTS DO: Complete scavenger hunt, record observations, and return to the class-
room for discussion.

5. TEACHER SAY: You found some good examples of force and motion. Were there any exam-
ples that you could not agree on what force was causing the motion?

Collaboration

MOTION FORCE (CAUSE)
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Work with a partner to find examples of force and motion at school.
Write examples of what you find on the chart.

HUNT FOR FORCE AND MOTION

Lesson

1

1. Write your own definition of force.

2. Record the class’s definition of force. 

3. Compare the two definitions. Does your definition have all the information needed? 
Add to or revise your own definition if needed. 
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TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion of any discrepancies in describing force. If there is something 
that is not easily explained, such as a dropped ball, have students mark it for further discussion after 
they have had more experiences.

STUDENTS DO: Share challenging discussions and remaining questions from the scavenger 
hunt.

TEACHER SAY: I heard some of you describe the forces as originating with each other. [Give 
two examples, such as, “I pushed the ball with my hand,” or “I can pull the wagon to make it 
move.”] In Primary 1, you described force with the words PUSH and PULL. Look over your list 
of forces. Can you use the words push or pull for each of those forces? Talk with your Shoulder 
Partner to decide.

STUDENTS DO: Analyze each force in chart.

TEACHER DO: Help students as needed by demonstrating with hand movements as either a push 
or pull. Discuss specific examples with the whole group as needed.

TEACHER SAY: There is a column in the middle of your chart. Go back now and write PUSH 
or PULL for each of the types of force you listed. Push or pull are the words we will use to 
describe the force for each. If you are not sure how to respond, leave the space blank. We will 
see if we can answer these questions over the next few days as we learn more.

TEACHER DO: Demonstrate with one or two examples if needed.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the chart with help from Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: Well done. Now let’s go to the first question on the bottom of the page. We 
wrote a definition before going on our scavenger hunt, but I think we can write a better one 
now. Use quiet Think Time, then write your own definition of force. Use what we have discussed 
to help you write your definition.

TEACHER DO: As students work, help those who may have difficulty writing or developing their 
own ideas. Note any students who have clearly expressed a definition using the terms PUSH and 
PULL in the definition.

TEACHER SAY: I see some thoughtful responses in writing your definitions. Now let’s use our 
collective learning and ideas to write a clear definition of force as a class. I looked at your defi-
nitions as you were working and think I have a good combined definition.

TEACHER DO: Write the following definition on the board to be copied by students: A force is a 
push or pull on an object that causes motion.

TEACHER SAY: Do you agree with this definition? Why or why not?

TEACHER DO: Allow discussion before directing students to copy the definition in their student 
books.

TEACHER SAY: Once you have finished copying the definition, answer the final question. Be 
very thoughtful. We all need to have a good understanding of what the word FORCE means as 
we begin our chapter, “Connecting Forces.”

STUDENTS DO: Compare the two definitions and respond in writing.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we experienced and discovered the relationship between force and 
motion. What is one thing you learned today that built on what you learned in Primary 1?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.
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TEACHER SAY: In our next lessons, we will learn about our Share Project for “Connecting 
Forces.” You will imagine and design a solution to help a farmer in Egypt with a specific force 
and motion problem. We will learn more about the project over the next few days. For now, I 
am curious to know more about this relationship between force and motion. If I use more force 
to push something, will it move further? Turn to your Shoulder Partner and share what you 
wonder about force and motion.

STUDENTS DO: Share questions.
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OverviewLesson 2
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, we explored force and motion. Raise your hand if you recall 
the two words we used to describe the forces we observed?

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands to indicate recollection.

TEACHER SAY: Turn to your Shoulder Partner and Whisper your answer.

TEACHER DO: Pause for students to respond.

TEACHER SAY: Now let’s all say it together. What are two words we used to describe the forces 
we observed?

STUDENTS DO: Respond orally with PUSH and PULL.

2. TEACHER SAY: Very good. Today we are going to learn more about push and pull forces by 
close observation. Let’s begin today with an investigation. You will journal your observations 
in your student book. Turn to the next page, Journaling My Observations. Read the directions 
while I prepare supplies for you.

STUDENTS DO: Find the correct page and read the directions.

TEACHER SAY: Before we begin our investigation, what do you think is meant by “journaling 
an observation?” Talk with your Shoulder Partner before we discuss as a whole group.

STUDENTS DO: Explain journaling to each other.

TEACHER DO: Choose students to explain expectations of journaling. Include use of detailed 
description and writing in phrases instead of sentences. Sketches are also often found in scientists’ 
journals.
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Now I wonder 

Record observations about how a contact force can start, stop, or change
the direction of an object’s motion. Draw pictures to help you remember.

JOURNALING MY OBSERVATIONS

My conclusion is 

Lesson

2

Students will:
• Observe how a contact force can start, 

stop, or change the direction of an 
object’s motion.

• Skim text to identify unknown words.
• Use context to help defi ne unknown 

words.

• Force

• Motion

• Skim

• Student books

• Pencils

• Marbles, one per student

• Straws, one per student 
(bendable if available)

• Ping pong balls (or other 
lightweight objects), one 
per small group

• One football for 
demonstration

• Chart paper or white 
paper for each group

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.Organize students into partners and into 
small groups of four to six ahead of time so 
that you can smoothly transition into partners 
and small groups throughout the lesson.

PREPARATION
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Discover (90 minutes)

3. TEACHER SAY: In our first investigation, we will continue our exploration into force and 
motion. This time we will use marbles. We will explore how we can use force to start, stop, or 
change the direction of an object. To help us understand, let’s observe how forces can affect a 
football.

TEACHER DO: Present a football and ask a student to help you demonstrate how to START the 
football moving. Ask another student how to STOP the motion of the ball. Do not demonstrate 
changing direction. This can be discovered by students. Identify the forces and pushes against the 
ball. After the demonstration, Model writing a journal entry on the board with student guidance. 
Then distribute the marbles for the student investigation.

TEACHER SAY: You will have 10 minutes to work with and closely observe your marbles. 
Explore on your own first, then work with your partner to see how the two marbles can inter-
act. Remember that your goal is to explore how force can be used to start, stop, or change the 
direction of an object.

STUDENTS DO: Explore and journal observations.

TEACHER DO: Observe student interactions and discoveries. Remind students periodically to 
write down notes or sketch in the journal what they are observing. If needed, give more time at the 
end of the 10 minutes for students to journal.

TEACHER SAY: I saw a lot of excitement. What did you notice in your exploration?

STUDENTS DO: Describe experiences and model as needed.

TEACHER DO: Record findings on the board. Ask two students to collect marbles. Ask two other 
students to give each student a straw, and ask two more to distribute one ping pong ball to each 
small group.

4. TEACHER SAY: Let’s conduct one more investigation today. You each have a straw, and each 
group has one ping pong ball. How do you think we can use these to explore force and motion?

STUDENTS DO: Predict methods for the investigation.

TEACHER SAY: Yes. The ping pong ball is very light, so you will blow with a straw to move the 
ball between members of your group. What is the force that you will be using?

STUDENTS DO: Identify air as the force.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, you will blow air through the straw. You can change the amount of force 
by blowing softer or harder. Think about how hard you should blow to move the ball slowly, 
quickly, or in a specific direction. You still have the same goals: Explore how force can be used 
to start, stop, or change the direction of an object. Do you have any questions?

TEACHER DO: Respond to any questions. Tell students they will have only three or four minutes 
to complete this exploration. Monitor progress, reminding students to stop the ball with force as 
well. Allow time for students to journal when they finish with the exploration.

STUDENTS DO: Work in teams to identify effects of force.

TEACHER SAY: What surprised you in this investigation?

STUDENTS DO: Describe experiences and model as needed.

TEACHER DO: Record findings on the board.

TEACHER SAY: We just observed how force can be used to start, stop, or change the direction 
of an object through two different investigations. On the bottom of the page, write your conclu-
sion. This is a statement about one thing you learned in these investigations. The next statement 
is something you still wonder, or a question you still have. Let’s take time now to complete these 
independently.
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STUDENTS DO: Refl ect and respond in writing. (Th is is an opportunity for students to 
practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER DO: Monitor students and collect supplies.

5. TEACHER SAY: We have been focusing on force and motion so far. Let’s turn to the next 
page, A Trip to a Farm, to fi nd out what Rashad and Zeina are doing. Read the directions and 
wait for my next instruction before reading.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions on the student book page.

TEACHER SAY: Before reading, we will skim the story for words we do not know. What do I 
mean when I say SKIM?

TEACHER DO: Accept student answers and Model skimming part of the text for unknown words. 
Use your fi nger to trace quickly over the text and stop at words that may be unfamiliar to students.

TEACHER SAY: Now it is your turn. Do not read the story. Just let your eyes skim the text for 
words that look unfamiliar. Circle those words and we will discuss them in about two minutes.

Note to Teacher: If individual students are having diffi  culty skimming, Model individually by guiding 
your fi nger over the print until you fi nd a word the student probably does not know. Stop and ask the 
student if it is an unknown word. If so, ask the student to circle it and immediately move on. Model with 
one or two words and then ask the student to skim as you watch.

TEACHER DO: Observe students and guide as needed. Bring students back together after a few 
minutes to discuss unknown words. Write the words on the board and demonstrate sounding out the 
word, but do not provide defi nitions yet.

TEACHER SAY: Now it is time to read the story. You may read quietly with your Shoulder Part-
ner. When you encounter a word one of you circled, look at what is happening around it in the 
story. Talk about what you think it might mean. If there is not enough information, talk about 
what topic it might relate to.

STUDENTS DO: Read story with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: When students have fi nished reading, facilitate a discussion about the unknown 
words. Ask students to share what they think a word might mean, referring back to the context given 
in the story. If students cannot defi ne a word, ask them to identify clues around the word, such as 
IRRIGATE helps get water to plants.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss unknown words, referring to context in the story.

TEACHER DO: Once students have reviewed each new word, read the story again either in partners 
or aloud as a whole class. After the second reading, facilitate discussion about the content of the 
story. Questions may include:

• What is the setting of the story?
• Has Rashad or Zeina visited a farm before?
• What do they expect to see on a farm?
• What would you like to see on a farm?

Note to Teacher: If your students already have experiences on a farm, allow them to share their thoughts. 
What would they want Rashad and Zeina to see while visiting a farm?

STUDENTS DO: Discuss and ask questions about reading.

6. TEACHER SAY: Th is story reminds me of something. Do you remember what I said the 
Share Project would be?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

Critical Th inking
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Skim the story for unknown words. Circle words you do not know. 
Read the story when directed by your teacher.

A TRIP TO A FARM

It is a warm day outside as Rashad and Zeina play catch in front of the house. 
Birds are chirping. A farmer passes by in his cart led by a gray and brown 
donkey. Rashad and Zeina notice that the cart is carrying cages of chickens and 
pigeons for the market.

“The farmer reminds me of what we are learning in class. We get to go visit 
a farm. I have always wondered what happens on a farm,” said Zeina as she 
tossed the ball back to Rashad.

Rashad smiled and threw the ball to 
Zeina. “I know there are different kinds 
of farms. Some raise livestock, some 
farmers grow crops, and some do both. 
I even heard there are new farms where 
plants are grown in water instead of 
in the ground. Mr. Mahmoud said we 
will meet with some of the workers on 
the farm. They work very hard to plant 
crops and harvest them. They have to 
know how to fertilize the soil. They also 
work to irrigate the land so plants can 
get water. Other workers care for the 
animals. They need to know what to 
feed the animals and how to keep them 
healthy.”

Zeina tapped her finger to her cheek. “There is so much work to do on a farm. 
Farmers use a lot of equipment. I know some use scythes for cutting, some use 
plows drawn by oxen or cows, and others use big tractors.”

“It is going to be fun to visit a farm. But, Zeina. Can you please throw the ball 
back to me now?” asked Rashad.
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TEACHER SAY: Yes. Our Share Project will be to imagine and create a solution to help a farmer 
in Egypt. Since we are learning about force and motion, we will use these concepts to help the 
farmer. We will work in groups to design, build, and test our ideas. Before we think about what 
we will make, we need to know more about the farmer’s job. What questions would you want 
to ask a farmer? Talk with the others at your table. Each group will have a paper to record their 
questions for the farmer.

TEACHER DO: Hand out chart paper or blank paper for students to record group questions. Allow 
about five minutes for students to record questions.

STUDENTS DO: Share and record questions.

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s have one person from each group read one of the team’s questions. Think 
about the question most people wanted to ask. We will take two minutes for you to choose a 
representative in your group and a question to share.

STUDENTS DO: Choose a group representative and question.

TEACHER DO: Remind students that they are not discussing the questions posed, rather they are 
simply listening to peers share one question the group recorded. After each group shares, collect the 
papers to post on the wall.

TEACHER SAY: You have good questions to think about. We will learn more about farmers and 
their jobs in our next lessons. Then we can decide exactly how to help the farmer in our Share 
Project. Please turn to your group and thank them for helping you today.
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OverviewLesson 3

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: We have been learning about force and motion and about the farm Rashad 
and Zeina are visiting on their fi eld trip. Today we will put these two ideas together. Let’s review 
what we learned about forces and the eff ect they can have on objects. Tell a Shoulder Partner 
one eff ect a force can have on an object.

STUDENTS DO: Review previous learning.

TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion about the eff ect a force can have on an object: Force can start, 
stop, or change direction of the motion.

2. TEACHER SAY: Rashad and Zeina are so excited to visit the farm. I wonder what kinds of 
forces and motion they will see on the farm. Please turn in your student books to Motion on the 
Farm. Read the directions and then work with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Read the story with partners.

TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion on the story. Questions could include:
• What part of the farm do Rashad and Zeina visit fi rst?
• What interesting things do they see there?
• Can you describe the motion of the seeds?
• Why do you think the farmer wants the seeds to land both far and near?
• How does the farmer use the speed of the oxen to help him?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.
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Read the story. Then write the next part of the story. Be sure to include 
dialogue between Rashad and Zeina.

MOTION ON THE FARM

As soon as he got off the bus, Rashad knew it was going to be a fun day at the farm. The 
farmer met them at the gate and said they would visit the cotton fields first.

A little black cat rubbed against Zeina’s legs, and Rashad told her, “I cannot wait to meet all 
the other animals on the farm. We have cats at home, but I have never seen anything bigger 
than a goat up close before.” Zeina said she was excited to look inside the grain silos.

The walk to the fields was short, but so much happened on the way. Rashad lost count of 
the goats he saw in a pen next to a big barn. He was still counting when the farmer said, 
“Look, children, this is how we sow seeds in our field.”

Rashad did not even realize he was in a field. Nothing was growing. How could this be 
a cotton field? He was about to ask when he saw two giant oxen approaching, pulling 
something behind them.

“This team of oxen is pulling a spreader. Look closely at the machine they pull. Do you see 
that lever? It is broadcasting cottonseed.”

Rashad watched as seeds flew out in an arch along the rows of dirt. It was like watching 
a fountain. Sometimes the seeds traveled so far, and other times they fell close to the 
machine. He wondered why the man driving the oxen kept changing the oxen’s speed.

“This is so interesting, Rashad,” Zeina said.

“Do you notice that sometimes the seeds go far and sometimes they fall near? What do you 
think makes that happen?” asked Mr. Mahmoud. Rashad raised his hand.

Lesson

3

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Analyze data to identify patterns.
• Use patterns in data to predict future 

motion of an object.

Cut a piece of string 60 cm long for each 
group, and one (total) piece of string 120 cm 
long. As an alternative, students may measure 
and cut the string to review math skills. Tie 
a washer or nut to the end of each string. 
Find a location where you can hang the 120 
cm string so that it swings freely. You want 
to be able to pull the washer/nut back to a 
90-degree angle before letting it go.

• Pendulum

• Predict

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• String

• Washers or nuts, one per 
group

• Ruler, one per group

• Masking tape

• Scissors

• Stopwatch (optional)

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.

Learn to Live Together

Sharing:

• Eff ective management and 
organization of tasks.

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions
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Learn (90 minutes)

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your ideas. Th is story ends with an unanswered ques-
tion. I wonder if we can use our discussion to write the next part of the story. Follow along as I 
read the directions on the next page aloud.

READ ALOUD: Th ink about the motion of the oxen and the seeds. Write the next part 
of the story below.

Note to Teacher: Students should be comfortable with the idea of writing the next part of the story from prac-
tice during Th eme 3. However, you may wish to provide additional scaff olding in the form of a class or small 
group discussion to determine what elements need to be included (characters, setting, action, and so on).

STUDENTS DO: Use Th ink Time to imagine Rashad’s answer and write what happens next 
in the story.

TEACHER SAY: Please share your story with your Shoulder Partner. Compare your ideas. Did 
you have the same ideas? Explain to your Shoulder Partner why you wrote what you did.

STUDENTS DO: Share stories and discuss similarities and diff erences.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing. You have many creative ideas. Th e farmer needs to 
be able to predict the motion of the seeds to be sure they are spread out around the fi eld. Let’s 
learn more about how he can predict motion. We are going to investigate a diff erent kind of 
movement. We will be looking for a pattern that can help us make predictions.

TEACHER DO: Display a pendulum made from string tied to a washer.

TEACHER SAY: Th is is a pendulum. A pendulum is an object attached to a string that can 
swing back and forth. Watch the pendulum swing. What does it remind you of?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

Note to Teacher: Accept all answers. If students have trouble identifying a real-life example of pendulum 
motion, ask them to think about playing outside on a playground. A swing has similar motion.

TEACHER DO: As you ask each question below, pause to have students share ideas with a Shoul-
der Partner.

TEACHER SAY: I have a few questions for you to consider about this pendulum. For each ques-
tion, think fi rst, then share your ideas with a Shoulder Partner.

• How many times do you think the pendulum will swing back and forth in 15 seconds?
• Do you think we could make the pendulum swing faster or slower?
• How can we fi nd out?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with partners.

TEACHER SAY: Open your student books to the page Pendulum in Motion. We are going to 
read all of the steps together. Th en we will gather our materials and begin collecting our data.

TEACHER DO: Choose students to read each instruction. Discuss questions as they arise. Divide 
students into groups of three and help groups prepare materials. Review expectations of behavior as 
needed. Before collecting data, allow students to practice swinging the pendulum to fi gure out what 
needs to be done to standardize the pendulum test. Students do not yet know the requirements for a 
“fair test” in science, but they may identify questions such as:

• Do we need to always start the washer at the same height? (Yes, students should pull the 
washer back 90 degrees, parallel with the fl oor.)

• What counts as one period? (one full cycle back and forth)

STUDENTS DO: Conduct investigation. (Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the 
Life Skill: Sharing.)

Note to Teacher: Each group may keep their own time with a stopwatch. Alternatively, have students 
release the pendulum at the same time and use one stopwatch or begin silently counting; at 15 seconds say 
stop.

MATERIALS

• String 

• Washer or nut 

• Ruler

• Pencil 

• Masking tape 

• Stopwatch (optional)
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Directions

1. Tape the pencil to the edge of your desk so that half of the pencil hangs over the edge.

2. Tape the end of the string onto the end of the pencil.

3. Pull the washer/nut back so the string is level with your desk.

4. Let go of the washer/nut and count the number of times it comes back to you (consider 
this one period) within 15 seconds. Use a stopwatch to keep time or listen for your teacher 
to count down the time.

5. Record your results on the next page on the row for 60 cm, Trial 1. Repeat steps 1 to 4 
two more times, recording your results for Trials 2 and 3.

6. Remove the string from the pencil and cut the string in half.

7. Tape the string to the pencil again. Repeat three more trials of the test and record your 
results.

Follow the directions to set up your pendulum.

PENDULUM IN MOTION

Sharing
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TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room, assisting and prompting students to record data as 
needed.

4. TEACHER SAY: Everyone did a wonderful job using the Life Skill: Sharing to work together 
to collect data. Let’s look at our data together. Do you see any patterns? Talk with your group 
about what you notice.

STUDENTS DO: Share observations with the group.

TEACHER DO: Starting with the 60 cm trials, have a few groups share their data and ask others 
to confirm whether their own observations were close. Ideally this discussion will establish that the 
swing speeds observed by each group for a given length were similar across the classroom. If the data 
shows drastic variation, discuss possible causes. (Likely the cause will be a difference in process—
release height or what was counted as one period.)

TEACHER SAY: In general, was the MOTION (not speed) of the pendulum fairly consistent?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Some objects in motion make a repeated pattern, like a child swinging on a 
swing or the pendulum we just observed. When the same release was applied, the pendulum 
always swung in the same direction. At each length, the times were mostly similar across multi-
ple groups. We can use these patterns to predict future motion. You are now going to complete 
part 2 of the pendulum investigation. What do you think will happen when you cut the string 
in half again to 15 cm? Write your prediction in your student book.

STUDENTS DO: Use Think Time, then write predictions.

TEACHER SAY: Now, complete the last set of trials with your group. After you collect your 
data, answer the remaining questions together.

STUDENTS DO: Conduct a third pendulum test and answer questions.

5. TEACHER SAY: Over three sets of trials, we have recorded what happens to the pendulum’s 
motion as the string gets shorter. Let’s look for a pattern in the data to see if it can help us make 
a prediction about what would happen with a LONGER string. Talk to a Shoulder Partner 
about any patterns you notice in your data as the string gets shorter.

STUDENTS DO: Share patterns seen in the data.

TEACHER DO: Lead a class discussion about the relationship between the length of the pendulum 
and the number of periods counted. Depending on how consistent group and class data are, students 
may be able to identify directional or numerical patterns. Help students to describe the relationship 
in different ways, such as:

• If we make the string longer, the number of periods ___________ (increases/decreases).
• If we make the string shorter, the number of periods __________ (increases/decreases).
• When we cut the string in half, the number of periods increased by about 3.

Note to Teacher: The analysis of this investigation features many computational thinking skills and mirrors 
how a computer model or simulation is built. By now, students are familiar with the process of identifying 
patterns in data, and may even make connections to mathematics learning, such as being able to express 
the pattern in a mathematical expression. The ability to identify patterns, turn abstract patterns into 
mathematical expressions, and predict future results are key elements in writing algorithms that form the 
foundation of computer simulations and models (such as a model that could predict swing time for any 
length pendulum).

TEACHER SAY: Can you predict how many swings a pendulum with a 120 cm string will make 
in 15 seconds? With your Shoulder Partner, look at your data table to decide if the pendulum 
will swing more times or fewer times as the string gets longer.

STUDENTS DO: Use the data table to make predictions. (This is an opportunity for stu-
dents to practice the Life Skill: Critical Thinking.)

Critical Thinking
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TEACHER SAY: Thank you for working so well with your partners to make a prediction. You 
are using critical thinking to decide how many times the pendulum will swing with a string that 
is 120 cm long. Let’s test it to see if our predictions match the results.

TEACHER DO: Use the prepared pendulum with 120 cm string to demonstrate for the class. Hold 
the string back at 90 degrees, and then release the pendulum. Have students count the number of 
cycles as you count down from 15 seconds.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s share what you learned today. Talk with your Shoulder Partner to answer 
the question: How can you use patterns of motion to predict future motion?

STUDENTS DO: Share learning with partners.

TEACHER SAY: Thank you everyone. I am excited to explore more of the interesting things 
Rashad and Zeina find at the farm during our next lesson.
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OverviewLesson 4

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson we observed motion and then predicted future motion using 
our observations. We did this in a detailed investigation. As humans, we are natural scientists. 
We seek and observe patterns all around us. Raise your hand if you have ever seen a young child 
bounce or roll a ball over and over again.

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands to respond.

TEACHER SAY: How is that child acting like a scientist?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: As natural scientists, we often mentally record patterns without conducting 
specifi c investigations. If we know something about an object’s consistent motion from experi-
ence, we can make predictions about future motion. Let’s see what we know. Open your student 
books to Predict the Motion.

READ ALOUD: Read the scenarios. Predict the motion of the moving objects or person 
in each scenario. Match each scenario to one predicted movement.

STUDENTS DO: Match scenarios to predicted movements.

TEACHER DO: As students work, walk around to assist as needed.

TEACHER SAY: Please share your work with your Shoulder Partner. Compare your ideas. Be 
sure to explain why you chose the match that you did.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.
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Read the scenarios. Predict the motion of the moving objects or person in 
each scenario. Match each scenario to one predicted movement.

PREDICT THE MOTION

Lesson

4

a dancer swaying to the left and 
trying to regain her balance

will move downward

a toy falling from a baby’s hand will move to the left

a bouncing ball hitting the ground will move upward

a marble moving in a straight line 
that is hit by another marble from 

the right
will stop moving

a rock landing in a pile of sand 
after falling from a girl’s hand

will move to the right

SCENARIO PREDICTED MOVEMENT

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Describe the eff ect magnets have on a 

variety of materials.
• Record observed properties of various 

materials.

Consider collecting a variety of materials for 
students to test with magnets. Students can 
also test materials already found around the 
classroom. Be sure there are some examples of 
metals that are NOT attracted to magnets.

• Attract

• Magnet

• Repel

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Magnets

• Various materials to test 
with magnets

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.

Learn to Be

Communication:

• Reading, writing, non-verbal 
communication skills.
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Learn (90 minutes)

2. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing. We know a lot about forces and motion. Today we 
are going to read more about what Rashad and Zeina see on their fi eld trip to the farm. Please 
turn in your student books to the page Rashad’s Discovery. Let’s read to fi nd out what Rashad 
discovers.

TEACHER DO: You may choose to have students read with a partner or independently.

STUDENTS DO: Read the story.

TEACHER SAY: Magnets are used for many diff erent things. Th e farmer used magnets to hang 
up a paper and to position a shade so that it was easy to move. What are some ways you have 
used magnets? Let’s Popcorn.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Great. Using your experience, complete the next page in your student book by 
circling the objects you think would be attracted to a magnet. After you are fi nish circling, work 
with your Shoulder Partner to explain why you chose those objects and how you could test your 
predictions.

STUDENTS DO: Circle objects and explain thinking to Shoulder Partner. (Th is is an 
opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for using your critical thinking skills to explain your reasoning. 
Th e farmer in our story uses magnets to solve some problems he encounters as he works. We 
will also be using magnets in our Share Project to help him solve another problem. Let’s learn 
more about magnets and test out the ideas we recorded. Please turn to the page Testing the 
Eff ect of Magnets. Read the directions silently.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions.

TEACHER SAY: After you have fi lled in the results on the table, return to your seats and we will 
discuss your fi ndings.

TEACHER DO: Set up a supply area with materials for students to test and/or allow students to test 
various materials throughout the classroom.

STUDENTS DO: Explore whether magnets are attracted to various materials and record 
observations.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, we looked for patterns in the data by looking at the numbers 
we recorded in a data table. Today you are going to look for a pattern in the verbal observations 
you recorded. From this pattern we can write a rule about how magnets behave. What do all of 
objects that were attracted to magnets have in common?

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time. Use Calling Sticks to have students share ideas. As students 
share, facilitate discussion to determine a rule for the types of materials that are attracted to magnets.

TEACHER SAY: You are getting really good at fi nding patterns in data. We have determined 
that magnets are attracted to materials that contain certain metals. Did anyone test a metal that 
the magnet did not attract?

STUDENTS DO: Share experiences.

TEACHER SAY: Th at might have surprised you. Th ere are in fact diff erent types of metal. We 
have to be sure our rule is specifi c enough because we know that magnets are not attracted to 
every type of metal. Magnets only attract materials that contain iron, cobalt, or nickel.

TEACHER DO: Record the rule on the board. Allow time for students to answer the questions at 
the bottom of the student book page.

STUDENTS DO: Record or revise answers in student books.
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Read the story.

RASHAD’S DISCOVERY

“We do not always use oxen around the farm for work,” the farmer said to the 
class as he led them up a path. “We have big machines to help us, too.”

The farmer walked up to a shiny orange tractor. It was bigger than Rashad ever 
imagined. It could probably hold ten goats. Rashad could not wait to sit in the 
cab and steer it.

Rashad noticed that the farmer was carrying a schedule to tell him when to 
complete his chores. Both Rashad and Zeina wondered how he could read the 
paper while he worked with both hands. Their question was answered when 
the farmer stepped up into the tractor’s cabin. He pulled something out of his 
pocket and stuck the list right to the wall of the tractor cabin.

The farmer then reached up and pulled a small screen off the roof of the cabin. 
Somehow, he stuck the shade to the bar above one of the windows.

“You never know when one of these will come in handy, so I always keep 
a few with me,” the farmer said as he produced another magnet from his 
pocket. It reminded Rashad of when his mom put his best drawings on the ice 
box. Rashad laughed, remembering how he could not resist taking down the 
magnets to play with them.

Critical Th inking
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What do all of the objects that were attracted to magnets have in common?

Class Magnet Rule #1: 

Does this match your prediction?

Test a wide variety of objects until you find five that are attracted to a magnet
and five that are not. Fill in your results on the table.

TESTING THE EFFECT OF MAGNETS

OBJECTS NOT ATTRACTED TO MAGNETS OBJECTS ATTRACTED TO MAGNETS
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4. TEACHER SAY: Rashad saw two ways that magnets are used on the farm he visited. Let’s read 
about another unique way magnets are used by some farmers. We are going to read a passage 
titled Cow Magnets. What do you think this reading will be about? Before we read, share your 
ideas with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Choose students to help read the paragraph with you to the class, as the content 
may be a bit diffi  cult for independent reading. Th en facilitate a discussion about the text using ques-
tions such as the following:

• How can cows get metal in their stomachs?
• Why is it a problem if a cow has metal in its stomach?
• How do farmers use magnets to help keep cows safe?

TEACHER SAY: It is fascinating how magnets are used to keep cows safe. Using what you know 
about magnets, you are going to brainstorm another way you could use magnets to help keep 
the cows safe from metal in the grass. Read the question at the bottom of the page. Work with a 
Shoulder Partner to come up with a new idea.

STUDENTS DO: Brainstorm a solution using magnets. (Th is is an opportunity for students 
to practice the Life Skill: Communication.)

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we decided on a rule for determining which types of materials will be 
attracted to magnets. We can use this information to help us play, work, or solve problems with 
magnets. You used critical thinking to come up with another solution to help the cows. Let’s 
hear some of your wonderful ideas. As you share, explain how magnets will help.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to answer.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.
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Read the informational text. Underline how magnets help to keep cows safe.

You may have used a magnet to pick up paper 
clips, thumbtacks, or pins. Did you know that some 
farmers use magnets to help prevent their cows 
from getting sick? Cows eat grass. However, cows 
may also swallow nails and other pieces of metal 
that are in the grass. Over time, this metal can get 
trapped in the cow’s stomach. To help keep the cow 
healthy, the farmer makes the cow swallow a large, 
smooth magnet. The cow magnet stays in the cow’s 
stomach. The magnet attracts some of the metal 
pieces swallowed by the cow. The magnet keeps 
the metal from getting trapped in the lining of the 
cow’s stomach. One cow magnet can last an entire 
lifetime. A cow magnet attracts any metal that 
contains iron. A magnet is a material that attracts 
iron or something that contains iron. Magnets 
also attract other metals called nickel and cobalt. 
Magnets have special properties that make them act the way they do. 

COW MAGNETS

It is your turn. Brainstorm another solution.

What could be another way you could use magnets to keep the cows safe from metal pieces 
that may be in the grass they eat?

Communication
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OverviewLesson 5

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, we explored the eff ect magnets can have on a variety of dif-
ferent materials. Turn and talk to your Shoulder Partner about something that surprised you as 
you were testing the materials in our previous lesson.

STUDENTS DO: Share experiences from the previous lesson.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have students share with the class.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing. We discovered that magnets attract materials that con-
tain certain types of metal and that magnets do not have any eff ect on objects that are not made 
of these materials. Today we are going to explore what happens when two magnets are near each 
other.

2. TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: To help us with today’s exploration using magnets, let’s read a little more about 
them. So far in this chapter we have been reading and learning from narratives about Rashad 
and Zeina. Please turn in your student books to the informational text titled How Do Magnets 
Diff er from Other Materials? Let’s orient ourselves to the diff erent type of text. As you look at 
this page, what do you think you will learn about? Share with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: You are correct. Th e subheadings give us clues about the topics in the text. 
Today we are going to read only the fi rst section, titled POLES. Where have you heard this word 
before?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Allow various student responses that demonstrate familiarity with the word, then 
focus the discussion on polar habitats studied earlier in the year. Review where the poles on the globe 
are located.
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Read the informational text. Circle any words you do not know.

HOW DO MAGNETS DIFFER FROM OTHER MATE-
RIALS?

When you bring a magnet near an object, one of two things can happen. The 
magnet may cause the object to move or it might not have any effect on the 
object at all. If the object does move, you would observe the object move 
toward or away from the magnet. How does a magnet do that?

Poles

Magnets are made of iron and other materials 
such as cobalt or nickel. All magnets have two 
poles that are called North and South poles. 
The poles of a magnet are the parts of a magnet 
where the magnetic field is strongest. In other 
words, these are the parts of a magnet where 
the effect of magnetism is observed to be the 
strongest. The south pole of a free-hanging 
magnet will point north. This is how a compass works. A compass needle is 
magnetized and attracted to Earth’s magnetic field. Its poles will align with 
Earth’s north and south poles, as long as there is not a stronger magnet 
nearby. Knowing which direction is north is important for navigating in 
unknown places.

Magnetic Field

Magnets produce a field of force called 
magnetism. This force allows the magnet to 
pull certain materials toward itself and pull/
push other magnets away. Magnetism affects 
certain objects that are in its magnetic field. We 
cannot see the magnetic field. We can observe 
its effects. The best way to “see” the magnetic 
field is to place small filings of iron around a magnet. The pattern that the iron 
filings make near the magnet is the outline of the magnetic field.

Lesson

5

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Describe the eff ects of magnets on each 

other.
• Identify the north and south pole of a 

magnet.

If the magnets are not already labeled, mark 
the north and south poles of each magnet.

• Attract

• Compass

• Pole

• Repel

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Magnets (with north and 
south poles labeled)

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.
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TEACHER SAY: You already know a lot about the regions that we call “poles” of the earth. We 
are going to discover how this word connects to magnets. As you read with a Shoulder Partner, 
be sure to circle any words that are new to you.

STUDENTS DO: Read the informational text with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: In this reading, we came across a special word that describes the ends of a 
magnet. Th is word has several diff erent meanings, so it is important for us to remember what it 
means when we are talking about magnets. Th e important word is POLE. Turn to the next page, 
Vocabulary: Pole.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate a discussion about the new vocabulary word as it is introduced in the 
text. Guide students through fi lling out the vocabulary page as in previous lessons. Be sure to high-
light that all magnets have a north and south pole, but they may be in diff erent positions depending 
on the shape of the magnet.

3. TEACHER SAY: Earlier, I mentioned that we are going to see what happens when two mag-
nets come close together. Let’s make some predictions about what we think will happen.

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time for students to consider what will happen when two mag-
nets are brought close together, then use Calling Sticks to have students share predictions. To avoid 
guessing, ask students to provide evidence and reasoning for predictions. Listen for students to use 
prior experiences as well as what they now know about magnetic fi elds and poles.

STUDENTS DO: Share predictions and evidence or reasoning. (Th is is an opportunity for 
students to practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your predictions. Now it is time to see if our observa-
tions match our predictions. Please turn in your student book to the page When Magnets Come 
Together. Follow along as I read the directions aloud.

READ ALOUD: Use two magnets to follow each direction. Draw a diagram and write 
a sentence to show what happens. Be sure to label the poles of the magnet (North or 
South).

TEACHER DO: Put students into small groups to complete the investigation. Provide two magnets 
to each group.

STUDENTS DO: Complete investigation.

TEACHER DO: Have students return to their seats after they have completed both observations.

TEACHER SAY: Your diagrams and written observations are very helpful in understanding how 
magnets behave. Let’s use what we observed to compose another rule about magnets.

TEACHER DO: Lead a class discussion about what happens when two magnets are brought 
together. Use Calling Sticks to select a few students to respond. Encourage students to use evidence 
to support their points of view. Students should come to the conclusion that when “like” poles meet, 
the magnets push away from each other and when opposite poles meet, the magnets attract each 
other. Introduce the vocabulary of ATTRACT and REPEL, then guide students to compose and 
record a new class magnet rule.

TEACHER SAY: Your evidence shows that when opposite poles of magnets come together, they 
are attracted to each other. We use the academic word ATTRACT instead of the more informal 
STICK or STICK TOGETHER. How does this compare to what happens when a magnet is 
near a material that contains a metal like iron?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Very good. Th ey are similar in that opposite poles are attracted to each other 
just like magnets attract materials with iron in them. Th is is diff erent than what we saw happen 

Definition Examples (written or drawn)

Use it in a sentence

Notes (clues to remember, synonyms, and so on)
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Complete the graphic organizer to help you learn the new word.

VOCABULARY: POLE

Critical Th inking
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Use two magnets to follow each direction. Draw a diagram and write a sentence to 
show what happens. Be sure to label the poles of the magnets (North or South). 

WHEN MAGNETS COME TOGETHER

1. Place the north pole of one magnet near the north pole of another magnet. 

DIAGRAM SENTENCE

2. Place the north pole of one magnet near the south pole of another magnet. 

DIAGRAM SENTENCE

Your teacher is having problems keeping her desk clean. An air vent keeps pushing papers 
across her desk. The papers will not stay together. You notice four different magnets on 
your teacher’s desk. What solution would you suggest to your teacher to help keep the 
papers together? 

Class Magnet Rule #2: 
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when the same poles of two magnets came together. We have a scientifi c word to use to describe 
two magnets pushing away from each other. We can say that when the north pole of a magnet 
comes near the north pole of another magnet, they REPEL each other. Everyone, let’s say that 
word together.

STUDENTS DO: Repeat the word REPEL.

TEACHER SAY: Guide students as a class to compose and record a second rule about magnets 
using the new vocabulary terms ATTRACT and REPEL.

4. TEACHER SAY: We are now going to complete a fun challenge where you will need to use 
your understanding of ATTRACT and REPEL. Turn in your student book to the page Magnet 
Maze. Read the directions silently.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions.

TEACHER DO: Answer questions and clarify directions as needed. Groups will continue using the 
same two magnets from the last activity. As students are working, walk around to assist as needed. 
Encourage students to use both pushes (repelling) and pulls (attracting) to get the magnet through 
the maze.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: We have learned about two important parts of a magnet and the eff ect mag-
nets have on each other. You had the chance to use your knowledge to move a magnet through 
a maze without touching it. Earlier we looked at motion that was caused by forces (pushes and 
pulls) that touch an object. Th e magnets in your maze also had motion but nothing was touch-
ing them. How do you think that happened? Do you think there is a force here that does not 
involve objects touching?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond. To further reinforce the 
idea that a magnetic fi eld is a force, connect the language of PUSH and PULL to ATTRACT and 
REPEL as students discuss ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the class.
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Place one magnet on the START box. Find a way to get the magnet through the 
maze to the END box without touching the magnet. You can only use another 
magnet. If the two magnets touch, you must start over.

MAGNET MAZE

END

START
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OverviewLesson 6

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: We have been learning a lot about magnets, their parts, and the eff ects they 
have on diff erent materials, including other magnets. In our previous lesson, we experienced 
one magnet repelling another without touching it. Share with a Shoulder Partner your ideas for 
how it was possible for one magnet to pull and push another magnet without touching it.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Listen as students discuss. Select two students to share answers with the entire 
class, then hand out student books.

2. TEACHER SAY: Before we use our magnets today, we are going to read a little more about 
them. Please turn back in your student book to the page How Do Magnets Diff er from Other 
Materials? Look at this page and fi nd the second subheading. What do you think MAGNETIC 
FIELD means? Let’s Popcorn some ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your ideas. Now read the paragraph with a Shoulder 
Partner. Remember to circle any words that are new to you.

STUDENTS DO: Read the section titled MAGNETIC FIELD and circle unknown words.

TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion with the class about how it is possible to know there is a mag-
netic fi eld if we cannot see it. Students may cite the example from the reading. (Iron fi lings near a 
magnet make a pattern showing the fi eld.) Encourage students to use evidence from previous inves-
tigations with magnets, such as using a magnet to push another magnet through the maze without 
touching it.
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Read the informational text. Circle any words you do not know.

HOW DO MAGNETS DIFFER FROM OTHER MATE-
RIALS?

When you bring a magnet near an object, one of two things can happen. The 
magnet may cause the object to move or it might not have any effect on the 
object at all. If the object does move, you would observe the object move 
toward or away from the magnet. How does a magnet do that?

Poles

Magnets are made of iron and other materials 
such as cobalt or nickel. All magnets have two 
poles that are called North and South poles. 
The poles of a magnet are the parts of a magnet 
where the magnetic field is strongest. In other 
words, these are the parts of a magnet where 
the effect of magnetism is observed to be the 
strongest. The south pole of a free-hanging 
magnet will point north. This is how a compass works. A compass needle is 
magnetized and attracted to Earth’s magnetic field. Its poles will align with 
Earth’s north and south poles, as long as there is not a stronger magnet 
nearby. Knowing which direction is north is important for navigating in 
unknown places.

Magnetic Field

Magnets produce a field of force called 
magnetism. This force allows the magnet to 
pull certain materials toward itself and pull/
push other magnets away. Magnetism affects 
certain objects that are in its magnetic field. We 
cannot see the magnetic field. We can observe 
its effects. The best way to “see” the magnetic 
field is to place small filings of iron around a magnet. The pattern that the iron 
filings make near the magnet is the outline of the magnetic field.

Lesson

5

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Collaborate with peers to complete 

hands-on investigations.
• Use observed evidence to describe a 

magnetic fi eld.
• Use academic words to communicate 

observations.

Prepare several small pieces of paper for each 
group to use while testing with the magnet 
and paper clip.

• Magnetic fi eld • Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Magnets

• Compass

• Pieces of paper

• Paper clips

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.

Learn to Live Together

Respect for Diversity:

• Solicit and respect multiple 
and diverse perspectives 
to broaden and deepen 
understanding.
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Learn (90 minutes)

3. TEACHER SAY: We now know there is an invisible force that is pushing and pulling our 
magnets together and apart. We are going to continue looking for evidence of the magnetic fi eld 
in another investigation. Please turn to the page Forces from a Distance. Follow along as I read 
the directions aloud.

READ ALOUD: Find at least two ways to make a paper clip move with the magnet. Do 
this without the paper clip coming in direct contact with the magnet. (In other words, 
do not hit the paper clip with the magnet.) Record your ways with diagrams.

STUDENTS DO: Follow along as directions are read aloud.

TEACHER DO: Provide paper clips and magnets to students. Circulate around the room as stu-
dents work to assist as needed.

Note to Teacher: Groups will continue to use the magnets and paper clips for the next activity.

4. TEACHER SAY: Good work. What evidence did you see that a magnet’s magnetic fi eld works 
through the air?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Do you think the magnetic fi eld can work through other objects?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to respond. Encourage students to use 
previous experiences to justify answers.

TEACHER SAY: We are going to test your ideas. Turn to the page Can Magnets Attract Th rough 
Other Materials? Read the directions with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions.

TEACHER DO: Provide pieces of paper to students. Circulate around the room as students work to 
encourage, prompt, and motivate groups to stay focused and on task. After students have answered 
the questions, have them clean up the materials and return to their seats.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the investigation.

TEACHER SAY: I know we are curious about others’ results. Let’s take the next few minutes 
and share our results. Hands Up Pair Up in groups of three to share your results. Did everyone 
get the same results?

STUDENTS DO: Discuss similarities and diff erences of results with two other students.

TEACHER SAY: It is interesting to see what happened with other groups. You probably noticed 
that most of the results are very close to the same number, but not all are exactly the same. An 
important part of an investigation is making a conclusion about the data we collect. Turn to 
another pair of partners and tell them what you learned about magnets working through other 
materials.

STUDENTS DO: Share conclusions with another pair of partners. (Th is is an opportunity 
for students to practice the Life Skill: Respect for Diversity.)

Note to Teacher: Th e following learning experience is written as a student-driven investigation using one com-
pass per small group. If there are not enough magnets for every student to have one, students can share. Have 
one student complete one full line of the magnetic fi eld before passing the magnet to another student. Th is 
activity may also be completed as a demonstration if needed. For a demonstration, place the compass around a 
magnet and have students draw the fi elds shown. If a compass is altogether unavailable, skip to step 6.

5. TEACHER SAY: You are thinking like scientists when you use evidence to compose an expla-
nation. Let’s continue working as scientists. We have read that magnets have magnetic fi elds 
around them. We have seen some evidence that this invisible fi eld works through the air and 
other materials to attract/repel other materials or magnets. We are now going to use another 
tool to make the magnetic fi eld visible.

One way to move the paper clip without the magnet touching it:

Another way to move the paper clip without the magnet touching it:
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1. What is causing the paper clip to move?

Lesson

6

Find at least two ways to make a paper clip move with the magnet. Do this 
without the paper clip coming in direct contact with the magnet. (In other words,
do not hit the paper clip with the magnet.) Record your ways with diagrams.

FORCES FROM A DISTANCE

2. What happens when the magnet and paper clip are too far apart? Why does this happen?
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Test how many pieces of paper can be placed between a magnet and a paper 
clip and still have the magnet attract the paper clip. Record your results. Answer 
the questions.

1. How many pieces of paper were you able to place 
between the magnet and the paper clip? 

2. Why does the magnet attract the paper clip even though it is not in direct contact with the 
paper clip? 

CAN MAGNETS ATTRACT THROUGH OTHER 
MATERIALS?

MY OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

3. What happened when you used more sheets of paper between the magnet and paper 
clip? Why do you think this happened?

Respect for 
Diversity
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TEACHER SAY: Please turn in your student book to the page Where Is the Magnetic Field? We 
are going to follow these steps together to draw the magnetic fi eld around our magnets.

TEACHER DO: Provide materials to each group. Choose students to read each step and discuss any 
questions. Read each step again and Model each step if needed to draw the magnetic fi eld, walking 
around to help students as they work.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the investigation. (Th is is an opportunity for students to prac-
tice the Life Skill: Collaboration.)

TEACHER SAY: Scientists often compare results with each other to see if there are similarities 
or diff erences. Scientists can also fi nd patterns in the data by comparing their results to others. 
Share your drawing of the magnetic fi eld with another pair. How do they compare?

STUDENTS DO: Share and compare drawings.

6. TEACHER SAY: Magnetic fi elds are not just important for sticking things together. People 
have found many other ways to use the magnetic fi eld to help them. Let’s read about one way 
that doctors use magnetic fi elds to help patients. Please turn to the page Magnetism in Use. 
Work with your Shoulder Partner to follow the directions on the page. When you fi nish, look 
up and I will know you are ready to go on.

TEACHER DO: Ask a few students to share experiences using magnets or seeing them in use. 

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Great work, scientists. We found lots of evidence that tells us magnetic fi elds 
exist even if we cannot see them. I will choose a discussion leader to help us close today’s lesson. 
Th e question will be: What surprised you in today’s lesson?

TEACHER DO: Choose a discussion leader to call on students with raised hands.

STUDENTS DO: Share responses.

MATERIALS

• Bar magnet

• Pencil

• Compass
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Follow the directions to draw the magnetic field lines around your magnet.

WHERE IS THE MAGNETIC FIELD?

Directions:

1. Place the bar magnet in the middle of the paper. Trace the outline of the magnet.

2. Place the compass at one pole of the magnet and make a dot next to it showing the 
direction the compass arrow points.

3. Move the compass so that the base of the arrow is at the dot you have just made. Now 
make a new mark where the tip of the arrow is pointing this time.

4. Keep doing this until you reach the end of the paper.

5. Connect the dots. You have now drawn one magnetic field line.

6. Go back and begin again, starting at a different spot around the magnet than you did the 
first time. Repeat the above steps.

7. Repeat the process until you have drawn as many lines as you can for both ends of the 
magnet.

Collaboration

How do you see magnets used around you every day? 

What problems do you think a magnet could help solve?
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Read the informational text with a partner. Then discuss and answer the 
questions.

MAGNETISM IN USE

We use magnets for practical things every day. We can stick a note to the refrigerator or 
ice box with a magnet. There are toys that use magnets to make blocks or train cars stick 
together. Some dartboards use magnets to make the darts stick to the board. 

Magnets are sometimes used to keep wallets, cabinets, or boxes closed. Powerful magnets 
can help separate some metals that can be recycled from other garbage. 
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OverviewLesson 7

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson, we learned about a force that aff ects other objects with-
out touching them. What is this force called?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to choose students to give the correct answer (magnetism or 
magnetic fi eld).

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Th at is right. Magnetism is a force that aff ects some objects, including other 
magnets, without direct contact. Th is force can be very helpful. Share with a Shoulder Partner 
one way that people use magnets.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

2. TEACHER SAY: It has been fun learning about motion and forces that are all around us. We 
have seen they can even be found at the farm. Let’s read about what Rashad and Zeina see next 
on their fi eld trip. Open your student books to the page Th e Farmer Needs Help. Let’s see if 
we can use what we have learned to help him out. Please read the story to yourself as we read it 
aloud in class together.

TEACHER DO: Choose students to read out loud, one sentence or one paragraph at a time. 
Remind students to read with emotion.

STUDENTS DO: Read story.

TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion of the story to ensure student understanding and practice reading 
strategies, such as citing the text when answering questions. Questions could include:

• What part of the farm are Rashad and Zeina visiting now?
• What does the farmer want to do with the cattle?
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Read the story. Underline the problem the farmer needs to solve.

THE FARMER NEEDS HELP

“You might think that farms are old fashioned,” the farmer said, “but our farm is always 
trying to get better. We have been researching some options to give our cattle a better life. 
The oxen work so hard for us in the fields, and our cows provide us with milk. We think they 
would be happier if they could graze on the big open fields instead of being tied up all the 
time. It is important we do not lose them, though.”

Rashad and Zeina talked about this. Rashad thought about how he used to have trouble 
sitting still in class. Zeina noted that she usually worked better in class after some time to 
play in the courtyard. They agreed that if the cattle could be free on the pasture, they would 
be stronger and able to work harder for the farmer.

“We bought some fences,” the farmer explained. “That way the cattle can have this huge 
pasture to graze freely whenever they want. It will keep them healthier and give them a 
chance to exercise.”

Zeina looked at the giant pasture created by the new fences, and then she looked back at 
the barn. It was so beautiful, but suddenly she noticed something. “How do you keep them 
in the barn at night, so they stay safe? They could walk out in the dark and get hurt.”

“That is a great question,” the farmer replied. “We have been struggling with keeping the 
gate closed. It opens like a regular door, but cattle are smart. They have started pushing it 
open to get into the fields all night long.”

Rashad’s mind worked hard to solve the problem. It seemed like everyone would be happier 
if those gates would keep the cattle inside during the night.

Lesson

7

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Deconstruct an object with multiple 

parts to examine how the parts work 
together.

• Collaborate to reconstruct the parts 
into a new object.

Collect a variety of old objects for students 
to take apart. Examples of objects that work 
well are small appliances or toys with several 
working parts. If possible, include items that 
contain magnets. If the objects have screws, 
be sure to have the correct size screwdriver for 
students to use.

• Reverse engineering • Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Old objects to be taken 
apart (example: small 
appliances)

• Screwdrivers (as needed, 
see Preparation)

• Tape

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Sharing:

• Eff ective management and 
organization of tasks.
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• What did the farmer buy?
• What did Zeina notice?
• What is the problem the farmer is trying to solve?

STUDENTS DO: Analyze the text and share ideas.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th e farmer really needs help. We will need to use what we have learned and 
lots of creativity to solve this problem. We are going to do an activity today that will help us 
think creatively. Engineers design and build things to solve problems, but often those solutions 
are not simple. Sometimes the solutions have multiple parts that work together. Our solutions 
for the farmer will likely have multiple parts that work together. Today, let’s learn more about 
how things are made. Turn to the page Does It Have Parts? Read the directions with a Shoulder 
Partner and discuss the parts you see with each other. List fi ve parts in the fi rst column of the 
table at the bottom of the page.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions and share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room and listen in as students list the parts they see. Encour-
age students to make up names for parts they do not know. After students have listed all of the parts, 
partners should work together to answer the questions at the bottom of the page.

TEACHER SAY: Can you believe the tractor is made up of so many parts? Th e next step is 
to think about the purpose of each part. Work with your partner to record your ideas in the 
middle column of the table.

STUDENTS DO: Record ideas.

TEACHER DO: Assist students as needed. It is okay if students do not know the actual purpose of 
each part.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s think about just the wheel for a moment. What does the wheel help the 
tractor do? If the wheel were removed, would the tractor still work?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion with the class about how each wheel is necessary for the tractor 
to work properly, but the wheels are not very useful by themselves. Ask students to imagine what 
would happen if the wheel were on top of the tractor’s roof. Emphasize that the parts work together 
as a system in order to function. Help students understand that when parts are put together in a 
particular way, they can do things that are not possible for each part individually.

TEACHER SAY: Th e last step is to record questions you have about the parts you see. Write 
those in the last column of the table.

STUDENTS DO: Record questions.

4. TEACHER SAY: Great thinking. We can see many parts in this picture of a toy tractor. Do 
you think there are other parts we cannot see? How can we fi gure out what something is made 
of?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

Note to Teacher: Guide students to the idea that we can take things apart to determine the individual parts 
that it contains. Note that the academic term for this process is reverse engineering. Connect this concept to 
what students know about building using the engineering design process.

TEACHER SAY: Th ose are great ideas. We can take something apart. In order to learn about 
how an object works, though, we need a strategy for how we take it apart. What steps could we 
take to learn how something is built and how it works?

TEACHER DO: Record the steps on the board as students suggest them. Allow time for students 
to revise their ideas and the order the steps are recorded. Steps should include ideas such as taking 
off  one part at a time, making drawings about how parts fi t together, and taking notes about what a 
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Look at the picture of a toy tractor. What parts of the toy do you see? 
Name or describe as many as you can. 

DOES IT HAVE PARTS?

PART WHAT IT DOES QUESTION I HAVE
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specifi c part might do. Emphasize that it is okay if students do not understand what a part does. Th e 
learning process often involves questions as well as ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s discover how the parts of an object work together. You will work with 
your group to take apart one object. Please be careful as you take apart the object. Some parts 
will be removeable, and some parts will be glued together or permanently attached. You should 
try not to break your object. As you work, record what you discover. Open your student book to 
the page Reverse Engineering. Read the directions silently.

TEACHER DO: Provide an object to be taken apart to each group. Circulate around the room as 
groups are working to assist as needed. Remind students to keep the pieces they remove.

TEACHER SAY: Remember, you will need to work together to complete the investigation. 
Decide who will go fi rst, and then take turns removing a piece of the object. You will need to 
record each step using drawings and words. Th is can include what you think the part does and 
questions you have about each part.

STUDENT DO: Conduct investigation.

Note to Teacher: Students should take turns taking the object apart. As one student is working on the 
object, the other students can record the steps taken and what they discover.

5. TEACHER DO: When all groups have taken their objects apart, bring the class back together.

TEACHER SAY: Look at the pieces you have removed from the object you have. What do you 
think would happen if you tried to put the pieces together in a diff erent way?

STUDENTS DO: Use Calling Sticks to call on students to share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: How would your new object work? Would it do the same thing, or would it 
have a new purpose?

STUDENTS DO: Use Calling Sticks to call on students to share ideas.

6. TEACHER SAY: Let’s fi nd out. Please turn in your student book to the page Rebuilding in 
New Ways. Follow along as I read the directions aloud.

READ ALOUD: Take turns with your group to put the object back together in a new 
way. After each person adds a piece, record what you did using words and drawings. 
Make sure you draw your pictures in the order of the steps you take.

STUDENTS DO: Follow along as the directions are read aloud.

TEACHER SAY: You may add tape to your object, but nothing else other than the parts you 
have removed. Each person in your group should get to add a part. I want each of you to pick 
up one piece you hope to add. Decide as a group who will go fi rst.

STUDENTS DO: Select a part to add.

TEACHER DO: Allow time for students to build a new object. Assist groups as needed. Encourage 
students to consider what their new object is and how it could be used. After students are fi nished 
building, have them clean up their materials and display the object.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate with group to rebuild a new object and record notes and 
sketches of the process. (Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Sharing.)

7. TEACHER SAY: I love to see everyone’s creativity. We have some very interesting new objects. 
I am sure everyone is excited to share. We are going to do a Gallery Walk to see everyone’s 
creations.

TEACHER DO: Divide the class in half. Half of the class will walk around and ask questions. Th e 
other half of the class will stay with their objects to present and answer questions. After a period of 
time, allow the groups to switch places. Circulate around the room and assist students as needed.
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Follow the steps the class has written to take apart your object. Record the steps 
you take and what you find. Show the parts of your object by making labels or by
using colors.

REVERSE ENGINEERING

.
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Take turns with your group to put the object back together in a new way. After 
each person adds a piece, record what you did using words and drawings. Make
sure you draw your pictures in the order of the steps you take.

REBUILDING IN NEW WAYS

Sharing
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STUDENTS DO: Share objects. Ask and answer questions.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room and listen to conversations. After all groups have had a 
chance to share, collect the objects and materials and have students return to seats.

8. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Everyone did a wonderful job today. You took something apart and then put it 
together in a new way. Do you think that your new object could be used the same way as your 
original object? Which parts are only decorative and do not help the object complete a task? 
Share your thoughts with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Tomorrow you will begin designing a solution for the farmer’s problem. You 
will design a way to keep the gate closed. What ideas did reverse engineering give you? How did 
your group use one part in a new way? Turn and talk to a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.
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OverviewLesson 8

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: During this chapter, we have learned about many diff erent things. Let’s start 
off  with a quick review of all the new things we know about force and motion. We will use 
Th ink Time and then Popcorn our answers.

TEACHER DO: Allow Th ink Time and then choose one student to begin the conversation.

STUDENTS DO: Recall experiences and describe new understandings about force and 
motion.

TEACHER SAY: We have also been learning about magnetism. How is magnetism related to 
force and motion?

STUDENTS DO: Explain magnetism.

2. TEACHER SAY: Excellent. Today we will begin our Share Project. We will design a solution 
for the farmer’s problem. Look back in the story, Th e Farmer Needs Help. Find and put your 
fi nger on the part of the story that tells the farmer’s problem.

STUDENTS DO: Find the farmer’s problem on the bottom of the page.

TEACHER DO: Discuss the problem, including that the animals can push the gate open by 
themselves.

TEACHER SAY: You will design a way to keep the gate closed so the cattle will not escape the 
barn at night. You will use what you have learned to build a model of a gate closure that will 
keep the animals inside. How can you use what you have learned to help build your model for 
the Share Project? Talk with your Shoulder Partner about your ideas.
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Read the story. Underline the problem the farmer needs to solve.

THE FARMER NEEDS HELP

“You might think that farms are old fashioned,” the farmer said, “but our farm is always 
trying to get better. We have been researching some options to give our cattle a better life. 
The oxen work so hard for us in the fields, and our cows provide us with milk. We think they 
would be happier if they could graze on the big open fields instead of being tied up all the 
time. It is important we do not lose them, though.”

Rashad and Zeina talked about this. Rashad thought about how he used to have trouble 
sitting still in class. Zeina noted that she usually worked better in class after some time to 
play in the courtyard. They agreed that if the cattle could be free on the pasture, they would 
be stronger and able to work harder for the farmer.

“We bought some fences,” the farmer explained. “That way the cattle can have this huge 
pasture to graze freely whenever they want. It will keep them healthier and give them a 
chance to exercise.”

Zeina looked at the giant pasture created by the new fences, and then she looked back at 
the barn. It was so beautiful, but suddenly she noticed something. “How do you keep them 
in the barn at night, so they stay safe? They could walk out in the dark and get hurt.”

“That is a great question,” the farmer replied. “We have been struggling with keeping the 
gate closed. It opens like a regular door, but cattle are smart. They have started pushing it 
open to get into the fields all night long.”

Rashad’s mind worked hard to solve the problem. It seemed like everyone would be happier 
if those gates would keep the cattle inside during the night.

Lesson

7

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Explain why the cost of a product 

might be important to a farmer.
• Design and create simple products for 

a farm.
• Review and use the engineering design 

process.

Prepare bags of materials for each student 
group with one sample of each material or 
item available for use in each bag. Arrange 
the remaining supplies in an area accessible to 
all students. List all materials on chart paper 
or on the board to be used for the rest of the 
chapter.

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Assorted materials for 
building (examples: string, 
cardboard, metal objects 
such as paper clips and coins, 
assorted sizes of magnets, 
sticks, wood, glue, tape, 
cardboard boxes)

• Parts left over from Lesson 7

• Chart paper

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.

• Engineering design 
process

KEY VOCABULARY

Share (90 minutes)

Directions
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STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with a partner.

TEACHER SAY: We have many things to think about. Our Share Project is to make something 
that will prevent cattle from escaping the barn on the farm.

TEACHER DO: Divide students into groups of three to fi ve for the Share Project.

3. TEACHER SAY: Let’s begin working on our projects. First, we need to know the expecta-
tions. Open your student book to the last page of this chapter, My Self-Assessment. Please help 
each other fi nd the correct page.

TEACHER DO: Review each section of the self-assessment with students. Clarify any questions 
students may have.

4. TEACHER SAY: Now that we know the expectations, please turn to the page Engineering 
Design Process. Once everyone in your group has found the page, review the process together. 
Th ink about the last time you used the design process and how the steps helped you. Make 
certain everyone in your group understands the steps you will take.

STUDENTS DO: Review design process diagram and explain to those who need help.

TEACHER DO: Bring students back together to answer any questions about the steps of the design 
process.

5. TEACHER SAY: Th e fi rst step of the design process is the IDEA. Th e plan will start with 
ideas from everyone in the group. Open your student books to the page My Ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Open to correct page and read directions.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s start by individually listing our ideas. Th en, we can combine those ideas 
to illustrate a plan for the gate. Take a moment to think before we begin.

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time for students before allowing them to begin writing.

STUDENTS DO: Work independently to write three ideas for the design.

6. TEACHER SAY: Now it is time to begin the next step of the design process with your group. 
Engineers often collaborate to solve real-world problems. First, share the ideas that you have 
listed. Use a Talking Stick to take turns sharing what you have written if needed. Ask your team-
mates to explain reasons why an idea might work.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas and explain designs.

TEACHER SAY: Your group will choose one plan for the animal pen. I will hand out paper for 
you to generate your plan together. Share the responsibility of drawing your design. One of 
you might sketch as others describe details. Maybe you want everyone to draw a diff erent part, 
or perhaps one draws and others label the action of the parts. Th en each of you will sketch the 
same plan in your student book. As you plan, remember that you will be responsible for design-
ing the best solution together.

TEACHER DO: Hand out paper for students to record their group’s decision. Remind students that 
is okay that not every idea is chosen. Maybe each original idea will help solve another problem along 
the way.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate to draw a plan for how to keep the gate closed.

TEACHER SAY: You have all agreed on a plan. What is the next step in our design process?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with MATERIALS.

7. TEACHER SAY: Yes. We need to think about the materials we can use to build our model. As 
we choose our materials, there is one more factor the farmer must take into consideration. What 

     

Academic 
Content


I can use my 

knowledge about 

force, motion, and 

magnets to create a 

solution for a farmer 

with help.

 
I can use my knowledge 

about force, motion, 

and magnets to create 

an effective solution for 

a farmer.

  
I can use my knowledge 

about force, motion, 

and magnets to create 

an effective and unique 

solution for a farmer.

Quality of 
Performance


I can write notes and 

create diagrams, but 

they do not clearly 

explain my ideas.

 
I can write notes and 

create diagrams to 

clearly explain my ideas.

  
I can write notes and 

create diagrams to 

clearly explain my ideas 

in great detail.

Life Skills


I can use a chart 

to detail project 

tasks, record who 

is responsible, and 

check them off when 

completed with help.

 
I can use a chart 

independently to detail 

project tasks, record 

who is responsible, and 

check them off when 

completed.

  
I can use a chart 

to detail project 

tasks, record who 

is responsible, and 

check them off when 

completed. I can assist 

classmates and lead in 

this area.
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Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes
your effort.

MY SELF-ASSESSMENT
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Review the engineering design process. Discuss it with your team members, so
everyone agrees about each step.

ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCESS

Lesson

8

IDEA

MATERIALS

PLAN

BUILD

TEST

IMPROVE
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How can you help the farmer keep the cattle in the barn? Write three 
ideas to share with your team.

1. Write or draw a diagram of three ideas you want to share with your team.

MY IDEAS

2. Draw a diagram of the idea that was chosen. How is the idea similar or different from 
your own?
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do you think a farmer would have to consider before choosing a product to buy that will help 
him on the farm?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with the whole group.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, the product would have to be dependable and last a long time. The other 
thing that would be considered is the cost. If the new tool or part is too expensive, the farmer 
will not be able to afford it. Why do you think cost is important to the farmer?

TEACHER DO: Encourage discussion about the importance of cost to the farmer.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas about cost.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, we learned that when parts are combined, they work 
together as a system to do a new job. It is time to start thinking about how the materials we 
have available can be combined to build a model of your design.

TEACHER DO: Have one student from each group collect a bag of materials.

TEACHER SAY: Each group has a bag with a sample of each type of material that is available 
to use. When building your model, you may use more than one of each item. Open the bag and 
take time to see what you might use to build your model.

STUDENTS DO: Observe and consider how to combine materials to design a new object.

TEACHER SAY: I see some of you are beginning to have ideas. Let’s look at the list of materials 
on the board. You may choose any of the materials listed to build your model. In this project, 
we will also consider the cost of materials for the farmer. When you make your model, you will 
have to budget for the materials you use. This will affect whether or not the farmer will want to 
purchase your product.

Note to Teacher: Make certain students know this is a fictional scenario. Budgeting means they will add up 
the cost of all the parts they buy as expenses.

8. TEACHER SAY: We will work first in teams to decide how much each item will cost for our 
project. There will be only three prices: 1 LE, 3 LE, and 5 LE. Your group will sort the materials 
into three piles to determine most expensive, middle priced, and least expensive. For example, 
rubber bands might cost 1 LE because there are many of them available and they are inexpen-
sive to make. Cardboard might cost 3 LE, depending on its size. Large magnets might be worth 
5 LE because they are more expensive to make or last longer than other materials.

TEACHER DO: Begin by modeling for the class sorting one item for each price. Guide students 
to assign those three items to their own sorts. Answer any questions and give students about three 
minutes to complete a full sort.

STUDENTS DO: Analyze item differences and sort. (This is an opportunity for students to 
practice the Life Skill: Critical Thinking.)

TEACHER DO: Allow students to do a Gallery Walk to observe others’ sorts. While students are 
reviewing others’ ideas, observe group sorts and decide which items are most often in a specific sort. 
Record these in three columns on chart paper for students to view. Discuss as a whole group where 
items that are not consistently in a sort will be placed.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate to sort final items.

TEACHER SAY: Now that we have had time to observe the materials, review your plan together. 
Talk within your group to decide the best materials to use. Then, on your diagram, label the 
materials you will need.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas in groups and label materials on the diagram.

TEACHER DO: As students share in groups, monitor student involvement.

Critical Thinking
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9. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we began using the engineering design process to create a tool to protect 
the animals on the farm. Turn and talk to a Shoulder Partner about how they helped you in the 
group today.

STUDENTS DO: Tell partner one way they helped today.
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OverviewLesson 9

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, we began using the engineering design process to develop a 
product that prevents livestock from escaping their area on the farm. What steps have we taken 
so far and what is our next step?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have three or four students share the steps.

STUDENTS DO: Name steps taken in the engineering design process.

TEACHER SAY: Today we will build, test, and begin to refi ne our design. You will be respon-
sible for managing your own time, but we will stop to test and help each other after you have 
worked for about half our time period. At that point, groups will pair up to test their model 
and give feedback to each other. Th en you will decide how to refi ne your design.

STUDENTS DO: Ask questions about the process.

2. TEACHER SAY: Before you start gathering materials, review your plan and agree on the tasks 
that need to be completed, the order of tasks, and roles of the team members. Let’s turn to the 
next page in your student book, Our Tasks. Follow along as I read the directions.

READ ALOUD: Decide as a group what tasks you need to complete to make your 
model. Record who will be responsible to complete each task. Th en, check off  each task 
when it is completed.
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Decide as a group what tasks you need to complete to make your model. Record 
who will be responsible to complete each task. Then, check off each task when it
is completed.

OUR TASKS

Lesson

9

TASK WHO IS RESPONSIBLE? COMPLETE

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

Students will:
• Use self-management skills to complete 

a task.
• Collaborate to build a model of 

product.
• Give eff ective feedback to improve a 

peer’s model.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Productivity:

• Create a list of tasks to be 
accomplished, including 
setting alternative plans.

Learn to Live Together

Sharing:

• Eff ective management and 
organization of tasks.

MATERIALS

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Materials for building 
model

• Design plan

• Engineering design

KEY VOCABULARY

Seat students in working groups at the 
beginning of the lesson. Hand out the plans 
developed by groups in Lesson 8. Set up the 
materials in a central location in the room so 
all groups can access them.

PREPARATION

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide eff ective feedback.
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STUDENTS DO: Ask any clarifying questions.

TEACHER SAY: Remember that you will be responsible for the cost of materials in your fi nal 
design as well, so making notes about costs should be one of the tasks you list.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss and agree on project management in groups. (Th is is an opportu-
nity for students to practice the Life Skills: Productivity and Sharing.)

3. TEACHER SAY: Once you have determined jobs and tasks to be completed, begin working. I 
will stop you in about _______ minutes to test your model and share feedback.

TEACHER DO: Monitor student work, giving periodic reminders of how much time remains. 
Circulate around the room, asking guiding questions such as:

• Why did you choose this material?
• How will it remain secure?
• What would happen if a cow or ox pushed on it?

STUDENTS DO: Complete tasks and prepare for testing.

TEACHER DO: Halfway through work time, stop students so that they can test the designs. Pair 
groups together so that each group is able to give feedback to another group.

4. TEACHER SAY: Please turn in your student book to the page Testing Our Design. Read 
along as I read the directions aloud.

READ ALOUD: Work with another group to give feedback about each other’s designs. 
Listen to the ideas presented by the other team about your design. On one side, take 
notes and observe what works well about your design. On the other side, write what 
needs to be improved.

STUDENTS DO: Read along. (Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: 
Accountability.)

TEACHER SAY: Th is is a time to give good feedback and to consider whether or not changes 
need to be made to your design. Remember that your feedback is about what works and what 
might need to be improved in the design. Each group will give feedback even if the design being 
tested is not yet complete.

STUDENTS DO: Test designs in paired groups and provide explanations and feedback.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room as students test and share. Remind groups to pro-
vide helpful feedback in kind ways. Once you see that most groups are fi nished, call the class back 
together.

5. TEACHER SAY: Now that you have heard suggestions for your product, draw or write about 
any ideas for how to improve your own product at the bottom of the page. In a few minutes we 
will come back together for fi nal instructions.

STUDENTS DO: Work independently with new ideas for the product.

TEACHER SAY: Remember that each group will decide what changes to make, if any. Your 
group may have diff erent ideas that may work even better. Work together to decide what 
changes you will make. On your group’s plan, record the changes to your design. You may 
redraw the whole design or note changes in another color on your plan. Take time to think 
through your ideas since this will be the fi nal redesign.

STUDENTS DO: Review and collaborate for redesign.

TEACHER DO: Allow students to begin the fi nal design if time allows.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

Productivity

Sharing
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Work with another group to give feedback about each other’s designs. Listen 
to the ideas presented by the other team about your design. On one side, take
notes and observe what works well about your design. On the other side, write
what needs to be improved.

TESTING OUR DESIGN

NOTES IMPROVEMENT

Draw your idea in the box below.

Accountability
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TEACHER SAY: Today we began building our models for the farmer. In our last lesson, we will 
look at the costs for our design and then share those final designs. Let’s take time to thank the 
members of your team. Be sure to tell ways they helped the team succeed today.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts.
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OverviewLesson 10

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we built and tested our models. We also received feed-
back from another team about our designs. Who would like to share something you learned 
from another team?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have students share.

STUDENTS DO: Share new ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Today we will complete our improved designs. In our last lesson, you made a 
plan for your redesign. You will have 20 minutes today to complete your model. Make certain 
each of you know the tasks at hand and who will be responsible for each task.

STUDENTS DO: Assign tasks and complete designs. (Th is is an opportunity for students to 
practice the Life Skill: Collaboration.)

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room, reminding students of time remaining to work and 
asking guiding questions such as:

• What evidence from the tests supports this change?
• How will it improve your tool?

2. TEACHER SAY: Now that we have completed our models, we need to complete the budgets 
for our designs. Turn to the next page in your student book, Cost Sheet. Follow along as I read 
the directions aloud.

READ ALOUD: In the fi rst column, list the materials you used to build your model. In 
the second column, write how many of each item were used. In the next column, write 
the cost for each item. For the last column, choose a multiplication strategy to decide 
how much you are spending on each item. Total the column to determine how much 
money your gate improvement will cost.

Collaboration
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In the first column, list the materials you used to build your model. In the second
column, write how many of each item were used. In the next column, write
the cost for each item. For the last column, choose a multiplication strategy to
decide how much you are spending on each item. Total the column to determine 
how much money your gate improvement will cost.

COST SHEET

ITEM NUMBER OF 
ITEMS

COST FOR 
EACH ITEM

 TOTAL 
COST 

Example: Large magnet 2 5 10

Total Cost: 

Lesson

10

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

Students will:
• Use feedback to redesign a product.
• Determine design costs for the farmer.
• Self-assess progress in learning.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Self-Management:

• Review progress in realizing 
goals.

Learn to Do

Collaboration:

•  Respect for other opinions.

Make certain students are 
sitting with their engineering 
groups and have products as 
well as improvement plans 
from the previous lesson.

PREPARATIONMATERIALS

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons
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TEACHER DO: Use the example on the fi rst line of the chart to explain the process. Answer any 
questions students may have. Consider breaking down the instructions into individual prompts if 
students need more structure to complete the page.

TEACHER SAY: Work with your teammates to list all the items you used and the number of 
each. Th en work independently to fi nd the costs. When everyone in your group is fi nished, 
compare answers. Are there any questions?

STUDENTS DO: Ask questions and complete chart.

TEACHER DO: Monitor as students work to complete the cost chart.

TEACHER SAY: Talk among your group. Could you have saved the farmer money by using 
diff erent materials, or is this the best price for the farmer?

STUDENTS DO: Discuss in groups.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s share some of your costs and whether your product is a good buy for the 
farmer.

STUDENTS DO: Justify the cost of their products.

3. TEACHER SAY: I heard some thoughtful responses. Th ank you for thinking about the 
choices the farmer must make.

TEACHER DO: Determine where around the room groups of three groups can meet, to share fi nal 
models and cost. Assign three groups to each meeting place.

TEACHER SAY: Now it is time for you to present your fi nal gate closure design and costs to the 
others who have joined your group. Listen to each other’s short presentations. Each student will 
then give one comment about the group’s design and costs.

STUDENTS DO: Share projects and give feedback.

TEACHER DO: Monitor presentations and student comments. When everyone has fi nished, 
direct students to return to their own seats with student books. Collect projects for display in the 
classroom.

4. TEACHER SAY: I am impressed with the work you have done. Let’s take a moment to 
complete the self-assessment. Remember, this assessment measures your own individual 
work. It does not measure whether you are satisfi ed with your design. Turn to the page My 
Self-Assessment.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the self-assessment. (Th is is an opportunity for students to prac-
tice the Life Skill: Self-Management.)

TEACHER DO: If time allows, choose students to share another team’s design. Th ey should explain 
why that design and the cost are one of the best models.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: We have learned a lot about connections in this theme. Let’s Popcorn some of 
the things you are most proud of learning and how it relates to making connections.

STUDENTS DO: Share learning.

     

Academic 
Content


I can use my 

knowledge about 

force, motion, and 

magnets to create a 

solution for a farmer 

with help.

 
I can use my knowledge 

about force, motion, 

and magnets to create 

an effective solution for 

a farmer.

  
I can use my knowledge 

about force, motion, 

and magnets to create 

an effective and unique 

solution for a farmer.

Quality of 
Performance


I can write notes and 

create diagrams, but 

they do not clearly 

explain my ideas.

 
I can write notes and 

create diagrams to 

clearly explain my ideas.

  
I can write notes and 

create diagrams to 

clearly explain my ideas 

in great detail.

Life Skills


I can use a chart 

to detail project 

tasks, record who 

is responsible, and 

check them off when 

completed with help.

 
I can use a chart 

independently to detail 

project tasks, record 

who is responsible, and 

check them off when 

completed.

  
I can use a chart 

to detail project 

tasks, record who 

is responsible, and 

check them off when 

completed. I can assist 

classmates and lead in 

this area.
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Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes
your effort.

MY SELF-ASSESSMENT

Self-Management
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Approaching Expectation
(1)

Meeting Expectation
(2)

Exceeding Expectation
(3)

Academic Content

Designs a model of a gate 
closure with a group, with little 
individual contribution to the 

design and function of the 
product.

Vocational Fields A.4.b.

Designs a model of an effective 
gate closure with a group and 
contributes basic ideas to the 

design.
Vocational Fields A.4.b.

Designs a model of an effective gate 
closure with a group and contributes 
essential, creative ideas to the design.

Vocational Fields A.4.b.

Makes observations about how 
smaller parts make up an object 

with support from peers or 
the teacher but does not apply 
this concept to the gate closure 

product.
Science D.1.c.

Makes observations about how 
smaller parts make up an object 
and attempts to apply this con-
cept to the gate closure product.

Science D.1.c.

Makes insightful observations about 
how smaller parts make up an object 
and effectively applies this concept to 

the gate closure product.
Science D.1.c.

Follows the engineering design 
process and describes how it was 
used to develop a product with 

support from peers or the teacher.
Science F.1.e.

Follows the engineering design 
process and describes inde-

pendently how it was used to 
develop a product.

Science F.1.e.

Leads the group in following the 
engineering design process, describes 
how it was used to develop a product 

in thoughtful detail.
Science F.1.e.

Determines the total cost of the 
materials included in the model 
incorrectly or only with support 

from peers or the teacher.
Math B.1.d.

Determines the total cost of the 
materials included in the model 

with accuracy.
Math B.1.d.

Determines the total cost of the 
materials included in the model with 
accuracy. Assists peers in completing 
this work and applying the strategies 

learned in math.
Math B.1.d.

Quality of 
Performance

Offers minimal feedback on 
the effectiveness of a peer’s gate 

closure design.
Science A.1.f.

Offers feedback on the effec-
tiveness of a peer’s closure gate 
design, including general ideas 

for improvement.
Science A.1.f.

Offers especially thoughtful feedback 
on the effectiveness of a peer’s closure 
design, including unique and detailed 

ideas for improvement.
Science A.1.f.

Takes notes to explain a design 
and may include diagrams, but 

the work lacks clarity.
Science A.1.g.

Takes notes that include dia-
grams to explain a design with 

clarity.
Science A.1.g.

Takes notes that include diagrams 
to explain a design with exceptional 

clarity and detail.
Science A.1.g.

Life Skills

Explains thought processes with 
little clarity and may have diffi-
culty expressing ideas to peers.

Critical Thinking
Speaking and Listening A.2.a.

Explains thought processes with 
clarity when sharing ideas with 

peers and the teacher.
Critical Thinking

Speaking and Listening A.2.a.

Explains thought processes with 
exceptional clarity when sharing ideas 
with peers and the teacher. Effectively 
answers questions to further clarify or 

provide more detail when asked.
Critical Thinking

Speaking and Listening A.2.a.

Uses a task list with the support 
of peers or the teacher.

Productivity
Vocational Fields A.1.b.

Uses a task list and adjusts it as 
needed to manage the comple-

tion of a model.
Productivity

Vocational Fields A.1.b.

Uses a task list and adjusts it as needed 
to effectively manage the completion 
of a model. Takes on a leadership role 
and helps organize the group in this 

work.
Productivity

Vocational Fields A.1.b.

Rubric Assessment (for teacher use)
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Chapter Overview

Connecting People

Discover Students discuss how people connect with each other 
in the local community. Students brainstorm challenges 
people face in staying connected and consider how tech-
nology may help solve those challenges. 

2

Learn Students explore the many reasons people use transpor-
tation and how it keeps people connected. Students learn 
about new inventions and innovations in transportation 
and the factors that infl uence a community’s choice of a 
transportation system. Students learn the components of 
a computer and debate the advantages and disadvantages 
of technology use. 

5

Share Students collaborate to design a form of technology for 
the future that will help people stay connected. Students 
work independently to write and illustrate a story about 
Rashad and Yasmeen in the year 2040 using group 
designs. 

3

Connection to Issues
Citizenship: We belong. We are part of our communities, country, and the human 
family. We all have rights and we all have responsibilities.

Globalization: Technology helps us communicate and exchange ideas around the 
world. We can learn from people around the world and also share our ideas and 
culture with others.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION LESSONS
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Connecting People

Life Skills Addressed
DIMENSION

Learn to Know Critical Thinking:
• Identify subject/topic-related information.
• Distinguish between different perspectives and points of view.
• Explain thinking processes.

Learn to Work Collaboration:
• Respect for other opinions.

Learn to Live Together Respect for Diversity:
• Solicit and respect multiple and diverse perspectives to broaden and deepen 

understanding.

Empathy:
• Demonstrate empathy in communicating with others.

Learn to Be Self-Management:
• Review progress in realizing goals.

Accountability:
• Provide effective feedback.

Endurance:
• Demonstrate deliberation and anger management.

LIFE SKILLS ADDRESSED
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Learning Indicators
Throughout this chapter, students will work toward the following learning indicators:

READING:
A. Reading Foundation Skills: Print Concepts

1.b. Read and utilize the contents of images, titles, head-
ings, and headlines to predict content of text.

D. Reading Skills: Fluency
1.a. Read texts at grade-appropriate difficulty with a level 
of accuracy and fluency to support understanding.
1.b. Read to express the meaning and style of a text 
(interrogative, exclamation, or imperative).
1.c. Use context to confirm or self-correct word recogni-
tion and understanding, rereading as necessary.

E. Reading Comprehension: Literature
1.a. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate under-
standing of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 
basis for the answers.
1.b. Describe and compare characters in a story (such 
as their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how 
their actions contribute to the sequence of events.
2.a. Determine the central message or lesson of a text and 
explain how it is conveyed through key details.

F. Reading Comprehension: Informational Text
4.a. Ask and answer questions to define the meaning of 
academic and subject-specific words and phrases.
5.b. Use visual representations and information contained 
in a text to describe its basic ideas.
6.a. Identify the reasons an author gives to support key 
ideas in a text.
8.a. Read and comprehend informational text at appro-
priate difficulty level for Primary 3.

G. Language: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
1.g. Demonstrate command of the conventions of gram-
mar and usage when writing or speaking.

WRITING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Write complete sentences using punctuation, prepo-
sitions, and coordinating conjunctions (such asو, ثم, ف) as 
appropriate.

B. Narrative
1.a. Write narratives to express real or imagined experi-
ences or events, using descriptive details and clear event 
sequences.
1.b. Write a short descriptive paragraph to introduce a 
situation, narrator, and/or characters.
1.d. Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, 
using temporal words and phrases to signal event order.

D. Process, Production, and Research
1.a. Use graphic organizers to plan writing.

1.b. Utilize questions and suggestions from peers to 
strengthen writing.
1.c. Review and revise personal writing to strengthen it.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discus-
sions with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
1.b. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions.
1.c. Listen to the speaker with interest and attention until 
the end of the statement or story.
1.e. Listen to speakers in order to make connections; 
comprehend; and gain, clarify, or deepen understanding 
of a topic or issue.
1.f. Build on others’ ideas in discussion and express own 
ideas clearly.

SCIENCE:
F. Engineering Design and Process

1.a. Explain the characteristics and scope of technology, 
with support.
1.b. Explain the role of society in the development and 
use of technology, with support.
1.f. Assess the impact of products and systems, with mod-
eling and support.

SOCIAL STUDIES:
C. Understanding the World from a Spatial Perspective

2.c. Explain how transportation connects people, places, 
and ideas.
2.d. Identify reasons for why people move from one com-
munity or region to another.

D. Human Systems
1.a. Explain the differences and relationships between 
producers and consumers.
2.a. Compare various methods of exchanging goods and 
services (such as bartering or monetary exchange).
2.b. Describe how and why people trade goods and 
resources around the world.
2.c. Explain how various forms of transportation can 
facilitate trade.

ECONOMICS AND APPLIED SCIENCES:
A. Family Relationships and Safety in the Community

2.b. Explain the importance of showing consideration 
and respect for teachers, family members, friends, peers, 
and other individuals.

VISUAL ART:
A. Producing Visual Art

2.c. Add details to a work of art to enhance what is 
communicated.
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B. Presenting Visual Art
1.b. Describe what a personal piece of art is intended to 
express.

VOCATIONAL FIELDS:
A. Career Social Skills and Preparation

1.a. Identify and demonstrate good interpersonal skills 
at school and home (including in different vocational 
activities).
1.b. Work cooperatively with a group of students to 
accomplish a task (including tasks related to vocations).

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGIES:
D. A. Essential Concepts and Processes

1.a. Compare and contrast the functions of different 
computer concepts, including hardware, software, and 
connectivity.
1.b. Explain simple fundamental concepts in computer 
technology (such as operating systems and network 
systems).
1.c. Explain how digital technologies can improve and 
develop how we live and work (such as through organiza-
tion, time management, and communication tools).

B. Security and Safe Use
1.a. Describe the safe and responsible use of various offline 
and online communication tools.
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LESSON INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

1 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Identify connections between people in a community.
• Identify ways and reasons people connect.
• Brainstorm challenges people face in staying connected.

2 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Explore how technology has changed over time.
• Identify problems that specific technologies solve.
• Brainstorm new ways people may connect in the future.

3 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Identify reasons people need transportation.
• Explain why people trade and how transportation makes trading easier.

4 LEARN: Students will:
• Describe components of a transportation system.
• Identify factors engineers consider when designing a transportation system.

5 LEARN: Students will:
• Identify advantages and disadvantages of new transportation technology.
• Use magnets to model how a maglev train works.
• Imagine new technology to include in a “smart” city.

6 LEARN: Students will:
• Skim a reading passage for details.
• Determine components of a computer and their functions.
• Analyze information and justify responses.

7 LEARN: Students will:
• Identify a problem and possible solution in a story.
• Debate issues, listening and responding respectfully to others.
• Use evidence to support an argument.

8 SHARE: Students will:
• Create a plan to work collaboratively.
• Design a solution to a problem.
• Acknowledge peers’ contributions to group work.

9 SHARE: Students will:
• Communicate ideas within a group to improve a design.
• Be creative in determining the setting for a futuristic story.
• Convey a message using art as the medium.

10 SHARE: Students will:
• Acknowledge the importance of creativity in writing.
• Use the writing process to create a futuristic story that relates to the design solution.
• Self-assess learning and management of goals.

Pacing GuideCH 2
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Materials Used
Student book Pencils Chart paper Crayons

Scissors Index cards Small paper bags Circular magnets (with 
holes, shaped like a donut)

Sticky notes (optional) White paper for final copy of 
writing

PRIMARY 3

DISCOVER
TERM 1

2020-2021
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OverviewLesson 1
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson. Ask students to think, refl ect, share, and listen. Encourage 
students to lead this routine as they become more comfortable.

Th is is a time to excite your students about the chapter.

TEACHER SAY: Today we are going to begin a new chapter in our theme, “Connections.” 
We have learned about how forces can connect things. Our new chapter is titled, “Connecting 
People.” What do you think we will learn?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Lead a class discussion about what it means for people to connect. Include ques-
tions to uncover what students understand about diff erent reasons people have and methods they use 
for staying connected. Ask questions such as:

• What does it mean when we say people can connect?
• Who can share an example of a time they connected with a family member or friend?
• What are some reasons that people would want to connect?
• What are some ways that people can connect in person? When far apart?

2. TEACHER SAY: Sometimes connecting is easy for people, like sharing something exciting 
that happened at school with a parent. Sometimes connecting is more challenging, like when 
a relative lives far away. In this chapter, we are going to identify a problem, or a need people 
have, with connecting and invent a solution for it. We will study the reasons people connect, 
and encounter many diff erent ways to connect, including using new inventions. Let’s begin by 
thinking about our own communities. Turn to the page in the student book My Community. 
Read the directions to yourselves fi rst, then we will discuss the page together.

STUDENTS DO: Read the directions on the page.

TEACHER SAY: You will have a few minutes to draw a picture that shows a community where 
you enjoy making connections. Th is community can include your family, friends, school, or 
other people and places you think should be included. I will give you further directions when 
you are fi nished.

STUDENTS DO: Draw pictures of communities.

TEACHER SAY: Now let’s Hands Up Pair Up to share your drawings. Th e student you share 
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Draw a picture of a community where you enjoy making connections. 
Then have four classmates add to the picture. Describe what it means for 
people to connect in the community.

MY COMMUNITY

Lesson

1

MY COMMUNITY

How people connect in the community:

Students will:
• Identify connections between people in 

a community.
• Identify ways and reasons people 

connect.
• Brainstorm challenges people face in 

staying connected.

• Community

• Connections

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Chart paper

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.
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with will add one thing to your drawing of a community. We will do this four times. Let’s begin.

TEACHER DO: Signal for students to fi nd new partners, allowing time to add to the drawings of 
communities.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas and add to community drawings.

TEACHER DO: Signal for students to return to seats.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your work and being respectful as you added to others’ 
drawings. It is now time to complete the bottom of the page. Write a sentence to describe what 
it means for people to connect in the community you drew.

STUDENTS DO: Write an explanation.

TEACHER SAY: Now share your thoughts with a Shoulder Partner. Listen carefully to what 
your partner says. I will ask you to share his or her ideas instead of your own.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas and listen carefully to others’ answers.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s share with the whole class. I will choose three students to share what 
another student said. Be sure to tell us, respectfully, whether you agree or disagree with your 
partner and why.

STUDENTS DO: Share and respond to others’ ideas. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the 
Life Skill: Collaboration.)

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing. We can see that connecting with people does not 
mean just one thing. We connect with people through our relationships or we might connect 
with others to exchange things, such as food or information. Let’s think about all the diff erent 
people we may connect with in the community.

TEACHER DO: Write “me” on the board. As students share ideas, record the various people stu-
dents connect with on the board as a Web around ME (parents, siblings, friends, teachers, doctors, 
and so on).

TEACHER SAY: Let’s think more about these connections. How do we connect with these 
people? Why do we connect with them? Please turn in your student books to the page Connect-
ing People Web. Follow along as I read the directions aloud.

READ ALOUD: In each circle, write the name of someone you connect with in the com-
munity. On each line, write how and why you connect with that person.

TEACHER DO: Provide an example of the how and why information if needed, such as: I call my 
sister on the phone every evening. Th e reason we connect is because we have fun talking. Other rea-
sons may be to answer a question for work or school, to buy something, or to receive a service. Assist 
students with recording these ideas as needed.

STUDENTS DO: Record ideas on Web.

4. TEACHER SAY: We thought about many diff erent ways and reasons people in our commu-
nity connect. It may be easy to stay connected with your family at home and friends you see 
at school. But what about connecting with people farther away? Or the people you do not see 
every day? Th ese connections can be more challenging. What ways can people connect across a 
distance?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Note student answers that involve computer or transportation technologies.

TEACHER SAY: Many of the ways you mentioned are examples of modern technology. New 
inventions often happen when people fi rst identify a problem or a challenge. Th en they design 
a solution for that problem. Turn to the page Connection Challenges. Read and follow the 

Collaboration

ME
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In each circle, write the name of someone you connect with in the community. On
each line, write how and why you connect with that person.

CONNECTING PEOPLE WEB
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List several people you do not connect with often. Record a reason that makes 
connecting with them a challenge. Then circle the challenge you are most 
interested in solving.

CONNECTION CHALLENGES

PERSON CONNECTION CHALLENGE
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directions. When you are finished, please compare your ideas with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the page and share with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Walk around and help students as needed. If time allows, facilitate sharing some 
ideas as a whole class once most students are finished.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Thank you for working hard today. You have identified many important chal-
lenges people may face with staying connected to each other. Which challenge or problem are 
you most interested in solving? Talk with a different Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: In our next lesson, we will think more about how we can create solutions to 
these challenges for our Share Project. I am excited to see what everyone designs.
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OverviewLesson 2
MATERIALS

Students will:
• Explore how technology has changed 

over time.
• Identify problems that specifi c technol-

ogies solve.
• Brainstorm new ways people may 

connect in the future.

• Technology • Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, we identifi ed who we connect with in the community and 
also how we connect with them. Raise your hand if you recall two ways we connect with others 
and why?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

2. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you. Th ese are just two examples of the many that we shared in our 
previous lesson. We also started thinking about the challenges we face when connecting with 
others. Identifying these challenges is the fi rst step in designing solutions. Solutions often 
include technology. Who remembers what the word TECHNOLOGY means?

STUDENTS DO: Share defi nitions from memory.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, we can think of technology as anything that is a tool designed to solve 
a problem. Technology inventions are not always new ways to solve problems. Sometimes 
inventions just improve on old ways to solve a problem. Many inventions build on, or modify, 
existing ideas or products. Let’s explore this further. Please turn in your student books to the 
page Technology Th rough Time.

READ ALOUD: Cut out each card. Arrange each set of cards in the order in which the 
technology was invented.

STUDENTS DO: Cut out cards and arrange them in chronological order.

TEACHER DO: Allow time for students to cut out and sequence the cards chronologically. Circu-
late around the room to assist and observe students. Students may complete the task independently 
or with a partner.

TEACHER SAY: Great job sequencing the cards. Let’s share our work as a whole class. As you 
listen to your classmates share, see if you agree or if you think you should change the order of 
your cards.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to have a few students share how they sequenced the cards. 
Allow time for students to revise their cards as needed.
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Cut out each card. Arrange each set of cards in the order in which the technology 
was invented.

Set 1

TECHNOLOGY THROUGH TIME

Lesson

2

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions
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Discover (90 minutes)

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for listening carefully as your classmates shared. Each card 
shows a piece of technology that was designed to solve a problem. Let’s think about what those 
problems might have been and how the technology helped to solve it. Please turn to the page 
Problems and Solutions. Read the directions silently and work with a Shoulder Partner to fi ll in 
each box.

STUDENTS DO: Read and follow directions.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room as students work and assist as needed.

TEACHER SAY: Great job identifying the problems that each type of technology helped to 
solve. Let’s share your ideas using Shake It Share It High Five.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with one or two other students.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate a classroom discussion about the problems identifi ed, prompting students 
to extend their thinking to include topics of basic use as well as potential issues of safety.

TEACHER SAY: We know that no invention is perfect. New problems may be identifi ed, and 
the technology can change again to meet the new needs of the people who use it. Even when one 
problem is solved, there may be some disadvantages to the new technology. Let’s look closer at 
the cards you sorted in Set 2. Th ese objects serve the same purpose. Raise your hand if you can 
tell us what that purpose is.

TEACHER DO: Choose students with raised hands until the correct answer is given 
(transportation).

TEACHER SAY: Very good. Each of these cards show us a car, which is used for transportation. 
Th e fi rst cars were designed to meet a need or solve a problem. What do you think that was?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Accept all reasonable answers. Some examples include moving from one area to 
another, visiting other people, trading goods and services, and so on.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, there may be many reasons why someone would invent a car. Looking at 
these four cars from the previous set, we can see how people made improvements to the idea 
each time. Please turn in your student books to the page Advantages and Disadvantages. Read 
the directions silently and then work with a Shoulder Partner to complete the chart.

STUDENTS DO: Record ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: Great thinking. Let’s record your ideas on the board. As students share, place a 
checkmark next to any idea you also wrote in your student book.

TEACHER DO: Allow time for students to share ideas. Record responses on the board.

4. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: We can see that technology helps us solve problems, but there may still be 
challenges and things that can be improved. Let’s use what we now know about the word 
TECHNOLOGY and record our ideas about this vocabulary word. Please turn in your student 
books to the page Vocabulary: Technology. Th is page should look familiar. Work on your own 
to read the directions and complete the page. When you are fi nished, please compare your ideas 
with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Complete the vocabulary page and share with Shoulder Partner. (Th is is 
an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER DO: Walk around and help students as needed to complete the vocabulary page.

Communication

Transportation
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Choose one example of technology from each card set. Consider what problem 
it addresses and how it solves that problem. Record notes on the chart below. In 
the last box, add your own example of a technology that helps people connect.

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Communication

Transportation

PROBLEM SOLUTION
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Look at each car. Write one advantage and one disadvantage of each car’s design.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE

Definition Examples (written or drawn)

Use it in a sentence

Notes (clues to remember, synonyms, and so on)
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Complete the graphic organizer to help you learn the new word.

VOCABULARY: TECHNOLOGY

Critical Th inking
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OverviewLesson 3

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our previous lesson we reviewed the idea that technology is a solution to 
a problem. We also explored how technology can be a new invention but often it is simply an 
improvement on something already created. Turn to a Shoulder Partner and share one example 
of a technology that has been improved over time.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with a partner.

TEACHER SAY: So far, we have been considering how various technologies can help solve 
problems and connect people. For the next few days, we are going to focus on technologies in 
transportation. How do you think transportation relates to our chapter topic of connecting 
people?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Learning about transportation technologies will help us prepare for our Share 
Project of inventing new technology that connects people. How do you think it might help?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

2. TEACHER SAY: Maybe we will get ideas about the type of technology we want to invent 
or improve. Let’s begin by reading an article on transportation. Before we start, think about 
the types of transportation you have used before. What are they? Why did you use that 
transportation?

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Identify reasons people need 

transportation.
• Explain why people trade and how 

transportation makes trading easier.

• Barter

• Trade

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Scissors

• Index cards

• Chart paper

• Small paper bags

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.

Learn to Be

Endurance:

• Demonstrate deliberation 
and anger management.

Prepare a set of transportation cards for the 
trading simulation game. You will need 10 
cards of each type of transportation: boat, 
car, airplane, camel. Sample cards have been 
provided for you at the back of the Teacher’s 
Guide. Label small paper bags with the four 
symbols from the trading map: circle, square, 
triangle, star. Make an equal number of bags 
for each region. Each pair of students will 
need one bag. Post four signs around the 
room, one for each region (circle, square, 
triangle, star) in the trading simulation game.

PREPARATION
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Discover (90 minutes)

TEACHER DO: Choose several students using Calling Sticks.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your experiences. We have been considering the needs 
people have and how technology can provide solutions. Let’s learn about transportation needs. 
Open your books to the page Why People Need Transportation. Follow along as I read the 
directions aloud.

READ ALOUD: Read the article on transportation with a partner. Underline reasons 
people need transportation as you read.

STUDENTS DO: Read and underline reasons people need transportation with Shoulder 
Partner.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s discuss the passage and share what we learned about transportation from 
our reading. Did you read about some of the reasons you have used transportation?

TEACHER DO: Call on students with raised hands and record the reasons on the board or chart 
paper. Facilitate conversation to informally assess student comprehension using questions such as:

• Why is transportation needed when taking a trip?
• Why would someone need transportation to trade goods and services?
• What is one reason adults use transportation?
• What is one reason young people use transportation?

3. TEACHER SAY: You obtained a lot of information from this passage. Well done. We read that 
one reason people need to connect is for trade. Let’s spend some more time exploring this. We 
are going to play a game that will help us understand why people trade and the role transporta-
tion plays in trade. Please turn in your student books to the page What People Trade. Read the 
directions silently.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions.

TEACHER SAY: Th ese cards show various items that people may want or need. What do you 
notice about the cards?

STUDENTS DO: Share observations.

TEACHER DO: Call on several students to share ideas. Students may notice that some of the 
images are goods (food, other supplies) and some of the images are services (building, sewing).

TEACHER SAY: Please cut out the cards from this page neatly. As you cut them out, please keep 
them sorted according to the picture on the card. Th en I will give you the next directions.

STUDENTS DO: Cut out cards.

TEACHER DO: Assist students as needed.

TEACHER SAY: You are going to work with a partner. Each pair will be from one part of Egypt. 
Turn to the next page Trading Map. I will tell you which region you will represent. When you 
know your region, circle it on the map.

TEACHER DO: Split the class into four groups and assign a region to each group.

TEACHER SAY: Th e next step is to look at the goods and services that are shown in your region 
on the map. Th ese are the cards you will keep with you when we begin the game. I will collect 
the other cards.

STUDENTS DO: Identify cards to keep and return remaining cards to the teacher.

TEACHER DO: Collect cards and redistribute to teams based on the region they are in. Within 
each region, students will work with a partner. Give each pair a small paper bag in which to place 
their trading cards. Each bag should be labeled with the shape from the corresponding region on the 
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Have you ever taken a trip? A trip might require taking a bus across town or an airplane 
halfway around the world. Where did you go? What form of transportation did you use?

Going on a trip is one reason people use 
transportation. There are many other reasons 
people may need to use transportation. Young 
people need to be educated at schools. Adults 
need to earn money at their jobs. Some schools 
and jobs are too far away to walk. Everyone may 
want to visit friends and family and to go on 
vacation.

Transportation does more than move people 
around. Transportation also moves goods. People 
need a wide variety of goods like food, furniture, 
and clothing. Transportation makes it easier to get 
resources found in different areas. Transportation 
brings goods from where they are made to where 
they are sold. Transportation also helps connect 
people so they can trade for the things they need. 
All communities depend on good transportation.

Lesson

3

Read the article on transportation with a partner. Underline reasons 
why people need transportation as you read.

WHY PEOPLE NEED TRANSPORTATION
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RICE

DATES

 JEWELS

SEAMSTRESS (LABOR)

COTTON

SALT

FISH

BRICKLAYER (LABOR)

CLAY

STONE

PAPYRUS

GOLD

ALMONDSAPRICOTS

OLIVE OIL

Cut out the cards. Listen to your teacher for directions.

WHAT PEOPLE TRADE

N
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Look at the map of Egypt. Listen for your teacher to tell you from which region 
you will be trading. Circle your region.

TRADING MAP
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map. Before playing the game, physically divide the class into four sections.

TEACHER SAY: The cards you have in your bag are the goods, services, and money you have to 
trade with others. Take a moment to look at the map in your student book. Why do you think 
would someone want to trade goods or services with others?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Encourage students to consider the idea that each person may not have the same 
goods and services to begin with.

TEACHER SAY: Those are wonderful ideas. You will notice that each team does not have the 
same goods and services to start the game. There may be a chance that you need or want the 
goods found in another region. For example, if you need salt for cooking or preserving food, 
you may want to trade with someone from the western desert region. How might you be able to 
get the salt you need? How can you convince someone to make a trade with you?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: As you play, you will have to decide what makes a trade worth it. If someone 
wants to trade your gold necklace for one of their fish, do you think that is a fair trade? Why or 
why not?

TEACHER DO: Call on several students to share ideas using Calling Sticks.

TEACHER SAY: Now you will have the opportunity to trade with other teams. We will play the 
game in two rounds. For the first round, you may trade any or all of the contents of your bags, 
but you may only trade with teams in your own region. No one is required to trade if they do 
not want to.

STUDENTS DO: Trade cards with other teams. (This is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skills: Collaboration and Endurance.)

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room and assist teams with trading. Be sure students are not 
crossing to another part of the room. Allow several minutes for students to trade and then bring the 
class back together.

TEACHER SAY: Thank you for working so well together. It was exciting to hear your conver-
sations as you tried to convince others to trade with you. Raise your hand if you traded with 
another team.

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands.

4. TEACHER DO: Lead a class discussion about the experience students had with round one. 
Including questions such as the following:

• If you made a trade, why did you decide to trade?
• If you did not make a trade, why not?
• Are you happy with what you have in your bag now? Why or why not?
• What restrictions did you have on trading? What effect did that have on your team?

Looking closely at the map, what might be a reason that you could not trade with teams on the other 
side of the room? (Students can refer to the map to see that distance over land, water, or difficult 
terrain may make it impossible to trade without some type of transportation to help.)

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: We will now conduct one more round of trading. This time, you will be able 
to connect with teams in all regions to trade. But in order to trade with some of the regions, 
you will need to use different forms of transportation. Getting or using transportation will cost 
you, so you will need to decide what you will trade to do that. I will act as the “transportation 
banker.” If you want to use a form of transportation, you must come to me and ask to trade 
some of your goods for a form of transport. After you receive one type of transportation, you 
may use it for the remainder of the game.

Collaboration

Endurance
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STUDENTS DO: Trade cards with other teams. (This is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skills: Collaboration and Endurance.)

TEACHER DO: Be sure students are only crossing to another part of the room if they have the 
appropriate type of transportation. The teacher acts as the “transportation banker.” Teams must trade 
goods and/or money to purchase or use transportation. Allow several minutes for students to trade 
and then bring the class back together.

TEACHER SAY: Wow. I heard many great discussions as you traded with all regions around 
Egypt. Raise your hand if you made a trade in this round.

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands.

TEACHER SAY: I noticed that there were times that you traded one good for another and other 
times that you traded money for a good. Today, goods are usually purchased with money; how-
ever, people still do trade one good for another. This is called BARTERING, and it has existed 
since ancient days before the concept of money even existed.

5. TEACHER DO: Lead a class discussion about the experience students had with round two. 
Including questions such as the following:

• If you made a trade with a team on the other side of the room, why did you decide to trade?
• How did you decide which item you wanted to get from other teams? Or which item(s) you 

were willing to give up?
• Was there a difference in your experience trading items and trading money?
• How did the addition of transportation options affect your trading?
• How do you feel about what is in your bag now compared to what was in it at the beginning 

of the game?

After the class discussion is complete, collect the cards and bags and have students return to seats.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: You have had some good discussions about trade and transportation today. 
Now, turn to your table group and discuss what type of transportation you would need to con-
nect with another team in another part of the world to trade goods and services.

STUDENTS DO: Form groups and share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Thank you for all of your hard work today. In our next lesson, we will learn 
more about how transportation helps to connect us to others.

Collaboration

Endurance
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OverviewLesson 4

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, we learned that trade is one important reason that people 
use transportation to connect. Let’s read a story about Rashad to review another reason people 
use transportation. Please open your student books to the page Getting to Zeina’s House. Please 
read the story to yourself as we read it aloud in class together.

TEACHER DO: Choose students to read out loud, one sentence or one paragraph at a time. 
Remind students to read with emotion.

STUDENTS DO: Read story.

TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion on the story to ensure student understanding and practice read-
ing strategies, such as citing the text when answering questions and comparing characters. Questions 
could include:

• Where did Rashad want to go and why?
• Why was Rashad’s mother unable to drive him to Zeina’s?
• Why was Rashad unable to walk to Zeina’s?
• What types of transportation did Yasmeen suggest? Were they good options?
• What type of transportation would you suggest Rashad use?

STUDENTS DO: Analyze the text and share ideas.

2. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing. Let’s think more about how Rashad decided to 
choose the type of transportation that he did. Not every type of transportation works in all 
situations. It is important to consider where you are going and what you need to take with you. 
Please turn in your student books to the page Meeting People’s Needs. Read the directions to 
yourself and then follow those directions.

STUDENTS DO: Read and follow directions in student book.

TEACHER DO: Lead a class discussion on when and why people would choose to use each type of 
transportation in the passage, including questions such as the following:
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Rashad came home from school and told Mother he wanted to play at his cousin Zeina’s 
house. “Mother, can you please take me to Zeina’s house? We made plans to play football in 
her backyard,” he said.

“I am sorry, Rashad, but I cannot take you today. I do not mind if you go see her, but our car 
is not working,” Mother said.

Rashad was disappointed. Then he started thinking 
about his problem. How could he get to Zeina’s 
house? She lived nearly 10 kilometers away, so he 
knew it was too far to walk.

“You should take an airplane,” said Yasmeen. “You 
would be there in no time. Or maybe you could 
take a hot air balloon!”

Rashad giggled at his little sister. “I cannot take 
an airplane, Yasmeen. Airplanes are used when 
people need to travel far away. They also cost a lot 
of money to use. And hot air balloons are not good 
for traveling.”

“You love to run, Rashad. Why don’t you just sprint over there as fast as you can?” she said, 
looking proudly at her big brother.

“I could do that,” Rashad said, nodding his head, “but it would take me nearly an hour to 
run that far, and I would have to run home again. We would barely have any time to play 
together.”

Rashad was frustrated. He went outside to think about how he could get to Zeina’s house. 
Just outside the door, he spotted the bicycle Yasmeen had recently received for her 
birthday. He rushed back inside to ask Yasmeen for permission to borrow it.

“What are you willing to trade me?” Yasmeen asked with a smile.

Read the story. What type of transportation should Rashad use to get to 
Zeina’s house?

GETTING TO ZEINA’S HOUSE

Lesson

4
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Read the passage. Circle the types of transportation you have used to connect 
with other people.

MEETING PEOPLE’S NEEDS

Bicycles are very useful for short journeys in 
good weather. 

Ships are ideal for carrying cargo over the 
ocean.

Automobiles can carry people quickly and 
efficiently within their communities and regions, 
while trucks and trains can carry heavy cargo. 

Airplanes are useful for traveling very long 
distances or over oceans quickly. 

Each form of transportation provides a unique set of advantages and disadvantages, making 
it ideal for different circumstances. 

People work together and use many types of transportation to support a community.

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Describe components of a transporta-

tion system.
• Identify factors engineers consider 

when designing a transportation 
system.

• System • Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Chart paper

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Identify subject/topic-related 
information.

• Distinguish between diff er-
ent perspectives and points 
of view.

• Explain thinking processes.
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Learn (90 minutes)

• Which type of transportation would be good to use if you were visiting your friend down the 
street? Why?

• Which types of transportation could you use if you wanted to connect with people on the 
other side of an ocean? Why?

• Which type of transportation is best to use if you needed to transport goods that weigh a lot?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

3. TEACHER SAY: In a city like Cairo or Alexandria, you would fi nd cars, bicycles, buses, 
trucks, trains, boats, and airplanes. Th ese are all part of a transportation system. A SYSTEM 
is simply a set of things that work together for a common purpose. Th ere are many types of 
systems. Earlier this year we learned about systems in our bodies that work together to keep us 
healthy. Transportation systems work together to keep people and goods moving.

TEACHER DO: Write the various types of transportation mentioned in a list on the board.

TEACHER SAY: How do you think these diff erent parts work together in a large city to support 
the community?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Good thinking. A transportation system is a collection of people and machines 
that work together to transport passengers and cargo. In addition to the airplane transporta-
tion system, there are transportation systems that involve highways, railroads, bus routes, and 
subway lines. What parts make up a transportation system we use in our local community?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Decide on a transportation system that is common in your community. As stu-
dents think through all of the parts of which it is comprised, make another list on the board. If you 
live in Cairo, narrow students’ focus to a smaller neighborhood or region of the city so that not all 
options previously listed would be applicable.

TEACHER SAY: All of the many transportation systems we have are connected. How do you 
think the transportation systems in our community connect us to people both near and far? 
Let’s use some Th ink Time fi rst, then you may share your thoughts with your group.

TEACHER DO: Signal time for group discussion. Bring students back together after they have had 
time to discuss. Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.

TEACHER SAY: If I call on you, tell the class something one of your friends said. Be sure to use 
specifi c examples in your explanation.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your ideas. Transportation systems are everywhere. It 
takes a lot of thought and planning to design a system that works smoothly. Let’s read more 
about how engineers design these systems. Turn to the page titled Designing Transportation 
Systems. We will read the article aloud together.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to choose students to read the article, each reading a few sen-
tences. If needed, read the article out loud to the class.

STUDENTS DO: Read along.

TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion of the article, including questions such as the following:
• What is the fi rst thing an engineer does using the design process?
• What factors are listed that an engineer considers when designing a transportation system? 

(location, who will use the system)
• What other factors can you think of that an engineer might consider? (cost, climate, and so 

on).
• What similarities are there between the process described in the article and how we use the 

Engineering Design Process in our classes?

Critical Th inking
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Read the article. Underline the factors engineers must consider when they 
design transportation systems.

DESIGNING TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

When designing a transportation system, 
engineers must think about several 
factors. One factor is location. Where is the 
transportation system going to go? What are 
the advantages and disadvantages of that 
location? How far do the people using the 
system need to go? Will the system be used 
on land, in the water, or in the air? 

Another factor an engineer must consider 
is who will use the system. Will the system 
need to transport people, cargo, or both? 
How many people will use the system, 
and how often? If a bridge is needed, 
the amount of traffic across the bridge is 
important to know. How wide or strong 
must the bridge be to fit everyone? What 
features might be needed to control the 
direction and speed of traffic?

Engineers are trained to solve design challenges. One important design challenge is 
improving transportation systems. Engineers must design a solution that meets the needs 
of the community. The solution also needs to respect the environment. Engineers use a 
process when they do their work, which starts with identifying a need and writing a goal.
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4. TEACHER SAY: Can you believe how much work goes into designing systems? Th ere are so 
many factors to consider. We are going to think through a few more examples of transportation 
systems to see if we can think like an engineer. Turn in your student books to the page Trans-
portation System Diagram. Read the directions silently, and then we will discuss together.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions silently.

TEACHER SAY: Th is page shows us a diagram an engineer may use when working through the 
PLAN phase of the engineering design process. Let’s go through the diagram together. Who can 
read the NEED for us?

TEACHER DO: Call on a student to read the NEED aloud.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you. We have identifi ed a need in the community: to connect people in 
diff erent countries around the world safely. For this example, we are going to look at the system 
that uses airplanes. Let’s look at box 1, LOCATION. Th is box lists where the airplane transpor-
tation system will be used. It also includes advantages or disadvantages of the location.

TEACHER DO: Call on a student to read the LOCATION box aloud.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you. Th ese are just a few things to consider with the location; there may 
be many more. Now let’s look at box 2, USERS. Th is box lists who, or what, will use the air-
plane transportation system. Again, these are just a few examples. Who can read this box aloud 
for us?

TEACHER DO: Call on a student to read the USERS box aloud. Continue discussing the rest of 
the diagram, reviewing the purpose and examples given in each box.

• Box 3: RESOURCES NEEDED, lists the major things and people needed to make the system 
work.

• Box 4: RESULTS, lists what will happen when we use this transportation system.
• Box 5: FEEDBACK, shows what we will consider in order to fi nd out if we have met our 

need, or goal. We need to look at how well the system is working and also identify any issues 
we have. Th en we can use this feedback to change our other factors and improve the system.

TEACHER SAY: Now it is your turn. On the next page there is a blank diagram. Choose 
another transportation system that works on land or in the water. Maybe you want to design a 
transportation system so that everyone in this school could go on fi eld trips, or everyone in this 
class could visit each other’s homes more quickly than walking from one to the next. With a 
Shoulder Partner, fi ll out each of the boxes in the diagram.

STUDENTS DO: Fill out the diagram using an example of a transportation system on land 
or in the water. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER DO: As students are working, walk around to help them understand how to fi ll out the 
diagram. Remind them that they can look at the example diagram if they need help remembering 
what to write in each box.

Note to Teacher: Transportation systems are not just for larger vehicles like cars, planes, and trains. In 
countries such as the Netherlands, Japan, and China, bicycles and the transportation systems that support 
bicycle travel are a matter of national importance. Many cities have built dedicated bike paths or bike 
lanes on highways. Other cities have adopted bicycle share programs that allow commuters and others to 
use bicycles as needed.

TEACHER SAY: Please share your transportation system diagram with a new partner. Explain 
what you included in each box and why. Listen carefully to each other.

STUDENTS DO: Explain transportation system diagrams to Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Walk around and listen to students as they explain the diagrams. Encourage stu-
dents to provide reasoning for their choices.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.
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Look at the sample diagram. Fill in the blank diagram with another type of 
transportation system that is used on land or in the water.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DIAGRAM

Need:

Around a million Egyptians currently live in North America. Another million live in Europe, 
and a few hundred thousand live in Australia. Design a transportation system that safely 
connects Egyptians to their family members and friends abroad.

4. Results

• Flights 

• People traveling

• Destinations around the world

5. Feedback

• Number of flights

• People traveling

• Accidents

1. Location

• Airport near a 
major city in each 
country

• If not in a city, 
need bus/car to get 
there

• Airplanes will use 
air

3. Resources 
Needed

• Airports

• Airplanes

• Pilots and 
attendants

• Technology 
support systems

2. Users

• Adults and 
children

• Baggage

• Pets

• Hundreds of 
people every day

Type of transportation system: 
Airplanes

Critical Th inking
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TEACHER SAY: Everyone has been working very hard today, analyzing different transportation 
systems used in Egypt and around the world. For our closing today, talk with your Shoulder 
Partner to answer the question: How did you work today as an engineer?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with a partner. (This is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skill: Critical Thinking.)

TEACHER SAY: Thank you for sharing. In our next lesson, we will learn about transportation 
innovations that engineers are designing to make transportation systems work even better.

Critical Thinking
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OverviewLesson 5

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, you created a diagram to show diff erent parts of a transpor-
tation system. To start today, let’s share a few of those systems. I will choose students to share 
with Calling Sticks.

TEACHER DO: Call on three or four students to share.

STUDENTS DO: Share transportation systems.

2. TEACHER SAY: Great job recalling the systems you diagramed. We learned that the feed-
back we get from using a system may tell us that we have to revise the system. We might need 
new or more resources, or we might need to better understand who the users are. Th is is an 
opportunity for engineers to use innovations to make the systems work even better. Let’s revisit 
something we explored in our last chapter to see if we can use what we learned to imagine an 
improvement to a transportation system. Please turn in your student books to the page Floating 
Magnets. Read the directions silently.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions.

TEACHER DO: Answer any questions students have about the instructions and then distribute 
materials to each small group.

STUDENTS DO: Set up the investigation and record observations.

TEACHER DO: As you circulate around the room, encourage students to push one magnet toward 
the other to feel how the force of the magnets repelling increases as the two magnets are pushed 
closer together. Students may feel this force almost like a spring between them.

TEACHER SAY: Th at was exciting. I love watching how the magnet fl oats in air. It might look 
like magic, but of course we know there is a scientifi c reason this happens. Who can remember 
the scientifi c term for the reason the magnet fl oats?
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Read the instructions. Follow the steps to complete the activity. Record your 
observations with a drawing and words.

FLOATING MAGNETS

Lesson

5

MATERIALS

• Pencil

• Two circular magnets

Instructions:

1. Hold the pencil upright on your desk. Slide one magnet down the length of the pencil so it 
rests on the desk.

2. Slide a second magnet onto the pencil so that it does not touch the first magnet. 
Remember what you learned about the poles of a magnet to help you. 

My Observations:

When I placed the second magnet on the pencil...
My Drawing

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Identify advantages and disadvantages 

of new transportation technology.
• Use magnets to model how a maglev 

train works.
• Imagine new technology to include in 

a “smart” city.

If circular magnets are not available, students 
can try to balance one magnet on top of 
another by facing opposite poles together.

• Hyperloop

• Innovation

• Maglev train

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Circular magnets (with 
holes, shaped like a donut)

• Chart paper

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.
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Learn (90 minutes)

TEACHER DO: Accept either “repel” or “magnetic force/fi eld” as correct answers, then facilitate 
discussion to have students describe why one magnet fl oated using these two scientifi c terms.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: We cannot SEE a magnetic fi eld, but we can see its eff ect. What evidence did 
you see that a magnetic force exists?

TEACHER DO: Allow Th ink Time and then call on students with raised hands until the correct 
answer is given. (Th ere is a gap between the two magnets that cannot be closed.)

TEACHER SAY: What do we know about magnets that makes this happen?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas (such as like poles attract and opposite poles repel).

TEACHER SAY: Today, we are going to learn about how magnets connect to transportation. 
Th ink about a type of transportation you use. Do you think magnets are a part of the design? 
Do you think that type of transportation could be redesigned to use magnets? Talk with a 
Shoulder Partner about your ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with partners.

3. TEACHER SAY: Engineers use their understanding of how things work, such as how mag-
netic poles work, to create new technology and innovations to solve problems. Let’s learn about 
some of these innovations. Please turn in your student books to the page Transportation Inno-
vations. Let’s read the directions together.

READ ALOUD: Read the article with your teacher. First, fi nd the innovations that use 
magnets in the design. Th en, read the article again and circle the advantages and under-
line the disadvantages of each innovation.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s read the article together. Follow along as I read aloud. Whenever you hear 
how magnets are used, give me a Th umbs Up.

STUDENTS DO: Follow along and show Th umbs Up.

TEACHER DO: Read the article aloud. Pause to explain unfamiliar words if needed.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for following along as I read. We heard magnets mentioned several 
times. It is so interesting to hear how engineers have found creative ways to use magnets in 
transportation. Now I would like for you to read the article again with a Shoulder Partner. Th is 
time circle the advantages and underline the disadvantages of each innovation.

Note to Teacher: Th e following work can be completed individually, in partners, or together as a whole 
class.

TEACHER DO: Read the fi rst paragraph and image caption together. Identify the advantages of 
longer distances in less time, low cost, and carrying cargo. Identify the disadvantage of not enough 
speed. Model highlighting this information.

TEACHER SAY: Now, continue reading the article, circling the advantages and underlining the 
disadvantages of the remaining two types of transportation innovations.

STUDENTS DO: Read the article, locating and circling or underlining information.

TEACHER DO: After students have completed reading, circling, and underlining, use Calling 
Sticks to have students share the examples they found. Ask students to identify which section the 
information is in (under which subheading) so that other students can easily locate the same infor-
mation. Chart student answers at the front of the room. Create a T-Chart, with one side labeled 
“Advantages” and the other side labeled “Disadvantages.”

4. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for identifying so many advantages and disadvantages of 
new transportation innovations. Communities need to consider all of the advantages and 
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Read the article with your teacher. First, find the innovations that
use magnets in the design. Then, read the article again and circle the
advantages and underline the disadvantages of each innovation.

Long ago, people relied on animals to cross large distances on land. The horse and carriage 
allowed people to travel far with goods. Travel by carriage was very slow. Trains were 
invented to help people travel long distances more quickly. Trains were also inexpensive. 
Many people could afford to use them. Trains are still used today, but people want to travel 
across land even faster. Engineers are now designing new ways to travel across land. 

Maglev Train

Magnetic levitation (maglev) trains work 
by using powerful magnets. The magnetic 
force makes the train “float” above tracks. 
A maglev train ride is smooth and quiet. It 
can also move very fast—more than 480 
kilometers per hour. The main disadvantage 
of the maglev train is that it is expensive to 
build and operate.

Hyperloop

The hyperloop system will send people 
and goods through large tubes very fast. 
The speed is estimated at almost 1,200 
kilometers per hour. A trip that takes 
six hours now could happen in just 30 
minutes. The way it works is similar to 
the maglev train. Magnets on the track 
and in the sled’s engine push the pods 
along the track. The hyperloop does not 
need much energy to run, and it does not 
make pollution. Not everyone is convinced 
the hyperloop is a good idea. Some say 
it is too expensive and the engineering 
challenges are too difficult.

TRANSPORTATION INNOVATIONS
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disadvantages to find the right type of transportation that works for them. Let’s talk about how 
communities might make decisions about transportation.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

Note to Teacher: For example, if a community has a large number of people who like to ride bicycles, the 
city might build bike paths and create a system for securely parking and storing bicycles. Some communities 
continue to build new roads and highways for travel by cars, buses or trucks. But when the cost of gasoline 
continues to go up, cities are looking for new ideas to help. The innovations we just read about might be 
expensive, but many large cities are building them because they transport people quickly and without using 
gasoline. Many cities are looking for alternatives to car/bus/truck travel that is low-cost, uses no gasoline or 
electricity, and helps keep people healthy.

TEACHER SAY: There is an exciting project happening in Egypt. A new capital is being built 
and it will include innovations, many of which include transportation. Engineers are also using 
new technology to keep people safe. Let’s apply what we have been learning about innovations 
to a new context. Turn in your student books to the page Building A New Capital. Read the 
directions and then follow them with a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Read and answer the question with partners.

Note to Teacher: This article has words that may be familiar to students when read out loud but that 
students may not recognize in written form. Consider using a prior strategy, such as circling and discussing 
unknown words, before pairs work together to read the article.

TEACHER SAY: Good job reading together. We learned about a few of the innovations that will 
be in the new capital. Let’s think about what some of the advantages and disadvantages may be 
for each of the ideas we read. First, we need to list each innovation. Raise your hand if you can 
name one for us.

TEACHER DO: Call on students to name the innovations in the article (sensors for smoke and fire, 
traffic and accident monitors, airport security, baggage scanners, digital money only) and list them 
on the board as students share. Then lead a class discussion about the advantages and disadvantages 
of each item on the list, recording as students share.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: We learned so much about transportation innovations today. It is exciting to 
think about what the future will look like. You did a wonderful job using your imaginations to 
think about the type of technology you would like to see in the new capital. For a closing today, 
we are going to use Hands Up Pair Up to share your ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Find a partner, listen, and share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Repeat the process once or twice more, allowing time for both students to share.
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OverviewLesson 6

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the last few lessons, we focused on how transportation helps us stay con-
nected. We learned about ways our government has designed a new capital. Part of the design 
had to include transportation. Let’s think: What would you do to make travel in a new capital 
easier? Let’s Hands Up Pair Up and fi nd a new partner to talk with.

STUDENTS DO: Share with partners.

TEACHER DO: Monitor conversations, listening for new ideas about innovations.

2. TEACHER SAY: It seems that whenever we talk about new ideas, it also involves some sort of 
new technology. One form of technology you are all probably very familiar with is the com-
puter. Th e computer has been very important to the development of technology over time. How 
do you think computers have helped us stay connected?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas about connections made because of computers.

TEACHER DO: As students are sharing ideas, write responses on the board. If students reference 
cell phones, tablets, or other tools, list them separately.

TEACHER SAY: You have named quite a few connections we are able to make because of the 
computer. Th ere are many parts to a computer that help it complete a job. Let’s learn about the 
major parts of a computer system. It is fun to be engineers and learn how things work. Turn to 
the next page in your student book, Th e Parts of a Computer. Read the directions and review 
the pictures. Do any of the images look familiar?

STUDENTS DO: Turn to the page and review pictures.

TEACHER SAY: Look over the pictures with your Shoulder Partner. Work together to see how 
many of the pictures you can identify.

Lesson

6
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Look at the pictures on the page. What do you know about each of these 
parts of a computer?

THE PARTS OF A COMPUTER

A computer system is a set of hardware (equipment) and software (programs) that work 
together to complete a task or function. They input, output, process, and store data and 
information. The basic parts of a computer are:

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Skim a reading passage for details.
• Determine components of a computer 

and their functions.
• Analyze information and justify 

responses.

Write the following titles on three pieces of 
chart paper for the lesson’s closing: Transpor-
tation, Communication, Other Ideas. Read 
through the simulation in step 5 to make 
sure you understand the steps students will 
demonstrate.

• Central processing unit 
(CPU)

• Input

• Memory

• Motherboard

• Output

• Skim

• Storage

• Student books

• Pencils

• Index cards

• Th ree pieces of chart paper

• Sticky notes (optional)

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Identify subject/topic-related 
information.
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STUDENTS DO: Discuss pictures.

Note to Teacher: This is an opportunity to observe students’ prior knowledge. If no pictures look familiar, 
ask students why that might be the case. (Many of these images show parts that are inside a computer, so if 
a student has never taken a computer apart, they would be unfamiliar.)

TEACHER SAY: What do you think you might learn in the text below the images?

STUDENTS DO: Predict they will learn about the parts of a computer.

3. TEACHER SAY: Let’s see if you are correct. The text will help us understand the pictures. 
First, let’s skim the text for words you may not know. Who would like to Model for the class 
how to skim a text?

TEACHER DO: Choose a student volunteer to demonstrate skimming. Ask the student volunteer 
to Model using a finger to move quickly across the text, stopping at an unknown word.

STUDENTS DO: Model and observe skimming.

TEACHER SAY: Thank you for modeling for us. Now it is your turn to find words you may not 
know or understand. Please circle the words and we will discuss them together.

TEACHER DO: Write the words on the board and help students decode. If the word is one that is 
defined in the text, tell students the reading will help them define it.

STUDENTS DO: Share unknown words.

TEACHER SAY: Read independently and then with your Shoulder Partner. Remember that you 
are reading an informational text. How does reading for information change the way you read? 
Let’s begin by reading the information together.

TEACHER DO: Choose a student to read the first paragraph. As the passage is being read, begin to 
draw a diagram on the board that will explain the sentence, “They input, output, process, and store 
data and information.” Label the diagram with INPUT, OUTPUT, PROCESS, and STORE DATA. 
Use the diagram and label it as students use the text and illustrations to build an understanding of 
the computer system.

4. TEACHER SAY: As we read each of the descriptions, let’s make connections to the jobs on 
this diagram.

TEACHER DO: Read each description orally, one at a time. Ask students to use the reading and the 
illustrations to help you explain and complete the diagram. Draw arrows between parts that work 
directly together.

STUDENTS DO: Make connections between diagram, reading, and illustrations.

TEACHER DO: Guide students as needed to copy the diagram onto the bottom of the student 
page. You may choose to redraw the diagram step-by-step.

TEACHER SAY: This diagram can help us see a process, but it is still a little hard to imagine. 
Let’s act out this process so that we can better understand it.

Input CPU Mother-
board

Output

Memory

Storage
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5. TEACHER DO: Divide the class into groups of six students. Have students stand in groups and 
within the group, count off from 1 to 6. Assign the following roles by number, writing them on the 
board for reference. Distribute two index cards to the input device students and one to the output 
device students. Before beginning the simulation, have the input device students write “start calcu-
lator” on one index card and a simple multiplication problem on the other. Have the output device 
students draw a simple calculator on their index card. The CPU student needs a pencil. Repeat the 
simulation a couple times so that students can become familiar with the process.

• 1 = Motherboard
• 2 = Input device
• 3 = Central processing unit
• 4 = Memory
• 5 = Storage
• 6 = Output device

TEACHER SAY: Follow my directions to see how the parts of a computer work together.
• Input device, hand the command “start calculator” to the CPU.
• CPU, hand the command to the motherboard, who hands it to storage.
• Storage, hand the command to the motherboard, who hands it to the output device.
• Output device, show your calculator drawing.

Okay, we have started our calculator program. Now let’s solve a problem.

• Input device, now hand your multiplication problem to the CPU.
• CPU, solve the problem and then hand the answer to the motherboard who hands it to 

the memory.
• Memory, hand the answer back to the motherboard, then to the output device.
• Output device, show the answer.

TEACHER DO: Ask students to reflect on how the simulation helped make the diagram clearer. If 
students have questions that you cannot answer, this is okay. Encourage your students to research 
answers or ask computer programmers that they may know for help.

TEACHER SAY: It is amazing to learn more about how computers work. All of this and more is 
happening in less than a second when we tap buttons on a keyboard. We have used computers 
in class for our learning. Can you use the information in the text to explain how the computer 
was able to complete tasks for us? For example, which parts of the computer were used when we 
made presentation slides?

STUDENTS DO: Analyze and justify responses.

TEACHER DO: Extend with other examples, such as researching information or typing a paper. 
Students are only expected to have general knowledge at this point, connecting experiences to the 
reading.

TEACHER SAY: We talk about computers like we use in class, but there are other forms of tech-
nology that use computers. Did you know our cars and washing machines have computers that 
help them work? Can you think of any other examples of how computers are used?

STUDENTS DO: Share experiences.

6. TEACHER SAY: Cell phones connect people. How is the cell phone like a computer? Let’s use 
some Think Time, then discuss with your Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Consider connection between the cell phone and the computer.

TEACHER DO: Lead a discussion about computer technology and how it has evolved to impact all 
areas of our lives. Draw a web on the board connecting the computer to our daily lives. For example, 
computers help our trains run, organize train schedules, turn on street or track lights automatically, 
and so on. Expand the web with students’ ideas, covering much of the board to demonstrate just how 
much the world is connected through the computer.

STUDENTS DO: Give examples of how computers help in daily lives.
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TEACHER SAY: The computer has really changed the way we live. We use computers in the 
classroom to learn and connect to the world around us. How does the computer help us connect 
to the world?

STUDENTS DO: Give examples of learning about the world through computer use.

TEACHER SAY: When people think about the future, they often invent things using their 
imagination that might solve problems in the future. Many of these solutions involve some 
form of technology. Decades ago, people thought robots to help do chores were a fantasy. Do 
we have anything like that now?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with ideas, such as automatic vacuums or refrigerators that can 
store a grocery list. (This is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Critical Thinking.)

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: I love thinking about the future. Remember that our Share Project is going 
to be to create a design for the future that will help us stay connected. Let’s take a few minutes 
to collect some ideas of problems or needs that we can improve upon. So far, we focused on 
transportation and communication technology. Write your ideas on sticky notes and when you 
finish, add your ideas to one of the three pieces of chart paper. One is for transportation, one is 
for communication, and one is for other ideas.

TEACHER DO: Hang chart paper in three places around the room. Direct students to write on 
sticky notes or directly on the charts around the room. These charts will help students brainstorm 
ideas for the Share Project.

Critical Thinking
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OverviewLesson 7

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, we learned about the computer and how it works. Do you 
remember the main parts of the computer and what each does?

STUDENTS DO: Share what was learned about computer components.

2. TEACHER SAY: Today we will begin with a story about Rashad and Yasmeen. Th ey seem to 
be having trouble getting along today. Turn to the next student page, My Turn. Can you predict 
what the story is about from the title?

STUDENTS DO: Make prediction.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s see if you are correct. Th e directions say:

READ ALOUD: Read the story to yourself. Th en read the story again with your partner. 
Use expression as you read.

TEACHER SAY: Th is is a chance to practice using expression in our reading. Once you fi nish 
the story, think about how the story might end.

STUDENTS DO: Read the story twice.

TEACHER DO: Monitor students’ reading. Assist with small group reading as necessary. When 
students have fi nished reading, bring the class back for discussion of the story. Ask questions such as:

• What is the problem in the story?
• How do you know that Mother is unhappy?
• What is upsetting Mother?
• Why is the family going to be late?
• Why is Rashad annoyed with Yasmeen?
• Why is Yasmeen annoyed with Rashad?

Lesson
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Mother is waiting at the door. She has keys in her hand. Her foot is tapping 
and she is not very happy.

“Rashad, please stop talking on your cell phone. We have 15 minutes to 
get to school. We will be late again. And Yasmeen, your report should have 
been finished yesterday. You have been on the computer since you got 
home yesterday. You are not the only one in the house who needs the 
computer. Please come now.” Mother shook her head and walked to the 
car.

Yasmeen turns to her brother, Rashad. “You are always on your cell phone, 
Rashad. You should be more considerate of Mother.”

Rashad throws his jacket at Yasmeen. “I would not be on my cell phone if 
you were not on the computer all the time. You never let anyone else use 
the computer,” he says.

Read the story to yourself. Then read the story again with your partner. 
Use expression as you read.

MY TURN

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Identify problem and possible solution 

in a story.
• Debate issues, listening and responding 

respectfully to others.
• Use evidence to support an argument.

• Advantage

• Debate

• Disadvantage

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons or colored pencils

• Th ree charts from previous 
lesson

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Respect for Diversity:

• Solicit and respect multiple 
and diverse perspectives 
to broaden and deepen 
understanding.
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• Has the problem been solved? If so, what is the solution?
• Have you ever had a problem like this? Please explain.
• Who is responsible for the problem? Who should fi x it and how?

STUDENTS DO: Discuss reading, including relating the story to their own lives.

3. TEACHER SAY: When we communicate, we are connecting with each other. Th e way we 
choose to communicate with others can be positive and it can be negative. It seems Rashad 
and Yasmeen are having diffi  culty communicating with each other and with their mother. Let’s 
think about how we communicate with others. How do you communicate with others without 
using technology?

STUDENTS DO: Discuss ideas, such as spending time with each other, seeing and talking 
with others.

TEACHER SAY: What are some ways you communicate using technology?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas, such as cell phone, video calls, email, texting, instant mes-
sages, and so on.

TEACHER SAY: What ways do you think help you stay connected the best? Be sure to explain 
your thinking.

STUDENTS DO: Continue conversation about staying connected with other people.

TEACHER SAY: Some people think we can be too connected with technology, and this pre-
vents us from connecting with people. How do you think you could be too connected with 
technology?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with ideas, such as spend a lot of time looking at our computers 
and phones and less time talking with others face-to-face.

TEACHER DO: If students do not come up with the idea of less face-to-face time, suggest the idea.

TEACHER SAY: If you did not have a computer, cell phone, or games to play, how might you 
spend your time?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas, such as spending time with friends or family.

TEACHER SAY: So now let’s think about our statement again: Some people say technology pre-
vents us from staying connected with others. How would you respond? Talk with your Shoulder 
Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share with Shoulder Partner and then share with the whole group.

4. TEACHER SAY: If we think back to the story of Rashad and Yasmeen, maybe it is more than 
being late that is upsetting Mother. Let’s turn to the next page in our student book, Staying 
Connected. Maybe it will help us think about the problem. Read the directions and then we 
will begin the page together.

STUDENTS DO: Read the directions.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s look at the example given. We will see if we agree with these responses. 
Maybe we can add to them.

TEACHER DO: Have students read and respond to each section of the table. Make certain they 
understand that there are advantages and disadvantages to technology and to other ways of commu-
nicating. Students should think about guidelines to control use of each of the forms of technology 
and why guidelines are important. Once students understand the format, direct them to work 
together with their Shoulder Partner, discussing all the answers. More than one response may be 
added to each.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss types of technology and how to control its use.
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TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES WAYS TO CONTROL 
USE

Video games

They are fun to play

I can learn from 
some

I spend too much 
time

I do not play with 
friends

Only play for a 
certain amount of 
time

Play at a certain time 
of the day

We communicate in many ways. Sometimes we talk or text with others 
and sometimes we learn or play games. Work with your Shoulder Partner 
to list ways you use technology to communicate. Then think about other 
ways we might communicate.

STAYING CONNECTED
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TEACHER DO: Once students have had time to complete the page, discuss some of the examples 
students have written. If some students are not quite finished, they can add to the table from the 
student discussion.

5. TEACHER SAY: We have had a good discussion today. You have thought about how we can 
best use technology and still spend time with family and friends. Let’s take what you know 
and apply it to a problem. The problem is that some parents would like to restrict the amount 
of time their children spend on video games. We will debate this issue. What does it mean to 
DEBATE an issue?

STUDENTS DO: Share understanding of debate, which includes arguing respectfully with 
evidence, listening, and responding to comments.

TEACHER SAY: We will divide the class into two sides. One side will argue in favor of restrict-
ing use of video games and one side will argue against restricting use of video games. I may ask 
you to debate a perspective that does not match your personal opinion. You will need to argue 
for the side you are assigned. A person who is good at debating is able to think about both sides 
of the issue. Remember that when we talk about two sides of an issue, we need to be especially 
respectful of others’ ideas. We need to listen to others’ reasoning and respond to that idea. Are 
there any questions about what it means to debate an issue?

STUDENTS DO: Ask questions.

TEACHER DO: Divide the class into debate groups and assign each side a perspective. Allow time 
for sides to discuss their arguments and evidence, as well as ideas to help agree to a solution. Once 
students have had time to prepare, bring the class together to debate. If the class is too large to allow 
everyone to speak, divide students into groups of about 10, with five on each side to debate the issue. 
Remind students of respectful listening and presenting new ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Participate in debate. (This is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: 
Respect for Diversity.)

TEACHER DO: Monitor the debate and encourage student interaction. Once all students have had 
a chance to present sides, bring the class together for a final discussion.

TEACHER SAY: Thank you for your thoughtful responses in the debate. I wonder if you have a 
solution to Rashad and Yasmeen’s problem in the story. Talk with your Shoulder Partner. How 
would you end this story?

STUDENTS DO: Share endings to the story.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: How did it feel to debate an issue today? Did you enjoy presenting your argu-
ment? If you were assigned a side different from your personal opinion, was it hard to come up 
with an argument?

STUDENTS DO: Reflect on and share experiences.

TEACHER SAY: In our next lesson, we will begin working on our Share Project. We already 
started lists of problems we encounter when we want to connect with others. Let’s use a minute 
of Think Time to see if you would like to add other challenges to our lists.

TEACHER DO: Allow students to check the problem lists and update with ideas. Choose students 
to share thoughts and explain why they think each challenge is important.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas and explain their reasoning.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s all go home and ask our families what problem they have connecting with 
others. We will start our next lesson by adding any ideas from our families. I wonder if your 
family’s ideas will be different from the ones we already have.

Respect for 
Diversity
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OverviewLesson 8

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: At the end of our last lesson, we discussed asking our families if there is a 
problem that we can solve that would help us stay connected. Did you get any ideas from your 
family?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with new ideas.

TEACHER DO: As ideas are shared, ask students to add the new ideas to the appropriate chart.

2. TEACHER SAY: Th ese are new ideas that we may be able to use today. Th ank you for sharing 
with our class. Let’s begin by reviewing what we have learned so far about technology. What are 
some ways that technology helps us stay connected?

TEACHER DO: Call on students to volunteer what they remember. Students may choose to 
review the pages in the student book. Students should consider both transportation and ways we 
communicate.

STUDENTS DO: Share ways technology helps us stay connected.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for helping all of us recall our learning. It will help us as we 
begin our Share Project. Th ere are two parts to our Share Project. First, we will identify a prob-
lem to solve to help us stay connected in the future. For this part, we will think ahead all the 
way to the year 2040. How old will you be in 2040?

STUDENTS DO: Calculate ages.

TEACHER DO: Ask students to share how they solved the problem. A follow-up question may be: 
How many years from now is the year 2040?

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Create a plan to work collaboratively.
• Design a solution to a problem.
• Acknowledge peers’ contributions to 

group work.

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons or markers

• Half a sheet of paper for 
each student

• Chart paper for each 
group

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Respect for Diversity:

• Solicit and respect multiple 
and diverse perspectives 
to broaden and deepen 
understanding.

• Design

• Problem

• Solution

KEY VOCABULARY

Share (90 minutes)

Directions
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TEACHER SAY: Your Share Project will be to collaborate in groups to design a solution to the 
problem you identify. Once you have worked as a team to create the design, you will write a 
story about how Rashad and Yasmeen stay connected using your new technology. Before we 
start, let’s look at our My Self-Assessment to learn about the expectations for the project.

TEACHER DO: Lead students through the self-assessment, reviewing what is expected as students 
work and collaborate.

4. TEACHER SAY: Now let’s turn to the page in your books Th e Year 2040. Th is will help us 
think about what life might be like for Rashad and Yasmeen in the year 2040.

READ ALOUD: Use your imagination. Th ink about how technology might change in 
the future. Draw a picture of how you stay connected with your family in the year 2040. 
Be sure to add details.

TEACHER DO: Ask students to close their eyes and imagine how the world may look in the year 
2040. Ask questions to guide thinking, but tell students they should not respond aloud.

• What type of technology do you see in the future?
• How are people using technology to communicate with each other?
• How are people using technology for transportation?
• How have you and your family changed?

Allow about two minutes of Th ink Time before students begin work on the drawing.

STUDENTS DO: Draw an imaginative future.

TEACHER DO: Allow about 10 minutes for students to complete the drawings. At the end of the 
time allotted, invite students to share drawings with two or three other students by using Hands Up 
Pair Up.

5. TEACHER SAY: Th is was a good way for us to begin thinking about our futuristic Share 
Project. Let’s decide on a problem or need that you will solve. Take a minute to look at the 
problems on the charts. I will hand out paper to each of you. Write on the paper the problem 
you want to solve. It can be one from our charts we made in class or another idea you have. 
Write it large enough so that others can see it when you hold the paper in the air.

TEACHER DO: Hand out half a sheet of paper to each student.

STUDENTS DO: Identify problem and write on paper.

TEACHER DO: Once students have written ideas on the paper, ask them to stand, hold the paper 
at eye level, and walk around the room until they fi nd someone with the same problem or one very 
similar. Suggest that there be two to four students per group. Assist students who cannot easily fi nd a 
matching idea.

STUDENTS DO: Walk around fi nding students with similar ideas.

6. TEACHER SAY: Well done. You will work in these groups as you create your design. Be sure 
you have your student book, pencils, and crayons for your design. Let’s open to the next page in 
your student book, Ideas for the Future. Read and then follow the direction given.

TEACHER DO: Monitor the classroom. Make certain students are writing only the problem in the 
middle circle of the page.

STUDENTS DO: Record the problem and wait for further instructions.

TEACHER DO: Draw an example of the brainstorming graphic organizer on the board. Choose 
one listed problem to write in the center circle. Tell students they will be adding solutions in a few 
minutes.

TEACHER SAY: I have drawn a Web like the one you will be using. I need one possible solution 
to the problem I have listed. Who would like to share an idea with the class?

     

Academic 
Content


I can write a story that 

has descriptive details 

and a clear sequence 

of events with help.

 
I can write a story that 

has descriptive details 

and a clear sequence of 

events.

  
I can write a creative 

story that has 

exceptionally descriptive 

details and a thoughtful 

sequence of events.

Quality of 
Performance


I can solve a future 

problem with my 

team. I can include 

details that help 

others understand my 

solution with help.

 
I can creatively solve 

a future problem with 

my team. I can include 

details that help others 

understand my solution.

  
I can lead while 

creatively solving a 

future problem with 

my team. I can include 

thoughtful details that 

help others understand 

my solution.

Life Skills


I can make 

improvements to my 

work with help.

 
I can make 

improvements to 

my work based on 

positive feedback and 

suggestions from peers.

  
I can make thoughtful 

improvements to 

my work based on 

positive feedback and 

suggestions from peers. 

I serve as a role model 

in this area.
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MY SELF-ASSESSMENT
Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes 
your effort.

Lesson

8
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Use your imagination. Think about how technology might change in the future. 
Draw a picture of how you stay connected with your family in the year 2040. Be 
sure to add details.

THE YEAR 2040
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Decide on a problem in the future that you would like to solve. Write 
the problem in the center of the circle.

IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE
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STUDENTS DO: Volunteer to respond.

TEACHER DO: Record the student idea as a demonstration of how to complete the Web. Tell 
students if they have more ideas, they can add more branches.

TEACHER SAY: Now it is your turn. Work individually to Brainstorm ways to solve the prob-
lem. You will share your ideas with your group after each of you has had time to Brainstorm on 
your own. Add your ideas to the graphic organizer. Write as many ways as you can in the time 
allowed.

TEACHER DO: Provide Th ink Time for students before allowing them to begin writing. Help 
students who may have diffi  culty beginning by asking probing questions about the problem.

STUDENTS DO: Record as many ideas as possible in the time allowed.

TEACHER SAY: Next, share your solutions to your problem with your team. Before you begin 
to share, please circle your best idea on the page. Th is is the idea you will share with your team.

STUDENTS DO: Choose and circle ideas to share.

TEACHER SAY: Take turns sharing what you have circled. Listen to each other’s ideas. Are they 
similar to your own? Be sure to explain reasons for your decisions and why the idea might work 
the best.

TEACHER DO: As students share in groups, prompt students to explain thinking.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas in groups. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: 
Respect for Diversity.)

7. TEACHER SAY: I appreciate how well you listened to each other. Now it is time to choose 
one idea that your group will use. You may choose to combine ideas or use one as it is.

STUDENTS DO: Work collaboratively to reach a conclusion.

TEACHER SAY: We will not be using the complete design process for this project, because we 
will not be building a model. Instead we will create detailed drawings of our solutions. Let’s 
turn to the next page, Our Plan, to help organize our thinking. Read the whole page to yourself.

STUDENTS DO: Turn to the correct page and read it.

TEACHER SAY: Before you begin your design, let’s take time to answer the questions. Talk 
with your group so you all agree on the description of your solution and how it will help people 
stay connected in the future. Remember that you are thinking into the future, to the year 2040. 
Make your responses as complete as possible.

STUDENTS DO: Collaborate and record ideas.

TEACHER DO: Monitor student discussion, making certain all students are involved in the deci-
sion-making. As students complete the questions, prompt them to begin thinking about what the 
design will look like.

8. TEACHER SAY: It is good to see you working well together and listening to each other’s 
ideas. Now it is time for the next step. You need to think through the design together. Close 
your student book for now. I will hand out paper for each group. Talk, share ideas, and design a 
solution together. Once everyone agrees, sketch your plan. Use labels to identify working parts 
and any other notes that will help others see and understand your solution. Do you have any 
questions?

STUDENTS DO: Ask clarifying questions.

TEACHER DO: Hand out a large sheet of paper to each group. Answer questions and remind stu-
dents that each group member should participate in the design process.

Respect for 
Diversity
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Work together as a team to decide on a solution to your problem. Answer the 
questions. Draw a detailed diagram of your model. Use color to show how it 
might look as a finished product.

OUR PLAN

1.  What problem or need are you trying to solve? 

2. What is the solution for your problem? 

3. How will your solution help connect people? 
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STUDENTS DO: Collaborate to draw the plan to solve a problem for connecting people.

Note to Teacher: The remainder of the lesson period should be spent on the group design. Students should 
not complete the drawing in the student book until the next lesson period. Store the chart paper for student 
use in the next lesson.

9. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Today we began designing our solution to a problem that Rashad and Yasmeen 
may have in the year 2040. In our next lesson, we will share our plan with another group to see 
if they have any suggestions for improvement. Then we will make a final design before writing 
a story about Rashad and Yasmeen in the future. Let’s take time before we leave today to thank 
our partners for sharing ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Thank each other.
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OverviewLesson 9

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER DO: Hand out chart paper designs from the previous lesson. Make certain students have 
all supplies needed. Determine how you will partner groups to give feedback on designs.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s start our lesson a little diff erently today. We will Popcorn a thank you 
to someone in the room for helping us during this chapter. Be sure to name your friend and 
say how he or she helped you learn. We will use Th ink Time and I will pull a Calling Stick to 
choose one student to begin.

TEACHER DO: Choose a student and allow at least fi ve students to share thanks with classmates.

STUDENTS DO: Express thanks for collaborative learning.

2. TEACHER SAY: What a nice way to start our lesson today. In our last lesson, each team drew 
a design. Today, you will share your design with another team to get feedback. Let’s look at the 
next page in the student book, Getting Feedback. Read the directions and look over the page. 
Be ready to ask any questions about this process.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions and ask clarifying questions.

TEACHER DO: Identify groups that will give each other feedback.

TEACHER SAY: Each group will present the drawing and explain their ideas to the other 
group. Groups will describe what they like about the design, then suggest improvements. Th e 
improvements can be for the idea itself or for how to make the drawing clearer. Write the ideas 
that pertain to your design in your student book. You will use these notes to redesign your 
solution.

STUDENTS DO: Record feedback notes. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: 
Accountability.)

3. TEACHER SAY: Now, discuss with your group how you can use the ideas you recorded to 
create an improved solution. Write the changes you will make in your student book. Th en 
adjust your group drawing as needed. If you need another piece of chart paper, let me know.

STUDENTS DO: Agree on a redesign using information learned from peer feedback.

Lesson

9
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Work with another group to give and receive feedback on each other’s 
designs. Listen to the ideas presented by the other team about your 
design. On one side, take notes and observe what works well about
your design. On the other side, write what needs to be improved.

GETTING FEEDBACK

NOTES IMPROVEMENT 

What changes will you make and why?

Accountability

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Communicate ideas within a group to 

improve a design.
• Be creative in determining the setting 

for a futuristic story.
• Convey a message using art as the 

medium.

• Student books

• Student work from previ-
ous lesson

• Pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide eff ective feedback.

• Collaboration

• Feedback

KEY VOCABULARY
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4. TEACHER SAY: Now that you have completed your redesign, take time to draw the redesign 
in your student book. Turn to the next page, Our Redesign. Follow the directions and be com-
plete in your drawing. Your drawing should be the same as your group’s drawing.

STUDENTS DO: Work independently to complete student page.

TEACHER DO: When most students have completed the student page, bring the class back 
together to explain the next steps in the Share Project.

TEACHER SAY: We still have one more part of our Share Project to complete. Who can remind 
us what it is?

STUDENTS DO: Share that they are to write a story.

5. TEACHER SAY: Yes, our next step is to write about how Rashad and Yasmeen will use your 
design in the year 2040. We do not have time to fi nish the story today, but we can begin think-
ing about it. Talk with your group. You will each write your own story, but maybe you can help 
each other with ideas. Use the drawing you made in the last lesson to help you think about what 
you might want to write about. Th ink:

• Where will the story take place?
• How have Rashad and Yasmeen changed?
• How are they using your design?
• How is your design helping them stay connected?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER DO: Allow three to fi ve minutes for students to share ideas. Th is is a time for students to 
get excited about the story they will write.

6. TEACHER SAY: It sounds as though we will have some interesting stories to read and share 
with others. I thought we might begin our stories by drawing a picture fi rst. Maybe it will help 
us visualize what will happen in our stories. Please turn to the next page in your student book, 
In the Year 2040. Read the directions to yourselves.

TEACHER DO: Instruct students to only use a pencil since they may want to add more details after 
the story is written. Remind students to work independently. While students are working, collect 
group fi nal design papers to post around the room.

STUDENTS DO: Complete illustrations.

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for working with your groups today. We will fi nish our stories in 
our next lesson and share with others. We began today by thanking our friends. Let’s end it this 
way too. We will Popcorn our thanks to others in our group who helped us. We will start by 
choosing one of you using Calling Sticks.

STUDENTS DO: Th ank friends.
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Draw your final design. Label the working parts. Give your design a name.

OUR REDESIGN

Name of our design: 
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Think about the story you will write. Draw an illustration that shows 
Rashad and Yasmeen using your design. Be sure to include details and 
color to show what you think 2040 will look like.

IN THE YEAR 2040
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OverviewLesson 10

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: Over the past few days, we have been thinking about the future and enjoying 
using our imaginations. Let’s take just a few minutes to share some ways we think staying con-
nected with others will change in the future. I will pull a Calling Stick and we will Popcorn this 
discussion as we did in our last lesson.

STUDENTS DO: Share imaginings with the class.

2. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your ideas. 2040 will be an interesting year if your 
imaginations come true. Today we will fi nish our Share Project and then present our ideas. I 
think it will be fun to hear all our stories about Rashad and Yasmeen. Th e last thing we did was 
to illustrate a picture for our story. Th is must have felt diff erent to everyone—to illustrate and 
then write. Why do you think I asked you to illustrate fi rst?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Yes. Since it was important for you to be creative, I hope that illustrating 
helped you think about the details. After you write your story, you may choose to add a few 
more details to help tell the story through the illustrations. Th en you will complete the illustra-
tion with color.

STUDENTS DO: Ask clarifying questions.

3. TEACHER SAY: We will begin today by writing your short story. Let’s turn to the next page 
in the student book, My Rough Draft. Read the directions as everyone fi nds the correct page.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions.

Lesson
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Look back at the illustration you drew for the story. Plan what you will write. 
Draft your story. Ask a friend to help you revise the story. Publish your final
version.

MY ROUGH DRAFT

Plan:

1.

2.

3.

Draft:

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Acknowledge the importance of cre-

ativity in writing.
• Use the writing process to create a 

futuristic story that relates to the 
design solution.

• Self-assess learning and management 
of goals.

• Student books

• White paper for fi nal copy 
of writing

• Pencils

• Crayons or colored pencils

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Learn to Live Together

• Empathy:

• Demonstrate empathy in 
communicating with others.

Learn to Be

Self-Management:

• Review progress in realizing 
goals.

If extra days are available, consider extending this lesson beyond one day so that students 
can work more thoroughly through the writing process. Students could plan and draft 
in one lesson; get feedback, revise, and publish in a second lesson; and then share and 
self-assess in a third lesson. If computers are available, support students in composing, 
revising, and publishing stories digitally.

PREPARATION

LIFE SKILLS
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TEACHER SAY: What did you notice about the directions?

STUDENTS DO: Share that it is the writing process.

TEACHER SAY: Yes, it is given to you in the steps of the writing process. First you will PLAN 
your writing. Th ink about the order of events in your story. Th is will be a short story about how 
Rashad and Yasmeen will use your device in the future. You will need a beginning, middle, and 
end. Let’s take time now to review your illustration and write the PLAN for your story. Remem-
ber, you do not need to write in sentences at this point. Just get your ideas on the paper. List the 
ideas so you know what will happen fi rst, second, and third in your short story.

TEACHER DO: Allow time for students to work on the planning stage of the writing. Guide stu-
dents with probing questions as needed. As students complete the PLAN, direct them to continue to 
the DRAFT phase of the writing. Th ere are added lines on the next page.

STUDENTS DO: Begin writing process.

TEACHER DO: Give students about 10 to 15 minutes to draft the story. Adjust this time to meet 
the needs of your students and provide additional support as necessary. As students fi nish, ask them 
to proofread their own writing and to check their illustrations for completeness.

4. TEACHER SAY: Now that your stories are written, you will work with your Shoulder Part-
ner to help REVISE each other’s work. Help each other with spelling, punctuation, sentence 
structure, and the ideas. Do not write on your partner’s paper. Listen to your partner’s ideas and 
write changes to be made on your own paper. Remember that the fi nal product is the writer’s 
work. You may use your partner’s ideas or choose not to do so. Once you have fi nished, raise 
your hand and I will give you the paper for your FINAL copy.

STUDENTS DO: Continue writing process and color illustration. (Th is is an opportunity to 
practice the Life Skill: Empathy.)

TEACHER DO: Monitor progress and guide students as needed. Write words on the board as 
needed for students to copy. Remind students of the amount of time left to complete the story.

5. TEACHER SAY: I have been reading some of your stories and have seen your illustrations. 
Now it is your time to share your story and your design. Two partner groups will work together 
just as we did before, but I will be putting you into new paired groups.

TEACHER DO: Pair groups for sharing. Allow time for students to share, either by reading their 
own story or by having students read each other’s work. Once everyone has shared, bring students 
back together for the self-assessment.

STUDENTS DO: Share fi nal projects.

6. TEACHER SAY: I see a lot of smiles. Th at tells me you are proud of your work. Now it is time 
to turn to My Self-Assessment.

TEACHER DO: Guide students as needed through the self-assessment process. Th is is an opportu-
nity for students to practice the Life Skill: Self-Management.

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Encourage students to lead this routine when possible.

TEACHER SAY: I hope you are all proud of your accomplishments in class over the past few 
days. Please turn to your Shoulder Partner. Tell your partner what you are most proud of in 
your Share Project.

STUDENTS DO: Share pride in their work.

TEACHER SAY: You have made many new connections in this chapter. I look forward to seeing 
how we are able to express our learning in our fi nal chapter about connections.

Empathy

     

Academic 
Content


I can write a story that 

has descriptive details 

and a clear sequence 

of events with help.

 
I can write a story that 

has descriptive details 

and a clear sequence of 

events.

  
I can write a creative 

story that has 

exceptionally descriptive 

details and a thoughtful 

sequence of events.

Quality of 
Performance


I can solve a future 

problem with my 

team. I can include 

details that help 

others understand my 

solution with help.

 
I can creatively solve 

a future problem with 

my team. I can include 

details that help others 

understand my solution.

  
I can lead while 

creatively solving a 

future problem with 

my team. I can include 

thoughtful details that 

help others understand 

my solution.

Life Skills


I can make 

improvements to my 

work with help.

 
I can make 

improvements to 

my work based on 

positive feedback and 

suggestions from peers.

  
I can make thoughtful 

improvements to 

my work based on 

positive feedback and 

suggestions from peers. 

I serve as a role model 

in this area.
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MY SELF-ASSESSMENT
Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that describes 
your effort.

Self-Management
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Approaching Expectation
(1)

Meeting Expectation
(2)

Exceeding Expectation
(3)

Academic Content

Imagines a technological solu-
tion that connects people in the 
future and explains the solution 

with extensive help from the 
teacher or peers.

Information and Communication 
Technologies A.1.c.

Imagines a technological 
solution that connects people 

in the future. Explains how the 
solution will be useful.

Information and Communication 
Technologies A.1.c.

Imagines a creative technological 
solution that connects people 

in the future. Explains how the 
solution will improve how we 

live in great detail.
Information and Communication 

Technologies A.1.c.

Has difficulty connecting 
current technologies to the 
problems they solve and/or 

describing possible solutions to a 
future problem.

Science F.1.b.

Connects current technologies 
to the problems they solve 

and explains future needs or 
problems with support when 
describing possible solutions.

Science F.1.b.

Connects current technologies 
to the problems they solve using 
sound logic, and explains future 
needs or problems when describ-

ing creative solutions.
Science F.1.b.

Writes a narrative that includes a 
beginning, middle, and end with 
help from peers or the teacher.

Writing B.1.a.

Writes a narrative that includes 
a clear beginning, middle, and 

end.
Writing B.1.a.

Writes a detailed narrative that 
includes a thoughtful and cohe-
sive beginning, middle, and end.

Writing B.1.a.

Makes improvements to writing 
after discussion with a peer only 

with help from the teacher.
Writing D.1.b., c.

Makes improvements to writing 
after personal review and discus-

sion with a peer.
Writing D.1.b., c.

Makes thoughtful improvements 
to writing after personal review 

and discussion with a peer. 
Serves as a role model for peers 

in this area.
Writing D.1.b., c.

Quality of Performance

Creates a drawing that does 
not clearly communicate the 

solution to a future connection 
challenge.

Visual Art A.2.c.

Creates a detailed drawing that 
effectively communicates the 

solution to a future connection 
challenge.

Visual Art A.2.c.

Creates and labels an especially 
detailed and thoughtful drawing 

that effectively communicates 
the solution to a future connec-

tion challenge.
Visual Art A.2.c.

Uses creativity to imagine life 
in the future with support from 

peers or the teacher.

Uses creativity to imagine life in 
the future.

Uses exceptional creativity to 
imagine life in the future and 
supports peers to do the same.

Life Skills

Collaborates with teammates but 
has difficulty showing respect 

for the ideas of teammates while 
coming to agreement.

Respect for Diversity

Collaborates effectively by 
showing respect for the ideas 

of teammates while coming to 
agreement.

Respect for Diversity

Collaborates effectively by 
showing respect for the ideas 

of teammates while coming to 
agreement. Takes on a leadership 
role and helps organize the team 

in this work.
Respect for Diversity

Has difficulty reflecting on pos-
itive feedback and suggestions 
when revising a design and/or 

piece of writing.
Accountability

Reflects on positive feedback 
and suggestions when making 
improvements to a design and/

or piece of writing.
Accountability

Builds on positive feedback 
and suggestions when making 
thoughtful improvements to a 
design and/or piece of writing.

Accountability

Rubric Assessment (for teacher use)
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Chapter Overview

Connecting with Community

Discover Students explore articles in newspapers prior to creating 
class newspapers. Students design invitations to the Share 
Project.

1

Learn Students collaborate to write a class newspaper. Students 
write articles, produce a public service message and 
design a cartoon to explore the community around them 
in diff erent ways.

6

Share Students work collaboratively to produce a mural that 
represents various topics and their connections to the 
community.

3

Connection to Issues
Non-Discrimination: We are all alike, and yet we have diff erences. We can appre-
ciate and talk about how we are the same and diff erent. We can work together and 
be cooperative and collaborative.

Citizenship: We belong. We are part of a human family. We all have needs and we 
all have responsibilities.

Environment and Development: Our earth and environment need to be sus-
tained. We can appreciate and care for the environment as a community.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION LESSONS
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Connecting with Community

Life Skills Addressed
DIMENSION

Learn to Know Critical Thinking:
• Identify subject/topic-related information.
• Explain thinking processes.

Learn to Work Collaboration:
• Respect for other opinions.

Learn to Live Together Respect for Diversity:
• Solicit and respect multiple and diverse perspectives to broaden and deepen 

understanding.

Sharing:
• Effective management and organization of tasks.

Learn to Be Self-Management:
• Review progress in realizing goals.

Accountability:
• Provide effective feedback.

Communication:
• Reading, writing, non-verbal communication skills.

LIFE SKILLS ADDRESSED
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Learning Indicators
Throughout this chapter, students will work toward the following learning indicators:

READING:
D. Reading Skills: Fluency

1.a. Read texts at grade-appropriate difficulty with a level 
of accuracy and fluency to support understanding.

E. Reading Comprehension: Literature
1.a. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate under-
standing of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 
basis for the answers.
2.a. Determine the central message or lesson of a text and 
explain how it is conveyed through key details.
4.a. Answer questions about the logical connection 
between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text 
(such as comparison, cause/effect, or sequence).

G. Language: Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
1.a. Infer the meaning of unknown and multiple-mean-
ing words using a variety of strategies (such as context and 
synonyms).
1.g. Demonstrate command of the conventions of gram-
mar and usage when writing or speaking.

WRITING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Write complete sentences using punctuation, preposi-
tions, and coordinating conjunctions (such as و, ثم, ف) as 
appropriate.

C. Informational and Opinion
1.a. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a 
topic and convey ideas and information clearly.

D. Process, Production, and Research
1.a. Use graphic organizers to plan writing.
1.b. Utilize questions and suggestions from peers to 
strengthen writing.
1.c. Review and revise personal writing to strengthen it.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING:
A. Foundational Skills

1.a. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discus-
sions with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
1.f. Build on others’ ideas in discussion and express own 
ideas clearly.

MATH:
D. Measurement and Data

1.a. Select appropriate tools and measure objects in milli-
meters, centimeters, or meters.
5.e. Relate area to the operations of multiplication and 
repeated addition.

2) Find the area of a rectangle with whole-number side 
lengths using concrete models.
3) Multiply side lengths to find areas of rectangles with 
whole number side lengths in the context of solving 
real-world and mathematical problems.

SOCIAL STUDIES:
A. Citizenship

1.e. Describe the actions of people who have made a pos-
itive difference in their community (such as community 
and civic leaders).
1.f. Identify opportunities for student participation in 
local or regional issues.

VISUAL ART:
A. Producing Visual Art

2.c. Add details to a work of art to enhance what is 
communicated.

B. Presenting Visual Art
1.a. Collaborate with peers to create an art exhibition.

ECONOMICS AND APPLIED SCIENCES:
A. Family Relationships and Safety in the Community

1.a. Explain how roles within the family can change.
1.b. Demonstrate how to seek the help of trusted adults 
in making decisions and solving problems.
2.a. Express personal feelings and identify others’ expres-
sion of feelings.

B. Childhood Development
2.a. Explain rights within the family and society (such as 
the right to health care and education).

D. Managing Individual and Family Resources and 
Rationing Consumption

2.a. Define their individual role in maintaining a clean 
and healthy household.

VOCATIONAL FIELDS:
A. Career Social Skills and Preparation

1.a. Identify and demonstrate good interpersonal skills 
at school and home (including in different vocational 
activities).
1.b. Work cooperatively with a group of students to 
accomplish a task (including tasks related to vocations).
1.c. Explain and demonstrate the group interaction terms 
compliment and encourage.
1.d. Explain how the roles of individuals at home and 
school change over time.
2.a. Explain how current work habits (such as focusing on 
a task, time management, and collaboration) at home and 
school can transfer to the workplace.
3.a. Identify local examples of entrepreneurship.
4.a. Identify examples of various occupations in personal 
networks (such as family members or familiar adults) 
especially in hotel and tourism jobs (such as guides and 
chefs).
4.c. Collect information on how local occupations con-
tribute to the community and protect and conserve the 
environment.
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INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGIES:
C. Technological Production Tools

1.a. Demonstrate basic knowledge of common computer 
applications (such as how to create, edit, print, save, use a 
menu, copy and paste).
1.c. Identify the appropriate program or application to 
complete a task.
2.a. Use a variety of tools to create digital products that 
use text and various forms of graphics, audio, and video to 
communicate ideas and information to peers.
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LESSON INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS

1 DISCOVER: Students will:
• Predict how a newspaper helps people connect within a community.
• Identify and explain the function of various newspaper elements.
• Produce an invitation to attend the Share Project.

2 LEARN: Students will:
• Analyze parts of a story.
• Identify elements of a news article.
• Script questions for interviewing a classmate.

3 LEARN: Students will:
• Examine the structure of a news story.
• Write a news article about a member of the community or a classmate.
• Identify the characteristics of an interesting news event.

4 LEARN: Students will:
• Write an article about an important news event at the school or in the community.
• Collaborate to improve writing.
• Utilize strong opening and closing sentences in writing.

5 LEARN: Students will:
• Identify the characteristics of a strong public service message.
• Produce a public service message for the class newspaper.
• Use text and graphics in a digital public service message.

6 LEARN: Students will:
• Understand the characteristics of a cartoon.
• Produce a four-panel cartoon to share information about a topic.

7 LEARN: Students will:
• Collaborate with a group to produce a newspaper.
• Contribute a piece of writing that shares information with the community.

8 SHARE: Students will:
• Analyze the characteristics of a mural.
• Calculate the area of a mural using individual panels.
• Produce a draft of a panel for a class mural.

9 SHARE: Students will:
• Give effective feedback.
• Collaboratively produce a class mural.

10 SHARE: Students will:
• Present mural panels to the community or class.

Pacing GuideCH 3
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Materials Used

Student book Pencils Crayons or colored pencils Scissors

Newspapers for each group Computers and graphics soft-
ware (optional)

Markers Large construction paper

Glue Rulers Meter stick (optional)
Art supplies (paints, paint-

brushes, colored pencils, and 
so on)

PRIMARY 3

DISCOVER
TERM 1

2020-2021
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OverviewLesson 1
MATERIALS

Discover (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson. Ask students to think, refl ect, share, and listen. Encourage 
students to lead this routine as they become more comfortable.

Th is is a time to excite your students about the chapter.

TEACHER SAY: Today we begin our last chapter for the year. It is called “Connecting with 
Community.” What would you still like to learn about the people within our community?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with ideas.

TEACHER DO: List ideas on the board or on a special chart dedicated to student ideas for this 
chapter.

2. TEACHER SAY: Th ese are all good ideas. We will try to learn as much about your ideas as we 
can. Can you think of ways your family learns about what is happening in our community?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with ideas, such as from friends and the media.

TEACHER SAY: Radio and television are two forms of media that we often think about. 
Media is how we communicate with others on a large scale. It can include radio, television, 
newspapers, magazines, and the internet. Let’s learn more about how a newspaper is used to 
communicate within a community. Over the next few lessons, we will use what we learn to 
communicate with our own community by producing a class newspaper. Let’s see what we can 
discover about newspapers today.

TEACHER DO: Hand out newspapers to groups of students, either one newspaper that has been 
divided into sections or multiple sets of newspapers.

Students will:
• Predict how a newspaper helps people 

connect within a community.
• Identify and explain the function of 

various newspaper elements.
• Produce an invitation to attend the 

Share Project.

• Byline

• Headline

• Reporter

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons or colored pencils

• Scissors

• Newspapers for each group

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Identify subject/topic-related 
information.

• Bring in a variety of newspapers for students to explore throughout the week. If 
unavailable, share or print digital news articles.

• Plan to invite families to the fi nal day of the Share Project. Th is would be a good 
time to allow students to use a digital program to design an invitation.

• Consider inviting three to fi ve community members into the classroom for 
students to interview during Lesson 3 if it would be diffi  cult for students to 
interview a community member on their own time outside of class.

PREPARATION
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TEACHER SAY: How many of you have seen a newspaper at your house or in the 
neighborhood?

STUDENTS DO: Raise hands to respond.

TEACHER DO: Continue a brief discussion about how the newspaper is used by parents or other 
family members.

TEACHER SAY: Th e newspaper helps us stay connected to our community. It helps us know 
what is happening around us. Let’s take time to explore the newspaper.

STUDENTS DO: Explore newspaper.

TEACHER DO: Allow about fi ve minutes for students to look through the pages of the newspaper.

TEACHER SAY: Now that you have had some time to review the paper, what did you notice?

STUDENTS DO: Share observations, referring to format, content, and diff erent types of 
articles in the newspaper.

TEACHER DO: Record students’ observations in a list on the board. If students identify a part of 
the newspaper but do not know the name, write the response and its correct name. As an example, 
“title” could be identifi ed as the headline.

TEACHER SAY: Earlier, I said, “Th e newspaper helps us stay connected to our community.” 
Who can fi nd examples of why this is true?

STUDENTS DO: Find examples in the newspapers.

3. TEACHER SAY: You have already discovered a lot about a newspaper from observing exam-
ples. Over the next few lessons, we will produce our own class newspaper. A class newspaper 
will help connect us as a classroom community, and it will help connect us to our community 
outside the classroom. We will decide who the audience will be for our newspaper and learn 
how to write interesting articles. Th en, for our Share Project, we will use the information from 
our newspapers to communicate in a diff erent way; we will create a mural for our wall.

Note to Teacher: Let students know at this time if the newspaper will be digitally created.

4. TEACHER SAY: Let’s use our community newspaper to discover what we want to include in 
our class newspaper. Open your student books to Scavenger Hunt. Read the directions silently, 
then wait for further instruction.

TEACHER DO: Review each of the listed items and clarify with defi nitions as needed. Encourage 
students to explore as many sections of the newspaper as possible. Allow fi ve to 10 minutes to com-
plete the scavenger hunt. Bring students back together to discuss what they found.

STUDENTS DO: Share discoveries.

TEACHER SAY: You also found some things on your own besides what was on the list. I will 
call on one student to share what he or she found, and the rest of us will see if we can fi nd it in 
our own newspapers.

TEACHER DO: Once one student has shared and everyone has looked in their own papers, invite 
that student to call on another. Allow about fi ve students to share fi ndings they added to the bottom 
of the chart.

STUDENTS DO: Continue exploration with student direction. (Th is is an opportunity to 
practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER SAY: People who write for a newspaper are called reporters. Why do you think they 
are called reporters?

STUDENTS DO: Explain by using the root word to defi ne.

Lesson

1
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Read the list of items to find in the newspaper. Work with your team. Write
where you found the item in the newspaper. Find two other things that are 
interesting to you. Add them to the list.

SCAVENGER HUNT

PART OF NEWSPAPER WHERE I FOUND IT

Headline

Byline

Weather

Sports

Advertisement

Cartoons

Critical Th inking
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TEACHER SAY: Yes. Reporters use facts to inform readers about what is happening in their 
community or around the world. Reporters are given credit in the newspaper for the work they 
do. Can you fi nd where the names of the reporters are in the newspaper?

STUDENTS DO: Search for names.

TEACHER SAY: At the beginning of the article is the byline, or the name of the reporter. Not 
all stories have a byline, but it is something you should look for as you read the newspaper. Do 
you think our classroom newspapers should have bylines? Be sure to explain your thinking.

TEACHER DO: Write the word BYLINE on the board for reference.

STUDENTS DO: Explain reasons for or against using bylines.

TEACHER SAY: Our newspaper will be for a small community, so our readers will be interested 
in knowing who wrote each article. We will plan to include bylines in our newspaper. Now I 
have another question. Who is the audience for the newspapers we have been exploring?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with answers, such as people in the community.

TEACHER SAY: Who do you think will read our newspaper? It is important that we decide the 
audience for our newspaper. We will write articles about people in our community and what 
they do to help us. We will also write about current events at our school or in our neighbor-
hood. Who do you think we should write our newspaper for? Will we write for our class or for 
our community and our families? Talk with your table group fi rst, and then we will share some 
ideas. Be ready to explain your thinking.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas about the audience for the newspaper.

TEACHER DO: List ideas on the board for reference. Have students vote on the audience for the 
newspaper. Write the choice in a prominent place on the board. It will be used as a reminder for all 
writing tasks.

TEACHER SAY: Knowing the audience for our newspaper will help us decide topics for the 
articles we will write.

TEACHER DO: Instruct a group of students to collect all the newspapers. Tell students they will 
have a chance in another lesson to review newspapers again.

5. TEACHER SAY: I think our families will be helpful in planning content for our newspaper, 
and they would also enjoy seeing our fi nal products. Let’s make invitations asking our families 
to attend our fi nal lesson in this chapter and asking for help as we begin to think about content. 
Turn to the next page in the student book, You Are Invited. Read the directions and the sections 
of the invitation.

Note to Teacher: You may choose to bring in community members to be interviewed by students rather than 
having students fi nd someone on their own. If so, this part of the invitation can be excluded.

TEACHER DO: Allow time for students to review the directions. Tell students whether the page is a 
rough draft or fi nal copy, then provide the information needed to fi ll out the invitation section of the 
page. After completing the invitation, discuss ways that family members could help, such as suggest-
ing people to interview or suggesting interesting topics for articles.

TEACHER SAY: Th e fi rst line after the invitation says that we need help. We will interview 
community members for our newspaper and write about current events. How might our fami-
lies help us?

TEACHER DO: Guide students to consider asking family members to participate in an interview, 
recommend someone else to interview, or off er suggestions about what type of event would interest 
them. One option for focusing the interviews is to identify people in students’ families or family 
networks in various occupations and how they help the community.

STUDENTS DO: Share ways families can help.
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Time: 

Complete the invitation to our final lesson below. Cut out the invitation. When
you deliver the invitation, ask your family the questions at the bottom.

YOU ARE INVITED

You’re Invited

WHAT: 

WHEN: 

Date: 

WHERE:  

WHY: 

Hope to see you there!

I need your help. 
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TEACHER DO: Model by writing a sample sentence on the board that requests help. The sample 
request could be to find a community member to interview or to suggest topics for a current events 
article. Students may copy the sentence directly or write a similar sentence of their own.

TEACHER DO: Direct students to decorate the invitation and cut it out once the information is 
complete.

Note to Teacher: The student page may be used as a rough draft used by students to make final invitations 
using computer software.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to reflect on learning. Encourage students to think, reflect, 
share, and listen. Students may be able to lead this routine at this point in the school year.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s think about the newspapers we will write. You will each write two articles. 
One will be to report on something happening in our community. In the second, we will inter-
view someone who lives in our community. Then we will use the information to write an article. 
We will begin our next lesson learning how to conduct an interview. Turn to your Shoulder 
Partner and share your ideas for article topics.
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OverviewLesson 2
MATERIALS

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, you asked your family for help. How is your family going to 
help you be a better reporter?

STUDENTS DO: Share family responses.

2. TEACHER SAY: Sometimes we do things on our own and other times we need someone’s 
help. Th ank you for talking to your family about our newspaper. To begin our work today, 
please turn to the page Rashad’s Class Newspaper. Rashad is also working on a class newspaper. 
Let’s read about Rashad’s class.

TEACHER DO: Determine if students will read individually, in small groups, or orally as a whole 
class. If students will be reading individually or in small groups, have students skim for unknown 
words. List words on the board, sound them out, and have students repeat.

STUDENTS DO: Read the story.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate discussion of the story, asking comprehension questions such as:
• Why were Rashad and his friends worried?
• How did Mr. Mohamed get the information for his article?
• How did Mr. Mohamed help the class understand interviews?
• What else do the students need to know?
• Why do you think Mr. Mohamed wrote the article about Mrs. Mohamed?

STUDENTS DO: Respond and ask clarifying questions.

3. TEACHER SAY: Mr. Mohamed’s article is an example of an article written about an inter-
view. Has anyone heard this word before or know what INTERVIEW means?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: An interview is a conversation in which a reporter asks questions that the sub-
ject of the interview answers. Th en the reporter uses the information gathered to write a story. 
Th ink of a news story about a sports fi gure. Where does the reporter get the information?

STUDENTS DO: Respond, such as by asking people.

Lesson

2

T H E R E P O RT
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Rashad’s class is composing a newspaper. The students name the newspaper The Report. 
The class decides that the audience for the newspaper will be their families. Mr. Mohamed, 
their teacher, tells the class to write about a person in the community. 

Rashad and his friends are worried. They want to be reporters, but they do not understand 
how to conduct an interview for their newspaper. Mr. Mohamed tells them not to worry. He 
will share his interview with them to help.

HELPING MY NEIGHBORS

Read the story. Decide with the class the most important parts of the article.

RASHAD’S CLASS NEWSPAPER

by Mr. Mohamed

Maria Mohamed is important in our 
community. She sells fruit at Corner 
Market. Mrs. Maria smiled when she 
was asked why she likes her job. She 
said people rely on her to find the best 
fruit for their families. She even saves 
special fruit for some of her customers. 

Mrs. Maria hopes you will visit her 
during the day at Corner Market. She 
will save the best pears for your visit.

Rashad and his friends are glad Mr. Mohamed shares his interview with the class. 
It will be fun to interview a friend.

KEY

Students will:
• Analyze parts of a story.
• Identify elements of a news article.
• Script questions for interviewing a 

classmate.

• Interview

• Reporter

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Scissors

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Communication:

• Reading, writing, non-verbal 
communication skills

Be prepared to be interviewed by the students 
or invite the custodian, another teacher, or 
principal to class for interviews.

PREPARATION

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions
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TEACHER SAY: Yes, the reporter can interview the athlete, the coach, the family of the athlete, 
or others who know the athlete. Th e reporter begins with a list of questions. Th e reporter listens 
to the answers and sometimes adds new questions. Th e reporter takes notes to remember the 
facts when it is time to write the story. Mr. Mohamed told his class that he had interviewed Mrs. 
Mohamed. What are some questions you think Mr. Mohamed asked?

STUDENTS DO: Use text to determine questions.

Note to Teacher: If students have diffi  culty forming questions, demonstrate how to change an answer to a 
question. For example, “She sells fruit at Corner Market,” can be “What is Mrs. Mohamed’s job?”

4. TEACHER SAY: Let’s look again at the article Mr. Mohamed wrote. What are the important 
parts of the article? Read aloud an important section from the text and explain your thinking.

STUDENTS DO: Identify important phrases or sentences.

TEACHER DO: As each part is identifi ed, name the correct vocabulary word and label it on the 
board as a list of WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, and HOW.

TEACHER SAY: Th ese are the diff erent types of questions that reporters ask in an interview: 
WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, and HOW. Other news articles also provide informa-
tion in these categories. We will include these in each of our articles. Let’s highlight what we 
have discovered in our student books. Take out your crayons and we will do this together.

TEACHER DO: Model for students by highlighting the WHO of Mr. Mohamed’s sample inter-
view with a specifi c color, such as yellow. Guide students to make a key at the bottom of the page to 
identify elements in the article. Once the WHO is identifi ed, guide students to write WHO on the 
fi rst line at the bottom of the page and highlight with the same color as in the story. Continue with 
the same process throughout the story.

STUDENTS DO: Highlight as directed.

Note to Teacher: In the next section, students will interview each other. You may wish to model an inter-
view between yourself and one student to start, or you may want to invite another staff  member from the 
school to interview as a model for the class.

5. TEACHER SAY: Let’s practice asking questions and gathering information for an article. 
Each of you will work with another student in the class. You will interview each other and then 
write a short article about your partner. First, let’s fi nd your partner. Please choose someone you 
do not normally work with, using Hands Up Pair Up.

TEACHER DO: Lead students through the process of fi nding a new partner. Encourage students to 
work with someone they do not know well.

STUDENTS DO: Choose partners and sit together. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the 
Life Skill: Communication.)

TEACHER SAY: Let’s Brainstorm some things we may not know about each other fi rst. Th en 
you may begin your interviews.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate student brainstorming categories or ideas such as: favorites (subject in 
school, sport, holiday, book), where they grew up, size of family, what they want to be when they 
grow up, and so on. Record suggested questions on the board.

STUDENTS DO: Share questions of interest.

TEACHER SAY: Now that we have a list of ideas, turn to the next page in your student book, 
My Questions and Answers, and we will get started.

STUDENTS DO: Review the page.

TEACHER SAY: Before we begin, think about what you want to know about your partner. 
What will the article be about? You may change your mind as you learn more about your 

Communication
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What do you want to know? What questions will help you find the answers?
Record your questions in one column and your answers in the other.

MY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTIONS ANSWERS

Interview notes with
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partner, and that is okay. For now, write fi ve questions you want to ask your partner. Mark your 
questions as WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, or HOW.

STUDENTS DO: List questions to ask partners.

TEACHER SAY: As you ask your questions, you will write the answers in the opposite column. 
You do not have to record every word your partner says, but try to record enough information 
that you will remember what was said later. Please also remember to be respectful listeners. You 
will each have 10 minutes to ask your questions.

STUDENTS DO: Interview partners.

TEACHER DO: Monitor and circulate around the room as students interview each other. Notice if 
students are asking follow-up questions. If not, demonstrate how and why to ask probing questions. 
Tell students when the fi rst 10 minutes has ended so they can switch roles.

6. TEACHER SAY: You did well interviewing each other. Our next step will be to interview 
people from our community. You should have an idea of who you will be interviewing. Do you 
think we should ask the same questions of them as you asked your classmate?

STUDENTS DO: Respond (no).

TEACHER SAY: Th ere are many things we can learn from the people we interview. Let’s Brain-
storm some of the things we would like to know.

Note to Teacher: Review the suggested questions below and adjust depending on the availability of commu-
nity members for students to interview. You may wish to invite members of the school community, such as 
the school principal, other teachers or the custodians so that students can practice interviewing adults. You 
may choose to ask students to conduct the interviews as homework.

TEACHER DO: Discuss ideas with students, such as:
• Explain the idea of entrepreneurship. Who are some entrepreneurs within the community? 

What is the work they do and why is the new idea important?
• How does a specifi c occupation contribute to the community? Does the occupation protect 

community members or conserve the environment?
• How does what students learn at school help prepare them for a job in the future?
• What education is needed for their jobs?
• Did the person know they wanted to be (job) when they were a child?

STUDENTS DO: Add ideas to the list.

TEACHER SAY: We have a good list started, but you may have some diff erent questions you 
want to ask. Let’s turn to the next page in the student book, Community Member Interview. 
It is just like the page you used to plan your interview with a peer. Who can tell us the steps to 
complete this page?

STUDENTS DO: Explain how to complete the page.

TEACHER SAY: Th ink about what you want to know about the person you interview. Write 
your questions, and then cut out the page. Your assignment is to conduct the interview before 
our next lesson.

STUDENTS DO: Record questions to ask a community member.

7. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Students may be able to lead this routine at this point in the school year.

TEACHER SAY: When reporters are working to gather information for a story, they ask a lot of 
questions. Some questions have interesting answers that help them learn, and some questions 
are less useful. Th is is okay and is part of the job. Let’s share questions that helped you learn 
about your partner and other questions that did not help.

STUDENTS DO: Share experiences interviewing.
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What do you want to know? What questions will help you find the answers?
Write your answers across from the questions.

COMMUNITY MEMBER INTERVIEW

QUESTIONS ANSWERS

Interview notes with
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OverviewLesson 3

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to reflect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In our last lesson, you were able to interview a friend. Let’s share some things 
we did not know about our friends before the interview.

STUDENTS DO: Share interview answers.

Note to Teacher: Students should use the interviews of community members, or if they were unable to com-
plete that part of the previous lesson, students may use the interview they conducted with a classmate.

2. TEACHER SAY: It is fun learning about our friends. I hope you also learned a lot about 
others in our community. We will use those interviews to write articles for our class newspapers. 
If you did not interview someone, you will use the interview of your classmate. Let’s take out 
your interview questions and answers and learn how to use them to write a newspaper article.

STUDENTS DO: Take out and review interviews.

TEACHER SAY: Do you remember the most important parts of a newspaper article?

STUDENTS DO: Respond (who, what, when, where, why, and how).

3. TEACHER SAY: If we just listed this information in order, do you think the article would be 
interesting to read? Why or why not?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: It is much more interesting to tell the information like a story. Let’s look at the 

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Examine the structure of a news story.
• Write a news article about a member of 

the community or a classmate.
• Identify the characteristics of an inter-

esting news event.

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Newspapers

LEARNING OUTCOMES LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Thinking:

• Identify subject/topic-related 
information.

Learn to Live Together

Sharing:

• Effective management and 
organization of tasks.

• Prepare questions and responses to an interview or use an existing interview that 
students will not be using. These questions and responses will be used to Model 
writing an article from interview notes.

• Gather newspapers for students to read. If possible, have enough copies of papers 
for all students to read the same articles in small groups.

• If bringing in community members to be interviewed, consider extending this 
lesson by another day. Adjust the opening according to when the interview takes 
place.

PREPARATION

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions
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Learn (90 minutes)

newspapers again. With your group, fi nd a short article in the newspaper to read. Label the fi ve 
parts of the article. If you have time, fi nd another article and do the same thing. Let’s see how 
reporters organize their stories.

STUDENTS DO: Work together in small groups to analyze articles.

Note to Teacher: If the reading is diffi  cult for most students, use the same article to review as a whole group, 
reading sections aloud then asking students to identify which type of information is given (who, what, 
when, and so on). You may also decide to bring a group of struggling readers together to read and analyze 
an article with support.

TEACHER DO: Monitor student progress. After all students have had time to review one article, 
bring the class together. Have students Hands Up Pair Up to fi nd a new partner. Partners share what 
they notice in the organization of the writing. Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life 
Skill: Critical Th inking.

STUDENTS DO: Share observations about how articles are organized.

TEACHER SAY: You have had a chance to review at least one article. Do you think that all arti-
cles are organized the same way? Do all articles start with WHEN or HOW? Do they start with 
WHO or WHAT?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with observations and reasoning.

TEACHER SAY: Usually a news article starts with WHO, WHAT, WHEN, and WHERE. Th ese 
help the reader quickly understand what or who the story is about. Th en reporters give details 
about the WHY and HOW to further explain the story.

STUDENTS DO: Share opinions.

4. TEACHER SAY: Let’s think about organizing our interview questions to write a newspa-
per article. I have questions and answers for a person I interviewed. Let’s use these to practice 
writing an article. I will need your help to organize the writing like reporters do. We also need 
to write in complete sentences using descriptive words. Our goal is for our audience to want to 
learn about the person we interviewed.

TEACHER DO: Model writing a paragraph with student help. Follow the model, having students 
change phrases into complete sentences.

STUDENTS DO: Guide teacher in composing a paragraph.

5. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for helping me write my article. Now it is your turn. Turn to the 
next page in your student book, My Interview.

TEACHER DO: Review the directions and page with the students. Discuss creating an interesting 
headline and writing the byline.

TEACHER SAY: You will have about 25 minutes to write your article. Th is will be your rough draft. 
If you fi nish ahead of the rest of us, edit your writing with someone else’s help or on your own.

STUDENTS DO: Work independently. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: 
Sharing.)

Note to Teacher: Consider working with a small group of struggling writers, or pair struggling writers with 
a willing helper.

TEACHER DO: Monitor student progress and determine work time according to student needs. If 
students fi nish early, ask them to review the newspaper for articles about what is happening in the 
community. Bring students together once interviews have been fi nished.

TEACHER SAY: It is exciting to write our fi rst articles. Let’s share our writing with someone in 
the class. We will Hands Up Pair Up with a new student. Listen to each other’s writing for the 
six parts to the story.

Critical Th inking

Lesson

3
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Review the answers to your questions. Decide in which order you will write your 
information. Use descriptive language so the reader better understands the 
person you interviewed.

MY INTERVIEW

Headline: 

By

Sharing
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STUDENTS DO: Share writings and give feedback.

TEACHER SAY: I look forward to reading your articles. How do you think sharing interviews 
with our readers will help connect us to our community?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

6. TEACHER SAY: Let’s put aside this article and get ready for our next assignment. As news-
paper reporters, we now have a new job to do. We are going to choose a news event to report 
on. Let’s think fi rst about a pretend event. Th en we will discuss what you would want to know 
about it as the reader.

TEACHER DO: Present the following situation to the class:
• Pretend you hear a loud crash outside the classroom. Everyone looks through the window and 

sees a ladder, a car, spilled paint, and two people arguing.
• Ask students what they want to know. List questions on the board as students state them.
• Mark those questions that ask who, what, where, when, why, and how.
• Ask students why they would want information about the incident. (Possible responses would 

include: Because it is near the school, it might involve someone they know, someone could be 
hurt.)

STUDENTS DO: Respond to situation with ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Th is could be an interesting article. You were curious about what happened 
and wanted to know the facts. Th at is where you, the reporter, come in. For our next article, 
it will be important to think of an event that could invite the reader’s curiosity. What do you 
think makes a story interesting to a reader?

STUDENTS DO: Begin to share ideas.

7. TEACHER SAY: Let’s turn to the next page in our student book, News We Want To Read.

TEACHER DO: Read the student page together, reviewing each of the suggestions to fi nd an inter-
esting event.

TEACHER SAY: Now, what types of events at our school or in our community would interest 
our readers? Do they fi t into any of the categories in our list? Th ink about ways we connect with 
our community.

STUDENTS DO: Brainstorm ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Record some of your ideas on the bottom of the page. You will choose one idea 
to report on in our next lesson.

STUDENTS DO: Record ideas.

8. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Students may be able to lead this routine at this point in the school year.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s share some of the news items you might report on. I will choose one of 
you to start and then we will Popcorn to others in the room.

STUDENTS DO: Share news events.

TEACHER SAY: Good job planning for our next articles today. In our next lesson, you will 
collect your information and write a rough draft.
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Read and discuss the list of ideas below that will interest a reader. 
Brainstorm a list of events to write about.

1. Events that are happening right now or news that is of interest to 
readers right now.

2. Events or situations that happen near the reader.

3. Unique or unusual events.

4. News that will affect a large number of readers.

5. People or groups of people that are well known.

6. Events where the outcome is not known.

7. Things we learn from science or technology.

8. Things that are important to the reader’s lives and family.

NEWS WE WANT TO READ

Ideas for my article:
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OverviewLesson 4

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: On our fi rst day of this chapter, we made a list of what we wanted to learn 
about our community. Let’s review our list to see if any of our questions have been answered.

STUDENTS DO: Review questions and new answers.

2. TEACHER SAY: Today we will write a news article. Maybe we can answer more of those ques-
tions, or maybe we can inform our families about what they wanted to learn. How do you think 
an article about an event will be diff erent from the interview articles we just fi nished? Turn to 
your Shoulder Partner to share.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select three or four students to share ideas with the class.

TEACHER SAY: How might the two styles of articles be similar?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s turn to the next page in the student book, Plan for Writing, to think more 
about what we need to prepare for this new article. Review the page and then we discuss it together.

STUDENTS DO: Turn to and review student page.

TEACHER SAY: When selecting a news event, it is good to choose something that is familiar to 
you. Since we have a short timeline and not much time for research, your topic should be some-
thing you have experienced or know a lot about.

TEACHER DO: Lead students in a discussion of events at school or in the community that could 
be reported on. Remind students that their writing must be based on facts.

TEACHER SAY: Even though you may have experienced the event you are going to write about, 
who else might you ask for information?

Lesson

4
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My story is about: 

2. What happened? 

Read all the information on the page before you begin.

PLAN FOR WRITING

Underline the answers that apply. 

This story is important because:

• It is about something that is happening now.

• It is about something happening here in our classroom or school.

• It is about something unusual.

• It is about something we learned from science and technology.

• It is about something that is important to my readers or their families.

Answer these questions about your story:

1. Who or what is the story about? 

3. When did this happen?

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Write an article about an important 

news event at the school or in the 
community.

• Collaborate to improve writing.
• Utilize strong opening and closing 

sentences in writing.

• News event • Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

LEARNING OUTCOMES KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Sharing:

• Eff ective management and 
organization of tasks.

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.Prepare a plan for writing a news article similar 
to students’ assignment as a Model. Enlarge or 
use a display to share with students.

PREPARATION
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TEACHER DO: Give an example, such as asking the principal about why an event was held at school.

STUDENTS DO: Make suggestions.

TEACHER SAY: If there are a few of you who want to write about the same news event, you are 
welcome to work together to develop ideas. Each of you should work independently to write 
your fi nal article after you have brainstormed ideas.

TEACHER DO: Guide students step-by-step through the Plan for Writing.

STUDENTS DO: Complete plan.

Note to Teacher: If there is a group of students that needs more individualized instruction, work with the 
group on one news event, brainstorming ideas together.

3. TEACHER SAY: Let’s share our plans. Be sure to listen closely to each other’s ideas. Share 
ways to improve the rough draft. Hands Up Pair Up to fi nd a new partner.

STUDENTS DO: Pair up and share plan. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: 
Collaboration.)

TEACHERS DO: After sharing, bring students back together for a whole group discussion.

4. TEACHER SAY: Let’s share what we learned in the previous lesson that will help us with our 
writing.

STUDENTS DO: Share organization for writing, adding details, writing to an audience, and 
so on.

TEACHER DO: Model writing an article with student help. Use the organization model presented 
in the last lesson. Model writing strong opening and closing sentences for the article.

STUDENTS DO: Help teacher form structure and sentences for model writing.

5. TEACHER SAY: Now it is time for you to write your rough draft. Turn to the next page in 
your student book, My News Article.

TEACHER DO: Review the directions with students. Tell students they will have 30 minutes to 
complete their writing.

STUDENTS DO: Work independently to complete news article. (Th is is an opportunity to 
practice the Life Skill: Sharing.)

TEACHER DO: Assist students as needed. Guide students to sound out words or to use a dictio-
nary to fi nd correct spelling. If students fi nish early, invite them to proofread their work or proofread 
someone else’s writing. Bring students together when all have fi nished the rough draft.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Students may be able to lead this routine at this point in the school year.

TEACHER SAY: Our class newspapers are going to be very interesting. How do you think the 
news articles in our newspaper will help connect us to our community?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s share our writings with someone else in the class. Choose someone in the 
class with whom you would like to share your writing. Be good listeners. Listen for the parts of 
a news article and strong opening and closing sentences.

STUDENTS DO: Share writing and give feedback.

TEACHER DO: Monitor discussions. Give guidance as needed.

Collaboration
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Use your information to write the rough draft of your article. Write a strong 
opening statement and strong closing statement. Add a headline and byline.

MY NEWS ARTICLE

Headline: 

By

Sharing
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OverviewLesson 5

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: At the end of our last lesson, you shared your news events. Who would like to 
talk about their partner’s writing? What is it you liked about your partner’s news article?

STUDENTS DO: Share another student’s work.

TEACHER DO: Choose three or four students to share.

2. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing. We have now written two articles for our newspa-
pers. Today we will do something a little diff erent. We will design an advertisement for the 
newspaper. Th is advertisement is not to sell something, though. Instead its purpose is to con-
vince our readers to do something that will improve our lives or community. Let’s turn to the 
next page in our student book, Public Service Message. Read and follow the directions.

STUDENTS DO: Review advertisements.

TEACHER SAY: Talk with your Shoulder Partner. What are the messages in the advertisements? 
Why are they important?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas with Shoulder Partner.

TEACHER SAY: What do you like about the advertisements or the messages?

STUDENTS DO: Share opinions about the advertisements.

Lesson

5
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ha
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Look at the public service messages below. Why are these messages important?

PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Identify the characteristics of a strong 

public service message.
• Produce a public service message for 

the class newspaper.
• Use text and graphics in a digital 

public service message.

Decide and plan logistics for whatever art 
media is available for creating the public 
service message (graphics software, paints, 
colored pencils, and so on). Have supplies 
available for student use.

• Public service message • Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Computers and graphics 
software (optional)

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

•  Identify subject/topic-re-
lated information.

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide eff ective feedback.

Communication:

• Reading, writing, non-verbal 
communication skills.
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TEACHER DO: Lead a deeper discussion into the advertisements on the page. Ask questions such 
as:

• What draws your eye to the advertisement?
• How do the colors aff ect the message?
• How are the words used to give a message?
• How do the messages aff ect you emotionally?

3. TEACHER SAY: A public service message encourages people to do something healthy or 
good for the community. Th ink about our school, family, and community. Let’s begin by think-
ing about our family. What are some important messages about being a member of a family? 
Has your role in the family changed as you have grown older?

TEACHER DO: Lead the discussion toward understanding that there are specifi c roles within a 
family. What roles do students have at home? What rights do students have, such as an education 
and good health? Make a list on the board.

STUDENTS DO: Respond with experiences. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life 
Skill: Critical Th inking.)

TEACHER SAY: Maybe you want to produce a public service message to encourage your peers 
or younger siblings to embrace a certain role in their families. We have also studied much this 
year that aff ects our community and our school. What type of messages do you think could be 
important for us to share about health, or taking care of our world? What goals do we have for 
our public service announcement? Let’s use Th ink Time before we begin sharing our ideas.

TEACHER DO: Allow at least two minutes of Th ink Time. Invite students to share ideas with table 
groups. If needed, prompt students with a review of health, environments, and habitats studied this 
year.

STUDENTS DO: Review experiences for ideas.

TEACHER SAY: It seems we have many ideas that we can share. Let’s Popcorn our ideas and 
add them to our list on the board.

TEACHER DO: Choose a student to begin. List as many ideas as possible on the board.

STUDENTS DO: Listen and share ideas.

4. TEACHER SAY: I appreciate the thoughts and goals you have shared. Now it is time for you 
to produce your own public service message for our newspaper. Let’s turn to the next page in 
the student book, Planning a Message.

TEACHER DO: Review the goals listed. Lead a discussion about how to reach the goals, then 
review the previous page to consider whether the goals have been achieved in the sample messages. 
Students should explain their reasoning and any improvements they suggest.

STUDENTS DO: Assess messages and share reasoning.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s compose a message together. We will think about ways to make the mes-
sage inviting to the reader and make our message clear.

TEACHER DO: Guide students to compose a message, such as reminding other students to pick up 
trash. Use questions to help students formulate ideas, such as:

• What can we use to draw the reader's eye to the advertisement?
• What colors will help our message?
• What words can we use to express the message?
• Th e model needs only to be a rough draft, identifying colors and placement of words and 

graphics.

STUDENTS DO: Guide the teacher to compose a model advertisement.

5. TEACHER SAY: Let’s turn to the others at your table before we begin our own work. We have 
a list of ideas to start. Share with your table group the public service message you will produce. 

Critical Th inking
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Read the goals of a good public service message. Create your own 
advertisement. 

PLANNING A MESSAGE

Goals of your advertisement:

• The message is clear and easy to understand.

• The message is supported by facts.

• The audience is able to sympathize with those affected by the issue.

Some feedback I received: 
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Talk about the colors, words, and drawings you will include. Th is is a good time to ask for help 
from others at your table.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas and ask for help.

TEACHER DO: Give any fi nal directions and the amount of time provided to complete the rough 
draft.

Note to Teacher: Guide students to design messages using a graphics program on the computer if available. 
Students should use the student book to draw the rough draft before completing it on the computer. Stu-
dents may work as a group rather than individually.

STUDENTS DO: Design a rough draft of the public service message. (Th is is an opportunity 
to practice the Life Skill: Communication.)

TEACHER DO: Monitor the classroom, asking probing questions to help students think through 
designs. Bring students back together for the next step.

TEACHER SAY: Now that you have fi nished your rough draft, let’s ask a friend for feedback on 
your message. Listen to their ideas and make any changes that you choose to make. Hands Up 
Pair Up to fi nd a partner.

STUDENTS DO: Give feedback and record ideas.

Note to Teacher: If students are using computers to produce the fi nal version, the student page is not 
needed.

TEACHER SAY: Now turn to the next page in your student book, Sending a Message. Th is is 
the page you will use for your fi nal copy. Are there any questions?

STUDENTS DO: Collect any needed supplies and begin fi nal copies.

TEACHER DO: Monitor and assist as needed.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Students may be able to lead this routine at this point in the school year.

TEACHER SAY: I see some strong public service messages. Let’s hold our fi nal copies high 
above our heads so we can see some of the work others have done.

STUDENTS DO: Share messages with others.

TEACHER SAY: We have time for just a few comments. I will choose a few students to share a 
compliment about someone else’s public service announcement.

TEACHER DO: Choose as many students to share as time allows.

STUDENTS DO: Give positive feedback for another student’s work. (Th is is an opportunity 
to practice the Life Skill: Accountability.)

TEACHER SAY: How do you think sharing a public service message helps connect us to our 
community?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

Communication
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Complete the final copy of your public service message.

SENDING A MESSAGE

Accountability
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OverviewLesson 6

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we explored another type of writing we might fi nd in a 
newspaper—an advertisement. You designed a public service message that informed the reader 
about a topic or encouraged them to do good. Share with a Shoulder Partner what message you 
expressed in your advertisement.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

2. TEACHER SAY: Today we are going to learn more about another part of the newspaper. Has 
anyone ever seen a cartoon? Show me a Th umbs Up if you have seen one.

STUDENTS DO: Show Th umbs Up to answer.

TEACHER SAY: A cartoon is a series of drawings in a newspaper that tells about a topic, usu-
ally in a funny way. Th ere can be a small amount of text on the drawings, but the images tell 
most of the story. Let’s take a look at a cartoon featuring Rashad and Yasmeen.

TEACHER DO: Hand out student books.

TEACHER SAY: Please turn in your student books to the page Rashad’s Mixed-up Cartoon. 
Th is page includes a cartoon of Rashad and Yasmeen reading a newspaper. But the cartoon is a 
bit mixed up. Let’s read the directions together.

TEACHER DO: Read the directions aloud or call on a student to read them. Explain that each 
picture of the cartoon is called a PANEL.

Lesson

6

Rashad finds an article 
that interests him.

Yasmeen!
Come look!

What is 
a mural,
Rashad?

It is a 
cool way to 

share information 
with people 

using art.

Rashad!
The newspaper 

is here!
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Rashad loves reading the newspaper. He especially likes that the cartoons tell 
a story through pictures. The pictures in this cartoon are out of order. Cut out 
each panel of the cartoon and place them in the correct order.

RASHAD’S MIXED-UP CARTOON

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

Students will:
• Understand the characteristics of a 

cartoon.
• Produce a four-panel cartoon to share 

information about a topic.

If possible, collect various examples of 
cartoons from local newspapers for students 
to analyze along with those provided in the 
student book. If student books from Term 1 
are still in the classroom, have them available 
for students to review.

• Cartoon

• Panel

• Student books from both 
terms

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Scissors

• Markers

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Know

Critical Th inking:

• Explain thinking processes.

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.

Learn to Be

Communication:

• Reading, writing, non-verbal 
communication skills.
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Learn (90 minutes)

STUDENTS DO: Follow along as directions are read.

TEACHER SAY: After you cut out the panels and put them in order, raise your hand and I will 
check the order. Th en we will discuss the cartoon.

STUDENTS DO: Cut out, then sequence cartoon panels.

TEACHER DO: Lead a class discussion about the cartoon using questions such as the following:
• Why did you put the pictures in the order that you did?
• How important is the sequence of the panels to telling the story?
• How is this format diff erent from the other Rashad stories we have read?

Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the Life Skill: Critical Th inking.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your ideas. We can see that there is a lot of thought 
that goes into creating a cartoon, even though there are not many words. Let’s read another car-
toon that has a diff erent purpose. Turn to the page Goats and More Goats, read the directions, 
and then read the cartoon.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions and cartoon.

TEACHER DO: Allow time for students to read the cartoon with a partner.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s talk about what we see in this cartoon. You will notice that cartoons do 
not take up much space. Because of this, cartoons focus on the main idea and the most import-
ant points of a topic, event, or message to be communicated. Just like a story, we can identify 
the characters, setting, and plot. Raise your hand if you can identify these.

TEACHER DO: Call on students with raised hands to identify the character, setting, and plot.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Wonderful job. Th is story of the goats may sound familiar. Do you remember 
the simulation we did about how the number of goats changed as their needs in the environ-
ment changed? Th is cartoon demonstrates something you have learned earlier in the year, just in 
a diff erent format than the graphs you drew.

Something else that is unique to this format is how dialogue and thoughts are shown. What do 
you notice about how the writer shows these?

TEACHER DO: Call on students until someone gives the correct answer (speech and thoughts are 
shown in bubbles of diff erent shapes).

TEACHER SAY: Great. A speech bubble contains the character’s words that are spoken out loud 
and a thought bubble shows what the character is thinking but does not say aloud. One last 
piece of cartoons are the captions. Th ese are often used to give a quick narration or additional 
information about what is happening. Put your fi nger on the caption in this cartoon.

STUDENTS DO: Place fi ngers on the caption of the cartoon.

TEACHER SAY: Look back over the entire cartoon. How would including a cartoon such as 
this in our newspaper help connect us to our community? First turn to share ideas with a Shoul-
der Partner, then we will discuss as a class.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

4. TEACHER SAY: You have done a wonderful job analyzing the cartoon. It is now your turn 
to make your own cartoon for your newspaper. Th e fi rst step will be to decide on a topic for 
your cartoon. Let’s develop a list of topics. We already discussed one topic—habitats and animal 
needs. You may use this topic if you like. Look through your student book to review all of the 
other topics you learned about this year. Raise your hand when you have a topic you would like 
to share.

Critical Th inking
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With a partner, read the cartoon about how the environment affects a group
of goats. 

GOATS AND MORE GOATS
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STUDENTS DO: Review student books and share topic ideas.

TEACHER DO: Record topic ideas on the board as students share.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for helping us to develop this list. We really did learn about a lot of 
topics this year. We have so much we can share with others in the community. We will use Th ink 
Time to quietly read through this list and select one topic you are most interested in.

STUDENTS DO: Quietly read and select a topic of interest.

TEACHER DO: Divide students into groups of four for this discussion.

TEACHER SAY: Now you will share your ideas about which topic you would like to use with 
your group. After everyone has had a chance to share, your group will select one topic. Th is is 
the topic everyone in your group will use to produce individual cartoons.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss and select topic for cartoon. (Th is is an opportunity to practice 
the Life Skill: Collaboration.)

TEACHER SAY: It is time to draft a cartoon that shares information with our readers. Please 
turn in your student books to the page Planning My Cartoon. Read the directions and answer 
the questions with a Shoulder Partner from your group.

STUDENTS DO: Read and follow directions.

5. TEACHER SAY: Now turn to the page Cartoon Template. You will tell your story using four 
panels. First, work in pencil to lightly draw your story.

STUDENTS DO: Sketch cartoon using a pencil. (Th is is an opportunity to use the Life Skill: 
Communication.)

Note to Teacher: For students who need more support, consider Modeling how to map out a story across 
the four panels. Focus your demonstration on how to identify actions that will move the story forward, as 
well as what image might portray each action. Make the connection to the story students wrote in Th eme 
3, where the planning elements were “fi rst,” “next,” “then” and “fi nally.” Students may wish to think of the 
four panels as corresponding to these parts of a mini story.

TEACHER DO: Review each cartoon draft for accuracy. If there is time, ask students to use a pen or 
fi ne-tip marker to trace over the pencil lines. Students can then erase any remaining pencil marks.

STUDENTS DO: Produce fi nal cartoons.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Students may be able to lead this routine at this point in the school year.

TEACHER SAY: Today we communicated what we learned about a topic by creating a cartoon. 
What was the easiest and what was the most diffi  cult part about sharing what you have learned 
in this format?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to select several students to share with the class.

STUDENTS DO: Share thoughts about designing a cartoon.

Collaboration
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What topic will your cartoon be about? 

Who are the characters in your cartoon? 

Answer each question.

PLANNING MY CARTOON

What is the setting and action in each panel of the cartoon?

Setting: Setting: Setting: Setting:

Action: Action: Action: Action:
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Fill in each box to create your cartoon.

CARTOON TEMPLATE

Communication
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OverviewLesson 7
MATERIALS

Students will:
• Collaborate with a group to produce a 

newspaper.
• Contribute a piece of writing 

that shares information with the 
community.

Fold pieces of construction paper in half so 
that they open like a book. One folded sheet 
of construction paper will make four pages 
for the final newspaper. Groups of eight will 
require at least two pieces of folded construc-
tion paper. Make several copies of each type 
of writing template (interview, current event, 
advertisement, and cartoon).

• Editor

• Graphic designer

• Layout

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Large construction paper

• Glue

• Scissors

• Markers

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

KEY VOCABULARY

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.

Learn to Live Together

Sharing:

• Effective management and 
organization of tasks.

Learn to Be

Self-Management:

• Review progress in realizing 
goals.

Learn (90 minutes)

Directions 1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to reflect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we learned about how to tell a story or share infor-
mation using a cartoon format. This format is very different from the other written articles we 
explored. How do the drawings and dialogue help to communicate your ideas?

TEACHER DO: Use Calling Sticks to choose three students to answer the question before 
continuing.

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

2. TEACHER SAY: Now that we have produced many different types of writing, you will work 
with a group to put the pieces together to make a complete newspaper. I will place you in 
groups now. Each group will produce a complete newspaper together. You will need to bring 
your student books with you to the group. I will give you the directions after all of the groups 
are formed.

TEACHER DO: Determine groups for students.

Note to Teacher: Divide students into groups of four or eight. For groups of four, student newspapers will 
contain one piece of each type of writing (interview, current event, advertisement, and cartoon). For larger 
groups, students will select two of each type of writing. The goal is for each student to contribute one piece 
of writing to be included in the group newspaper.
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TEACHER SAY: Th e fi rst step of creating the newspaper is to decide who is doing each task. 
Please turn in your student book to the page Newspaper Team Roles. Read the roles of the proj-
ect and write the name of the person responsible for doing each task.

TEACHER DO: Support class as needed in reading and understanding the roles outlined on the 
student book page.

STUDENTS DO: Read over the roles and assign the students responsible for each. (Th is is 
an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Sharing.)

TEACHER SAY: Let’s get started. Turn to the page titled Newspaper Plan. You will follow each 
step to plan and compile your newspaper. Be sure you work together and help each other. 
Remember, when you work through the steps to make decisions about your newspaper, respect 
the opinions of others. If you have any questions, Ask 3 Before Me.

STUDENTS DO: Work collaboratively to design a newspaper using pieces produced 
throughout the chapter. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Collaboration.)

TEACHER DO: Provide a substantial amount of time for students to work. As students complete 
the planning stage, signal them in groups or as a whole class to move into producing the newspaper. 
Circulate around the room as students work, encouraging, and prompting students to think about 
the layout for each piece. Have an area set up where students can select a computer (or tablet) or art 
supplies as needed. Break up the work time periodically as needed to have students share progress 
or just take a short brain break. Remind students to refer back to the Newspaper Plan page often to 
track their group’s progress toward completion. Th is is an opportunity for students to practice the 
Life Skill: Self-Management.

STUDENTS DO: Produce newspapers.

3. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for working so well together to produce your newspapers. I am 
excited to see how they turned out. I especially enjoyed seeing you use important life skills to 
accomplish a task together.

TEACHER DO: Lead a class discussion about the process of compiling a newspaper together, 
including questions such as the following:

• What surprised you the most about producing a classroom newspaper?
• What was your group’s biggest challenge? How did you overcome it?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

4. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Students may be able to lead this routine at this point in the school year.

TEACHER SAY: Today we collaborated to produce a newspaper with many kinds of writing 
that communicates ideas to the community. Turn to your group and identify your favorite piece 
of your newspaper and why.

STUDENTS DO: Refl ect on group collaboration.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you. Tomorrow we will begin by sharing our newspapers with others in 
the class.

Lesson

7
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Read the descriptions of the roles and record who will do each.

NEWSPAPER TEAM ROLES

ROLES STUDENT ASSIGNED

Editor

The editor reviews the pieces selected to 
be sure there is a variety of topics or all of 
the pieces are about the same topic.

Graphic Designer

The graphic designer adds additional 
drawings to the newspaper to go along 
with the pieces of writing selected.

Layout Specialist

The layout specialist decides where each 
piece of writing will go in the newspaper.

Manager

The manager oversees the work to ensure 
everyone understands their roles and the 
group completes the work on time.

Sharing
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Follow the steps to create your group’s newspaper.

NEWSPAPER PLAN

Final newspaper name: 

Step 1: Decide on a name for your newspaper.

PIECE OF WRITING STUDENT WRITER

Interview

Article

Advertisement

Cartoon

Newspaper name ideas:

Step 2: Select pieces of writing from your student books. Each student should 
contribute at least one piece.

Step 3: Review the pieces of writing and make any needed changes.

Step 4: Create final versions of pieces selected. Get a template from your teacher.

Step 5: Add your newspaper name to the first page. Then lay out and glue the writing on 
the front page.

Step 6: Lay out and glue the pieces on the inside pages.

Step 7: Add additional drawings or graphics.

Step 8: Number the pages of your newspaper.

Collaboration

Self-Management
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OverviewLesson 8

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: In the previous lesson, we worked in teams to produce newspapers that 
include all of the wonderful writing you have done throughout the chapter. Let’s take a Gallery 
Walk to share our newspapers.

TEACHER DO: Instruct half of the students to stand by their newspaper to share it and half to read 
and listen to the writers’ descriptions. Allow students to rotate to a few stations for sharing, and then 
have them switch places.

STUDENTS DO: Share newspapers and explain how they communicate information with 
the community.

2. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for sharing your newspapers. I am very proud of the work you 
have done to share your learning from the year. When we share our learning, we have the oppor-
tunity to teach others about important topics. Our newspapers are one way we can share our 
learning. Art is another method we can use to share with the community. For our Share Project 
in this chapter, we are going to explore one particular type of art: a mural. Please turn in your 
student books to the page Mural Photos. Look at the pictures and share your observations with 
a Shoulder Partner.

STUDENTS DO: Share observations with a partner.

TEACHER DO: Lead a class discussion about murals, including questions such as the following:
• After observing these images, what do you think a MURAL is?
• What is diff erent about communicating through a mural and through a newspaper?
• What messages do these murals tell? Why do you think that?
• What do you like/not like about these murals?

Lesson

8
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Look at the pictures of murals. 

MURAL PHOTOS

MATERIALSKEY VOCABULARY

Students will:
• Analyze the characteristics of a mural.
• Calculate the area and perimeter of a 

mural using individual panels.
• Produce a draft of a panel for a class 

mural.

Select construction paper, card stock, or regular paper that students will use to make 
panels for the group murals. Each student will need a piece of this paper to calculate 
the area of the completed group mural. In order to do this, students will need to know 
the total number of students in the group. Th e number of students in a group should 
be divisible by a whole number in order to make an array of panels. (For example, 
assign groups of 6, 8, 9, or 10 but not 7 or 11.) Locate the list of topics students gener-
ated in Lesson 6 and regroup the ideas using the following headings: Living Healthy in 
our Community, Taking Care of Our World with Our Community, Exploring Origins 
of Our Community, and Making Connections to Our Community.

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• White construction paper 
or card stock

• Rulers

• Meter stick (optional)

• Area

• Mural

LEARNING OUTCOMES

PREPARATION

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Live Together

Respect for Diversity:

• Solicit and respect multiple and 
diverse perspectives to broaden 
and deepen understanding.

Share (90 minutes)

Directions
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• What eff ect do you think these murals have on the community where they are found?
• How do these murals encourage connections in the community?

3. TEACHER SAY: We can learn a lot from murals. We have a lot of learning we can share with 
others through this format. You will work together in your newspaper groups to make a mural 
by drawing, painting, or coloring. Each student will design one panel, with all group members’ 
panels coming together to make a full mural. We will assemble the individual pieces together in 
groups on the classroom wall. Did you know that math can help us do art? How do you think 
math will help us?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: Th ose are great ideas. Before we begin drawing, we need to fi gure out how 
much space we need to hang our fi nished mural. Does anyone have an idea for how math can 
help us?

STUDENTS DO: Share ideas.

TEACHER SAY: We will need to do some calculations. Please turn to the page titled Mural 
Math and read the directions with a Shoulder Partner. Th en, answer the questions to calculate 
the perimeter and area of our completed mural.

STUDENTS DO: Read and follow directions with partners.

TEACHER DO: Distribute to each student a piece of construction paper or card stock that will be 
used for the fi nal mural panels. Students will also need a ruler to complete the calculations. Circulate 
around the room and assist students as needed. If time is available, have students identify wall space 
in the classroom, hallway, or public area of the school where they can hang their murals based on the 
dimensions calculated.

Note to Teacher: Students may need support in answering the fi nal questions on the student book page. Th is 
is an opportunity to demonstrate how math concepts are applied in real-life situations. When measuring a 
space on a wall, the most helpful information is actually the dimensions (for example, a space 2 m by 3 m) 
rather than the area (6 m2) or perimeter (10 m). If students struggle to reason an answer to this question, 
take time to walk through how each type of measurement could be useful (or confusing) in actually trying 
to measure space on a tangible wall. For example, an area of 6 m2 does not specify whether the mural is a 
row of 1 m by 6 m, 2 m by 3 m, or 3 m by 2 m.

4. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for helping me fi gure out how much wall space we need. I am 
looking forward to fi lling this space with your artwork. Th e mural will have the overall theme 
of how what we have learned throughout the year helps us connect to the community. Our next 
step in designing your group murals is to identify which topics we want to include. Let’s review 
the list we developed when we made our cartoons.

TEACHER DO: Display the chart created in Lesson 6 listing the topics students learned about this 
school year grouped under the headings: Living Healthy in our Community, Taking Care of Our 
World with Our Community, Exploring Origins of Our Community, and Making Connections to 
Our Community. Connect this list to the various topics students included in group newspapers.

TEACHER SAY: Please turn in your student books to the page Mural Brainstorm. In your 
groups, decide which topic really interests you. Th is will be the topic of your group’s mural. 
Once your group selects a topic, record it on the top line of the page to complete the sentence 
starter: How __________ helps us connect to community.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss topic ideas and record selection in student books. (Th is is an 
opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Respect for Diversity.)

TEACHER SAY: Next you will individually develop a list of 10 words that come to mind when 
you think of the topic your group selected. Th ese can be descriptive words, objects, actions, or 
anything important about your topic. Record these words on the numbered lines.

STUDENTS DO: Record 10 words on brainstorming page.
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Record the width of one panel (piece of paper):

To create the group mural, each student in your group will add their panel to the
wall. All of the panels will be touching to create a large rectangle. Answer the 
questions to calculate how much space is needed for the group mural.

Record the length of one panel (piece of paper): 

MURAL MATH 

Record the area of your panel (piece of paper):

How many students are in your mural group?

Record this as the number of panels that will be part of your group mural: 

Draw a rectangular grid to represent your group mural with the appropriate number 
of panels: 
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Listen to your teacher for directions, then brainstorm ideas for your mural panel.

MURAL BRAINSTORM

Our Topic: How helps us connect to community. 

Words that come to mind:

MY WORD SYMBOL OR DRAWING

Respect for 
Diversity
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TEACHER SAY: One of the challenges in communicating through a mural is that there are 
few, if any, words. We need to identify images that can communicate our words. Circle the four 
words in your list that you feel most strongly about. Th ese four words should be words that you 
feel best capture what the topic is about. First write those four words in the column of the table 
labeled “My Word.” Th en in the other column, record a symbol or drawing you could use to 
represent that word. For example, if one of your words is WARM, think about how you could 
show warm in a drawing. You might choose to write “orange” or “yellow” or draw a sun in the 
other column.

STUDENTS DO: Record four words and symbols or drawing ideas for the chosen topic.

5. TEACHER SAY: You have done some fantastic brainstorming. Now you will share your ideas 
with your group. Each of you will have the opportunity to present your four words and drawing 
ideas to the group. As a group, decide which drawing or symbols are the most powerful and put 
a star next to them. Th ese are the things that as a group you will include in your mural panels. 
As you work to draft your individual panels, be sure to share with the rest of your group which 
ideas you are including in your images.

STUDENTS DO: Discuss in groups which ideas to include on mural panels. (Th is is an 
opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Respect for Diversity.)

TEACHER DO: As students work, circulate around the room to provide assistance.

TEACHER SAY: In order to make all of your panels feel like they fi t together to share one 
message, it will be important for each panel of your mural to have something in common. For 
example, if you are creating a mural about transportation, your group could decide that each 
panel must include a piece of a road. Another option would be to include common colors, so all 
of the panels feel like they belong together. What will help the panels of your mural fi t together? 
Discuss this with your group. Your lists of words on the Mural Brainstorm page can give you 
good ideas.

STUDENTS DO: As a group, decide on a cohesive element to include in mural panels.

TEACHER SAY: The last step is to produce a draft of your mural panel. Turn in your student 
books to the page Mural Template. Follow along as I read the directions aloud.

READ ALOUD: Record your topic and the message you want to share with your mural 
panel. Sketch your mural panel in the box.

STUDENTS DO: Work individually to draft one panel for the group’s mural.

TEACHER DO: Circulate around the room, off ering ideas and assistance as needed. Do not off er 
corrections or suggestions for improvement yet, as students will provide this to their peers in the next 
lesson.

6. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Students may be able to lead this routine at this point in the school year.

TEACHER SAY: I am very impressed with all of the creativity and collaboration you have 
shown today. For our closing, let’s think about our audience for the mural. What is our purpose 
in creating the mural? What do we hope to accomplish by creating it? Let’s Popcorn to share 
ideas.

STUDENTS DO: Popcorn to share ideas.

Respect for 
Diversity
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Record your topic and the message you want to share with your mural 
panel. Sketch your mural panel in the box. 

MURAL TEMPLATE

Topic: 

What is the message? 
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OverviewLesson 9

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: Today we will begin to work on our fi nal mural panels. You will work indi-
vidually to produce your panel, while at the same time working with your group to make sure 
the panels fi t together into one big picture. Th e picture you create will represent something you 
wrote about in your newspaper. Do you think words or pictures do a better job of sharing a 
message?

STUDENTS DO: Respond with opinions.

TEACHER SAY: I am excited to see what your group creates. Use the art resources around the 
room as needed.

TEACHER DO: Point out any resources that can be used.

2. TEACHER SAY: Before we begin working, let’s look at the rubric we will be using for this 
Share Project. Turn to the page My Self-Assessment. Read along with me as we review together.

TEACHER DO: Guide students through the expectations as outlined by the rubric. Answer any 
questions students may have.

TEACHER SAY: Now that you know your goals, let’s begin by collecting initial materials that 
we need and meeting in our groups. As soon as everyone is ready, I will give you directions.

STUDENTS DO: Collect art supplies and student books, then sit with groups.

3. TEACHER SAY: Before we start drawing and painting, you will have the opportunity to get 
feedback from your classmates. I have asked you to take your student book with you because 
you are going to help each other improve your designs with 2 Stars and a Wish. You will not 
write in your own book. Instead, each student will give feedback to one other student in THEIR 
student book. Th at way everyone can keep the comments to read later. Th e “two stars” are two 
things that you really liked about your peer’s mural panel. Th e “wish” is one way the mural 
design might be improved.

Lesson

10

     

Academic 
Content


I have difficulty 

designing a 

mural panel that 

communicates a 

message about our 

community.

 
I can design a 

mural panel that 

communicates a 

message about our 

community.

  
I can design a 

mural panel that 

communicates a unique 

or especially thoughtful 

message about our 

community. 

Quality of 
Performance


I have difficulty 

contributing my ideas 

and doing an equal 

share of the work 

when working in a 

group.

 
I can contribute my 

ideas and do an equal 

share of the work when 

working in a group.

  
I can contribute my 

ideas and do an equal 

share of the work when 

working in a group. 

I show leadership in 

this area and ensure 

that others are able to 

contribute equally.

Life Skills


I have difficulty 

communicating about 

the work of my group 

with clarity.

 
I can communicate 

about the work of my 

group with clarity.

  
I can communicate 

about the work of my 

group with exceptional 

clarity and detail.
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Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that
describes your effort.

MY SELF-ASSESSMENT

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS PREPARATION

Students will:
• Give eff ective feedback.
• Collaboratively produce a class mural.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Accountability:

• Provide eff ective feedback.

Learn to Work

Collaboration:

• Respect for other opinions.

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Art supplies (paints, paint-
brushes, colored pencils, 
and so on)

Gather a variety of art supplies for 
students to produce group murals.
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TEACHER DO: If needed, give examples in your classroom, using one page of a student’s book. If 
students need extra structure, number off  students within each group and assign, by numbers, who 
will review whose work.

TEACHER SAY: Let’s turn to the page Our Mural Feedback. Read the directions silently.

STUDENTS DO: Read directions.

TEACHER DO: Make certain students know they are only to write in one other student’s book.

STUDENTS DO: Share mural designs with a partner.

TEACHER SAY: While I was walking around, I heard some of your discussions about your 
mural designs. I am very proud of your work. Now it is your turn to give feedback.

TEACHER DO: Facilitate as students share. Review types of comments that are helpful. For 
example, a star could be, “I like that you used the maglev train. It helped me think about how 
transportation is changing.” For a wish, a comment could be, “One thing I would like to see is more 
details in the drawing.”

TEACHER SAY: Now it is time for you to write your feedback. Remember, you are writing in 
someone else’s book. Please be thoughtful. We will have quiet time for everyone to fi nish.

STUDENTS DO: Write feedback. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: 
Accountability.)

TEACHER DO: Walk around the classroom, making certain students are focused on doing their 
best work. Bring students back together after everyone has completed writing feedback.

4. TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for giving thoughtful feedback to your classmates. Please take a 
few minutes to read over the feedback you received with your group.

STUDENTS DO: Review feedback in student books.

TEACHER DO: You will now use that feedback to produce the fi nal version of your piece of the 
mural. Each student will get a piece of paper. Th is is where you will draw your redesign, using the 
feedback you got from your classmates.

STUDENTS DO: Collaboratively produce the mural panel on construction paper. (Th is is 
an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Collaboration.)

TEACHER DO: Answer any questions students may have at this time. Encourage students to 
talk together about design and to use the Mural Template to plan how they will design a piece of 
the mural. Monitor students and assist as needed. Allow students to work on mural panels for the 
remainder of the class time.

STUDENTS DO: Use construction paper and available art supplies to design panels for the 
group murals.

5. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen. Students may be able to lead this routine at this point in the school year.

TEACHER SAY: I am so excited to see your mural panels. I know you are ready to share your 
pictures, but we will wait until our next lesson. Today, let’s use our closing to share something 
about the process of creating our murals. How do you feel working individually to contribute 
to a group eff ort? Let’s Popcorn so many students can share.

STUDENTS DO: Refl ect on work experience.

Lesson
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I like your design because 

I like your design because 

One thing I would like to see is 

Another student will review your mural design on this page. You will review 
their work in their student book. 

OUR MURAL FEEDBACK 

Mural topic: 

Reviewer’s name: 

Accountability

Collaboration
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OverviewLesson 10

1. Introduction: Use the start of every class to refl ect and review previous learning and/or to 
preview topics for today’s lesson.

TEACHER SAY: I looked over your mural panels, and I am very excited to see them all put 
together. Let’s take a minute to talk with your group. What do you need to prepare today to 
share your mural with others in the class?

STUDENTS DO: Refl ect on work and necessary tasks.

TEACHER SAY: Now that our mural pieces are fi nished, it is time for us to share. We will share 
our murals with other groups [and our visitors].

TEACHER DO: Partner groups for sharing, and direct students to diff erent areas of the room where 
they can share.

STUDENTS DO: Take supplies to the assigned section of the classroom and share group 
murals. (Th is is an opportunity to practice the Life Skill: Communication.)

Note to Teacher: If applicable, allow invited community members or other guests to ask students questions 
about their projects.

TEACHER SAY: Th ank you for your wonderful presentations and for actively listening to 
others as they shared their work. Our fi nal step of our Share Project is to complete the My 
Self-Assessment page in your student books.

2. TEACHER DO: Students should be familiar with the process at this point in the year. Review the 
procedure or content of the rubric as needed.

STUDENTS DO: Refl ect on work to complete self-assessment.

3. Closing: Use the end of the class to refl ect on learning. Encourage students to think, refl ect, 
share, and listen.

Communication

Lesson

10

     

Academic 
Content


I have difficulty 

designing a 

mural panel that 

communicates a 

message about our 

community.

 
I can design a 

mural panel that 

communicates a 

message about our 

community.

  
I can design a 

mural panel that 

communicates a unique 

or especially thoughtful 

message about our 

community. 

Quality of 
Performance


I have difficulty 

contributing my ideas 

and doing an equal 

share of the work 

when working in a 

group.

 
I can contribute my 

ideas and do an equal 

share of the work when 

working in a group.

  
I can contribute my 

ideas and do an equal 

share of the work when 

working in a group. 

I show leadership in 

this area and ensure 

that others are able to 

contribute equally.

Life Skills


I have difficulty 

communicating about 

the work of my group 

with clarity.

 
I can communicate 

about the work of my 

group with clarity.

  
I can communicate 

about the work of my 

group with exceptional 

clarity and detail.
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Read each statement. For each row, color the stars in the box that
describes your effort.

MY SELF-ASSESSMENT

Share (90 minutes)

Directions

MATERIALS

PREPARATION

Students will:
• Present mural panels to the commu-

nity or class.

• Student books

• Pencils

• Crayons

• Tape

Set up several stations around the room where groups can present their murals. Prepare 
to have guests in the classroom if any family members have responded to the invitation 
distributed at the beginning of the chapter. If feasible, invite another class or other adults 
at school to join students for this lesson as they share the mural.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LIFE SKILLS

Learn to Be

Communication:

• Reading, writing, non-verbal 
communication skills.

• Redesign

KEY VOCABULARY
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TEACHER SAY: I hope you are all proud of the work you have done. We have just finished our 
last chapter in our theme, “Connections.” Please turn to your partners and thank them for 
connecting with you to share all of the wonderful learning you have done this year.

STUDENTS DO: Thank classmates for supporting learning.
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Rubric Assessment (for teacher use)

Approaching Expectation
(1)

Meeting Expectation
(2)

Exceeding Expectation
(3)

Academic Content

Applies knowledge of area to 
determine the size of the group 

mural with help from peers or the 
teacher.

Math D.1.a., 5.e.

Applies knowledge of area to 
determine the size of the group 

mural.
Math D.1.a., 5.e.

Applies knowledge of area to 
determine the size of the group 

mural. Assists peers in this work.
Math D.1.a., 5.e.

Includes minimal details in 
individual panel of the group 

mural, detracting from the overall 
message being communicated by 

the group.
Visual Art A.2.c.

Includes details in individual 
panel of the group mural that help 

to communicate the intended 
message.

Visual Art A.2.c.

Includes intentional and creative 
details in individual panel of the 
group mural that enhance and 
clarify the intended message.

Visual Art A.2.c.

Contributes minimally as group 
members present the mural 

and its intended message to the 
audience.

Visual Art B.1.a.

Presents the mural and its 
intended message to the audience.

Visual Art B.1.a.

Presents the mural and its 
intended message with excep-
tional clarity to the audience. 

Serves as a role model for peers in 
this area.

Visual Art B.1.a.

Communicates and visually 
highlights connections within the 
community through art with help 

from peers and the teacher.
Social Studies A.1.e., f.

Communicates and visually 
highlights connections within the 

community through art.
Social Studies A.1.e., f.

Communicates effectively and 
highlights connections within 

the community through creative 
visuals and graphics.

Social Studies A.1.e., f.

Quality of 
Performance

Contributes minimally to the work 
of the group.

Contributes ideas and does a fair 
share of the group work.

Contributes ideas and does a fair 
share of the group work. Ensures 
that all group members have an 

equal voice and leads the group in 
this work.

Supports the creativity of peers 
when creating a group mural but 
may need support to incorporate 

agreed-upon common elements in 
the individual panel.

Supports the creativity of peers 
when creating a group mural and 
effectively incorporates agreed-
upon common elements in the 

individual panel.

Supports the creativity of peers 
when creating a group mural 
and incorporates agreed-upon 
common elements with excep-

tional creativity and unique ideas.

Life Skills

Listens to others’ opinions and 
ideas with encouragement from 

peers or the teacher.
Respect for Diversity,

Collaboration

Listens to others’ opinions and 
ideas, and contributes ideas for 

how multiple perspectives can be 
combined in the final product.

Respect for Diversity,
Collaboration

Listens to others’ opinions and 
ideas, and leads the group in 

ensuring that all group members’ 
opinions are honored.
Respect for Diversity,

Collaboration

Explains the intended message 
of the mural created by his/her 

group with help from peers or the 
teacher.

Communication

Explains the intended message 
of the mural created by his/her 

group with clarity.
Communication

Explains the intended message 
of the mural created by his/her 
group with exceptional clarity. 

Serves as a role model for peers in 
this area.

Communication
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Transportation Simulation Cards 

 
 

  

 



Interview Article Template 
Headline: _____________________________________________ 

 

By  _____________________________  

 
 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

 ________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
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News / Current Event Article Template 
Headline: _____________________________________________ 

 

By  _____________________________  
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Advertisement Template 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cartoon Template
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